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V

Summary.

This thesis focuses on the relationship between Thomas Hobbes and his one-time
patron, Francis Bacon. It addresses the natural and civil histories and philosophies of
the two thinkers. The study does not contain any extended treatment of Bacon and
Hobbes' conception of rhetoric or theology, or their literary style.

The thesis comprises five chapters. Chapter 1 sets out the extant evidence for the
personal relationship between the two thinkers. It also shows that Hobbes' knowledge
of Bacon's works was extensive and that his interest in _his texts was ongoing. Chapter
2 deals with Bacon and Hobbes' histories of learning. It argues that Hobbes
consistently followed the contours of Bacon's history of knowledge. It also shows the
way in which Hobbes assimilated details from the histories of other writers into this
framework, and how he provided more naturalistic explanations of some of the central
characters and motives in that history. The third chapter discusses Bacon and Hobbes'
civil histories. This chapter explores the conception of history embodied in Hobbes'
translation of Thucydides. It also addresses Hobbes' later church histories. In so doing
it extends the analysis of the previous section in two ways. First, it traces Hobbes'
conception of the history of philosophy back to Thucydides. Secondly, it shows how,
especially in Hobbes' later church histmies, the factors that had led to the poverty of
human science also posed dangers for the commonwealth. Chapter 4 deals with
natural history and philosophy. Central to this chapter is the claim that Hobbes'
assimilation of Euclid reflected a pre-existing commitment to a Baconian conception
of the ends and justification of science. It also argues that Hobbes' two major
discoveries of the 1630s and 1640s (as he saw them) were expressed in Baconian
terms. Finally, the fifth chapter explores civil philosophy. I also explore Bacon and
Hobbes' understanding of the passions and Hobbes' rejection of Bacon's doctrine of
civil greatness. Throughout I have attempted to compare Bacon's mature position with
Hobbes' philosophy at different stages of its development.

The purpose of this thesis is not to claim that Hobbes' philosophy was essentially
Baconian. Nor do I claim that Bacon, rather than Galileo, Harvey or Euclid, was
Hobbes' pre-eminent interest. Rather, I argue that Bacon was one of a number of
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philosophers with whom Hobbes constructively and critically engaged. Consequently,
I reject the thesis that Hobbes' thought was the antithesis of Bacon's, and the view that
Hobbes soon forgot Bacon after reading Euclid and Galileo.

Introduction.

This thesis examines the relationship between the thought of Thomas Hobbes and that
of his one-time patron Francis Bacon. This subject has been touched on many times.
Yet different approaches to the study of history have yielded different reasons why the
relationship melited little analysis. Some wliters argued that there was a continuous
chain of thought from Bacon, via Hobbes and John Locke to David Hume and the
Utilitarians. From this point of view, Bacon's influence on Hobbes was taken for
granted and further st~dy of it was deemed unnecessary, 1 Alternatively, in other
commentalies the apparent antithesis between the mature work of Hobbes and Bacon
was often seen as a reason why further consideration of their relationship was
unwananted. From this perspective, the relationship could legitimately be summed up
by pointing to the general differences between, for example, Bacon's Novum organum
and Hobbes' De corpore. 2 More recently there has been considerable interest in
Hobbes' early involvement in the translation of Bacon's Essays, and in the Horae
subsecivae, a volume that imitated Bacon's style and echoed his concems. 3 But again,

these studies have not led to an examination of the connection beyond the 1620s. This
project is unlike previous investigations in three important ways. First, rather than
treating the Bacon-Hobbes relationship as a part of a larger undertaking, that
relationship forms the focus of this study. Secondly, rather than examining the period
of their acquaintance alone, I will show that Hobbes' interest in Bacon and his works

1

See for example: Sir James Fitzjames Stephen, 'Horae sabbaticae', in John Dunn and Ian Harris eds.,
Great political thinkers 8: Hobbes (3 vols., Cheltenham, 1997), I, 1, 3.
2
See for example: George Croom Robert~on, Hobbes (London, 1887) pp. 17-21,46, 91; Sir Leslie
Stephen, Hobbes (London, 1904) pp. 12-13; Richard Peters, Hobbes (London, 1956) pp. 15-16, 17, 19;
J.W.N. Watkins, Hobbes's system of ideas (London, 1965) p. 123; F.S. McNeilly, The anatomy of
Leviathan (London, 1968) p. 108; and, Johann P. Sommerville, Tho111as Hobbes, political ideas in
historical context (London, 1992) pp. 8-9.
3
Noel Malcolm, De Dominis ( 1560-1624): Venetian, Anglican, Ecumenist and relapsed heretic,
(London, 1984) pp. 50-51; Arlene W. Saxonhouse, 'Hobbes and the Horae subsecivae', Polity, 13
(1981), 541-67; Noel B. Reynolds and John L. Hilton, 'Statistical word print analysis identifies new
Hobbes essays', Intemational Hobbes association newsletter, 14 (1992), 4-9; Noel B. Reynolds and
John L. Hilton, 'Thomas Hobbes and the authorship of the Horae Subsecivae', History of political
thought, 14 (1993) , 361-80; [Anon:], Three discourses . A critical111odem edition of newly identified
work of the young Hobbes, ed. Noel B. Reynolds and Arlene Saxonhouse, (Chicago, 1993); John C.
Fortier, 'Hobbes and "A discourse of laws": the perils of word print analysis', Review of politics, 59
(1997), 861-877; John L. Hilton, Noel B. Reynolds, and Arlcne W. Saxonhouse 'Hobbes and "A
discourse of laws": response to Fortier', Review of politics, 59 (1997), 889-903; and, John C. Fmtier,
'Last word', Review of politics, 59 (1997), 905-914.
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continued until the end of his life. Thirdly, I will compare Hobbes' thought with that
of Bacon at different stages of its development. This approach is different from that of
previous investigations which have simply compared the mature work of the two
thinkers.

Through this approach I hope to do more than point to similarities and dissimilmities
between the two thinkers. Rather, I hope to show how Hobbes' work borrowed, not
just single notions, but networks of positions from Bacon. I will also show how
Hobbes embellished and developed what he took from Bacon. For example, previous
commentators have noted that parts of Hobbes' work

an~

_reminiscent of Bacon's De

4

sapientia veterum. By contrast, this study will show how Hobbes' treatment of
mythic wisdom was situated within a broader Baconian understanding of the history
of learning. I will also link this to Samuel Sorbiere's view that Hobbes' use of allegory
was in imitation of Bacon, and to Franc;ois du Verdus' claim that Hobbes wrote an
extensive commentary on De sapientia veterum. Again, many commentators have
noted that both Bacon and Hobbes rejected final causes and had a similar conception
of matter. 5 This study will show how these positions were associated. It will also link
these similarities to evidence that Hobbes incorporated parts of Bacon's Sylva

sylvarum into his writings in the 1620s, 1640s, and 1670s.

This investigation is, however, limited in scope. My concern is with Bacon and
Hobbes' writings on natural and civil history and philosophy. Consequently, I will not
focus on their conceptions of rhetotic, despite the fact that this would seem a fruitful
area of enquiry. 6 Nor do I consider the theology, legal works, or literary style, of these
thinkers in any detail. 7 Before turning to the thought of either wtiter, I begin in
4

Stephen, 'Horae sabbaticae', p. 37; A.P. Martinich, Hobbes: a biography (Cambridge, 1999) pp. 68-9.
Regarding Bacon and Hobbes' similar approach to final causes see for example: Arnold A. Rogow,
Thomas Hobbes: radical in the sen1ice of reaction (New York, 1986) p. 65; and, Samuel I. Mintz, The
hunting of Leviathan (Cambridge, 1966) p. 66. Regarding their similar view of matter see: Frithiof
Brandt, Thomas Hobbes' mechanical conception of nature (Copenhagen, 1928) p. 162; and, Jamie C.
Kassler, Inner music, Hobbes, Hooke and North on internal character (London, 1995) pp. 161-2.
6
C. Condren, 'On the rhetorical foundations of Leviathan', in John Dunn and Ian Han·is eds., Great
political thinkers 8: Hobbes (3 vols. ; Cheltenham, 1997), Ill, 203; Q.R.D. Skinner, 'Thomas Hobbes:
rhetoric and the construction of morality', Proceedings of the British Academy, 76 ( 1991), 47; and,
Quentin Skinner, Reason and rhetoric in the philosophy of Hobbes (Cambridge, 1996) p. 372.
7
Again, there have been suggestions that Hobbes followed Bacon's legal teachings. See: Thomas
Hobbes, A dialogue between a philosopher and a student, of the Common Laws of England, ed.
Josephy Cropsey, (Chicago, 1971) p. 13. This view is, however, disputed. See: Chapter l.
5
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Chapter 1, by setting out the remaining evidence for their acquaintance. Chapter 1 will
also show that Hobbes knew many of Bacon's works and that he read and discussed
them from the 1610s to the 1670s. The chapter concludes with a refutation of the view
that Hobbes' thought was antithetical to that of Bacon.

The remaining chapters set out my own view of the way in which Hobbes' interest in
Bacon was reflected in his historical and philosophical works. Chapter 2 discusses
the history of knowledge. It sets out Bacon and Hobbes' common view of ancient
wisdom; the legacy of Aristotle and the schools; and their presctiptions for advancing
a new productive philosophy. In so doing the chapter also attempts to provide a
comprehensive view of Hobbes' changing conception and usr. of the history of
learning. This includes a discussion of his reliance on the work of John Dee and the
histories of Didorus Siculus. The chapter also addresses Hobbes' departures from
Bacon, particularly over Adam's role in the history of learning; the history of
geometry; and the part which curiosity and charity should play in the restoration of
the sciences.

Chapter 3 examines Hobbes' view of civil history. It begins with a btief overview of
Hobbes' changing use of history and then offers a more detailed analysis of his
position prior to 1630. It also extends the analysis of the previ ous chapter in two
ways . First, it shows how the various elements of Hobbes' conception of the history of
knowledge worked together in the extended history of knowledge given in the

Historia ecclesiastica. Secondly, it shows how the factors that had led to the poverty
of human science also posed dangers for the commonwealth.

The fourth chapter deals with Bacon and Hobbes' conception of natural history and
natural philosophy. It begins by tracing Hobbes' changing attitude to natural history.
Using evidence from Hobbes' translation of Thucydides' history, his Latin optical

manuscript of the late 1630s, and his two natural histmies of the 1640s, I argue that
Hobbes' early view of the relationship between natural philosophy and history was far
closer to Bacon's position than has generally been recognised. Secondly, it examines
Hobbes' epistemology and his conception of matter. I argue that Hobbes' two most
significant natural philosophical discoveries of the 1630s and 1640s (as he saw them)
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were expressed in Baconian terms. I also argue that Hobbes' assimilation of Euclid
was far from straightforward. Indeed, I show that Hobbes reworked the insights that
he found in Euclid in a way that reflected his commitment to a recognisably Baconian
understanding of the end of knowledge. In the course of my argument I also briefly
address Hobbes' debts to Rene Descartes, PietTe Gassendi, Honore Fabri, and Andreas
Vesalius, amongst others.

The final chapter turns to civil philosophy. First, I argue that there are general
similmities in approach between the civil philosophy that Bacon outlined in the

Novum organum and Hobbes' approach in The elemen!s of law. Moreover, I show that
The elements of law also borrowed from Bacon's Essays, History of the reign of He1iry
VII, and Sylva sylvarum. Secondly, I examine the relationship between Bacon and
Hobbes' conception of the passions. Thirdly, I consider the clear difference between
Bacon's essays on civil greatness and Hobbes' prescriptions for civil peace. Finally, I
address Richard Tuck's recent claim that Leviathan reflects a utopianism that follows
in the tradition of Bacon's New Atlantis.

Before asse1ting that Hobbes' position reflected his knowledge of Bacon, I will show
the following general points. First, that Hobbes knew the works in which Bacon set
out his position on the doctline in

que~tion.

Secondly, that Hobbes knew that work

prior to his own engagement with the position. Thirdly, that the position did not come
from the work of other thinkers, with which Hobbes engaged, or from the works of
other contemporary w1iters to whom Hobbes made no explicit reference, but whose
work made up the intellectual background against which Bacon and Hobbes should be
understood.

Throughout this thesis I have included translations of passages that have remained in
Latin since the seventeenth century. Chapter 1, for example, contains translations
from Hobbes' Problemata physica and De homine, as well as a passage from Richard
Blackboume's Vitae Hobbianae auctariwn. Other chapters make use of matelial from
early drafts of De corpore, the Tractatus opticus, the Latin optical manuscript, and
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the Praefatio in Mersenni Balistictmi, which appear here in English for the firsttime. 8
I have also attempted to include manuscript sources that remain unpublished. These
include A minute, Of passions, Hobbes' transcription of Robert Payne's translation
Galileo's, Ofthe profit wch is drawenfrom the art mechaniq & its instruments, parts
of William Petty's papers, and passages that appear to be Hobbes' notes in a copy of
Bacon's The advancement ofleaming held at Chatsworth Honse. 9

My purpose in the following study is not to claim that Hobbes' philosophy was
essentially Baconian. Nor do I claim that Bacon, rather than Galileo, Harvey or
Euclid, was Hobbes' only interest. Rather, I argue that ~aeon was one of a number of
philosophers with whom Hobbes engaged. Moreover, as is the case with Hobbes'
reading of Galileo, and Harvey, this engagement was, on occasion, critical. Secondly,
I argue that Hobbes knew many of Bacon's works and that he read and reread them
throughout his career, and that this interest was reflected in Hobbes' works.
Consequently, I reject the thesis that Hobbes' thought was the antithesis of Bacon's,
and the view that Hobbes soon forgot Bacon after reading Euclid and Galileo. By
asserting this position I concur with the views of Sorbiere and du Verdus and with
Hobbes' own statement of his regard for his old master.

8

Where possible I have relied on published translations. In the case of the Historia ecclesiastica I have
chosen an unpublished translation by Paul Copeland that was first circulated in 1996 rather than the
1722 translation. In a few cases I have made translations of my own. These include a small section of
the 1645 drafts of De co1pore as well as material from Hobbes' Praefatio t.:> Mersenne's Balistica. In
most cases, however, thanks to the generosity of Downing College, I have paid to have parts of De
homine and Hobbes' optical treatises translated. I must thank Alex Lindsey and Peter Fisher for taking
on this task. In cases where I refer to translations that have not been published I have included the
original Latin in the notes. I am also grateful to Brandon High for looking through my early attempts to
render chapter two of the Problemata physica.
9
I have followed Noel Malcolm's principles of transcription, with the exception that I do not
superscript the 'e' in 'ye', the 't' in 'yt' or the 'eh' in 'wch'. I have, however, \eft other more unusual
superscripted letters. See: Thomas Hobbes, The correspondence, ed. Noel Malcolm, (2 vols., Oxford,
1994), lvii-lxi.

Chapter 1.
Thomas Hobbes' knowledge of Francis Bacon.

i. Hobbes' knowledge of Bacon and his works.

a. Amanuensis.
b. Bacon's works.

ii. Different views of the Hobbes-Bacon relationship.

a. St George and the Waggoner.
b. Bacon, Galileo, Kepler, and Harvey.
c. Hobbes, Bacon, and the Royal Society.
d. The importance of Bacon for Hobbes' work.

Chapter 1.
Thomas Hobbes' knowledge of Francis Bacon.

Hobbes' work as Bacon's amanuensis is well known. 1 According to John Aubrey,
Hobbes took notes for Bacon, translated his Essays, and spent time conversing with
him. 2 This account is suppo1ted by the testimony of Samuel Sorbiere and Fran~ois du
Verdus, 3 and is usually taken to refer to the period in the 1620s, after Bacon's fall,
during which Bacon completed the larger part of his mature work. 4 Hobbes' interest in
Bacon after the 1620s is less well known, but equally well documented. Hobbes' read,
re-read and discussed Bacon and his works from the 1610s until the end of his life.
The three explicit references to Bacon in Hobbes' works all refer to Bacon's natural
philosophy. Nonetheless, Hobbes also read Bacon's historical writings and moral and
civil philosophy, and looked to his old master as a stylist.

I begin this chapter by setting out the evidence for Hobbes' lifelong interest in Bacon
and his wlitings. The second section considers the school of thought, which miginated

1

Samuel Sorbiere's Relation d'un voyage en Angleterre contains the first published account of Hobbes'
time as Bacon's secretary. (Samuel Sorbiere, Relation d'un. voyage en Angleterre, oi't son! touchees
plusieurs chases, qui regardent l'estat des sciences, & de la religion, & autres matieres curieuses
(Paris, 1664) p. 97.) A partial English translation of the passage was published as part Thomas Sprat's
commentary on Sorbiere's text in 1665. (Thomas Sprat, A letter containing some observations on
Monsieur de Sorbier's voyage into England (London, 1665) pp. 232-4.) The classic statement of the
relationship appeared in Aubrey's Brief lives, which was not published until 1898. (John Aubrey, 'Brief
lives', chiefly of contemporaries, set down by John Aubrey, between the years 1669 & 1696, ed. A.
Clark, (2 vols. Oxford, 1898) I, 331.) However, two other accounts, based directly or indirectly on
Aubrey's manuscripts, were published prior to that. The first, Dr Richard Blackbourne's Vitae
Hobbianae auctarium appeared in 1681. (Thomas Hobbes, Thomce Hobbes Angli Malmesburiensis
philosophi vita (London, 1681) pp. 21 ff.)The second, published in 1750, appeared in a collection of
Hobbes' works. (The moral and political works of Thomas Hobbes of Malmesbury (London, 1750) p.
xi.) Each version is discussed below.
2
Aubrey, 'Brief lives', ed. Clark, I, 331.
3
Sorbiere and du Verdus both made Hobbes' acquaintance during his exile in Paris during the 1640s.
Both men were interested in the mechanistic philosophy that was being developed by leading members
of the circle around Marin Mersenne during this period . Sorbiere, organised the printing of the second
edition of Hobbes' De cive between 1646-7. Both men produced French translations of Hobbes' works
and continued to correspond with Hobbes after he returned to London in 1650. Biographies of both
men can be found in Noel Malcolm's edition of Hobbes' correspondence. See: Thomas Hobbes, The
correspondence, ed. Noel Malcolm, (2 vols., Oxford, 1994), II, 893-899 and 904-913. Also see:
Quentin Skinner, 'Thomas Hobbes and his disciples in France and England', Comparative studies in
society and history, 8 ( 1966), 153-67.
4
See for examples: Samuel I. Mintz, The hunting of Leviathan (Cambridge, 1966) p. 6. Miriam M.
Reik, The golden lands of Thomas Hobbes (Detroit, 1977) p. 33; Richard Tuck, Hobbes (Oxford, 1989)
p. 10; and, Noel Malcolm, 'A summary biography ofHobbes', in Tom Sorell ed., The Cambridge
companion to Hobb es (Cambridge, 1996) p. 18. A.P. Martinich, Thomas flobbes (London, 1997) p. 6.
1
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with Thomas Sprat, postulating an ·antithetical relationship between the two thinkers.
My object here is not to show that Hobbes followed Bacon, but rather to show that he
was not his opponent. In order to do this I conclude the second section by examining
Hobbes' attitudes to Galileo Galilei, William Harvey, Rene Descartes, and Johannes
Kepler, and comparing these with his attitude to Bacon. I then discuss Hobbes'
polemic against the Royal Society. Once this evidence is laid out and the primary
objections are answered, the following chapters will set out my own view of Hobbes'
relationship with Bacon.

i. Hobbes' knowledge of Bacon and his works.

a. Amanuensis.

Setting aside speculation that Hobbes and Bacon met whilst Hobbes was a student at
Magdalen Hall, Oxford, 5 the first evidence of Hobbes' involvement with Bacon is
linked to the activities of Hobbes' first pupil, Sir William Cavendish, who was to
become the second Earl of Devonshire in 1628. Hobbes entered the employment of
the Cavendish family after graduating from Oxford. William Cavendish, Baron
Hardwick (who was created the first Earl of Devonshire in 1618), wanted his son to
be instructed by someone of a similar age, someone who would be a companion as
well as a tutor. Hobbes certainly viewed the relationship as a friendship, 6 and perhaps
because of this he seems to have become involved with his pupil's pre-occupations
and pursuits, which included a long-standing admiration of Bacon. As early as 1615,

5

Robert E. Stillman, The new philosophy and universal languages in seventeenth-century England.
Bacon, Hobbes and Wilkins (London, 1995) p. 138. Stillman attributes this speculation to Rogow, but I
have been unable to find any mention of such a meeting. (Arnold A. Rogow, Thomas Hobbes: radical
in the service of reaction (New York; 1986) pp. 65-66.) Hobbes gained his BA in 1608, some time
before Bacon's mature works were written. Indeed, according to John Locke, who gained his MA at
Oxford in 1658, even in the 1650s the works of Aristotle dominated the university curriculum.
(Mordechai Feingold, 'The mathematical sciences and new philosophies', in Nicholas Tyacke ed., The
history ofthe university ofO-'ford (8 vols., Oxford, 1984-1999), IV, 359 .)
6 Q
. Skinner, Reason and rhetoric in the philosophy of Hobbes
uentm
(Cambridge, 1996) pp. 218-9.

3
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Cavendish produced a set of ten essays in imitation of Bacon. 7 The Essayes are
discussed in Chapter 3, but it is worth noting Hobbes' involvement with them here. 8
Hobbes was aware of the content of the Essayes as they are in his hand. 9 Furthermore,
as the Essayes were a gift to Baron Hardwick, Hobbes' employer, it seems reasonable
to assume that Hobbes took a keen professional interest in the work.

Between the summer of 1614 and the summer of 1615, Hobbes accompanied
Cavendish on a European tour. 10 Whilst in Italy, Cavendish turned again to Bacon's
Essays. On this occasion, he produced an Italian translation of the 1612 edition of the
Essays, entitled Saggi Morali del Signore Francesco Bac_ono, Cavagliero Inglese,
Gran Cancelliero d'Inghilterra Con un' altro suo Trattato Delta Sapienza degli
Antichi. Tradotti in ltaliano (Florence, 1617). Hobbes had also learned Italian. His

7

Cavendish had also published A discourse against flatterie in 1611. ([William Cavendish], A
discourse againstflatterie (London, 1611)) The discourse was included in the published Horae
subsecivae, but was not one of the Essayes. Malcolm suggests the date 1610 for Cavendish's Essayes as
the Essayes were written prior to his continental tour and, until recently, it was assumed that the tour
began in 1610. (Noel Malcolm, De Do minis (1560-1624 ): Venetian, Anglican, Ecumenist and relapsed
heretic (London, 1984) pp. 50-51.) Quentin Skinner's research has shown that the Hardwick account
books contain a payment to William Cavendish in England in February 1614. Consequently, the tour
could not have started until1614 . Therefore, it is possible that the Essayes were written as late as 1614.
Skinner's research can be found in Thomas Hobbes , On the citizen, ed. Richard Tuck, tr. Michael
Silverthorne, (Cambridge, 1999) p. xlv n. 2. Arlene W . Saxonhouse argues that the Essayes were
written in the mid 1610s, due to a reference to the colonies of Virginia and the Bermudas in the text.
William Cavendish 'became one of the grantees of the Bermudas or Somers Island' in 1615 . (Arlene W.
Saxonhouse, 'Hobbes and the Horae subsecivae', Polity, 13 (1981), 542 n.) The stylistic debt to Bacon
is also discussed by Saxonhouse. Saxonhouse argues that the Essayes and the Horae subsecivae are far
closer in style to Bacon's Essays than those of Michel de Montaigne. She writes: '[t]he essays of the
Horae clearly follow the essay form of Bacon, not Montaigne, and also indicate in content the
influence of Bacon.' (Ibid., p. 550.)
8
It should be noted that the Essayes have been attributed to Hobbes. (See: Leo Strauss, The political
philosophy of Hobbes: its basis and its genesis, tr. Eisa M . Sinclair, (Oxford, 1936) p. xii; F.O. Wolf,
Die neue Wissenschaft des Thomas Hobbes: Zu de gundlagen der Politischen Philosophie der Neuzeit.
Mit Hobbes' Essays (Stuttgart, 1969) p. 116; John Jay Hamilton, 'Hobbes' Study and the Hardwick
Library', Journal ofthe hist01y of philosophy, 16 (1978), 451-2; Douglas Bush, 'Hobbes, William
Cavendish, and "Essayes" ',Notes and queries, 20 (1973), 163; and, [Anon.], Three discourses. A
critical modern edition of newly identified work of the young Hobbes A critical modern edition of newly
identified work of the young Hobbes, ed. Noel B. Reynolds and Arlene W. Saxonhouse, (Chicago,
1993) pp. 4-5.) However, recent work by Noel B Reynolds and John L. Hi\ton indicates that this is not
the case. (Noel B. Reynolds and John L. Hilton, 'Thomas Hobbes and authorship of the Horae
subsecivae', Hist01y of political thought, 14 (1993) , 366, 369.)
9
Strauss, The political philosophy of Hobbes, p. xii.
1
Following Aubrey and Blackboun1e it has usually been assumed that the tour began in 1610 and
ended in 1616. However, Malcolm has shown that William Cavendish returned to England in
September 1615 . (Dr: Richard Blackbourne, 'Vitae Hobbianae auctarium', in Thomas Hobbes, Opera
philosophica quce Latine scripsit omnia, ed. Sir William Molesworth, (5 vols., London, 1839-1845), I,
xxiv . Noel Malcolm, 'Hobbes, Sandys and the Virginia Company', Historical journal, 24 (1981), 297321.)
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translations of Cavendish's correspondence with Fulgenzio Micanzio 11 show that he
was extremely proficient. Given Hobbes' linguistic skills and the closeness between
teacher and pupil, Noel Malcolm suggests that Hobbes was involved in the translation
of the Saggi. 12 The first edition of the Saggi was revised and extended in two further
editions that were published in 1617 and 1618. These later editions included a
translation of the essay 'Of Seditions and Troubles' ('Delle Seditioni, & Turbationi')
that would not be published in English until 1625. These later editions indicate that
Cavendish was aided by Bacon in the production of the later editions. Further
evidence for this comes from an entry in a catalogue of Cavendish's library, compiled
by Hobbes, which includes a reference to 'Bacon Saggi morali, corrected by himselfe
in ye Margent'. 13 Cavendish prepared the second edition after his return to England in
1615. At the same time Hobbes was translating Cavendish's Italian correspondence. 14
Consequently, Malcolm suggests that Hobbes was also involved in the second edition.
This raises the possibility of contact between Hobbes and Bacon as early as 1615. 15
The first recorded communication between the Cavendish family and Bacon occurred
in 1612 in the context of a lawsuit against the countess of Shrewsbury. 16 Hobbes'
pupil was certainly on good terms with Bacon as early as 1616, for it was in that year
that he established a conespondence between Bacon and Micanzio. 17
11

Fulgenzio Micanzio (1570-1654) came to Venice at the request ofPaulo Sarpi, during the city's
excommunication of 1606-7. Once in Venice he became Sarpi's aide, conf;dant and biographer. (David
Malkiel, 'The tenuous thread: a Venetian lawyer's apology for Jewish self-government in the
seventeenth-century', Association for Jewish studies review, 12 (1987), 225-6.) After Sarpi's death he
took his place as theological jurisconsult. (William J. Bouwsma, Venice and the defence of republican
liberty (Berkeley, 1968) p. 358.) In the 1630s Micanzio continued to correspond with European
intellectuals, most notably Galileo. (Richard Tuck, Philosophy and govem111ent 1572-1651
(Cambridge, 1993) p. 294.)
12
Malcolm, De Dominis, p. 51.
13
Booklist (Chatsworth, MS. Hobbes E.l.a) [p. 125]. Further evidence for Bacon's involvement with
the revisions comes from the dedication of the book, written by Sir Tobie Mathew, which states that
Bacon knew of the translation. (Malcolm, De Do minis, p. 47 .)
14
The 76 letters (Chats worth, unclassified MS.) The second unnumbered page of the volume contains
the inscription: 'Translated out of the original italian letters by T. Hobbes secretary to ye Lord
Cavendish.' There are two copies of the 76 Letters, the Chatsworth copy is held amongst Hobbes's
papers but has no reference number. The British Library holds the second copy of the letters: The 76
letters (B.L. MS. Add. 11390)
15
Malcolm, De Dominis, p. 51.
16
Francis Bacon, The life and letters of Francis Bacon, ed. James Spedding, (7 vols., London, 186274), IV, 294-7.
17
Micanzio thanked Cavendish for establishing the correspondence with Bacon with these words: 'I am
exceedingly bound to you for relating to S' Francis Bacon- how much I esteeme his judgement &
learning, having not a long time met with any writing, that hath given men greater content, and having
taken such a concept of the Author from his essayes that I find myself- very much caried a way to love
& honor him. But then the favour of calling me to a commerce of letters with him I estemme for
singular, & account it great happinesse; & a great debt of mine to you. I write to him in Italian,
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The Micanzio-Cavendish conespondence, which took place between 1615 and 1625,
is a valuable source of information about Hobbes' knowledge of Bacon. Micanzio was
a devotee of Bacon's works. Sixty-eight of the seventy-six letters mention Bacon.

18

Indeed, Cavendish and Micanzio had discussed Bacon in person, prior to their
cmTespondence. 19 The letters chronicle Bacon's writings as well as his rise and fall in
the king's service. Cavendish was a source of news about Bacon and his works, and
in·egularly sent copies of Bacon's publications to Micanzio. 20 Hobbes' annotations,
which appear in the margins of the translations, suggest that his knowledge of Bacon
went beyond what was contained in Micanzio's letters.

For example, in letter twenty-

one Micanzio wrote, ' .. . I expect with most ardent desire to see that printed worke of ·
naturall Philosophy, Hoping that it will be answerable to his others of mm·all ... '21
Hobbes' marginal note gives the work its title. The note read 'Praise of My Lord
22

Chancelor, & Desire of his Novum Organum.' Another case relates to a number of
marginal notes in which Hobbes refe1Ted to Bacon by his title. In 1617 the notes
describes Bacon as 'Lord Verulam' 23 and later as 'my-Lord Keeper', 24 whilst in 1618
the marginalia describes him as 'My Lord Chancelor', and in 1621 another notes 'The
fall of My Lord Chancellor Bacon.'25 Hobbes' knowledge of Bacon's life and works
is, of course, unsurprising given Bacon's prominence as a public figure and the
Second Earl's friendship with and admiration for him.

supposing that he understands ye tongue, for Iatin I write with difficulty .. .But if need be I will w[>
r]ite in Iatin, not caring though I doe it ill, so I may enjoy the reciprocal! communication of so lovely a
person ... ' The 76 letters (Chatsworth, unclassified MS.) p. 12. [Letter 3.] This section is highlighted
with a cross in red pencil in the Chats worth copy of the manuscript. Micanzio wrote to Bacon in Italian,
due to his poor English. Bacon wrote back in Latin. Several letters were exchanged, but only one
survives. The letter, from Bacon to Micanzio, dates from 1625 and describes the extent of Bacon's
works. (]?aeon, The life and letters, ed. Spedding, VII, 531-32.)
18
The 76letters (Chatsworth, unclassified MS .) Letters 1, 2, 33, 53, 73, 74, 75, and 76 do not refer to
Bacon. Letters 73-76 were written after Bacon's death.
19
Ibid., p. 12 [Letter 3].
2
°For example, in Letter 23, Micanzio thanks Cavendish for news of Bacon's fall. (Ibid., p. 95 [Letter
23 .].) Letter 15 thanks Cavendish for sending a copy of the Essays. (Ibid ., p. 54 [Letter 15] .)
21
Ibid., p. 89 [Letter 21] .
22
Ibid .
23
Ibid ., p. 20 [Letter 5] .
24
Ibid., p. 24 [Letter 6] .
25
Ibid., p. 95 [Letter 23].
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Micanzio's letters describe Bacon in glowing terms, often referring to him as the
phoenix of the age. They praise many of his works including the Essays, De sapientia

veterum, The advancement of learning, the Novum organum,, The history of the reign
of Henry VII, the De augm,entis, and Historia vitae et mortis. 26 The first letter to
mention any of Bacon's works at length contains this passage:
I have receaved yours of the lOth of ye last. .. I rest perpetually abliged to you.
I give you thankes for sr Francis Bacons booke De sapientia veterum, which I
had never before; & have read over with much delight; - I find that Gentleman
is so full of knowledge and learning politique, mm·all, & devine; that the
aboundance of his breast is communicated to what soever he readets. His
applications are with singular judgment; & in tl}is he openeth a way for others
to acknowledge solide understanding in ye fabulous narntions of the auncients. He hath an admirable dexterity, and if the expositions he maketh
caiTY not the very meaning, yet he doeth in such a manner, that ye reader is
persuaded that ye Ancients either meant or ought to have meant so.27

Bacon's fall did nothing to dampen Micanzio's enthusiasm for the fmmer Lord
Chancellor and his works, as this passage from a letter of 1621 shows:
Your Lord:rs letter of ye lth of ye last, besides ye unusuall contentment of
finding my selfe in your Lo:rs memory, hath this in particolar that you let me
understand ye misfortune of My Lord Chancellour without that desperate
estate that fame reportes him to be in, which doeth ordinarily amplify every
mischiefe. I am not a jot chang~d in my oppinion I have alwayes held of that
great & worthy personage; Let his fortune fall out how it will, if he retayne ye
Constancy of his minde (as I doubt not he will) he will loose no reputation
with men of understanding; and yt greatnesse which is of virtue & his owne,
will appeare so much ye more bright. I confesse ingenuously to your Lo:P that
my conciet of his person was never increased by his place or 1iches I have
reverenced & doe reverence him for that greatnesse which is proper to himself
only in that to me he seemes by his workes [>one] of ye greatest & most
worthy of admiration that have ben seene in many ages. 28

The cmTespondence also indicates that Micanzio believed that Cavendish was in
regular contact with Bacon as almost every letter ends with a request to be
remembered to him. 29 Bacon referred to his f1iendship with Cavendish in a letter of
26

Ibid. , pp. 12, 20, 130-1,202, 221 [Letters 3, 4, 5, 21 , 30, 50, 56] .
Ibid., p. 13 [Letter 3] . Hobbes' marginal note at this point in the text reads : 'Acknowldgement of ye
receipt of Sapientia veterum the praise of it & of ye Author.'
28
Ibid., pp. 95-6 [Letter 23] .
29
Cavendish seems to have honoured Micanzio's request and presented his letters to Bacon. Hobbes

27
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1618. 3 Further evidence for the friendship can be found in a setmon of 1619, 'The
Holy City', preached in the presence of Bacon and dedicated to William Cavendish as
a mark of their friendship.

31

Bacon also left Cavendish his own 'casting bottle of

gold' 32 in his will. Given the relationship between Cavendish and Bacon it seems safe
to assume Hobbes met Bacon sometime in the late 1610s. However, it is unwise to go
beyond this assumption, for, according to Aubrey, when Cavendish visited great men
33
Hobbes often remained at a distance 'in the lobbey, or ante-chamber', reading.

The first definitive evidence of contact between Hobbes and Bacon comes from two
notes in the first Earl of Devonshire's accounts. The first, dated 10 May 1619, reads:
'To Mr Hobbs for a L[ette]re from the Lord Chauncellor to Jane Countess of
Shresbury £1 2s'. The second, from 24 May I 13 June of the following year, states: 'to
34
Mr Hobbes wch he gave away at ye Lo: Chac. ijs.'

The best known and fullest evidence of a relationship with Bacon comes from
Aubrey. One version of this account reads:
The Lord Chancellor Bacon loved to converse with him [Hobbes]. He assisted
his lordship in translating several of his Essayes into Latin, one, I well
remember, is that Of the Greatness of Cities: the rest I have forgott. His
lordship was a very contemplative person, and was wont to contemplate in his
delicious walkes at Gorhambury, and dictate to Mr. Thomas Bushell, or some
other of his gentlemen, that attended him with inke and paper ready to sett
down presently his thoughts . His lordship would often say that he better liked
Mr. Hobbes's taking his thoughts, than any of the other, because he understood
what he wrote, which the others not understanding, my Lord would many
35
times have a harde task to make sense of what they writt.

highlighted each reference to Bacon by Micanzio in the margin. Further evidence for this comes from
William Rawley's Life of Bacon. Rawley argued that Bacon's fame was greater overseas than it was in
his own country. Rawley supported this by quoting an excerpt from Hobbes' translation of one of
Micanzio's letters. (William Rawley, 'The life of the honourable author', in Francis Bacon, The works of
Francis f3acon, ed. James Spedding, Robert Leslie Ell is, and Douglas Denon Heath, (7 vols ., London,
1857-1861), I, 16. cf. The 761etters (Chatsworth, unclassified MS .) p. 135 [Letter 30].) Clearly,
Rawley, writing after the death of Bacon and Cavendish, had access to Hobbes' translations. This may
indicate that one of the two copies of the correspondence made in the seve.1teenth century was
.
fcresented to one of Bacon's circle.
0
325.
VI,
Spedding,
Bacon, The life and letters, ed.
31
George Croom Robertson, Hobbes (London, 1887) p. 19.
32
Bacon, The life and letters, ed. Spedding, VII, 228. cf. Ibid., p. 542.
33
Aubrey, 'Brief lives', ed. Clark, I, 331.
34
Hobbes, The correspondence, ed. Malcolm, II, 629 n.
35
Aubrey, 'Brief lives', ed. Clark, I, 331.
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In a footnote to a similar piece, Aubrey suggests that these events took place after the
first Earl of Devonshire's death in 1619. 36 This is borne out by the reference to
Gorhambury, to where Bacon retired after his fall. These two pieces of evidence are
generally taken to locate the relationship in the period 1621-6. 37 Similar passages .
appear in Aubrey's biography of Bacon and in his notes on the life of Hobbes. 38
Aubrey's notes on the life of Bacon contain this passage:
Here [at Gorhambury] his Lordship much meditated, his servant Mr Bushell
attending him with his pen and inke-horne to sett downe his present notions.
Mr Tho. Hobbes told me, that his Lordship would employ him often in this
service whilst he was there, and was better pleased with his 1ninutes, or notes,
sett downe by him, than by others who did not well understand his Lordship.
He told me that he was employed in translating part of the Essayes, viz three
of them, one whereof was that of The Greatness of Cities, the other two I have
forgott. 39

. When compared with the passage from Aubrey's notes on Hobbes' life, four novel
pieces of information present themselves. First, Aubrey's source for this account was
Hobbes. Secondly, Hobbes translated three of the Essays for Bacon. Thirdly, the
original account stated that Bacon believed Hobbes comprehended what he wrote,
whereas in this account Hobbes claims that he understood Bacon's thoughts. Finally,
Bacon used Hobbes' services 'whilst he was there', implying that this employment
took place during visits rather than being a prolonged position in Bacon's household. 40
One of Bacon's letters helps to date at least part of Hobbes' work for him. In 1623
Bacon wrote to Sir Tobie Matthew regarding the translation of his works, '[i]t is true
my labours are now most set to have those works which I had formerly published, as
that of Advancement of Learning, that of Henry ih, that of the Essays being retractate
36

Ibid.
Malcolm, 'Hobbes, Sandys and the Virginia Company', p. 320.
38
John Walker ed., Letters written by eminent persons in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries: to
which are added, Hearne's journeys to Reading ... And lives of eminent men by John Aubrey Esq. (2
vols., London, 1813), II, 602.
39
Ibid., p. 234.
40
A.P. Martinich seems to see Hobbes' employment by Bacon as a continuous period from 1618 to
1622. He implies this by suggesting the date 1622 as the end of the relationship. The only reason for
this in Martinich's account is Hobbes' membership of the Virginia Company, which indicates to
Martinich a renewed employment by the Cavendishes. (Martinich, Thomas Hobbes, p. 7.) Noel B.
Reynolds and John L. Hilton are of the same opinion. (Noel B. Reynolds and John L. Hilton, 'Thomas
Hobbes and Authorship of Horae subsecivae', p. 361.)
37
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and made more perfect, well translated into Latin by the help of some good pens ·
which forsa k e me no t .

,41

Aubrey's manuscripts were the basis of the reference to Bacon in Richard
Blackboume's Vitae Hobbianae auctarium which was originally published in 1681.

42

Blackboume clearly read Aubrey's notes as evidence of some intimacy:
At that time he was admitted to the friendship of Francis Bacon, Baron
Verulam and Viscount St Albans, Lord Chancellor of England and an Atlas
among philosophers, who was highly delighted by his company; after Hobbes
had helped him translate some of his writings into Latin, he used to proclaim
everywhere that no one grasped his ideas with such ease as Thomas Hobbes. 43

Sorbiere's Relation d'un voyage en Angleterre also recorded Hobbes' work for Bacon.
Sorbiere wrote that Hobbes had been Bacon's 'Amanuensis in his Youth'. 44 Sorbiere's
source is unclear, but it could not have been Aubrey's text, for it was published over a
hundred years later. Du Verdus also mentioned Hobbes' work for Bacon in his letter to
Hobbes of 24 July I 3 August 1664. He wrote,' ... I was planning to dedicate my
translation of Francis Bacon's De sapientia veterum to you ... For that purpose I
should like to know precisely about something which I think I was told a long time
ago, namely, that you were a secretary to this Chancellor Bacon in his studies ... '45 Du
Verdus' source for this information appears to be either Abraham or Franc;:ois du
Prat.
41

46

Hobbes' reply has not survived, nor was du Verdus' translation of De sapientia

Bacon, The Life and Letters, ed. Spedding, VII, 429.
See: Peter Beal, Index of English litera1y manuscripts: 1625-1700 (2 vols., London, 1987), II, 580.
Aubrey refers to Blackbourne's use of his manuscripts and a copy of Hobbes' prose Vita in his writings.
See: Aubrey, 'Brief Lives', ed. Cl ark, I, 395-403.
43
'Ill is temporibus in amicitiam receptus est Francisci Baconi, Verulamii Baronis et Vicecomitis Sancti
Albani, magni Angliae Cancellarii et philosophiae Atlantis, qui illius consuetudine magnopere
delectatus est; et ab ipso in nonnullis scriptis suis Latine vertendis adjutus, qui neminem cogitata sua
tanta facilitate concipere atque Thomam Hobbium passim praedicare solitus est.' Blackbourne, 'Vitae
Hobbianae Auctarium', p. xxv. A similar passage appears in the biography of Hobbes contained in
Hobbes , The moral and political works, '[t]hese Qualifications, with a good Address . .. were the means
by which he became known to, and was much caressed by Persons of high rank, as well as Men
eminently distinguished for their Parts and Learning; such as the Lord Chancellor Bacon, who admitted
him to a great degree of familiarity, and, it is said, made use of his Pen for translating some of his
excellent Works into Latin.' (Hobbes, The moral and political works, p. xi .)
44
Samuel Sorbiere, A voyage to England, containing many things relating to the state of learning,
religion and the other curiosities of that kingdom. Done into English from the French original
(London, 1709) p. 40. The French original reads: 'II est en effet un reste de Bacon, sous le que! il a
~;crit en sa ieunesse .. . ' Samuel Sorbiere, Relation d'un voyage en Angleterre (London, 1663) p. 97 .
Hobbes, The correspondence, ed. Malcolm, II, 627-8.
46
Ibid., p. 628. For a brief biography of Abraham and Fran~ois du Prat see: Ibid., pp. 878-885 .
42
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veterUln published, so there is no record of Hobbes' response. A later letter contains a

summary of the proposed epistle to Hobbes, but includes no reference to Hobbes'
acquaintance with Bacon. 47 An advertisement for du Verdus' translation of De
sapientia veterUln appeared in his 1660 translation of Hobbes' De cive, but it did not

mention Hobbes.

48

Hobbes seems to have heard news of Bacon right up until Bacon's death. Indeed, we
owe the most detailed account of Bacon's death to Hobbes.
Mr. Hobbs told me that the cause of his lordship's death was trying of an
expeliment: viz., as he was taking the aire in a coach with Dr, Witherborne (a
Scotchman, Physitian to the King) towards High-gate, snow lay on the ground,
and it came into my lord's thought, why flesh might not be preserved in snow,
as in salt. They resolved they would try the experiment presently [at once].
They alighted out of the coach, and went into a poore woman's howse ... and
bought a hen, and made the woman exenterate [gut] it, and then stuffed the
bodie with snow, and my lord did help to doe it himselfe. The snow so chilled
him, that he immediately fell so extremely ill ... I remember he [Hobbes] told
me, he dyed of suffocation. 49

Hobbes heard news of Bacon's career and works from his pupil and Micanzio from
1616 to Bacon's death. Hobbes' membership of the Virginia Company, from June
1622, would also have brought him into contact with other people known to Bacon.
Sir Edward Sackville, for example, was a member of the company and received a
bequest following Bacon's death. Nicholas Ferrar, Earl of Southampton, was also a
member of the company, and played a part in Bacon's fall.

5°

What impression would this contact with Bacon have left on the thirty-year-old
Hobbes? Graham Rees provides a partial answer to this question. Rees argues that in
the mid-1620s Bacon would have been preparing matetial for the Sylva sylvarum.
This would have involved 'supervising assistants, ordeting materials, having apparatus
made, consulting expett opinion, designing and performing expetiments, carefully
47

Ibid., pp. 676-685.
The advertisement was not written by du Verdus. Thomas Hobbes, Les elemens de la politique, tr.
Fran<;ois du Verdus, (Paris, 1660) unnumbered page following sig. ff v.
49
Aubrey, 'Brief lives', ed. Clark, I, 75-6. The three contemporary accounts of Bacon's death are
discussed in Lisa Jardine and Alan Stewart, Hostage to fortune, the troubled life of Francis Bacon
(London, 1998) pp. 502-511.
50
Malcolm, 'Hobbes, Sandys and the Virginia Company', p. 316.
48
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drafting and redrafting accounts of results and speculating about causes.' 51 A visitor to
Gorhambury would have encountered 'the house and grounds ... festooned with
strange evidences of work in progress: objects suspended in trees, hung in wells,
bmied in the ground, stuffed up chimneys and lodged in fires.' 52 Indeed, Hobbes'
portrayal of Bacon's death is also evidence that Hobbes knew of his experimental
activities.

Bacon's activities dming this peliod were aimed at his great purpose: the birth of new
and fruitful sciences. At the very time that Hobbes was employed at Gorhambury,
Bacon was laying the foundation for his instauratio. Both the De augmentis and the

Sylva sylvarum, written in this period, attempted to advance the first and third parts of
Bacon's project. The former, in lieu of the first part of Bacon's plan, mapped the
established intellectual globe. The latter provided an imperfect natural history, the
basis for the new productive philosophy of nature. The novelty of Bacon's enterplise
and its position in the history of knowledge would have been reinforced by Micanzio's
comments. Micanzio's praise of Bacon often had two themes. The first was Bacon's
place in the history of philosophy. For example, Micanzio often desclibed Bacon as
'that Phenix of our age', 53 thus suggesting that Bacon's works rose from the ashes of
past discredited philosophies. 54 He may also have pointed to the rareness of Bacon's
leaming, and his fame. 55

Micanzio's praise of Bacon's Novwn organum also shows his agreement with Bacon's
assessment of his own project:
The worke Instauratio magna begins to be known by them that apply
themselves to it with all their attention. But it is indeed a most singular worke,
& of few men. For ye Philosophy of these times is but a Logicke full of

51

Graham Rees, 'An unpublished manuscript by Francis Bacon: Sylva sylvarum drafts and other
working notes', Annals of science, 28 (1981) , 394.
52
Ibid.
53
The 76 letters (Chatsworth, unclassified MS.) p. 185. [Letter 45 .]
54
The phoenix is a mythical bird, described by classical authors such as Herodotus, Ovid and Pliny. It
was believed to 'regenerate from its own ashes.' (H. David Brumble, Classical myths and legends in the
Middle Ages and Renaissance, a dictionw y of allegorical meaning (London, 1998) p. 273.)
55
The phoenix was associated with fame and learning in emblem books of the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries. There was also supposed to be only one phoenix. The rareness of the phoenix
was linked to unusually rare learning and wisdom. (Ibid. , p. 274.)
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wordes, but yt singular wit, truely singular, pierceth into ye roote of ye defects
thereof. 56

This passage also contains evidence of the second theme in Micanzio's praise: the
warmth of Bacon's reception in Italy. Micanzio often wrote of his compatliots' esteem
for Bacon's work. The 'Instauratio Magna', he wrote, 'by them ... that weigh it with
Patience & understanding, is esteemed for one of ye most excellent works yt ever
came to light in ye world ... '57 Hobbes' autobiographies and his comments in the
introductory essays to Thucydides indicate that Hobbes respected the views of the
learned Italians that he met dming his tour. 5 8 Micanzio's conespondence gives a clear
picture of the kind of views which Hobbes encountered on his travels. The letters
concur with Hobbes' statements that wise men in Italy rejected Aristotle and venerated
ancient histories. Importantly, these sentiments were connected with praise of Bacon.
The Venetian's high regard for Bacon would have had a positive effect on Hobbes'
estimation of his character and his works.

Hobbes' major work of the decade also reflects recognisably Baconian concerns.
Bacon's The advancement of learning and the De augmentis both praise Thucydides'
history. Hobbes' own view of history (as it was expressed in the essays included with

Thucydides) also seems to have been very similar to Bacon's. 59 Furthermore, Arnold
Rogow suggests that Hobbes' choice of Thucydides was based in part on his respect
for Bacon.
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The 76letters (Chatsworth, unclassified MS.) p. 108 [Letter 25].
Ibid., p. 124 [Letter 29] .
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Thomas Hobbes, 'The prose life, a new translation', tr. Mary Lyons, in Thomas Hobbes, The elements
of law, human nature and de co1pore politico, ed. J.C.A. Gaskin, (Oxford, 1994) p. 246. Hobbes'
interest in the Venetian and Florentine Republics is evident in the marginal notes in his translation of
Thucydides where he compared Thucyides' account of political institutions and practices in Ancient
Greece with those of various Italian Republics. For example Hobbes wrote: 'Divers occasions force
men from their Countly. Sentence of Law which is commonly called Banisment ... The Florentines, and
other places of Italy, that were or are Democraticall, wherein such banishments can only happen, call
them properly Fuoruiciti.' (Thucydides, Eight bookes of the Peloponnesian warre written by
Thucydides the SOJ11!e of Olorus. b1te1preted with faith and diligence immediately out of the Greeke, tr.
Thomas Hobbes, (London, 1629) p. 16.) On another occasion Hobbes noted a voting practice which
was used in the Florentine Republic. 'Properly lapillus, Calculus. A little stone or ball, which hee that
gave his voyce, put into a Box, eyther on the affirmative or negative part, as he pleased. The Athenians
used Beans, white and blacke. The Venetians now use Balls, and the distinction is made by the Box
inscribed with yea and no.' (Ibid., p. 46. cf. Ibid., p. 65, 509.)
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See: Chapter 3.
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Bacon may have played a role in Hobbes' decision to translate into English the
great Greek historian's History of the Peloponnesian War. Thucydides, of an
aristocratic family, was in disgrace when he wrote the History, and one
wonders whether it was more than coincidence that Bacon, too, was an
aristocrat in disgrace when Hobbes was employed by him to translate some of
his essays and take down his thought. ... Bacon of course, was no Thucydides
either in his own eyes or in those of anyone else, but Hobbes may have seen
certain parallels between Bacon's impeachment and Thucydides' banishment. 60

This suggestion seems wholly plausible. Indeed, Bacon endeavoured to liken his own
fall and compulsory retirement to those of classical authors, pa1ticularly
Demosthenes, Cicero and Seneca. 61 Additionally, Hobbes, like his contemporaries,
read histories to further his understanding of his own times. Consequently, Hobbes'
desire to translate Thucydides would have been rooted in his interest in the affairs of
the 1620s. In this light, Hobbes' marginal note on the use of bribery accusations by
popular assemblies may be evidence of his concern with Bacon's fall whilst
translating this part of the history. The note also indicates that Hobbes' sympathies lay
with Bacon : '[n]othing was more frequent in the Athenian Asse1nblies at this time,

then when things went cunise, to accuse one another of bribery: for it was a sure way
to win favour with the people, who thought that nothing was able to resist their
power.' 62 Bacon certainly used Thucydides' history to throw light on contemporary
events. In Considerations touching a war with Spain, Bacon used Thucydides'
analysis of the causes of the Peloponnesian war to argue for a renewed campaign
against Spain. Bacon argued that 'the second ground of a war with Spain .. . [was] a

just fear of the subversion of our civil estate. '63 A similar fear of 'the overgrown
greatness of the Athenians,6 4 prompted the Spartans to make war against them.
Hobbes highlighted the importance of this cause twice in the marginal notes of his
translation. 65
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Rogow, Thomas Hobbes: radical in the service of reaction, pp. 66-7 .
Francis Bacon, 'Advertisement touching an holy warre', in The works of Francis Bacon, ed. James
Spedding, Robert Leslie Ellis, and Douglas Denon Heath, (7 vols., London, 1857-1861), VII, 13. Also
see: Jat·dine and Stewart, Hostage to fortune, pp. 473-4.
62
Thucydides, Eight bookes of the Peloponnesian warre, p. 247. n.
63
Bacon, The life and letters, ed. Spedding, VII, 475.
64
Ibid.
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'The causes of the Warre. Feare necessitates the Warre in the Lacedaemonians.' (Thucydides, Eight
bookes of the Peloponnesian warre, p. 14. n.) 'The true cause of this Warre being the feare the
Lacedaemons had of the power of Athens, the Author digresseth to shew how that power grew first up.'
(Ibid., p. 46. n.)
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Before concluding this discussion it is worth briefly considering Aloysius Martinich's
speculation regarding Hobbes' impressions of Bacon. Martinich suggests that '[i]t
would be a mistake to infer from Hobbes' service to Bacon that he liked him. Many
people do good work for bosses they do not like. Hobbes would not have had much, if
any, say in the decision to work for Bacon. Bacon never mentioned Hobbes, and
Hobbes mentioned Bacon only once ... William Harvey and Hobbes liked each other
and Harvey did not like Bacon.' 66 Martinich supports these claims with the
observation that 'Bacon was anogant and often self-serving. Not even his friends liked
him.' 67 This perspective is flawed in a number of ways. First, it disregards Aubrey's
account of Hobbes' regard for Bacon. There is also evidence that Bacon treated his
servants generously and inspired great loyalty in them. Jardine and Stewart note that
'Bacon's indulgence of his servants was legendary, and remained a talking point long
after his death.' 68 Thomas Bushell, a contemporary of Hobbes in Bacon's service,
clearly respected Bacon greatly. Bushell claimed that the fault that led to Bacon's fall
was his own, and yet that Bacon forgave him and showed him renewed favour. 69
Bacon too seems to have believed that his secretaries were loyal. His letter to Tobie
Matthew, written in 1623, described his translation team as 'some good pens which

°

forsake me not.' 7 Finally, the marginal note on bribery in Thucydides seems to
indicate that, like Bushell, Micanzio and Cavendish, Hobbes felt that Bacon's fall was
unjust.

Hobbes' continuing respect for Bacon is evident from du Verdus' letters and Aubrey's
account of Hobbes' life. In the 1650s and 1660s, du Verdus corr-esponded with Hobbes
at length regarding Bacon's De sapientia veterwn, asking for Hobbes' views on the
meaning of the parables. Hobbes also procured a copy of De sapientia veterum and
sent it to du Verdus in 1654. 71 On one occasion du Verdus apologised for taxing
Hobbes with all of his questions, and added, 'I would not ask this of you if I did not
66

A.P . Martinich, Hobbes: a biography (Cambridge, 1999) p. 66. (Also see: A.P. Martinich, A Hobbes
dictionmy (Oxford, 1995) p. 232.) William Harvey was Bacon's physician. Consequently, it has been
suggested that Hobbes first met Harvey whilst he was employed by Bacon. (Sir Geoffrey Keynes, The
life ofWilliam Han1ey (Oxford, 1978) p. 388.)
67
Martinich, Hobbes: a biography, p. 65 .
68
Jardine and Stewart, Hostage to fortune, p. 463.
69
Ibid.
70
Bacon, The life and letters, ed. Spedding, VII, 429. The passage is quoted in greater length above.
71
Hobbes, The correspondence, ed. Malcolm, II, 208.
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know how highly you regard Mr Bacon's writings'. 72 Moreover, Aubrey recorded that
Hobbes' friendship with Henry Stubbe suffered after Stubbe 'wrote against Lord
Chancellor Bacon. m It should also be noted that Aubrey's valious descriptions of
Hobbes' period as Bacon's amanuensis were related by Hobbes late in his life. In all
likelihood it was after the Restoration that Hobbes recounted the warmth of his
respect for Bacon. Finally, it was the mature Hobbes who claimed that he understood
Bacon's writings better than any other, and, as I will show in the next section, this
statement was based on a considerable knowledge of his master's work.

b. Bacon's works.

There are a number of points in Hobbes' life where it could plausibly be assumed that
he had reason to stop reading Bacon. It could be argued that after Bacon's death in
1626, without the impetus provided by regular intercourse with Bacon, Hobbes'
interest in his works would have evaporated. Again, in 1630 Hobbes 'discovered'
Euclidean geometry, and with it a model of philosophy wholly at odds with Bacon's
inductive method, decreasing interest in Bacon. Finally, in the early 1640s when
Hobbes was first considered a philosopher in his own right, 74 he would have had no
further reason for defetTing to his old master. Nonetheless, Hobbes continued reading
Bacon's works throughout the 1640s, 1650s and through to the end of his life.

Hobbes explicitly refers to Bacon on three occasions in his own writings. Two of
these regard tidal motion. The first occurs in the Problemata physica of 1662. The
second chapter ends with two important questions regarding the Royal Society and
Bacon:

B: ... What causes for these phenomena [the motion of the tides] do the
natural philosophers of Gresham College give that are more probable than
these?
72

Ibid., p. 196.
Walker ed., Letters written by eminent persons, II, 630.
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Thomas Hobbes, 'The life of Thomas Hobbes ofMalmesbury', tr. J.E. Parsons Jr. and Whitney Blair,
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A: They are still totally silent concerning the causes. But this theory of
yours about the barrier of the ocean stopping the water from flowing out and
making its return- I remember reading it somewhere in the writings [scriptis]
of Lord Chancellor Bacon.
B: That's right. However, he attributes the reason for the water's
movement to the daily motion of the primum mobile; but since this circular
motion of the primum mobile has as its centre the centre of the earth, it cannot
impel the water. Even Galileo attributes the reason for these tides to a certain
motion of the earth; but the earth cannot have such a motion unless the sun,
earth and moon are connected by some solid chain like so many lead balls on a
hanging rope.75
This chapter refers to Bacon's Dejluxu et rejluxu maris, 76 which is significant for two
reasons. First, Hobbes can only have had access to a copy of De jluxu after its
publication by Elzevir in 1653. 77 Indeed, Hobbes' reference to the 'scriptis' of Bacon
may be a reference to the title of the volume in which it was printed: Scripta in

naturali et universali philosophia. Clearly, Hobbes was still reading, or at least
returned to, Bacon some time after 1653. Secondly, the Scripta in naturali et

universali philosophia was a collection of Bacon's works which contained eighteen
pieces in addition to De jluxu. Amongst these Hobbes would have found parts of the

Novum organum,, the Descriptio globi intellectualis, the Thema coeli, the
De principiis atque originibus secundum fabulas Cupidinis et Coeli, and other natural
historical and speculative natural philosophical material. 78
15

'B: ... Quas autem causas[sic.] harum rerum philosophi Collegii Greshamensis causas[sic.] harum
reddunt hisce probabiliores?/ A: De causis adhuc omnino silent. Illud tuum de obice oceani aquam
impediente ne procedat, sed revertatur, memini legisse me alicubi in scriptis Cancellarii Baconis./ B: Ita
est: sed motus aque causam adscribit motui diurno primi mobilis, qui motus primi mobilis, cum sit in
circulo cujus centrum est centrum terrae, propellere aquam non potest. Etiam Galileus causam aestuum
horum terrae motui cuidam adscriibit: quem motum terra habere non potest, nisi sol, terra, et !una
solidio aliquo vinculo connecterentur, tanquam in fune pendulo totidem pilae plumbeae.' Thomas
Hobbes, 'Problemata physica', in Opera philosophica quae latine scripsit omnia in unum co1pus nunc
primum collecta, ed. Sir William Molesworth, (5 vols., London, 1839-1845), IV, 316-7. The
Problemata physica is not a straight forward translation of Hobbes' Decameron physiologicum or Seven
philosophical problems as has sometimes been claimed. Parts of chapter two of the Problemata
physica, for example, would appear in English in both of these works, but neither is a direct translation.
Moreover, the concluding comments on Bacon are only found in the Problemata physica.
76
John Laird, Hobbes (London, 1934) p. 44.
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It might have been possible that Hobbes saw the manuscript while he was working for Bacon, but it
is unlikely that he would have remembered it in any detail over forty years later. This indicates that
even if he did read it in the 1620s, he returned to it. It is also unlikely that Hobbes obtained a copy
directly or indirectly from Sir William Boswell (owner of the manuscript used in the 1653 edition).
Sorbiere, a friend of both men, relayed intelligence of Boswell to Hobbes, but from the correspondence
that survives this seems to have been a one off. The most likely explanation is that Hobbes had access
to a copy of the 1653 publication.
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Robert Leslie Ellis, 'Preface to the "Historia ventorum" ', in The works of Francis Bacon, ed. lames
Spedding, Robert Leslie Ellis, and Douglas Denon Heath, (7 vols., London, 1857-1861), 11,4-5.
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Hobbes' second reference to Bacon occurs in the Decameron physiologicwn. The
-dialogue postulated that the tides were caused by the motion of the Earth around the
Sun, and continued:
A: ... It is strange that this one motion should salve so many
appearances, and so easily. But I will produce one experiment of water, not in
the sea, but in a glass. If you can show me that the cause of it is this compound
motion, I shall go near to think it is the cause of all other effects of nature
hitherto disputed of. The experiment is common, and described by the Lord
Chancellor Bacon, in the third page of his natural history. Take, saith he, a
glass of water, and draw your finger round the lip of the glass, pressing it
somewhat hard; after you have done so a few times, it will make the water
frisk up into a fine dew. After I had read this, I tried the same with all
diligence myself, and found true not only the frisking of the water to above an
inch high, but also whole supelficies to circulate, and withal to make a
pleasant sound. The cause of the frisking he attlibutes to a tumult of the
inward parts of the substance of the glass striving to free itself from the
pressure. 79

This passage refers to the ninth experiment in the first century of Bacon's Sylva

sylvarum. 80 Although the expetiment was 'common', it is clear that Hobbes refened to
a copy of the Sylva sylvarwn whilst writing this passage. 81 Furthermore, Hobbes
accepted Bacon's explanation of the phenomenon: 'I have tlied and found both the
sound and motion; and do not doubt but the pressure of the pru:ts of the glass were the
cause.' 82 Hobbes was not simply taking Bacon's experiment as raw material for his
own theolies, rather he was also interested in Bacon's explanation of the
phenomenon's cause.

Hobbes could have read the Sylva sylvarum at any point between its publication and
the composition of the Decameron physiologicwn. Nonetheless, there is evidence that
he first read it in the 1620s. Hobbes' reference to the third page of the Sylva sylvarum
79

Thomas Hobbes, 'Pecameron physiologicum', in The English works of Thomas Hobbes of
Malmesbury, ed. Sir William Molesworth, (11 vols., London, 1839-1845), VII, 112.
8
°Francis Bacon, 'Sylva sylvarum', in The works of Francis Bacon, ed. James Spedding, Robert Leslie
Ellis, and Douglas Denon Heath, (7 vols., London, 1857-1861), 11, 342. (Also see: Laird, Hobbes, p.
44.)
81
Bacon's text reads : 'Take a glass , and put water into it, and wet your finger, and draw it around the lip
of the glass, pressing it somewhat hard; and after you have drawn it some few times about, it will make
the water frisk and sprinkle up in a fine dew ... ' (Ibid.)
82
Hobbes , 'Decameron physiologicum', p. 112.
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indicates that he was working from an edition of the book published before 1631.
Eighteen editions of the Sylva sylvarum were published between 1626 and 1677, one
in French, two in Latin, and the remainder in English. None of the translations include
this expetiment on the third page.

83

Secondly, Hobbes' reference to the third page also

limits the field of English editions that he could be refening to. The ninth experiment
of the first century appears on the third page of the first four editions, those of 1626,
1627, 1628 and 1631. 84 In all of the English editions published between 1634 and
1678, the portion of the experiment that Hobbes quoted was printed on page two, as
85
was the marginal note which highlighted the experiment.

Thirdly, one of the marginal notes in Thucydides indicates that Hobbes had read the
Sylva sylvarwn prior to 1629. Hobbes insetted the following note into Book IV of the
history: 'The water which is found by digging in the Sea-sands is conunonly fresh,
being strained, and so purged of the saltnesse in the passage of the water through the

83

The third page of the French edition deals with 'la generation des Metaux'. (Fran<;ois Bacon, Histoire
naturelle, [tr. Pierre Amboise], (Paris, 1631) p. 3.) Similarly, the Latin editions of 1648 and 1661 deal
with the experiment in the glass on page 6, and page 5 respectively. (Francisco Bacono, Sylva sylvarum
sive historia natura/is, in decem centurias distributa, et Novus Atlas, tr. Jacobo Grutero, (Amsterdam,
1648) p. 6. Francisco Bacono, Sylva sylvarum sive historia natura/is, in decem centurias distributa, et
Novus Atlas, tr. Jacobo Grutero, (Amsterdam, 1661) p. 5.)
84
Francis Bacon, Sylva sylvarum or natural! history in ten centuries (London, 1626) p. 3; Francis
Bacon, Sylva sylvarum or naturall histmy in ten centuries (London, 1627) p. 3; Francis Bacon, Sylva
sylvarum or naturalllzistmy in ten centuries (London, 1628) p. 3; and, Francis Bacon, Sylva sylvarum
or naturall histmy in ten centuries (London, 1631) p. 3. These texts correspond to items 170-173 in
R.W. Gibson, Francis Bacon a bibliography of his works and of Baconia to the year 1750 (Oxford,
1950) pp. 147-149.
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Francis Bacon, Sylva sylvarum or naturall histmy in ten centuries (London, 1635) pp. 2-3; Francis
Bacon, Sylva sylvarum or natural! histmy in ten centuries (London, 1639) pp. 2-3; Ft·ancis Bacon,
Sylva sylvarum or natural histmy .. . whereunto is newly added, The histmy of life and death
.. . (London, 1651) pp. 2-3; Ft·ancis Bacon, Sylva sylvarum or a natural histmy ... whereunto is newly
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natural and experimental, Histmy of life and death ... Holburn ... (London, 1658) pp. 2-3; Franc is
Bacon, Sylva sylvarum or natural histmy ... Whereunto is newly added the history natural and
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sand, but not so good as further offfrom the Sea.'

86

This explanatory note is similar to

the first experiment of the Sylva sylvarum's first century. Bacon's source for the
information was Hirtius' De bello Alexandrino. Hobbes was, no doubt, aware of this
history but, crucially, Hirtius gave a different explanation for the phenomenon from
Bacon, and Hobbes' note followed Bacon. Therefore, there are good grounds to
believe that Hobbes first read the Sylva sylvarum around the time of its first
87

publication and returned to it whilst writing the Decameron physiologicum.

Hobbes' correspondence shows that he had a detailed knowledge of Bacon's De
sapientia veterum. Du Verdus conesponded with Hobbes on the subject of De
sapientia veterum in the 1650s and 1660s. From this exchange it appears that Hobbes
was aware of a French translation of the work, prior to du Verdus' effort, and that
Hobbes provided du Verdus with explanations of much of the book. Du Verdus
planned to translate and write a commentary on De sapientia veterum, and this was
going to be based on explanations cif the passages that Hobbes had suggested. Du
Verdus wrote:
.. . I have written explanations of various passages in it, and throughout my
explanations I have elaborated on the interpretations which you gave me.
Above all, on the subject of Typhon I have written at length about the unity of
power of the state, constantly citing you and explaining your views so ordinary
people can understand them. 88

Du Verdus also planned to use the reception of Hobbes' De cive as an example of the
89
obstacles to science as part of his interpretation of Bacon's writing on Prometheus.
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Thucydides, Eight bookes of the Peloponnesian warre, p. 226 n.
Bacon's discussion of the purification of water in the Sylva sylvarum reads: '[d]ig a pit upon the seashore, somewhat above the high-water mark, and sink it as deep as the low-water mark; and as the tide
cometh in, it wil fill with water, fresh and portable ... Caesar knew this well when he was besieged in
Alexandria: for by digging of pits in the sea-shore, he did frustrate the laborious works of the enimies,
which had turned the sea-water upon the wells of Alexandria; and so saved his army, being then in
desperation. But Caesar mistook the cause, for he thought that all sea-sands had natural springs of fresh
water. But it is plain that it is the sea-water; because the pit filleth according to the measure of the tide;
and the sea-water passing or straining through the sands leaveth the saltness.' Bacon, 'Sylva sylvarum',
P· 339. Chapter 5, below, also contains evidence that Hobbes referred to the Sylva sylvarum whilst
writing The elements of law in 1640.
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Hobbes' interest in Bacon's De sapientia veterum is reflected throughout his work of
the 1630s, 1640s, and 1650s. One example is his use of classical myths in De cive to
help expound his own themies. 90 In all probability, Hobbes was aware of De

sapientia veterum while he was tutoring the second Earl of Devonshire in the 1610s. 91
As with the Sylva sylvanan, Hobbes returned to De sapientia veterum repeatedly
dming his career.

There is also direct evidence that Hobbes read the Essays. Aubrey recalled that
Hobbes translated three of Bacon's Essays, one of which was 'Of the Greatness of

Cities ..n This, no doubt, refers to 'Of the true greatnesse of ~ngdomes and estates'.
W. Aldis Wright suggests that the other two Essays, which Aubrey refetTed to, were
'Of simulation and dissimulation' and 'Of innovations', based on their literary styleY3
Taken at face value, Aubrey's account seems to suggest that Hobbes worked on the
Latin translation of the 1625 edition of the Essays that was eventually published in
1633. However, this interpretation is problematic as I will show below in discussion
of the De augmentis. It is also wmth considering the possibility that Hobbes knew
other editions of the Essays. William Cavendish (the second Earl) and, almost
certainly, Hobbes were involved with the translation of Bacon's 1612 Essays.

There is indisputable evidence that Hobbes read one other Baconian text: The maxims

of the law or The elements of the common lawes of England. Again our source is
90

Hobbes used the myth of Saturn's expulsion and the ending of the Golden Age, and the myth of
Ixion, Juno and the birth of the Centaurs to illustrate his own civil philosophy. Hobbes introduced these
two fables by suggesting that the ancients understood the secrets of civil philosophy but wrapped them
up in myths in order to keep its secrets from the common people. (Hobbes, Of the citizen, pp. 9-10)
Hobbes' use of the fables in this instance follows Bacon's pattern in De sapientia veterum. Lisa Jardine
argues that Bacon took only those parts of the myths he treated that could be turned to his purpose,
ignoring other elements of the myths, in contrast to the encyclopaedic approach of his contemporaries.
(Lisa Jardine, Franc is Bacon disco vel)' and the art of discourse (Cambridge, 1974) p. 182.) By
comparing Hobbes' treatment of the two myths with the accounts given by Ovid and Pindar it is clear
he did the same. A notable example is Ovid's claim that in the Golden Age there were no laws. Clearly,
this element of Ovid's account did not fit with Hobbes' argument and consequently it does not appear in
Hobbes' brief explanation of the myth. (Ovid, Metam01phoses, books 1- VIII, tr. Frank J. Miller, (2 vols.,
Cambridge, 1977), I, p. 89 ff.) Further evidence to support the similarity between Hobbes' use of myth
and Bacon's comes from Sorbiere's view that Hobbes' use of allegory was directly modelled on Bacon.
See: section ii.
91
Hobbes certainly translat~d several letters from Micanzio that discussed the virtues of De sapientia
veterum, and, in all likelihood, was involved with the translation of the Essays, which were published
in a volume containing an Italian translation of De sapientia veterum. (Malcolm, De Dominis, p. 47. ff.)
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Aubrey, who lent Hobbes a copy of the book in order to inspire him to write a treatise
on the law:
In 1664, I sayd to him "Methinks 'tis pity, that you that have such a cleare
reason and inventive head did never take into consideration, the learning of the
!awes," and I endeavoured to persuade him to it; but he answered that he was .
not like to have life enough left, to goe through with such a long and difficult
task. I then presented him, inorder thereunto, and to draw him on, the Lord Ch.
Bacon's Elements of the Lawe (a thin 4to) which he was pleased to accept, and
the next time I came to him he shewed me therein, two cleare paralogisms,
which I am heartily sony are now out of my remembrance. 94

In another version of this text, Aubrey added this footnote: 'One, I well remember was
on p. 2.' 95 Aubrey also recorded his gift to Hobbes in letters to John Locke and
Anthony

aWood. 96 Each version of Aubrey's account indicates that Bacon's The

maxims of the law was the impetus behind Hobbes' production of the 'treatise De
Legibus', 97 which is usually taken to denote Hobbes' A dialogue between a
philosopher and student, of the common laws of England, published posthumously in
1681. The extent of the Dialogue's debt to Bacon is contested and beyond the scope of
this paper. Nonetheless, recent work by Alan Cromartie has shown that Hobbes did
not write the Dialogue until four years after the original loan, and that the concerns of
the Dialogue were very different from the concerns of The maxims ofth? law. 98 It is,
94

Walker ed., Letters written by eminent persons, II, 613. cf. Aubrey, 'Brief lives', ed. Clark, I, 343.
Ibid.
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John Locke, The correspondence of John Locke, ed. E.S. de Beer, (8 vols., Oxford, 1976-8), I, 388.
Aubrey wrote to Anthony aWood in February 1672/3 saying that Hobbes 'haz writt a treatise
concerning La we which 8 or 9 years since I much importuned him to doe & in order to it gave him the
L: Ch: Bacons Maxims of the law ... ' (Aubrey to Wood (Bodleian MS . Wood F. 39) f. 196 v.)
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Walker ed., Letters written by eminent persons, II, 613.
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I will briefly state the positions of three recent commentators. First, Joseph Cropsey's 'Introduction'
to his edition of Hobbes' Dialogue argues that 'in the main Hobbes' doctrine follows Bacon's and . ..
Hobbes' polemic against Coke is to that extent Bacon's.' (Thomas Hobbes, A dialogue betlVeen a
philosopher and a student, of the .COI/11/Wn laws of England, ed. Jose ph Cropsey, (Chicago, 1971) p.
13.) Cropsey argues that the affinity between Hobbes and Bacon is based on a shared view of the king's
primacy over parliament and the need to subordinate the common law 'to statute and Chancery, or
equity.' (Ibid., p. 14.) Hence, Hobbes agrees with 'the paradigm of Bacon's practical politics.' (Ibid.) In
conclusion Cropsey argues that Hobbes presented 'the defeat of Bacon's conception [as] the source of
the English disaster.' (Ibid.) D.E.C. Yale qualifies this view noting the dissimilarity between Hobbes
and Bacon's view of a fundamental law. He also argues that Hobbes' concerns in the Dialogue went
beyond those of Bacon's The elements of the common lawes of England. (D.E.C. Yale, 'Hobbes and
Hale on law, legislation and the sovereign', in John Dunn and Ian Harris eds., Great political thinkers
8: Hobbes (3 vols., Cheltenham, 1997), 11, 79.) Finally, Alan Cromartie's forth coming introduction to
his edition of Hobbes' Dialogue contains the most comprehensive treatment of Aubrey's claim.
Cromartie argues that Hobbes' text shows no interest in the concerns addressed in Bacon's The elements
of the common !awes of England. Additionally, he shows that the argument that Hobbes produced and
the concerns that he addressed were very different from those that Aubrey anticipated. Nonetheless,
95
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however, wmth noting the similmity between the title of Bacon's work and Hobbes'
Maximes necessary for those, yt from ye sight of an effect, shall endeavor to as sine its
natural cause which was written in the same year that Aubrey made his loan. 99

Despite the lack of explicit evidence there is reason to believe that Hobbes also knew
many other works by Bacon. Hobbes had certainly read the Novum organum, and
evidence for this can be found below in Chapter 4. These als0 include Bacon's The
history of the reign of Henry VII and the De augmentis; I will discuss each in turn.
Hobbes never made any explicit reference to The history of the reign of Henry VII in
any of his surviving manuscripts, publications or letters. Nonetheless, Hobbes did
refer to Henry VII on several occasions in his writings, the most significant example,
in this context, appeared in The elements of law .
. . . fear of want, or in present want the fear of arrests and imprisonment,
dispose to sedition .... As in the time of Henry VII. the seditions of the
Cornish men that refused to pay a subsidy, and, under the conduct of Lord
Audley, gave the King battle upon Blackheath; and that of the northern people,
who in the same king's time, for demanding a subsidy granted by parliament,
murdered the Earl of Northumberland in his house. 100

The particulars of the sedition of the Cornish men could have come from any of a
number of histories. 101 The case is quite different in regard to the death of the Earl of
Northumberland. The description of this event differs from account to account. The
crucial detail is the place of the murder. Bacon's The history of the reign of Henry VII

Cromartie accepts Aubrey's account of the gift -and Hobbes' interest in legal matters in the mid 1660s. I
owe these details to personal correspondence with Alan Cromartie.
99
Simon Schaffer, 'Wallifaction: Thomas Hobbes on school divinity and experimental pneumatics',
Studies in the hist01y and philosophy of science, 19 (1988), 284.
100
Thomas Hobbes, The elements of law, human nature and de c01pore politico, ed. J.C.A. Gaskin,
(Oxford, 1994) p. 163.
101
For example, Edward Halle's The union of the two noble families of Lancaster and York; John
Speed's Historie of Great Britaine under the conquests of the Romans, Saxons, Danes and Nonnans;
and Polydore Vergil's Anglicae historiae all mention the Cornish revolt. Like Bacon, they all argue that
the revolt was caused by the subsidy, they all recount Lord Audley's role and they all describe the battle
on Blackheath. (Polydore Vergil, The Anglica historia of Polydore Vergil AD 1485-1537, ed. and tr.
Denys Hay, (London, 1950) pp. 90-97; Edward Halle, The union of the Mo noble families of Lancaster
& York (facsimile reprint of the 1550 edition, Menston, 1970) pp. xl-xlii; John Speed, The historie of
Great Britaine under the conquests of the Romans, Saxons, Danes and Nonnans (London, 1632) pp.
964-965; and, Francis Bacon, The hist01y ofthe reign of king Henry VII, ed. Brian Vickers,
(Cambridge, 1998) pp. 135-139.)
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is the only version which concurs with Hobbes' assertion that the Earl was murdered
in his house. 102 From this it seems that Bacon was Hobbes' source.

Turning to the De augmentis, there are two pieces of evidence that indicate that
Hobbes had read the text prior to 1641. The first is Hobbes' coupling of Celcius'
phrase homo homini Deus with Plautus' homo h01nini lupus, in the 'Epistle dedicatory'
of De cive. This has been linked to Bacon's use of the two phrases in his discussion of
justice in Book VI of the De augmentis. 103 The use of these phrases should also be
considered in the light of Sorbiere's statement that Hobbes studied Bacon's works for
their stylistic devices. Sorbiere may well have considered the introduction to De cive
as a case in point. He certainly knew De cive well through his work producing the
French translation of 1649.

Aubrey's account of Hobbes' work for Bacon might provide a second clue that Hobbes
was involved in the translation of parts of the De augmentis. Aubrey wrote that
Hobbes translated Bacon's essay 'Ofthe Greatness ofCitieso1°4 into Latin. However, a

102

For example, Bernard Andrea's very compressed reference to the Earl never mentioned the place of
his death, nor did his more extended poem commemorating the same incident. (Bernard Andre, 'Vita
Henrici VII', in Bernard Andre, Historia regis Henrici Septimi a Bernardo Andrea, ed. James Gairdner,
(London, 1858) pp. 47-49.) Similarly, there was no mention of the Earl's place of death in Vergil's
history. (Vergil, The Anglica historia of Polydore Vergil, pp. 38 ff.) Speed placed the murder in
'Cocklegge by Thrusk, eighteene miles from Yorke' noting that 'many of the Earl's household were also
murdered.' (Speed, The historie of Great Britaine, p. 951.) John Stow's account, like Speed's, places the
murder at 'Cock-ledge'. (John Stow, The annates of England, faithfully collected out of the //lOSt
authentic all authors, rec01·de, and other monuments of antiquitie from the first inhabitation untill this
present yeare 1592 (London, 1592), p. 790.) Raphael Holinshed and Halle both stated that 'divers of
hys housholde servauntes [were] furiously & shamefully murthered & kylled', however, neither places
the event at the Earl's house. (Halle, The Union of the Two Noble Families of Lancaster & York, p. xvi.
Also see: Raphael Holinshed, Chronicles of England Scotland and Ireland (6 vols., New York, 1808),
Ill, 492-3.) Bacon alone wrote that the 'meane1: sort routed together, and suddenly assailing the Earl in
his house, slew him ... '(Bacon, The hist01y of the reign of king Hemy Vll, p. 61.)
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Franc is Bacon, 'The translation of the "De augmentis" ', in The works of Franc is Bacon, ed. J ames
Spedding, Robert Leslie Ellis, and Douglas Denon Heath, (7 vols., London, 1857-1861), IV, 480. Ugo
Pagallo discusses Hobbes' use of the aphorism 'Man is a God to Man, and Man is a wolf to man' in the
1641 'Epistle dedicatory' to De cive. (Hobbes, On the citizen, p. 3.) Pagallo argues that Cecilius's saying
homo homini De us and Plautus's homo homini lupus were first coupled by Eras m us of Rotterdam in the
Adages. However, Pagallo has suggested that it is more likely that Hobbes' source was Bacon, who
used the coupling in the De augmentis. (See: Ugo Pagallo, 'Bacon, Hobbes and the homo homini deus
formula', Hobbes studies, 11 (1998), 63-4.) It is also worth noting Bacon's use of a similar pairing at
the end of his essay 'Of empire'. In both 1612 and 1625 editions he ends by arguing that 'All precepts
concerning Kings are in effect, comprehended in those two remembrances. Memento quod es
homo,[Remember that you are a man] and Memento quod ea Deus [Remember that you are a God]'.
(Francis Bacon, 'Early editions of the Essays', in The works of Franc is Bacon, ed. James Spedding,
Robert Leslie Ellis, and Douglas Denon Heath, (7 vols ., London, 1857-1861), VI, 553 .)
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Aubrey, 'Brief lives', ed. Clark, I, 331.
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Latin version of the 1625 'Of the true greatness of kingdoms and estates' appeared in
Book VII of the De augmentis entitled 'De proferendis imperiif inibus', making a
fmther Latin translation unnecessary. To what, then, did Aubrey refer? First, Aubrey's
reference to the Essays could have been an allusion to the Italian translations of the
1610s, as Malcolm proposes.

105

A second equally plausible explanation is that Hobbes

worked with the De augmentis and translated 'De proferendis imperiif inibus' into
English. 106 Richard Tuck suggests that this would not only make sense of Aubrey's
account and the chronology of Bacon's works, it would also explain Noel Reynolds,
John Hilton, and Arlene Saxonhouse's statistical word print analysis, which indicates
that Hobbes was the author of some of Bacon's later essays.

107

While this view is

plausible, findings of the word print analysis are still contested. Crucially, the data
108
which suggests that Hobbes wrote some of Bacon's later essays is flawed.
Hardwick MS. 51 was also known to Hobbes . This manuscript volume contains
sixteen transcriptions of Bacon's texts. Some of these were transcribed from Bacon's
published works, while others appear to have been copied from manuscript sources.
Based on the high quality of the volume, Mark Neustadt argues that it was the work of
a team of scribes working under Bacon's supervision.

109

He maintains that the

collection could not have been produced before 1614 and in all likelihood, not
110
after1625. This places the production of the manuscript around the time that
Hobbes was acting as Bacon's scribe. This indicates that Hobbes may have worked as
105
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Hobbes' involvement with the

manuscdpt volume could be settled decisively if the handwdting was examined.
Nonetheless, Neustadt argues that Hobbes would certainly have known the volume, as
he acted as Cavendish's librarian. The twelfth piece contained in the volume is a copy
of the essay 'Of sedition and troubles'.

112

The manuscript corresponds to the version of

the text Cavendish used in his Italian translation of the Essays. The presence of this
piece suggests that the volume was passed to Cavendish around the time that he was
preparing the Saggi. This indicates that the volume was known to Cavendish before
1618. The presence of parts of Bacon's Aphorismi de iure gentium maiore sive de

fontibus justiciae et iuris in the Horae subsecivae, observations and discourses,
published in 1620, is further evidence that the manuscript must have been produced
prior to 1620. 113 It also shows that Hobbes did know the volume, and consequently a
114
large number of Bacon's legal and civil works.

De vijs mortis, et de senectute retardcmda atque instaurandis viribus is another of
Bacon's manuscdpts that lay undisturbed at Hardwick Hall frcm the early seventeenth

Ibid., pp. 242-3.
Ibid., p. 240.
113
For c;:vidence that Bacon's manuscript was used in the production of A discourse of laws (part of the
Horae subsecivae) see: Fortier, 'Hobbes and "A discourse of laws": the perils of word print analysis',
pp. 874-880. A discourse on the beginning ofTacitus also reflects knowledge of the manuscript. Bacon
compared an unstable state to a sick man, '[a]nd as sick people frequently and freely change their
bodies' positions and their remedies, so infirm states change their laws; not because it dispatches the
illness, but from impatience with their condition.' (Francis Bacon, 'Aphorismi de iure gentium maiore
sive de fontibus justiciae et iuris', tr. Mark Neustadt, in Mark Neustadt, 'The making of the insturation:
science, politics and law in the career ofFrancis Bacon' (Ph.D . dissertation, John Hopkins University,
1987) p. 280.) A discourse on the beginning ofTacitus contains this observation: 'After the people had
delivered themselves from the authority of Kings, and came themselves to undergo the cares of
government, they grew perplexed at every inconvenience, and shifted from one form to another, and so
to another, and then to the first again; like a man in a fever, that often turns to and fro in bed, but finds
himself without ease, and sick in every posture.' ([Anon.], 'A discourse on the beginning of Tacitus', in
[Anon.], Three discourses. A critical modem edition of newly identified work of the young Hobbes, ed.
Noel B. Reynolds and Arlene W . Saxonhouse, (Chicago, 1993) p. 34.
114
The works contained in the volume are: [1] A confession offaith, [2] An advertisement touching the
controversies of the Church of England, [3] Certain considerations touching the better pacification and
edification of the Church of England, [4] Meditationes Sacrae , [5] A brief discourse touching the happy
union of the kingdoms of England and Scotland, [6] The hist01y of the reign of King Hel!ly the 8th,
King Edward, Queen Mmy and part of the Reign of Queen Elizabeth, [7] Certain observations made
upon a libel this present year, 1592, [8] Cei'tain articles or considerations touching the union of
England and Scotland, [9] A draft of a proclamation touching his majesty's stile, prepared, not used
lacobi 2°, [ 10] The beginning of the hist01y of Great Britain, [ 11] Aphorismi de iure gentium maiore
sive de fontibus justiciae et iuris, [ 12] Of seditions and troubles, [ 13] Charge against William Talbot,
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charge of Mr. Whitelocke. (Ibid., pp. 240-1. )
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century until the 1980s. 115 The manuscript contains many revisions. Rees argues that
the earliest parts of the text were written around 1612, and the final amendments were
made around 1619. 116 Rees also claims it is likely that the manuscript was transmitted
among other papers, rather than being loaned deliberately. Given this speculation, and
the fact that Cavendish was making use of parts of Hardwick MS. 51 around 1618, it
is possible that the two manusctipts atTived at Hardwick Hall together circa 1618.
Rees also speculates that Hobbes may have been instrumental in the transmission of
the text. 117 Whatever the truth of the manuscript's provenance, the quantity of Baconia
that was found at Hardwick Hall is a testament to Cavendish's regard for Bacon and
his wlitings.

For the sake of completeness, it is wmth noting the existence of a copy of the first
edition of The advancement of learning which is held at Chatsworth. The book
contains handwritten notes on all but two of its first twenty-two pages. These
annotations have been linked to Hobbes, but the link is inconclusive. Peter Beal
comments that the handwriting is not obviously that of Hobbes. 118 The legibility of
the notes is certainly poor. This could suggest that if they did belong to Hobbes, they
date from his old age when his hands shook. The edition was certainly in the
Cavendishs' library during Hobbes' employment in their household. This is clear from
the letters '0.6.1 ', which appear on its first page. These conespond to an entry in an
unlisted library catalogue which still survives at Chatsworth. 119 The only other
evidence that the notes were made by Hobbes regard a section in which Bacon
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discussed Anytus' criticism of Socrates. Hobbes linked Socrates' philosophy to the
declining respect for the Athenian commonwealth in the Historia ecclesiastica. 120

ii. Different views of the Hobbes-Bacon relationship.

a. St George and the Waggoner.

The mid-1660s saw the publication of two very different assessments of Hobbes'
relationship to Bacon. Interestingly, these views polarised along national lines, and
were indicative of more general differences of view between Continental and English
writers. 121 The former saw a close relationship between the ideas of the two men, and
seemed to be aware of Hobbes' employment by Bacon. The latter admitted no
similarity at all. The first of these interpretations was published in 1664, as part of
Sorbiere's Relation d'un voyage en Angleterre. Sorbiere wrote:
And what Opinion I had of him? I told him what I thought best and most
proper; and 'tis agreed on all Hands, that if Mr Hobbs were not so very
Dogmatical, he would be very Useful ~nd Necessary to the Royal Society; for
there are few People that can see farther into things than he, or have applied
themselves so long to the Study of Natural Philosophy: He is upon the Matter
the very Remains of Bacon, to whom he was Amanuensis in his Youth; and by
what I could hear of him, to observe by his Stile, he hath retained very much
of him; he has studied his manner of turning Things, and readily runs his
Discourse into Allegory; he has naturally much of his good Humor, and
agreeable Mien. 122

Thomas Sprat's Observations on Monsieur de Sorbiere's voyage into England, written

to Dr Wren, published in 1665, takes issue with this view , and memorably compares
Bacon's relationship to Hobbes with St George's relationship to the Waggoner.

120

Annotated first edition copy of Bacon's The advancement of learning (Chats worth, 135. B.) sigs. B 4
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For a more general view of the differences between Hobbes' reception in England and on the
ontinent
see: Skinner, 'Thomas Hobbes and his disciples in France and England', pp. 153-167.
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... for Monsieur de Sorbiere's part, he understand not his [Hobbes']
Philosophy. Of this I will give an unanswerable testimony, that is the
resemblance that he makes of him, to the Lord Verulmn: Between whom there
is no more likeness, then there was between St. George and the Waggoner. He
says that Mr Hobbs was once his Amanuensis; thatfrom thence he has retein'd
very much of him,: that he has Studied his manner of tuming things; that he
just expresses himself in that way of Allegory, wherein the other excell'd: and
that he is in Truth a very remaine of my Lord Bacon. This, Sir, is his opinion:
but how far from being True, let any man judge, that has but tasted of their
Writings. I scarce know two men in the World, that have more different colors
of Speech, then these two great Witts: The Lord Bacon short, allusive, and
abounding with Metaphors: Mr. Hobbs round, close, sparing of similitudes:
but ever extrordinary decent in them. The one's way of reas'ning, proceeds on
particulars, and pleasant images, only suggesting new ways of experimenting,
without any pretence to the Mathematicks. The other's bold, resolved, Setled
upon general conclusions, and in them, if we will believe his Friend,
.
123
D ogmatlca.1

The difference in view is marked. In Sorbiere's opinion, Hobbes was the 'very
remains' of Bacon, because of his insight into natural philosophy and his style.
Sorbiere's statement '11 est en effet unrest de Bacon.I 24 literally implies that Hobbes
was the physical remains of the late Lord Chancellor. Sprat took issue with the claim
that Hobbes' style was similar to Bacon's and indirectly disagreed with Sorbiere's
asse1tion that they were similarly gifted natural philosophers. In the first case, Sprat
directly contradicted Sorbiere, quoting his view and inviting

r~aders

to compare the

writing of the two men. In the second case, Sprat's reply was indirect, for while he
was happy to mention the philosophical dissimilarity twice, he was not prepared to tie
it to Sorbiere's text. Nonetheless, the distinction that Sprat wished to draw between
Bacon and Hobbes' philosophies was implicit in his allegation that Sorbiere
misunderstood Hobbes' work.

Sprat's purpose in postulating a discontinuity between the thinkers was linked to his
role in the Royal Society. In the year that Sorbiere's Relation d'un voyage was
published, Sprat was made a fellow of the Royal Society and charged with writing its
history. 125 Since its inception the Royal Society had been mocked for 'the largeness of
the Society's pretensions, and the apparent inconsequentiality and absurdity of many
123
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of its expeliments'. 126 Sprat's history was commissioned primalily to counter public ·
scom. 127 At the same time, Hobbes enjoyed royal favour. Aubrey had atranged a reintroduction of Hobbes to Charles II in 1660. 128 As a result, Hobbes was awarded an
annual pension of £100 and granted free access to the king. 129 In 1661 the king sent a
personally endorsed copy of Hobbes' The proportion of a straight line to half the arc

of a quadrant to the Royal Society. 130 By compalison, the king showed little respect
for the fellows of the Royal Society. For example, Samuel Pepys' diary recorded that
in 1664, during a demonstration by Sir William Petty (Fellow of the Royal Society),
Charles 'stayed an hour or two laughing at Sir W. Petty ... and at Gresham College in
general'; the King, he continued, 'mightly laughed at Gresham College for spending
time weighing of ayre ... .1 31 Additionally, in favoming Hobbes, the king prefened a
subject who had been engaged in a polemic against Seth Ward, John Wallis and John
Wilkins since the mid-1650s. Moreover, the king's presentation of Hobbes' geometric
treatise occuned soon after Hobbes published against Robert Boyle. The king's regard
for Hobbes was particularly damaging to the Royal Society because he was known to
be a keen virtuoso.

Sorbiere's Relation d'un voyage was published at a time when the Royal Society was
acutely aware of its need to safeguard its reputation . Sprat, who had already
completed much of his history, attacked Sorbiere on many different fronts. 132 For
example, Sprat rejected Sorbiere's claim that the fellows of the Society took their lead
from Descartes and Gassendi. 133 Sorbiere's comments on Hobbes also threatened to
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undermine the Royal Society and to undercut an important aspect of their claim to
authmity. Sorbiere highlighted the king's regard for Hobbes, although this was played
down significantly in Wren's translation.

134

Sorbiere also pointed to a similarity

between the philosophies of Hobbes and Bacon. Sprat's history, however, would
attempt to cast the Royal Society as Bacon's heirs. Bacon eventually appeared on the
book's frontispiece and, in a passage reminiscent of Sprat's attack on Hobbes, Sprat
portrayed Bacon as a hero who fought the monsters of dogmatic philosophy.

135

Bacon

also featured prominently in Abraham Cowley's Ode to the Royal Society, which was
prefixed to Sprat's history. Cowley's Ode portrayed Bacon as the single most
important figure in the history of knowledge. Philosophy had been unable to discover
136
nature's secrets, then 'Bacon at last, a mighty man, arose'. Like Moses, he crushed
137
the idols of superstition and led the way to 'the blest promis'd land'. Other members

of the Royal Society also claimed that they followed in Bacon's footsteps. Robert
Hookes' paper on gravity, presented to the Royal Society in 1666, described Bacon as
one of the founders of experimentalphilosophy.

138

Joseph Glanvill also claimed that

'Salomon's house in the NEW ATLANTIS was a Prophetic Scheam of the Royal
. ty. .139
SOCle
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into the world.' (Robert Boy le, 'An examen of Mr Hobbes's Dialogus physicus de natura aeris', in The
works of Robert Boyle, ed. Michael Hunter and Edward B. Davis, (14 vols., London, 1999-2000), Ill,
165.)
136
Sprat, The histmy of the Royal Society, sig.b v.
137
. b 2 V.
Ib'd
I ., Sig.
138 s· h
1rc , The histmy of the Royal Society, II, 71.
139
Joseph Glanvill, Scepsis scientifica, ed. John Owen, (London, 1885, first ed., 1665) p. lxv.
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Sorbiere's assertion inadvertently challenged this. If Hobbes' philosophy was as
similar to Bacon's as Sorbiere claimed, this could mean one of two things. It could
invalidate the Royal Society's claim that they followed Bacon, due to their polemics
against Hobbes. More concerning still was the threat that Bacon's memory would
become tarnished by association with Hobbes, or that the Royal Society would be
linked to Hobbes. Bacon was well known at the time as a champion of a new
philosophy. Yet, his legacy was less controversial than that of other pioneers such as
Descartes, Gassendi and Hobbes, all of whom had been challenged for being
materialists and atheists.

140

Sorbiere's view of the similarity between Hobbes and Bacon is borne out in his
correspondence with Hobbes. On several occasions he likens Hobbes to a list of other
prominent philosophers which includes Bacon. 141 Petty, who was Hobbes' scribe and
spent much time in Paris in the mid-1640s, also placed Hobbes alongside Bacon in a
list of outstanding natural philosophers. 142 Similarly, du Verdus saw no tension
between Bacon and Hobbes' philosophies. Consequently, he wrote that the two books
he ptized more than any others were Hobbes' De cive and Bacon's De sapientia
veterum.

143

This view was not restricted to Hobbes' circle of friends in Paris. Johann

Christoph Beckmann's Meditationes politicce iisdemq; continuandis & illustrandis
addita politica parallela. XXIV. dissertationibus academicis antehac exposuit
included a lengthy quotation from Sorbiere's Relation d'un voyage en Angleterre
regarding Hobbes' similarities with Bacon as part of his praise of De cive. 144 In spite
of this, Sprat's view seems to have set the tone for many English commentaries on
Hobbes' relationship with Bacon between 1880 and 1960. 145 The views of writers in
140

Meric Casaubon, for example, attacked Descartes and the Royal Society for their impiety.
Nonetheless, Casaubon wrote of Bacon in a 'mild and appreciative tone'. (Spiller, 'Concerning natural
experimental philosophie': Meric Casaubon and the Royal Society, p. 76.)
141
Hobbes, The correspondence, ed. Malcolm, I, 390, 494. cf. Birch, The hist01y of the Royal Society,
I, 27 .
142W.ll '
p
.,
.
1 tarn etty, T1te Petty-South well correspondence, ed. MarqUis of Lansdowne, (London, 1928)
pg- 158-9.
Hobbes, The correspondence, ed. Malcolm, I, 196.
144
Johann Christoph Beckmann, Meditationes politicce iisdemq; continuandis & illustrandis addita
politica parallela. XXIV. dissertationibus academicis antehac exposuit (Frankfurt, 1679) p. 419.
145
For a discussion of continental attitudes to Hobbes' relationship to Bacon see: Ugo Pagallo, 'Bacon,
Hobbes and the aphorisms at Chats worth House' , Hobbes studies, 9 (1996), 22-3. Essentially, Pagallo
argues that Kuno Fischer's account of the relationship set the tone for some years. Fischer argued that
Hobbes applied Bacon's atomism to civil philosophy. (Kuno Fischer, Francis Bacon ofVerulam, tr.
John Oxenford, (London, 1857) p. 416.) Indeed, Fischer argues that Hobbes' civil philosophy is
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this period conespond to Sprat's as they suggest that Hobbes was a dogmatist, that his
method was mathematical whereas Bacon's was experimental, and that Hobbes'
conflict with prominent members of the Royal Society implied a rejection of Bacon's
legacy. George Croom Robertson and Sir Leslie Stephen's work on the subject is
characteristic of this approach to the Hobbes-Bacon relationship. In a typical passage,
Stephen wrote, 'Bacon's great aim was to extend the physical sciences by
systematising experimental methods. Hobbes, though he incidentally notices one of
Bacon's experiments, has, as Croom Robertson puts it, "nothing but scorn for
experiment in physics." His own method is essentially deductive and he takes no
notice of what is called "Baconian induction."

.1

46

Stephen also quoted Sprat,

concluding that Hobbes was no philosopher when he met Bacon, and that his impulse
to become a philosopher came from the works of Galileo and Euclid. 147 Finally,
Stephen claimed that Hobbes' polemic with members of the Royal Society was a
rejection of Bacon's philosophy. 148 This view is fundamentally flawed. In order to
essentially an attempt to finish Bacon's project. (Ibid., pp. 416-7.) However, this view was overturned
by Ferdinand Tonnies and Frithiof Brandt who asserted that Hobbes followed Galileo and Euclid rather
than Bacon. (Pagallo, 'Bacon, Hobbes and the aphorisms at Chatsworth House', pp. 22-3.)
146
Sir Leslie Stephen, Hobbes (London, 1904) pp. 11-12. cf. George Croom Robertson, Hobbes
(London, 1887) pp. 18, 91. Stephen's contrast between Baconian induction and Hobbesian deduction
should also be treated with caution. The notion of induction that developed centuries later in the works
of thinkers such as John Stuart Mill should not be confused with Baconian induction. Laura Snyder has
argued that Bacon's conception was far richer than that of J.S. Mill. Indeed, J.S . Mill rejected many
aspects of the Baconian notion. (Laura Snyder, 'Renovating the Novum organum: Bacon, Whewell and
induction', Studies in history and philosophy of science, 30 (1999), 531-557 .)
147
Ibid., pp. 13, 76.
148
Ibid., p. 76. Many commentators make similar points. Richard Peters, for example, argues that '[i]t is
usual to point out that Hobbes expressed his contempt for the experiments of the Royal Society which
were conducted in the true Baconian spirit'. (Richard P~ters, Hobbes (London, 1956) p. 16.)
Nonetheless, Peters warns that 'stress on such palpable differences' should not blind the reader to their
similar rejection of Aristotle; their interest in an authoritative method rather than authoritative texts;
and their pungent use of language. (Ibid., pp. 16-17.) Laird, F.S. McNeilly and J.W.N. Watkins take a
similar line, each suggesting that Hobbes was a dogmatist, and consequently that he represented the
kind of philosopher that Bacon fought against. Laird writes that Hobbes only mentions induction once
in his works, and then only to state that it is an illegitimate method in mathematics. Laird also argues
that Bacon would have compared Hobbes to a spider, which spun a subtle but fantastic philosophy from
its own reason, rather than a Baconian bee. (Laird, Hobbes, p. 45.) McNeilly compares Hobbes's
philosophy to the 'sterile fantasies of armchair physics' that Baconian empiricism was designed to
debunk. (F.S. McNeilly, The anatomy of Leviathan (London, 1968) p. 80.) Watkins notes that Bacon's
use of the aphorism was based on his dislike of the kind of systems that Hobbes was later to construct.
(J.W.N. Watkins, Hobbes's system of ideas (London, 1965) p. 123.) It is worth noting that the
similarities these commentators note do not imply any reliance of Hobbes on Bacon. For example, the
fact that both thinkers 'were critical of Aristotle and the learning of the Schools does not imply that
Hobbes' criticisms were essentially Baconian. Criticism of Aristotle and the use of authoritative texts
can be found in the medieval period. (C.H. Lohr, The medieval interpretation of Aristotle', in Norman
Kretzmann, Anthony Kenny and Jan Pinborg eds., The Cambridge hist01y of later medieval philosophy
(Cambridge, 1982) p. 97; and, John Marenbon, Later medieval philosophy ( 1150-1350), an
introduction (New York, 1981) p. 190.) Criticisms of Aristotle were also common to the new
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show this I will b1iefly tackle two of the objections that recur in the secondary
literature. First, it has been argued that Hobbes clearly venerated Galileo and Harvey,
whereas his comments about Bacon were dismissive. The second objection is that
Hobbes' battle with the Royal Society implied a distance between Hobbes and Bacon.
A third objection, that Hobbes' Euclidean method was at odds with Bacon's
experimental and inductive method, will be answered in Chapters 2 and 4.

b. Bacon, Galileo, Kepler, and Harvey.

Galileo, Kepler, and Harvey appeared prominently in Hobbes' 'Preface' to De corpore:
.. . Galileus in our time, striving with that difficulty, was the first that opened
to us the gate of natural philosophy universal, which is the knowledge of the
nature of motion. So that neither can the age of natural philosophy be
reckoned higher than to him. Lastly, the science of man's body, the most
profitable part of natural science, was first discovered with admirable sagacity
by our countryman Doctor Harvey .. . in his books of the Motion of the Blood,
and of the Generation of Living Creatures; who is the only man I know, that
conquering envy, hath established a new doctrine in his life-time. Before
these, there was nothing certain in natural philosophy ... astronomy and
natural philosophy in general have, for so little time, been extraordinarily
advanced by Joannes Keplerus, Petrus Gassendus, and Marinus Mersennus
149

Hobbes' writings included many histories of philosophy, but similar praise of Bacon
150
cannot be found anywhere in his works. Nonetheless, it would be wrong to

philosophies of nature that emerged during the Renaissance in the work of writers such as Bernardino
Telesio and Girolamo Cardano. (William A. Wallace, 'Traditional natural philosophy', in Quentin
Skinner and Eckhard Kessler eds., The Cambridge history of Renaissance philosophy (Cambridge,
1988) pp. 239-252.) Karl Schuhmann argues that Hobbes was influenced by Telesio. He supports this
by citing similarities between the concerns of the two men and the fact that Cavendish's library had a
copy of his De reum natura iuxta propria principia. (Karl Schuhmann, 'Robbes and Telesio', Hobbes
studies, 1 (1988), 109-133.)
149
Thomas Hobbes, 'Elements of philosophy the first section concerning body', in The English works of
Thomas Hobbes of Malmesbwy, ed. Sir William Molesworth, (11 vols., London, 1839-1845), I, viii-ix.
150
Hobbes discussed the history of philosophy in the following texts: Thomas Hobbes, 'To the readers',
in Thucydides, The Peloponnesian war, the complete Hobbes translation, ed. David Green, (Chicago,
1989) p. xxi; Hobbes, On the citizen, pp.7-8; Thomas Hobbes, Leviathan, ed. Edwin Curley,
(Cambridge, 1994) pp. 452-454; and, Thomas Hobbes, 'Historia ecclesiastica', in Opera philosophica
quae latine scripsit omnia in wwm co1pus nunc primum collecta, ed. Sir William Moles worth, (5 vols. ,
London, 1839-1845), V, 352-4. Hobbes, 'Decameron Physiologicum', p. 73 ff. This list is not
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conclude that Hobbes' philosophy owes everything to these few names and nothing to
other thinkers. Once the focus moves away from the introduction to De corpore a
different picture emerges. Hobbes' attitude to Bacon was very similar to his attitude to
Galileo, Kepler and Harvey. In each case Hobbes expressed his regard for the thinker,
but he did not accept their work uncritically.

Hobbes' respect for Galileo is widely recognised. It seems that Hobbes first
encountered Galileo's works in the early 1630s. 151 Later in the 1630s, Hobbes copied
Robert Payne's translation of Galileo's Of the profitt wch is drawen from the art

mechaniq & it's instruments. 152 Hobbes' reverence for Galileo clearly continued into
his mature works, as the passage from De corpore shows. However, Hobbes was
prepared to differ from Galileo on those occasions when Galileo did not grasp the
implications of his own doctrine of motion as fully as Hobbes felt that he did himself.
One example occurs in the Problemata physica. Here Hobbes treats Galileo and
Bacon together. Instead of praising the former and criticising the latter he argues that
both have made the same mistake in atttibuting the motion of che tides to the motion
of the earth rather than to the motion to the sun. 153 A similar passage occurs in the

Decameron physiologicum. Despite Hobbes' commendation of Galileo and Kepler's
work on cosmology, 154 he is ctitical of their understanding of motion: ' ... Kepler and
Galileo, make the eatth's motion to be the efficient cause of the monthly motion of the
moon about the earth; which without the like motion to that of the sun ... is
impossible.' 155

exhaustive. Chapter 2 contains a more thorough discussion of Hobbes' attutude to the history of
philosophy.
151
Mordechai Feingold, 'Galileo in England: the first phase', in P. Galluzzi ed., Novita celesti e crisi del
sapere: atti del convegno internazionale di studi Galileiani (Pisa, 1984) pp. 411 ff. William Cavendish,
the first Duke of Newcastle, sent Hobbes to London to buy a copy of Galileo's 1632 Dialogo dove si
discorre sopra i due massimi sistemi delmondo in 1634. (Hobbes, The correspondence, ed. Malcolm,
I, 19-20.)
152
Charles Cavendish's papers (B.L. MS. Harl. 6796) ff. 317-39. Malcolm suggests that the original
copy of Galileo's Della scienza Meccanica came into Robert Payne's hands via Mersenne. (Noel
Malcolm, 'Thomas Hobbes and voluntarist theology' (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, Cambridge
University, 1983) p. 103.)
153
Hobbes, 'Problemata physica', p. 317.
154
Hobbes, 'Concerning body', p. 427 .
155
Hobbes, 'Decameron physiologicum', p. 101. Hobbes also criticised Kepler's account of the earth's
seasons. (Ibid., p. 102.)
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Hobbes' attitude to Harvey was similar. On two occasions Hobbes applauded his
explanation of the circulation of the blood and the generation of animals. 156 Harvey
described Hobbes as 'my good friend', 157 and it seems that Hobbes attended one of
Harvey's dissections of the King's deer. 158 Given the praise of Harvey's work in De
corpore it would be natural to expect De homine's treatment of human biology
(published three years later) to be thoroughly Harveian, but this is not the case.
Hobbes' explanation of the circulation of the blood reflected Harvey's doctrine in
Exercitatio anatomica de motu cordis et sanguinis in animalibus. Nonetheless,
Hobbes gave his own account of the motion of the heart. Hobbes, like Descrates
before him, was unconvinced by De motu cordis' description of the heart's motion. 159
For Harvey, the propria motio of the heart was the systole. Given Hobbes'
understanding of motion, it was important that the heart was not viewed as self
moving and equally that the systole was not perceived as a form of sympathetic
attraction which would have implied action at a distance. Hobbes' own view of the
heart's motion was constructed in part to overcome this concem. I quote the passage at
some length because it has never before appeared in English:
But from where does the heart derive that motion? .. . the motion of the heart
depends upon the air, ... or something which is drunk in with the air, is the
cause of the motion of the heart. ... Therefore there are in the air some tiny
bodies invisible on account of their smallness, which by their own natural
movement cause this motion of the·blood in the veins, by which the heart is
moved. Without doubt as salt in the sea, so there is something in the air similar
to salt, such as nitre, which when it has been received into the blood through
156

Hobbes, 'Concerning body', p. viii. Thomas Hobbes, 'Six lessons to the professors of mathematics,
one of geometry the other of astronomy, in the chairs set up by the noble and learned Sir Henry Sa vile
in the university of Oxford', in The English works ojTho111as Hobbes of Mallll esbUiy, ed. Sir William
Molesworth, (11 vols. , London, 1839-1845), VII, 338.
157
Keynes, The life ofWilliam Harvey , p. 387 .
158
Ibid., p. 388.
159
Descartes went to some lengths to give an explanation of the heart's motion that corresponded to the
first principles of motion which formed the foundation of his physics. Discours de la methode,
published in 1637, 'concluded that the motion of the heart was derived from a natural (not 'innate' or
'native') heat implanted by God in the heart, a fire without light, or heat of the kind that arises naturally
in hay cut and stacked too green. This heat, he concluded, was great enough to vaporise the very large
drops of blood entering the heart from the veins. The result was a forceful diastole of the heart,
powered by the expanding vapour that forced its way into the aorta and pulmonary artery and
condensed into blood again in the arteries and lungs.' (Roger French, William Harvey's natural
philosophy (Cambridge, 1994) p.185.) Hobbes' account of the heart's motion is clearly very different
from Descartes' but the two accounts were motivated by the same concern: explaining the motion of the
heart in a way that fitted with their conception of motion. For further discussion of Descartes' reception
of Harvey see: Roger French 'Harvey in Holland : circulation and the Calvinists', in Roger French and
Andrew Wear eds., The medical revolution of the seventeenth centu1y (Cambridge, 1989) pp. 46-86.
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breathing shakes and ferments it, swells the veins and heart and is distribute
through the systole of the hemt. 160

Hobbes used the notion of fermentation caused by bodies in the air to explain the
motion of the heart in a way that was consistent with his own doctrine of motion.
Neither of these notions can be found in Harvey's De motu cordis. Hobbes'
explanation is closer to Harvey's revised position in Exercitationes de generatione

animaliwn: quibus accedunt qucedam de partu, de membranis ac humoribus uteri &
de conceptione . Harvey's latter work addressed the initiation of the heart's motion in
the foetus. Harvey claimed that the heat of the blood caused a fermentation in the
foetal heart which initiated the diastole. 161 Nonetheless, Hobbes' explanation also
vmied from Harvey's final position. Fermentation, according to Hobbes, was an ongoing process, rather than the initial event that Harvey conceived. Additionally,
Hobbes explained the continuing fetmentation by refening to bodies in the air, which
were no part of Harvey's account. Hobbes' explanation of the heart's motion in De

homine was not significantly different from Hobbes' mature pusition. Hobbes'
manuscript Concerning ye compression of aire set out a similar view. Again, Hobbes'
description atttibuted the heart's motion to certain bodies in the air. Hobbes wrote,
'there is in the Aire, we live in, [an] abundance of particles of Eatth, without wch we
cannot live, because ye blood cannot move without them (as it does) upwards,
contrary to its nature, as well as downwards, in our veines ..t 62

De hmnine's account of the generation of humans was wholly unlike anything in
Harvey's De gene ratione animaliwn. Rather, Hobbes proposed his own variant of the
traditional view.

160

'Sed unde habet motum ilium cor? . . .Sunt ergo inaere corpuscula aliqua prae exiguitate invisibilia,
quae motum hunc sanguinis in venis, quo cor movetur, efficiunt motu suo naturali. Nimirum, ut in mari
sal, ita est in aere sali aliquid homologum, ceu nitrum, quod per respirationem in sanguinem receptum
ilium agitat fermentatque, venas et cor distendit, et per cordis systolem, mediantibus arteriis, in habitum
corporis humani distribuitur.' Thomas Hobbes, 'De homine', in Opera philosophica quae latine scripsit
omnia in unum cmpus nunc primum collecta, ed. Sir William Molesworth, (5 vols ., London, 18391845), II, 4.
.
161
William Harvey, Disputations touching the generation of animals, tr. G. Whitteridge, (Oxford,
1981) pp. 242-243.
162
Concerning the compression of ye aire (The Royal Society Classified Papers IV (1) 30), f. 1 r. For a
discussion and transcription of the manuscript see: Schaffer, 'Wallifaction: Thomas Hobbes on school
divinity and experimental pneumatics', pp. 275-298 .
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What pertains to the reproduction of man, it advances almost in the same way
as the generation of plants. The matter of plants is the earth itself, which
called forth by heat the specific motion of the seed forms into a plant of its
own kind. Similarly in the generation of man the matter of the foetus is the
maternal blood, which the procreative humour of each parent moves and forms
into a human likeness. Doubtless, fermentation takes place in the backwards
and forwards sawing motion of love, and thence the swelling of the vessels,
and the bursting forth of the procreative fluid and the entrance into the funows
of the female soil, where it fonns the gradually descending blood by its own
. mto
.
spec1"f"1c motwn
a man. 163

Hobbes' regard for Harvey, Kepler, and Galileo is obvious, but when his own insights
into motion conflicted with their positions, Hobbes was prepared to 'correct' them.
Hobbes seems to have had much the same attitude to Bacon.

A final comparison between Hobbes' treatment of Bacon, Galileo, and Harvey, on the
one hand, and Descartes on the other, is instructive. 164 Hobbes' natural philosophy
was, in many ways, similar to that of Descartes. Nonetheless, Descartes' physics still
made use of terms such as 'inclination' or 'detetmination', and his broader philosophy
still posited an incorporeal soul that received sensations. 165 Consequently, Hobbes'
criticisms of Descartes were more fundamental than his criticisms of Bacon and
Galileo; for while their descriptions of the cause of the moon's motion or the tide's
motion were incorrect, in Hobbes' view they appealed to nothing more than matter in
motion. In short, Bacon and Galileo's description of natural causes were 'conceivable'
(in Hobbes' terms) in a way that many of Descartes' were not.

163

'Quod ad generationem hominis attinet, eodem fere modo procedit quo generatio plantarum. Materia
plantarum est ipsa terra, quam calore evocatam format motus seminis specificus in plantam proprii
generis. Similiter in generatione hominis, materia foetus est sanguis maternus, quem utriusque parentis
humor prolificus movet formatque in speciem humanam. Nimirum, reciprocante serra amoris fit
fermentatio, et inde vasorum distentio, et humoris prolifici eruptio et in sulcos soli muliebris intrusio,
ubi sanguinem paulatim descendentem motu suo specifico format in hominem.' Hobbes, 'De homine', p.
6.
164
On Hobbes' relationship with Descartes see: Helen Hervey, 'Hobbes and Descartes in the light of
some unpublished letters of the correspondence between Sir Charles Cavendish and Dr. John Pell',
Osiris, 10 (1952), 67-90; and, Jean Jacquot, !Sir Charles Cavendish and his learned friends', Notes and
records ofthe Royal Society, 8 (1952), 176-179, 184-191.
165
For Hobbes' criticism of Descartes' use of the notion of 'determination' see: Hobbes, The
correspondence, ed. Malcolm, II, 71 . On 'inclination' and the incorporial snul see: Thomas Hobbes,
'Tractatus opticus: prima edizione integrale [The Latin optical MS.]', ed. P. Alessio, Rivista critica di
storia dellafilosofia, 18 (1963), 206-88.
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c. Hobbes, Bacon, and the Royal Society; .

Hobbes' dispute with leading members of the Royal Society touched on many
issues. 166 The aspect of the dispute which is usually considered to imply distance
between Hobbes and Bacon is Hobbes' dispute with Boyle over the explanation of the
phenomena produced by the air-pump. However, this polemic does not imply any
rejection of Bacon's work. The continuity between Bacon and the Royal Society is no
167
longer taken for granted. More interesting, however, is the fact that many of the

arguments that Hobbes deployed against the Royal Society's claims had previously
been used by Bacon against mechanics and alchemists in The advancement of

learning.

Bacon's proposed methodology clearly gave a central role to experiments and natural
histories, but he was often critical of the experiments and histories of his predecessors.
The idols that had adversely affected the advancement of the sciences in the
universities and schools had also damaged previous attempts to produce an
experimental natural philosophy. The alchemists and mechanics were a clear example
of the way in which love of novelty, credulity and haste had retarded an experimental
attempt to understand nature. Bacon was also sceptical of preYious natural histories
that were written to entertain rather than to produce works. Such histories, he argued,
would include doubtful marvels solely because they were entertaining. 'So in natural
history,' Bacon wrote, 'we see there hath not been that choice and judgement used as
ought to have been; as may appear in the w1itings of Plinius, Cardanus, Albertus, and
divers of the Arabians; being fraught with much fabulous matter, a great part not only
untried but notoriously untrue, to the great degradation of the credit of natural
166

Hobbes' dispute with John Wallis over his attempt to square the circle began prior to the
establishment of the Royal Society. (Douglas Michael Jesseph, Squaring the circle: the war between
Hobbes and Wallis (Chicago, 1999) pp. 10-16.)
167
LaUI·ens Laudan argues that the Royal Society was as indebted to Descartes' metaphysics as they
were to the experimental ism of Bacon. (Laurens Laudan, 'The clock metaphor and probabilism: the
impact of Descartes on English methodological thought, 1650-65', Annals of science, 22 (1966), 73-5 .)
Michel Malherbe states that the Royal Society disregarded Bacon's inductive method. (Michel
Malherbe, 'Bacon's method of science', in Markku Peltonen ed., The Cambridge companion to Bacon
(Cambridge, 1996) p. 75.) Similarly, Antonio Perez-Ramos argues that the Royal Society never took up
his notion of forms. (Perez-Ramos, Antonio, 'Bacon's forms and the maker's knowledge tradition', in
Markku Peltonen ed., The Cambridge companion to Bacon (Cambridge, 1996) p. 99 .)
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philosophy ... .t 68 Alchemists eager to understand nature for their own fame and
69
benefit 'made a philosophy out of a few experiments of the fumace ... .t

Consequently a small amount of observation and experiment in a limited area was
illegitimately used to support wide ranging speculation about natural causes.

One of Bacon's remedies for the problems he had identified with past experimental
170
philosophies was a division between 'natural science and natural Prudence.' True

to Bacon's distinction between philosophy (which was concerned with universals) and
history (which was concerned with particulars), natural prudence would be concerned
with producing individual effects, whereas the speculation about general causes was
to be left to natural science. Bacon also proposed a division of labour between the two
fields of research, thus making 'two professions or occupations of natural philosophers
•.• '

171

Clearly, this was not the whole of Bacon's clitique of alchemy, nor his whole

proposal for producing a productive expetimental philosophy. My purpose in
highlighting these specific points is to show that Hobbes deployed these very
criticisms against the Royal Society, based on the same division of labour.

The Dialogus physicus used some of these arguments against Boyle's expetiments.
First, Hobbes opened with a division between pleasing marvels and useful philosophy.
Hobbes desclibed the air-pump experiments as one of a number of 'spectacles of an
amusing nature .. . which a man well-known in breeding and ingenuity recently
172
displayed ... at the London Academy.' The Fellows of the Society, like Bacon's

alchemists, treated the air-pump and its 'ttifling wonders, in the way that they behave
who deal in exotic animals ... ' 173 Hobbes continued by arguing that the air pump
experiments discovered nothing 'markedly useful for the defence or ornament of the
country or the human race.' 174 Secondly, Hobbes drew attention to the limited scope of

168

Francis Bacon, The advancement of learning, ed. G.W. Kitchin, (London, 1915) p. 29.
Ibid., p. 33.
170
Ibid. , p. 90.
171
Ibid.
172
Thomas Hobbes, 'Dialogusphysicus de natura aeris', tr. Simon Schaffer, in Steven Shapin and
Simon Schaffer, Leviathan and the air-pump: Hobbes, Boyle, and the experimental life (Princeton,
1985) p. 346.
173
Ib"d
I ., p. 348.
174 Ib"d
I ., p. 350.
169
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the Royal Society's research. Not only were the experiments useless, but they were
also 'well known to be few'.

175

Hobbes' suspicion of novel machines was also clear in other polemical works against
the Royal Society. Considerations upon the reputation, loyalty, manners and religion

ofThomas Hobbes clearly situated this suspicion within a broader division between
chemists and mechanics on the one hand and philosophers on the other. Here Hobbes
argued that anyone with money and leisure could buy instruments and speculate, but
'not every one that brings from beyond seas a new gin [engine], or other jaunty device,
is therefore a philosopher. For if you reckon that way, not only apothecalies and
gardeners, but many other sort of workmen, will put in for, and get the plize ..t

76

To

make his point, Hobbes quotes a letter from Sorbiere to the Dutch scholar Guillaume
de Bautru. The passage explicitly groups Hobbes and Bacon together in opposition to
the practices of the Royal Society.

Truly, Sir, as much as I admire them, when I see them lute an alembic
handsomely, filter a liquor, build an anthanor, so much I dislike thent when I
hear them discourse upon the subject of their operations ... I wish they would
take less pains, and be at less charge; and whilst they wash their hands after
their work, they would leave to those that attend to polishing of their
discourses, I mean, the Galileos, the Descarteses, the Hobbeses, the Bacons,
177
and the Gassendis, to reason upon their work ...
Hobbes concurs with Sorbiere's sentiment for he adds 'what is here said of chymists,
is applicable to all other mechanics. ti?S Clearly, similar arguments could be found in
the works of w1iters other than Bacon.
175

179

Nonetheless, what these arguments do show

Ibid., p. 351.
Thomas Hobbes, 'Considerations on the reputation, loyalty, manners and religion of Thomas Hobbes
of Malmesbury', in The English works of Thomas Hobbes of Malmesbury, ed. Sir William Moles worth ,
(11 vols., London, 1839-1845), IV , 437.
177
Ibid., p. 436. Hobbes' source is Sorbiere's collection of letters published in 1660, see: Samuel
Sorbiere, Relations, lettres et discours de Mr de Sorbiere sur diverses matieres curieuses (Paris, 1660)
pp. 167-8.
178
Ibid. For an extended discussion of Hobbes' view of engines in philosophy, see: Steven Shapin and
Simon Schaffer, Leviathan and the air-pump: Hobbes, Boyle, and the experimental life (Princeton,
1985) pp. 124-8.
179
The contrast between things that were pleasing and things that were true and useful can be found in
many humanist texts. In poetry, for example, this division went back as far as Hesiod's criticism of
Homer. (Ernst Robert Curtius, European literature and the Latin Middle Ages (London, 1953) p. 203.)
Relatedly, the desire for a useful science was not peculiar to Bacon. Descartes argued for a useful new
science in his Discours de la methode. Mersenne too argued that the study of nature should end in
human good. (Harcourt Brown, 'The utilitarian motive in the age of Descartes', Annals of science, 1
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is that Hobbes' criticism of the Royal Society was not a rejection of Bacon. Indeed,
Hobbes aligned himself with Bacon against the Royal Society on one other occasion.
The Problemata physica asserted that the philosophers of Gresham College had
written nothing regarding the tides, whereas Hobbes had made use of Bacon's theory
to put forward an explanation of the phenomena.
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Here again, Hobbes showed that

he, rather than the philosophers of the Royal Society, was truly following Bacon.

d. The importance of Bacon for Hobbes' work.

Hobbes knew many of Bacon's works he had also spent time conversing and working
with Bacon in the 1620s. But what opinion did Hobbes have of Bacon and his
endeavour? First, Hobbes realised that Bacon had a project and he understood its
novelty. This awareness came from Hobbes' own understanding of Aristotle's
Organon, which he mastered at Oxford and rejected at the time that Cavendish was

imitating and translating Bacon. This view of Bacon's novelty would have been
reinforced by Micanzio's view that Bacon was the leading spiiit of the age. Hobbes'
view of the history of knowledge was remarkably consistent and followed the
contours of Bacon's account through his work as I will show in the following chapter.
This was first evident in Thucydides, which clearly indicates that this view had its
roots in Hobbes' thinking of the 1620s.

Micanzio's letters also point to another aspect of the reception of Bacon at this time.
Micanzio first encountered Bacon through his moral and civil works, but soon came
to admire his natural philosophy. For Hobbes the case was undoubtedly similar.
Cavendish admired Bacon's Essays, and read The advancem,ent of learning. In all
probability he would have discussed these works with his companion. Nonetheless, by
1629 Hobbes knew the Sylva sylvarum and thought highly enough of it to let it inform
(1936), 182-192.) Indeed, in generations prior to Bacon many pioneers of the new sciences, including
Giovanni Pico, Pietro Pomponazzi, Giordano Bruno, Desiderius Erasmus and Telesio, argued for the
pursuit of operative arts. (Alfonso Ingegno, 'The new philosophy of nature·, in Quentin Skinner and
Eckhard Kessler eds., The Cambridge hist01y of Renaissance philosophy (Cambridge, 1988) pp. 239252.)
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his translation of Thucydides. Indeed, it is Bacon's natural philosophy that Hobbes
refers to in the Problemata physica, the Decameron physiologicum, and the

Consideration of the manners and reputation.

Finally, Hobbes continued reading and discussing Bacon. Perhaps this was due to the
fact that he was never allowed to forget Bacon. Piene Gassendi and Marin Mersenne,
two of Hobbes' closest fliends during his exile in Paris, were amongst the first natural
philosophers on the Continent to read Bacon's works.
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Sir William Davenant's

Gondibert, which Hobbes commented on and provided an introduction to, contained
many Baconian themes and motifs. 182 The public and plivate wlitings of Hobbes'
patron from the late 1630s, William Cavendish, the first Duke of Newcastle,
expressed many Baconian arguments. 183 Hobbes' conespondence with du Verdus
discussed Bacon and his works. The correspondence with du Verdus may well have
recalled Cavendish's correspondence with Micanzio. Both discussed Bacon and
proposed translations of his work. It is also possible that Hobbes' other
correspondence with Sorbiere and du Verdus about translations of Leviathan, De cive,
and his other works also reminded Hobbes of the Micanzio-Cavendish
correspondence. In this later correspondence Hobbes occupied the role that Bacon had
occupied in the exchanges of the 1610s and 1620s. Sorbiere's con·espondence often
compared Hobbes with Bacon, which would have emphasised the similatity in
Hobbes' mind. Furthermore, in his later life Hobbes was, like Bacon, a 'prophet
without honour' at home. 184 Hobbes' final statement on his relationship with Bacon,
recorded by Aubrey, suggests that at the end of his life Hobbes retained his respect for
Bacon. Hobbes' view that he understood Bacon's writings better than anyone else,
Graham Rees, 'The transmission of Bacon texts: some unanswered que~tions', in William A.
Sessions ed., Franc is Bacon's legacy of texts, 'The art of discove1y grows with discove1y' (New York,
1990) p. 312. Lisa Jardine, 'Experientia literata or Novum organum? The dilemma of Bacon's scientific
method', in William A. Sessions ed., Francis Bacon's legacy of texts, 'The art of discove1y grows with
discove1y' (New York, 1990) pp. 47-9. As early as 1627 Mersenne corresponded regarding the
possibility of making a French translation of the Sylva sylvarum. (Marin Mersenne, Correspondance du
P. Marin Mersenne, ed. Cornelis De Waard and Rene Pintard, (17 vols., Paris, 1932-1988), I, 593.)
182
David F. Gladish argues that William Davenant's character 'Astragon the scientist seems patterned
after Bacon'. (David F. Gladish, 'Introduction', in Sir William Davenant, Gondibert, ed. David F.
Gladish, (Oxford, 1971) p. xv) He also states that Cantos V and VI of book II derive from Bacon's New
Atlantis. (Ibid., p. xvi.) Gladish also notes more general debts to Bacon in the text. (Ibid., pp. ix-xi,
xvii.)
183
Lisa T. Sarasohn, 'Thomas Hobbes and the duke of Newcastle. A study in the mutuality of patronage
before the establishment of the Royal Society', Isis, 90 (1999), 724, 726.
184
Malcolm, 'A summary biography ofHobbes', p. 37.
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should also be read in the context of the conflict between Hobbes and leading
members of the Royal Society over Bacon's legacy. In the following chapters I will
explore these themes and attempt to validate Hobbes' claim.
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Chapter 2.
The history and ends of science.

Introduction.

Bacon and Hobbes both wrote histories of learning. 1 In both cases these histories
provided the context for their own endeavours and the basis of their rejection of
earlier authmities. Their common dismissal of past authorities and desire to promote a
productive science based on a solid method has often been seen as an instance of
Bacon's influence on Hobbes. 2 However, these views, as I have already noted, were
common to many thinkers of the period. In order to show that Hobbes' history of
science was a reflection of his knowledge of Bacon's position, this chapter's
exploration of the similarity is fomfold. First, I argue that the contours of the two
accounts coincided. Secondly, Hobbes and Bacon shared a common view of the
influences that had shaped the history of knowledge. Both argued that the moral vices
of pride and self-interest had caused the decline and stagnation of human philosophy.
Thirdly, both agreed on the kind of values that would underpin a renewal of
knowledge. I use the term values to distinguish between the moral character of the
scientist and the philosophical methodology necessary for a renewal of the sciences.
Bacon and Hobbes agreed that both elements were necessary for the advancement of
learning, and whereas they disagreed on the appropriate method, they agreed on the
moral character necessary in the philosopher. Fourthly, both w1iters followed a
. method that situated the history of knowledge within a broader cultural context.

In order to establish this commonality of approach, I will refer to some of Bacon and
Hobbes' best known works, particularly The advancement of learning , Novum

organum, The elements of law , De cive, Leviathan, and De corpore. Section one

1

Bacon and Hobbes' histories of human learning included spurious doctrines as well as genuine
philosophies. This chapter discusses both philosophies and pseudo-sciences under the general heading
of the history of learning or philosophy.
.
2
Richard Peters, Hobbes (London, 1956) pp. 16-7; David Johnston, The rf:etoric of Leviathan: Thomas
Hobbes and the politics of cultural transformation (Princeton, 1986) pp. 71-2; and, Arnold A. Rogow,
Thomas Hobbes: radical in the service of reaction (New York, 1986) p. 64.
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sketches Bacon's view of the history of knowledge, the vices that impoverished
philosophy, and the virtues necessary for its restoration. Section two sets out Hobbes'
account of the history of learning and, with reference to the testimony of Samuel
Sorbiere, will link Hobbes' approach directly to that of Bacon. Sections three, four,
and five explore the apparent differences between the two accounts. Section three
discusses Hobbes' history of geometry. Section four explores the motives appropriate
to philosophical enquiry, comparing Bacon's conception of charity with Hobbes'
notion of cmiosity. Section four also examines Adam's role in the two hist01ies of
knowledge. The final section presents an analysis of the way in which Hobbes
embellished the general framework he took from Bacon with material from the work
of John Dee and Diodorus Siculus. It also looks more generally at the relationship
between Hobbes' history of knowledge and those of his contemporaries Rene
Descartes, William Gilbett, Piene Gassendi and Galileo Galilei.

i. Bacon's history of leamin.g.

a. The decline of learning following the fall.

Bacon's history of learning began with Adam. Like many before him, Bacon viewed
Adam's act of naming the creatures in the Garden of Eden (set out in Genesis 2: 19-20)
as an expression of Adam's petfect knowledge of and dominion over nature. 3 For
3

For example see: Umberto Eco, The search for a pe1ject language, tr. James Fentress, (Oxford, 1994)
pp. 7-19; Thomas Aquinas, Summa theologiae, ed. and tr.The Dominican Fathers, (30 vols., London,
1964-80) la. 94 , 3., la 96, 2-3; Martin Luther, 'Lectures on Genesis, Chapters 1-5', in Luther's works,
ed. J.J. Pelikan, tr. G.V. Schick, (Missouri, 1966) p. 119-20; and, Jean Calvin, A commentmy on
Genesis, ed. J. King, (London, 1965) p. 132. Contemporary sources often ascribed excellent natural
knowledge to Adam. George Hughes described Adam as having 'vast wisdom' and writes, 'doubtless
had we that first pure nomination we should have a mighty help into the knowledge of things .' (George
Hughes, Analytical exposition of the whole first book of Moses called Genesis (London, 1672) p. 22.)
Similarly, John White's Conunentmy on upon the three first chapters of the first book of Moses called
Genesis argued that naming in Genesis 2:20 was first, a 'profession of lordship . .. [as the] imposition of
names implies a kind of sovereignty'; and secondly, that 'finding out fit names agreeable to the
creatures natures' represented the first flourishing of Adam's wisdom. (John White, Commentmy on
upon the three first chapters of the first book of Moses called Genesis (London, 1656) p. 89.) For
similar commentaries see: William Whately, Prototypes, or the primarie precedent presidents out of
the booke of Genesis, sh e1·ving, the good and bad things they did and had practically applied to our
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example, The advancement of leaming charactetised Adam's knowledge as 'the pure
knowledge of nature and universality, a knowledge by the light whereof man did give
names unto other creatures in Paradise, as they were brought before him, according to
their properties .. . '4 and maintained that 'the first acts which man petformed in
Paradise consisted of the two summary parts of knowledge; the view of the creatures
and the impositions of r1ames.' 5 Again, the 'Preface' to the Instauratio magna
desctibed Adam's knowledge as 'pure and immaculate natural knowledge'. 6 The
decline of human knowledge began with the fall, an event that marked man's turn
away from God and the knowledge that God had given.

The fall contained the seeds of knowledge's decline, but Bacon's nanative outlined a
gradual degradation. Bacon suggested that, ptior to the Greeks, much of Adam's
knowledge had been preserved. The sound natural philosophy of the ancients was
transmitted to the earliest Greeks, who studied nature diligently. 7 Bacon studied preSocratic natural philosophy through examining what survived of the works of
Euripides, Heraclitus, Anaxagoras and Democritus in the works of later writers, and
directly from texts recovered in the Renaissance. 8 Bacon praised the pre-Socratic
natural philosophers, likening their approach to his own: '[t]he more ancient of the
Greeks (whose writings are lost) took up with better judgement a position between the
two extremes, [scepticism and dogmatism] ... thinking (it seems) that this very
question,- viz ..whether or no anything can be known, - was to be settled not by
arguing, but by trying. '9 Unlike that of the later Greeks, the philosophy of Democritus
information and reformation (London, 1640) p. 4; George Walker, The histmy of the creation (London,
1641) pp. 19-26, 192-3; and, Robert Harris, A brief discourse of man's estate in the first and second
Adam (London, 1654) pp. 1-2. Charles Webster discusses the significance of these themes in
contemporary literature, see: Charles Webster, The great instauration, science, medicine and reform
1626-1660 (London, 1975) pp. 16-17.
4
F!·ancis Bacon, The advancement of learning, ed. G.W. Kitchin, (London, 1915) p. 6.
5
Ibid., p. 38.
6
Francis Bacon, The new organon, ed. Lisa Jardine, tr. Michael Silverthorne, (Cambridge, 2000) p. 12.
7
Francis Bacon, 'The translation of the "De principiis atque originibus" ', in The works of Franc is
Bacon, ed. James Spedding, Robert Leslie Ellis, and Douglas Denon Heath, (7 vols., London, 18571861), V, 491.
8
Bacon described the importance of the pre-Socratic philosopher at length in his early work, written
circa 1607, Cogitata et visa de inte1pretatione naturae. (Francis Bacon, 'Thoughts and conclusions', tr.
Benjamin Farrington, in Benjamin Farrington, The philosophy of Francis flacon: an essay on its
developmentfrom1603 to 1609, with new translations offimdamental texts (Liverpool, 1964) pp. 8487 .) For a discussion of the recovery of ancient natural philosophy in the Renaissance see: William A.
Wallace, 'Traditional natural philosophy', in Quentin Skinner and Echard Kessler eds., The Cambridge
~1istory of Renaissance philosophy (Cambridge, 1988) pp. 204, 215.
Bacon, The new organon, p. 27
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was fruitful because it was rooted in the study of nature. This earned Democritus the
title 'Magnus' and the respect of the wiser Greeks and Romans. 10 Democritus was
aware of the limits of sensation, and rejected the use of final causes to explain natural
phenomena. Consequently, 'this very philosophy ofDemocritus respecting atoms ...
penetrated somewhat more sharply and deeply into natureoi 1 than the philosophy of
the later Greeks.

Nonetheless, Bacon's approval of the ancient atomists was only partial. Democritus'
philosophy was less 'severe, sober, and pureoi 2 than the ancients, and the pre-Socratic
philosophers in general trusted 'entirely to the force of their understanding, applied no
rule, but made everything turn upon hard thinking and perpetual working and exercise
of the mind.' 13 Consequently, Bacon argued that Democtitus' theory of atoms and
vacuum was unpersuasive. 14 Democritus' philosophy, like that of all the Greeks, was
hampered by the narrow horizons and instability of Greek culture. Bacon analysed
Greek philosophy in terms of the cultural, religious and historical context in which it
developed. The Greeks were often at war with each other. This slowed the
development of their science. They had little knowledge of history, little knowledge
of the face of the earth, and their philosophy was correspondingly nmrow and
parochial. 15

Still greater decline followed Socrates. Socrates discouraged the study of nature by
focusing on ethical and political questions. 16 Plato followed his example and turned
philosophy into a f01m of entertainment. 17 Both Socrates and Plato prized novelty and
therefore they disregarded the older and sounder philosophies of the atomists. Plato's
10

Bacon, 'De principiis atque originibus', p. 465. (cf. Francis Bacon, 'The refutation of philosophies', tr.
Benjamin Farrington, in Benjamin Farrington, The philosophy of Francis Bacon: an essay on its
development from 1603 to 1609, with new translations offimdamental texts (Liverpool, 1964) p. 116.)
11
Ibid ., p. 465 .
12
Ibid., p. 461.
13
Bacon, The new organon, p. 27 .
14
For two useful discussions of Bacon's relation to Atomism see: Charles T. Harrison, 'Bacon, Hobbes
and the Ancient Atomists', Harvard studies and notes in philology and literature , 15 (1933), 191-200;
and, Graham Rees, 'Atomism and "subtlety" in Francis Bacon's philosophy', Annals of science, 37
(1980), 549-71.
.
15
Bacon, 'The refutation of philosophies', pp. 109-110.
16
Bacon, The advancement of learning, p. 35.
17
Francis Bacon, 'The masculine birth of time', tr. Benjamin Farrington, in Benjamin Farrington, The
philosophy of Francis Bacon: an essay on its development from 1603 to 1609, with new translations of
fundamental texts (Liverpool, 1964) p. 64.
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natural philosophy was based on his own fantasies. He conectly suggested that the
forms should be the final object of human knowledge, but Plato's forms were the ideal
fmms of theology rather than the true forms that Bacon sought. 18 Liberated from the
study of nature by Socrates and Plato, the minds of the Greeks were no longer
constrained by reality. Consequently, after Socrates reality was moulded to fit human
fantasies. Nor did the distance between Plato's musings and nature matter as the
Greeks regarded philosophy as a fmm of diversion: 'table-talk for men of culture and
experience' or a way of 'adding grace and charm to everyday conversation.o1 9

Bacon desctibed Greek philosophy as the first great revolution in philosophy. The
significance of this description was that a revolution replaced rather than advanced
existing philosophy. Achsah Guibbory argues that the recunent metaphor of circles or
revolutions 'symbolises the futility of ... intellectual pursuits.'~ 0 The unending cycle of
dispute is contrasted with the purposeful pursuit of truth, which ought to follow a
single linear path. Aristotle was the predominant figure after the revolution of the
Greeks, and did great harm to the future of science. First, he disregarded all previous
philosophy, only mentioning the substantial philosophy of his predecessors in order to
criticise its conclusions?' Bacon described the general character of A1istotle's
approach and that of others who had sought to effect this kind of revolution in
philosophy thus:
There have also been men who with great daring have thought that everything
was new with them and have relied on the strength of their genius to flatten
and destroy everything that went before, and so made room for themselves and
.
. .
22
thetr opmwns.

Secondly, Aristotle corrupted natural philosophy with logic. Logic debased natural
philosophy because it was not subtle enough to comprehend nature. Through

18

Bacon, 'The refutation of philosophies', p. 115. (Also see: Bacon, 'The masculine birth of time', p.
65 .)
19
Bacon, 'The masculine birth of time', p. 64.
20
Achsah Guibbory, 'Francis Bacon's view of history: the cycles of error and the progress of truth',
Journal of English history and Germanic philology, 74 (1975), 338.
21
Bacon, The advancement of teaming, p. 91. cf. Francis Bacon, 'The translation of the "De augmentis"
',in The works of Francis Bacon, ed. James Spedding, Robert Leslie Ellis, and Douglas Denon Heath,
(7 vols., London, 1857-1861), IV, 344.
22
Bacon, The new organon, p. 9.
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Aiistotle's logic, words became the measure of the world and the focus of philosophy.
Consequently, the study of nature declined.

23

Bacon's history of knowledge indicated that Aristotle's pre-emlnence was based on
three factors. First, Atistotle's philosophy suited the vulgar tastes of the crowd, who
enjoyed disputation rather than sober enquiry. Bacon argued that 'the state of
knowledge is ever a Democratie, and that prevaileth which is most agreeable to the
24
sense and conceits of people.' The favour that Atistotle's doctline found with the

crowd was further evidence of its vanity for 'nothing finds favour with the mass unless
it strikes the imagination, like superstition or appeals to vulgar notions, like the
sophists.'25 Secondly, Aristotle strove to uproot the philosophy of his predecessors
'like the Ottoman Turk [who] did not think he could reign secure till he had slain his
brothers.' 26 Nonetheless, Aristotle did not wholly overcome the philosophy of the
atomists, for 'while that of Plato and Atistotle was noised and celebrated in the
schools amid the din and pomp of professors, this of Democritus was held in great
honour by the wiser sought ... Certainly in the times of Roman learning that of
27
Democritus was not only extant but well accepted'. Thirdly, the final death of

Democritus' philosophy and the ascendance of Aristotle was due to 'Attila and the
barbarians, who destroyed this philosophy' of Democritus and other ancient writers,
28
leaving only the philosophy of Plato and Aristotle. In the end, Democritus' eclipse

was due to fate. Aristotle's writings survived the sack of the Barbmians like so much
flotsam after a shipwreck: 'these planks of Aristotelian and Platonic philosophy, as
being of a lighter and more inflated substance were preserved ... while the more solid
29
pmts sank and passed into oblivion.' ·

23

For an early account of the various reasons why natural philosophy was neglected see: Bacon,
'Thoughts and conclusions', pp. 76-7.
24
Ft·ancis Bacon, 'Valerius terminus, of the interpretation of nature: with the annotations ofHermes
Stella', in The works of Francis Bacon, ed. James Spedding, Robert Leslit: Ellis, and Douglas Denon
Heath, (7 vols., London, 1857-1861), Ill, 227. Also see: Bacon, 'Thoughts and conclusions', pp. 79-80.
25
Bacon, 'The refutation of philosophies', p 114.
26
Ibid., p. 110.
27
Bacon, 'De principiis atque originibus', pp. 465-6.
28
Ibid., p. 466.
29
Ibid. (cf. Bacon, 'The refutation of philosophies', p. 113-4; and, Bacon, The new organon, p. 8.)
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In sum, Aristotle's legacy was a philosophy of disputation that destroyed previous
productive philosophies and militated against the productive arts. Instauratio magna
put Atistotle's philosophy into perspective thus:
For after the sciences had been perhaps carefully cultivated and developed in
some areas, by chance there arose a person, daring in character, who was
accepted and followed because he had a summary kind of method; in
appearance he gave that art a form, but in reality he corrupted the labours of
the older investigators. 30

Bacon summed up the barrenness of Greek philosophy by describing it as 'a kind of
childish stage of science, . . . [having] the child's characteristic of being all to ready to
31
talk, but too weak and immature to produce anything.' Bacon argued that this barren

philosophy became the foundation for all subsequent philosophy: 'the sciences we
have come from the Greeks. Additions by Roman, Arabic or more recent writers are
few and of no great significance, such as they are, they rest on a foundation of Greek
discovery.' 32 As the best Greek minds h~d been diverted away from natural
philosophy by Socrates' ethics, Plato's theology and Aristotle's logic, so the best
33
Roman minds devoted themselves to public life. Similarly, s\nce the tise of

Christianity, theological dispute took precedence over natural philosophical enquiry.

Subsequent activity had been almost entirely restricted to summatising and
commenting on authorities. This activity increased dispute, rather than truth or arts.
The work of summarising and disputing was canied out in schools. Schools were
34
established by the later Greeks in order to win adherents and entrench their teaching.

Bacon argued that scholastic philosophy was a direct but degenerate descendent of
Atistotle. Like Aristotle, scholastic philosophers were gifted thinkers. However, their

30

Bacon, Tlze new organon, pp. 7-8 .
Ibid., p. 6. Bacon also praised Aristotle's intellectual gifts. Bacon's criticism of Aristotle was quite
specific. He did not attack Aristotle's ingenuity or subtlety, rather he attacked the barrenness of the
philosophy he established. See: Bacon, 'The refutation of philosophies', p. 118; Fulton Henry
Anderson, The philosophy of Francis Bacon (Chicago, 1948) p. 93. n; and, Rossi, Fran cis Bacon, p.
61.
32
Bacon, The new organon, pp. _58.
33
Rossi, Franc is Bacon, p. 47.
34
Bacon, 'The refutation of philosophies', p. 111. Bacon's early works do not include Democritus
along with Epicurus, Plato and Aristotle as one of the Greeks who set up a school. (Ibid. , p. 111 n 1.)
However, Bacon did include Democritus amongst those who founded schools in Of the inte1pretation
of nature. See: Bacon, 'Of the interpretation of nature', p. 226.

31
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desire for truth was cotTupted because they worked with very limited material. Instead
of exploring God's creation, the scholastics studied a very few of Aristotle's texts.
Their efforts to align Chtistianity with Aristotelian logic and physics turned their
theology into a forum for disputation rather than pious worship. It also gave a
theological wanant to Aristotelian natural philosophy, stifling philosophical enquiry
that contradicted the findings of the Philosopher. The scholastic method relied on
subtle distinctions couched in metaphysical jargon that was wholly divorced from the
natural world. Consequently, the intellectual gifts of the scholastics were wasted:
'[w]hat acuteness, what strength of intellect these men had! Yet what spiders' webs
they wove for us, wonderful for their texture and their fineness of their thread but
useless for any practical purpose.' 35

The schools of Plato, Atistotle and the later Christian schools failed to go beyond the
authorities they worshipped; indeed their philosophy was even more worthless than
that of their masters. The degeneration of the schools was based on three factors. First,
on entering a school, enquirers gave up their intellectual autonomy and became
content to learn and praise the doctrine of their master. Philosophies, Bacon wrote,
'are sometimes at their best in their earliest author and then decline. For after men
have joined a sect and committed themselves (like obsequious courtiers) to one man's
opinion, they add no distinctions to the sciences themselves, but act like servants in
courting and adorning their authors.' 36 Secondly, this obsequiousness led members of
any school to esteem their masters so highly and regard their own talents with such
disdain, that they were content with minor embellishments of their master's
philosophy:
They think they have achieved something important if they insert and add
something of their own, prudently reflecting that in assenting they preserve
their modesty and in adding they keep their freedom. But in being respectful
of opinions and habits, these middle ways that people praise result in great
losses for the sciences . .. And so such men make some emendations but little
progress; they improve existing learning but do not progress to anything
new. 37

35
36
37

Bacon, 'The refutation of philosophies', p. 118.
Bacon, The new organon, p. 7.
Ib"d
I ., p . 9 .
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Thirdly, unlike practitioners of the mechanical mts, members of these sects laboured ·
within one limited philosophy: ' ... in the sciences of conceit the first author goes
fmthest and time leaseth [and] conupteth ... The philosophies and sciences of
Aiistotle, Plato, Democritus, Hippocrates, of most vigour at first, by time degenerated
and imbased. In the former [the mechanical arts] many wits and industties contributed
in one ... In the latter [the schools] many men's wits spent to deprave the wit of one.' 38

The final development of the Greek schools was the emergence of the sophists.
Strictly speaking, Bacon argued that all of the Greek philosophers were sophists.
Indeed, he described Atistotle as 'that worst of sophists'. 39 However, Bacon used the
term specifically to desctibe philosophers such as 'Gorgias, Protagoras [and]
Hippias' 40 who travelled from town to town displaying their wisdom in return for
money. These professional philosophers were also accomplished orators but their
teaching was nothing more than 'the words of idle men to callow youths'. 41

Minoting the credulity of the schools was the equal and opposite vice of scepticism.
Sceptics stood in the way of learning through preaching that nothing could be known.
Bacon's own criticisms of logic and the dogmatism of Aristotelian philosophy agreed
in part with the sceptic's claims: '[i]n its initial position our way agrees to some extent
with the method of the supporters of lack of conviction; but in the end our ways are far
apart and strongly opposed.' 42 Bacon argued that it was impottant for every enquirer
to begin his study of nature by being wary of his own conclusions and the conclusions
of others. However, (unlike Michel de Montaigne, Cornelius Agrippa and Francisco
Sanchez and other early modern writers concerned with scepticism) Bacon contended
that the inadequacy of the senses and traditional logic could be overcome. 43
Consequently, Bacon's initial acatalepsia was not an end in itself. Rather, Bacon's
mitigated scepticism was a mental discipline that prevented the mind from forming
fixed conclusions prematurely. Bacon advised the suspension of judgement in order to
38
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guarantee eventual 'Eucatalepsia (Sound Conviction)'. 44 Bacon criticised the sceptics
for mistaking methodological problems in traditional philosophy for more
fundamental problems with human senses and the human intellect: '[t]hat second
school of the Academics and the sect of Pynho, or the considcrers that denied
comprehension, as to the disabling of man's knowledge ... is well to be allowed, but
that they ought when they had overthrown and purged the floor of the ruins to have
sought to build better in place.'45 Consequently, rather than opposing the authority of
traditional philosophies, they 'proceed to destroy the authmity of sense and intellect'.46
Bacon claimed that the conect response to the problems that the sceptics had
identified was to devise instruments (including a new method) that would assist
human senses and reason.

Generally, then, philosophy was 'neither prosperous nor far advanced.' 47 Fables were
all that remained of ancient wisdom. 48 Existing philosophy was like a statue 'admired
and venerated but not improved'.49 The respect for the reputed perfection of Aristotle's
philosophy was part of the problem, for '[b]elief in abundance is among the greatest
causes of poverty; because of confidence in the present, real aids for the future are
neglected.'50 The wealth of antiquity on close inspection could be reduced to six
authors : 'Aristotle, Plato, Hippocrates, Galen, Euclid and Ptolemy.' 51 Their many
followers hid their 'idleness and inertia' 52 in the appearance of their masters'
perfection. All of the Greek philosophies, even those of the ancient atomists, were
fantasies .
The opinions and theories of philosophers of this sought are like the plots of so
many different stage-plays, contrived to present a certain degree of
resemblance to reality with more or less elegance .. . To be sure these earlier
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men were less tied to what I might call the conventions of the stage ... [b]ut by
53
and large they resembled them.

Bacon desctibed all these philosophies as idols of the theatre. Rather than representing
54
God's world, they 'created a false and fictitious world.' Idols of the theatre were not

peculiar to the Greeks, 'for Patricius, Telesius, Brunus, Servinus the Dane, Gilbert the
55
Englishman, and Campanella have come upon the stage with fresh stmies ... ' This

sorry history led to a state of learning that was 'banen of results, full of questions;
slow and feeble in improvement; claiming perfection in the whole, but very imperfect
in the parts; popular in choice and suspect to the authors themselves, and therefore
wrapped up and presented with a variety of devices.'

56

What benefits humanity had

57
were 'due to chance and experiment rather than to sciences.'

b. The moral pre-conditions for a renewal in the sciences.

Bacon wished to found a new philosophy, based on a new logic, which would differ
'altogether from ordinary logic in three particular ways: viz, in its end, in its order of
58
demonstration, and in the starting point of its inquiry.' A new philosophy was

needed, not because the old was intellectually bankrupt but because it was morally
corrupt and consequently unproductive. Since Adam, pride had corrupted
philosophical enquiry. 59 The new philosophy, Bacon argued, should be characterised
by humility and charity.

Pride led to an overestimation of human gifts and consequently the idols of the mind
went unchecked. After the fall, pride caused man to assess nature 'relative to man, not
53
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to the universe.'60 Bacon described this shortcoming as the idol of the t1ibe. 61 Pride
could even lead to the assertion that human senses were the rightful measure of all
things. Unrestrained, the mind searched ever deeper for more universal causes. So it
postulated final causes 'which are plainly derived from the nature of man rather than
of the universe'. 62 An uncritical acceptance of the senses and the information they
yielded led to a superficial understanding of nature. Each mind was also subject to the
idols of the cave, 'the illusions of the individual man', 63 that were rooted in
upbringing, education, temperament and physiological differences. The idols of the
tribe and idols of the cave skewed human perception and evaluation of nature. For
example, the mind was eager to suppose 'a greater order and regularity in things than
it finds.' 64 Humans were also more likely to believe attractive fictions which 'enter the
mind all at once and suddenly, and fill and expand the imagination' 65 making them
susceptible to the idols of the theatre. Pride also led to haste and impatience with
investigation. Therefore, philosophical endeavour ended in each philosopher believing
'what he wants to believe' and rejecting 'what is difficult.' 66

The mind was also easily trapped by the idols of the market place. Men used words to
describe nature. All too often, however, human philosophies rested on the properties
of words rather than on the prope1ties of natural bodies. Syllogisms also relied on
words . Consequently, while the order of the syllogism appealed to the mind, it was
unable to comprehend the subtly of nature. Syllogisms also encouraged hasty
abstraction, thus encouraging the mind's flight to the highest levels of generality.
Nonetheless, human pride was blind to these imperfections and led philosophers to
trust the unaided power of their minds.

Pride and the idols led to methodological deficiencies that made science unproductive.
The recovery of humility was the first step in undoing part of the curse of the fall.
Adam's God-given sovereignty was rooted in his knowledge and would be restored
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'whensoever he shall be able to call the creatures by their true names'.67 Man could
only regain this sovereignty when he humbly restrained his intellect and forced it to
dwell among God's creatures. Humility was crucial to philosophical advance for 'it is
no less true in this human kingdom of knowledge than in God's kingdom of heaven no
man shall enter into it except he become first as a little child. '68 The humble
philosopher would recognise the dullness of his senses and seek the helps of
.
'
~
expenments
an d mstruments.
Bacon described charity as a 'conective spice'. 7°Knowledge could make men proud,
but charitable hearts would ensure that philosophy was used for the good of all. With
a restoration of Adam's knowledge, humanity would be able to undo the curses of the
fall which caused poverty, painful work, bodily decay, and even death. In this sense,
Bacon's renewal complemented Christ's work on the cross. The latter restored man's
spiritual fall; the fmmer would restore the conuption of nature that occurred as part of
the fall. Bacon was clear that chality was the only legitimate end of seeking
knowledge:
It is not the pleasure of curiosity, nor the quiet of resolution, nor the raising of
the spirit, nor the victory of wit, nor the faculty of speech, nor lucre of
profession, nor ambition of honour or fame, nor inablement for business, that
are the true ends of knowledge; some of these being more worthy than others,
though all inferior and degenerate: but it is a restitution and reinvestment (in
great part) of man to the sovereignty and power ... which he had in his first
state of creation. 71

In a sense Bacon's philosophy would re-establish the perfection of Eden. Bacon
presented the new philosopher with a help, just as Eve was given to Adam as his
help. 72 The commission for the new philosopher was the same as God's first command
to mankind: to be fruitful. Bacon's new method finally meant that this injunction
could be fulfilled. 73 In sum, Bacon argued that if knowledge was to be renewed, the
67
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true philosopher should seek new sciences, like those who inhabited Salomon's house,
so that 'God might have the more glory ... and men the more fruit in the use of

them.

o74

ii. Hobbes' Baconian history of learning.

a. From Adam to the Greek Schools.

In his works of natural and civil philosophy, Hobbes dealt with the influences that had
shaped the history of leaming. In the works of the 1640s, this theme was pe1ipheral.
In the first edition of De cive, for example, there was little discussion of the history of
knowledge. The revisions first introduced in the 1647 editions included an important
statement on the general outline of the history of knowledge. In his later works
Hobbes stressed the civil significance of poor epistemology and specious philosophy.

Leviathan, Behemoth, and Hobbes' church histories all contained extended sections
that detailed the adverse effects that spurious philosophies could have on the
commonwealth. 75 The same was true of Hobbes' works of natural philosophy. The
general contours of Hobbes' account remained consistent. Hobbes postulated a pe1iod
of virtuous philosophy which remained only in myth. The earliest philosophers and
even the earliest Greeks were accomplished students of nature, but the later Greeks
became devoted to civil and moral disputation. The schools of the Greeks and the
Christians were unprofitable, but finally amongst the modems there was a precarious
revival.

De cive's 1647 'Preface to the readers' set out Hobbes' purpose and situated it within
the history of philosophy. Significantly, although De cive was a work of civil

organum. (Bacon, The new organon, p. 19.)
Francis Bacon, 'New Atlantis', in The works of Francis Bacon, ed. James Spedding, Robert Leslie
Ellis, and Douglas Denon Heath, (7 vols., London, 1857-1861), Ill, 146.
75
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Chapter 3.
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philosophy, it also discussed the history of natural philosophy. Hobbes introduced this
discussion with a passage obviously similar to Bacon's introduction to De sapientia

veterwn:
The wise men of remotest antiquity believed that this kind of teaching (with
the exception of anything relating to the Chtistian Religion) should be given to
postetity only in the pretty forms of poetry and in the shadowy outlines of
Allegory ... 76
The most ancient times (except what is preserved of them in the sctiptures) are
buried in oblivion and silence: to that silence succeeded the fables of the poets
77

This similarity is further underlined as Hobbes used this passage to introduce two
fables that illustrated his own doctrine. Additionally, Sorbiere stated that Hobbes' use
of allegory was an imitation of Bacon. 78 Ptior to Hobbes' explication of the two
parables, he gave a brief outline of the history of philosophy that also had its roots in
Bacon's works.
Philosophers meanwhile were active, some in observing the motions and
shapes of things to mankind's great benefit, others in contemplating the nature
and causes of things, which do man no hatm. In the following petiod Socrates
is said to have been first to fall in love with this civil science .. . After him
Plato, Aristotle, Cicero and all other Greeks and Roman Philosophers, and
finally all the philosophers of all nations· ... continue to do so, as if it were
easy and accessible. 79

Hobbes' account clearly followed Bacon's outline. Furthermore, it portrays the work
of the pre-Socratic philosophers as being of great benefit to mankind, again reflecting
a commitment to the Baconian sign of fruitfulness . Hobbes further emphasised the
value of productive philosophy, and the worthlessness of prevailing moral philosophy
in a simile between bad moral philosophy and Ixion's love of Juno. 80 Previous moral
philosophers embraced an empty image of truth and 'generated the ambivalent
dogmas of the moral philosophers, partly conect and attractive, partly brutal and
76
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inational ... '81 This image is a composite of two Baconian similes. The first likened
classical philosophy to a Scylla 'who had the head and face of a virgin, but her womb
was hung round with barking monsters' 82 . In the second, Bacon described Greek
philosophy as boyish: 'being all too ready to talk but too weak and too immature to
produce anything.' 83 Hobbes' manner of expression and meaning both followed
Bacon.

De cive's dedicatory epistle complemented this picture. Where the 'Preface' remained
silent about the achievements of the Greeks, the 'Epistle dedicatory' argued that the
only 'province' 84 of knowledge that had been well managed since Greek times was
geometry. Moral philosophy, on the other hand, had been dominated by disputation.
Hobbes characterised the state of moral philosophy prior to De cive thus:

... there is no greater knowledge of natural right and natural laws today than
in the past; both parties to a dispute defend their right with the opinions of
Philosophers; one and the same action is praised by some and criticised by
others; ... All these things are obvious signs that what moral Philosophers
have written up to now has contributed nothing to the knowledge of truth; ...
This part of philosophy is in the same situation as the public roads, on which
all men travel, and go to and fro, and some enjoying a pleasant stroll and
others quarrelling, but they make no progress. 85

This distinction between genuine and fruitful science and entertaining disputation is
clearly found in Bacon. Bacon also believed that Aristotle and other Greek
philosophers were motivated by 'the ambition and vanity of founding a sect and
catching popular applause'. 86 According to both writers, the later Greek philosophers
'formed a tacit alliance with popular opinion and in return for reputation, avoiding
anything too rigorous [they won] ready acceptance from the multitude.' 87
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Hobbes' histoties of ancient philosophy in the works of the 1650s and 1660s followed
the general pattern established in De cive, with four innovations. First, Hobbes tied his
history of knowledge to his civil philosophy. For example, the English edition of
Leviathan began its history of knowledge with the suggestion that the first
philosophers were contemporaneous with the first cities. Cities, Hobbes argued,
provided the possibility of leisure, and leisure was the mother of philosophy. 88 Ptior to
cities, 'men lived upon gross experience; there was no method (that is to say, no
sowing nor planting of knowledge ... '89

Secondly, in the works following 1650, Hobbes integrated material from the histories

°

of Diodorus Siculus into his account of the ancient development of philosophy. 9 For
example, following Diodorus, Hobbes argued that the first philosophers came from
Ethiopia, Egypt, India, Persia, and Chaldea. Nonetheless, details from Diodorus'
history were tied into Hobbes' civil philosophy and his Baconian history of
knowledge. Once again Hobbes argued that most ancient philosophers were gifted
natural scientists. The earliest Greeks were also skilful natural philosophers, for they
followed 'the learning of the Chaldeans and Egyptians, which was astronomy and
geometry.' 91

Hobbes' mature account of the earliest philosophers ran thus. First, Ethiopian
scientists studied the stars and were able to predict eclipses 'and other conjunctions
and aspects of the planets'. 92 The Ethiopian philosophers 'transplanted themselves to
Egypt' and their knowledge passed to the earliest Greeks who travelled to Egypt to
88
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leam 'astronomy and astrology, but also ... geometry'.

93

This continued until the time

of Plato. Greek philosophy blossomed only once the 'war had united many of the
several parts of these Grecian lesser cities into fewer and greater' states.

94

Once peace

was established, and prior to the establishment of schools, 'seven men, of several parts
of Greece, [started] to get the reputation of being wise'.

95

The earliest Greeks extended

the wisdom of the Ethiopians to 'sublunary physics, which is commonly called natural
philosophy'.

96

Amongst the achievements of the earliest Greeks was the 'doctline of

Philoaus conceming the motion of the earth. m De corpore and Leviathan also praised
the natural philosophy of the ancients and the earliest Greeks. For example, Leviathan
praised the natural philosophy of '[t]he Gynuwsophists of India, the Magi of Persia,
and the Priests of Chaldea and Egypt'.

98

Thirdly, Hobbes' mature works contained an extended treatment of the vices of later
Greek and Roman philosophy. The later Greeks and Romans were dive1ted from the
study of natural philosophy by their love of ethics: 'both Greeks and Romans were
99
more addicted to moral than to natural philosophy ... ' The interest in ethical

problems was initiated by Socrates, who taught men 'to subject public laws to their
own judgements'.

100

Nonetheless, their ethical speculation was based on their own

passions and their own states rather than on reason.

101

Amongst the later Greeks, 'they

that seriously applied themselves to natural philosophy were but few, as Plato and
Aristotle, whose works we have; and Epicurus whose doctline we have in
Lucretius. "

02

Of all the later Greeks, Plato's philosophy was 'the better sought'

because it was founded on 'ideas of things', whereas Aristotle's 'reasoned only from
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Nonetheless, the natural and civil philosophy of the later

Greeks gained its authors 'great honour and applause.'

104

Hobbes located A1istotle's

enors within the recent history of Greece, arguing that Aristotle may well have known
that his philosophy was worthless, 'but writ it as a thing consonant to, and
co1Toborative of, their religion ... fearing the fate of Socrates ..I os

The later Greeks produced dispute rather than true philosophy; Hobbes wrote:
There walked in old Greece a certain phantasm, of superficial gravity, though
full within of fraud and filth, a little like philosophy; [but it taught] nothing but
to dispute, and, neglecting the laws, to determine every question according to
106
their own fancies.

Hobbes, like Bacon, claimed that the failings of Greek philosophy were in part due to
the failings of their culture as a whole. For example, Hobbes argued that the axioms of
Aristotle's civil science were taken from the practice of his own commonwealth rather
107
than nature. He maintained that the Greeks did not learn the languages of their

ancestors or their contemporaries,

108

and their cities were perhaps no greater than

109
contemporary 'Lucca or Geneva'. He also stated that the cor,tinual waning of the

Greek states robbed Greece of the peace and consequently the leisure to study
nature. 110 Bacon and Hobbes also agreed that the love of civil and moral philosophy in
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111
Greece and Rome had stunted the growth ofclassic al natural philosophy. Hobbes'
characterisation of the relative weaknesses of Plato and Aristotle's philosophy is also

reminiscent of Bacon. Both agreed that whereas Plato's philosophy dealt with ideas,
112
Aristotle's was based on words alone. Hobbes also used Bacon's method of locating
the vices of learning within the vices of the culture to reach conclusions that Bacon
had not. For example, Hobbes argued that the corruption of Greek logic had been due
in part to the Roman victory over the Greeks, for their poor condition necessitated an
art which made their own condition appear better.

113

The fourth novelty in Hobbes' account of the 1650s and 1660s was the treatment of
the Greek schools. Hobbes wrote that the Greek schools were unprofitable: '[t]he
natural philosophy of those schools was rather a dream than science ... Their moral
philosophy is but a descliption of their own passions . .. Their logic which should be
4
the method of reasoning is nothing else but captions of words ... oii The Latin edition
of Leviathan desclibes the degeneration of philosophy as contemporaneous with the

lise of the Greek schools. Hobbes argued that the earliest Greeks, even Plato, had
115
virtues, but he explicitly stated that these virtues were not the result of any school.
He also praised the utility of the physics and mathematics of Archimedes, noting that
he was 'a man who did not belong to any school. diG The followers of Alistotle 'were
metaphysicians, physicists, logicians, and rhetolicians all at the same time' .

117

Hobbes

attributed their success to their ability to talk the other schools into silence, using
18
meaningless te1ms such as 'entities and essences.o1 The Pelipatetic school, like all the
111
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other schools, was really a forum in which people with leisure could 'prate and
loiter.tl 19 The Greek schools extended the disputation not in order to increase truth;
but rather, their disputations (as the word diatribae suggests) were simply a method of
• the time
• . J2Q
'passmg
I

Hobbes' account of the degeneration of the schools was extended in his final
statements on the history of knowledge in The dialogue of the common laws, the

Historia ecclesiastica and the Decameron physiologicwn. 121 Essentially Hobbes
argued that those who taught in the schools (unlike the masters they purported to
follow) took up philosophy for material gain. The followers of Aristotle, Plato, and
Zeno supplied a service to rich citizens. Consequently, they did not think of adding to
their masters' philosophies. Rather, they defended the reputation of their master
against rival schools in order to preserve their standing and their employment. The

dialogue described the degeneration of the schools in great detail. Pythagorus, Plato,
Zeno, Epicurus, and Aristotle were depicted as 'men of deep and laborious meditation,
and such as did not get their bread by their philosophy .. . tl 22 However, owing to the
manifold nature of error, these great men disagreed. The next generation of
philosophers aligned themselves with different traditions. Soon members of these
sects were in great demand owing to the 'laudable custom of great wealthy persons
[who wanted] to have their children at any price .. . leam philosophy.' 123 Thus, the
schools attracted 'many idle and needy fellowstl 24 who sought 'an easy and
compendious way of maintenance ... tl 25 This new breed of philosopher read the books
of their masters in order to eam a living rather than to explore the truth. Consequently,
they read 'without capacity or much endeavour to examine the reasons of their
doctrines, taking only the conclusions as they lay.tl 26 Competition for employment led
to hatred between and within schools and to new disputations. 127
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In short, Hobbes believed that the surviving Greek and Roman philosophy was
enoneous and dangerous. He reserved some words of praise for the earliest Greek
natural philosophers. 128 Hobbes argued that Socrates' death did not come too soon. 129
Hobbes occasionally praised the character and endeavour of Plato and Aristotle, but in

Leviathan he summed up the dangers of Aristotelity by arguing that 'nothing can be

°

more absurdly said in natural philosophy than his Metaphysics'. 13 Finally, Hobbes
argued that the sceptics fooled themselves as often as they fooled others, 131 and that
the schools of the Greeks were unbeneficial. Hobbes summed up this view of Greek
and Roman wisdom in Leviathan:
And by reading of these Greek, and Latin authors, men from their childhood
have gotten a habit, under a false show of liberty, of favouring tumults, and
licentious controlling the actions of their sovereigns, and again of controlling
those controllers; with the effusion of so much blood, as I think I may truely
say, there was never any thing so dearly bought, as these western patts have
bought the learning of the Greek and Latin tongues. 132

Clearly, Hobbes, like Bacon, was critical of ancient authors. Moreover, both men
made this point in strikingly similar terms. The advancement of learning expressed
Bacon's view thus:
Antiquity deserveth that reverence, that men should make a stand thereupon
and discover what is the best way; but when the discovery is well taken, then
to make progression. And to speak truly, Antiquitas saeculi juventus mundi.
These times are the ancient times, when the world is ancient, and not those
which we account ancient ordine retrogrado, by a computation backwards
from ourselves. 133

Leviathan concuned:
Lastly, though I reverence those men of ancient time that either have written
truth perspicuously, or set us in a better way to find it out ourselves; yet to the
antiquity itself I think nothing due. For if we will reverence the age, the
present is the oldest. If the antiquity of the writer, I am not sure that generally
128
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they to whom such honour is given, were more ancient when they wrote than I
am that am writing. But if it be well considered, the praise of ancient authors
proceeds not from the reverence of the dead, but from the competition and
. . 134
mutuaI envy o f the I1vmg.

Hobbes' criticism of Greek philosophy, like Bacon's, was that it produced disputation,
it relied on the fancies of men, and it replaced useful natural philosophy with empty
words.

135

b. The Christian Schools and the neoterics.

Hobbes' history of knowledge was not confined to the ancient world. Hobbes
described the histmical roots of scholastic philosophy as the corruption of a practice
that was initially beneficial. Nonetheless, at the outset of his discussion of the Schools
he emphasised that they were never intended to increase the total stock of human
knowledge. De corpore, for example, introduced the Christian Schools with reference
to the early church. At first, Hobbes argued, Christians defended their faith by
appealing directly to natural reason, but as time went by they began using texts of
Greek philosophers. 136 Plato's works did little harm. 137 However, when the apologists
mixed Christianity with the philosophy of Aristotle, they conupted true religion with
the very vain philosophy that the apostle Paul had warned them against. The alliance
between Christianity and Aristotelian philosophy laid the foundation for scholastic
philosophy. The Schools themselves were established by Pope Leo ill and Emperor
Charlemagne. 138 Ostensibly their aim was to defend the Christian faith from heresy.
The philosophy of the Schools was 'a hodge-podge of Aristotle's philosophy and
sacred scripture' formulated by Peter Lombard, Duns Scotus and Thomas Aquinas. 139
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Hobbes described the Schools' dependence on Atistotle in no uncertain te1ms .
At.istotle was venerated as if he was the pre-eminent Father of the church and 'as if the
whole of the sciences were in one man'. 140

The Schools proved unsuitable for the advancement or augmentation of the sciences.
Hobbes and Bacon's descriptions of the flaws of the Schools were similar in many
ways. For example, Hobbes claimed that the predominance of Aristotle left no room
for the study of other arts or philosophies such as geometry. 141 Again, Hobbes argued
that Aristotle's philosophy was itself unpromising as it tended to disputation and to the
study of words rather than things. Consequently, the Schoolmen produced many
books but no truth. Moreover, scholastic philosophy was so constructed that it gave
the impression of great wisdom and truth, he wrote, 'yet it hath a quality, not only to
hide the truth, but also to make men think they have it and desist from further
search. " 42 The illusion of riches was created through the complex and artful
vocabulary used in scholastic discourse. Strictly speaking, however, the scholastic
texts said nothing substantial because they comprised 'insignificant trains of strange
and barbarous words ... " 43 Hobbes compared this form of discourse to the confused
language which followed Babel. 144 The end result of the Schools was not a flourishing
of science but a tradition that endlessly repeated empty words, which deceived the
ignorant and the Schoolmen alike. 145

Nonetheless, the Schools still served a purpose. The Pope's true reason for
establishing the Schools was to entrench his own power. The Schools did this first by
stimulating disputation. Rather than stamping out heresy, the scholastic method
generated alternative understandings of the articles of faith . This was achieved by
'verbal forks', a technique that gave numerous senses to the same term. 146
140
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Consequently, the meanings of terms were fluid and the same tetm could have
multiple contradictory meanings. Additionally, by applying reason to
incomprehensible parts of the Bible, they generated contradictory explanations for
passages that were essentially beyond human understanding. They also multiplied
opinions through using the philosophy of Atistotle to explicate the Bible. Aristotle's
texts were particularly suited to this purpose, because of their propensity to produce
disputation. 147 Every new controversy that emerged from the Schools was settled by
the Pope. Clearly, the more controversy expanded in the Schools the greater remit
each Pope had to impose his own doctrine on the whole of Christendom. The Schools
also advanced papal power in a second way. Behemoth stated that '[t]he Universities
have been to this nation, as the wooden horse was to the Trojans" 48 for they
undermined the ptince's power as they were established and 'armed' by the prince
himself as an act of piety. Moreover, they generated an artificial foolishness in their
students. 149 Thus, they occupied and stupefied brains that could otherwise have
defended national sovereigns.

The political significance of the Schools fmmed no part of Bacon's critique of
scholastic learning. However, much else in Hobbes' critique was consistent with
Bacon's view. Hobbes' crucial move was to show the political consequences of the
vices in the history of learning previously identified by Bacon. This is why Hobbes'
civil histories and works of civil philosophy went into such detail describing the
absurdities of scholastic metaphysics, theology, and natural philosophy. One such
passage in Leviathan clearly linked the scholastic theory of gravity to the idols that
Bacon had identified in his history of learning:
For men measure, not only other men, but all another things, by themselves;
and because they find themselves subject after motion to pain and lassitude,
think everything else grows weary of motion and seeks repose of its own
accord, little considering whether it be not some other motion wherein that
desire of rest they find in themselves consisteth. From hence it is that the
continued, was clearly different from Suarez's preferred sense, the dictates of human reason.
Nonetheless, he argued that both definitions were correct in different senses. (Francisco Suarez, 'De
legibus, ac Deo legislatore', in Selections from three works, tr. Gwladys L. Williams, Amrni Brown,
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schools say heavy bodes fall downwards out of an appetite to rest, and
conserve their nature in that place which is most proper for them, ascribing
appetite and knowledge of what is good for their conservation (which is more
than man has) to things inanimate, absurdly. 150

Here Hobbes, like Bacon, argues that explanations based on final cause were rooted in
the human mind's tendency to measure all things in terms of its own qualities. 151

Beyond scholastic philosophy, modern natural philosophy had enjoyed much
development in the hands of Nicolaus Copernicus and Galileo Galilei, from whence it
was further 'advanced by Joannes Keplerus, Petrus Gassendus, and Marinus
Mersennus'. 152 The science of the human body had been similarly improved, first in
the hands of Harvey and latterly under the 'College of Physicians in London.' 153
William Gilbett had also wtitten the first rational work on the magnet, 154 although
Hobbes stated that his arguments were still 'far from incontrovettible.' 155

Nonetheless, the revival of natural philosophy was still fragile. 156 Indeed, some of the
most celebrated of Hobbes' contemporaries had made little progress. In optics, for
example, Hobbes' Tractatus opticus (published in 1644) noted that, despite the fact
that 'there is nothing more easy in all philosophy, nothing more ready for
demonstration and agreeing more with the abilities of men', 157 the nature of light had
eluded the ancients and had 'racked the ingenuity of the neotetic philosophers.' 158
Hobbes was, no doubt, refetTing to Descartes, against who, the first known
formulation of the Tractatus opticus was directed. 159
150
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The general outlines of Hobbes' history of knowledge followed Bacon and changed
little from De cive to the Latin Leviathan. However, in spite of these similarities, the
two accounts were not identical.

iii. The moral basis of true and vain philosophy.

a. Geometry and the commodity of human life.

Bacon argued that one of the crucial differences between his philosophy and the
philosophy of the Greeks was motivation. The true Christian rhilosopher should
proceed charitably, directing his research toward the good of mankind. Therefore,
new sciences should produce works. Bacon illustrated the power of works produced
by philosophy by referring to the difference between the civilization of European
society and the barbarism of the New World. This difference was great enough to
justify the saying' "man is a God to man" '.

160

The difference between the two

cultures was due to different levels of technology and thus to different levels of
learning found in each of them.

Hobbes, like Bacon, believed that knowledge was power. 161 De cive and The elements

of law contain important statements of the link between human knowledge and human
power. Like Bacon, Hobbes illustrated the power of philosophy by describing the
works in which European, Asian and African society excelled that of America.
However, unlike Bacon, Hobbes' works of the 1640s attributed all of the technological
advances of the Old World to geometry. This difference hides a deeper similarity. The

elements of law and De cive both charactetised geometry in two important ways. The
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relationship between these two strands of thought indicates an underlying
commitment to Bacon's view of science's progress and ends. First, Hobbes argued that
geometry alone amongst human sciences had had a history of progress. Secondly,
Hobbes attributed all the technological achievements of European, African and Asian
society to geometry. This charactetisation of geometry is in no way self-evident.
Rather, it reflected Hobbes' commitment to the Baconian view that the development
of the sciences in general was responsible for the commodities of human life.

The first statement of the relation between knowledge and power in Hobbes' work
occured in the earliest existing draft of De corpore, which was written around 1637. 162
Here Hobbes, like Bacon in Novwn organum., maintained that the limit of human
knowledge was the limit of human power: 'There is not libetty for causes to operate in
a loose and straggling way nor is there any effect but has his warrant and rule from a
superior cause.' 163 Hobbes' correspondence of the 1630s also indicated that operation
was the measure of good science. On the subject of Robert Payne's demonstrations
regarding burning glasses, Hobbes went as far as to say that 'when it is demonstrated,
if it cannot also be practised tis worth nothinge . .. " 64

Hobbes first characterised geometry as a productive science in The elements of law.
And this appeareth most manifestly to them that have considered the divers
subjects wherein men have exercised their pens, and the diverse ways in which
they have proceeded; together with the diversity of the success thereof. For
those men who have taken in hand to consider nothing else but the comparison
of magnitudes, numbers, times and motions, and their proportions one to
another, have thereby been the authors of all those excellences, wherein we
differ from such savage people as are now inhabitants of divers places in
America; and as have been the inhabitants heretofore of those countries where
at this day arts and sciences do most flomish. For from the studies of these
men hath proceeded, whatsoever cometh to us for ornament by navigation; and
whatsoever we have beneficial to human society by the division, distinction,
and portraying of the face of the earth; whatsoever also we have by the
account of times, and foresight of the course of heaven; whatsoever by
measuring distances, planes, and solids of all soughts; and whatsoever either
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elegant or defensible in building: all which supposed away, what do we differ
from the wildest of the Indians? 165 ·

Notably, he began his statement with a description of an enquirer who had considered
the whole range of different sciences, their methods and their success. This could
well be a reference to Bacon's project in the De augmentis, or more generally to the
proposed first part of Bacon's instauratio. Hobbes linked geometry and technology
.. D
.
agam
m e czve.

166

Novwn organum. contains a similar passage, contrasting advanced European
civilisations with the backwardness of America:
Again (if you please), let anyone reflect how great is the difference between
the life of men in any of the most civilised provinces of Europe and in the
most savage and barbarous region of New India; and he will judge that they
differ so much that deservedly it may be said that 'man is a God to man', not
only for help and benefit, but also in the contrast between their conditions.
And this is not due to soil, climate or bodily qualities, but to Arts. 167

In De cive, as in The elements of law, Hobbes contrasted the ever growing and
productive science of geometry with psuedo-sciences of disputation. The link between
the advancement of sciences and the advancement of technology was spelt out
specifically in The elements of law. Here, Hobbes argued that the geometricians were
responsible for the technological superiority of Europe because 'the science whereof
hath nevertheless been continually amplified and enriched'. 168 This indicates that the
perceived discontinuity between Bacon's induction and Hobbes' Euclidean method is
only a partial reading of the relationship. Indeed, the importance of geometry in
Hobbes' method was underpinned by a Baconian view of the end of science.
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b. Baconian geometry and Greek disputation.

Hobbes argued that the difference between geometry and other sciences was based on
the moral character of geometers. Geometers, unlike other philosophers, were humble.
Therefore, they were happy to consider base things. They were also willing to hold
their reason in check and proceed slowly and systematically.
The reason whereof is apparent to every man that looketh into their writings;
for they proceed from most low and humble principles, evident even to the
meanest capacity; going on slowly, and with most scrupulous ratiocination
(viz.) from the imposition of names they infer the truth of their first
propositions; and from two of the first, a third; and from any two of the three a
fourth; and so on, according to the steps of science, mentioned chap. VI, sect.
4.169

Hobbes' stress on the humility of the geometers and, the methodological results of that
humility were both Baconian. Novum organum clearly pointed out the methodological
consequences of pride. A proud philosopher 'is anogant and fastidious, believing that
the mind should not be seen to be spending time on mean unstable things ... ' 170
Hobbes contended that geometers were the reverse of traditional proud philosophers.
Nonetheless, in other ways Hobbes' account varied from Bacon's. Hobbes' stress on
self-evidence and naming owed more to Euclid than to Bacon. However, the
Euclidean methodology was situated in a pre-existing Baconian view of the ends of
science and the virtues necessary in an enquirer.

Bacon argued that the humble philosopher would proceed slowly.
There are, and can be, only two ways to investigate and discover truth. The
one leaps from sense and particulars to the most general axioms, and from
these ptinciples and their settled truth, determines and discovers intermediate
axioms; this is the cunent way. The other elicits axioms from senses and
particulars, rising in a gradual and unbroken ascent to anive at last at the most
general axioms; this is the true way, but it has not been tried. 171
169
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Hobbes' account did not locate the humility of geometry in the focus on common
experience. Nonetheless, it was similar to Bacon's view in that the geometricians must
dwell on mate1ial that is available to all before advancing step by step through the
proper method. Hobbes also contrasted the geometers with dogmatists.
There be two soughts of men that be commonly called leamed: one is that
sought that proceedeth evidently from humble principles, as is desciibed in the
last section; and these men are called mathematici; the other are they that take
up maxims from their education, and from the authority of men, or of custom,
and take the habitual discourse of the tongue for ratiocination; and these are
.. 172
eall e d dogmatlcz.

Against the geometricians, Hobbes gave the example of Aristotelian moral
philosophy. Whereas geometry created certainty and benefit, Aiistotle had created
nothing but controversy:
On the other side, those men who have wiitten conceming the faculties,
passions, and manners of men, that is to say, of moral philosophy, or of policy,
govemment, and laws, whereof there be infinite volumes have been so far
from removing doubt and controversy in the questions they have handled, that
they have very much multiplied the same; nor doth any man at this day so
much as pretend to know more than hath been delivered two thousand years
ago by Aristotle. 173

The juxtaposition of sciences that created beneficial works and disciplines that
produced controversy clearly echoes Bacon's distinction between his own productive
philosophy and Greek philosophy, which produced 'the thistles and thoms of dispute
and controversy' rather than the useful 'fruits of the vine and the olive'. 174 Moreover,
Hobbes' first statement of the distinction between the dogmatists and the
mathematicians was expressed in a way that resembled Bacon. The 'Epistle
dedicatory' to The elements of law began with this statement: 'From the two p1incipal
parts of our nature, Reason and Passion, have proceeded two kinds of leaming,
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mathematical and dogmatical.d 75 Through this passage Hobbes linked areas of
learning to human faculties. This link was the principle around which Bacon
structured The advancement of learning and the De augmentis. Bacon took the
division between memory, imagination and reason from Pierre Charron's De la

sagesse. 176 Bacon's innovation was to link these faculties with the areas of learning,
history, poesy and philosophy. Hobbes used a different division, but applied the same
Baconian technique at the outset of his critique of dogmatic learning.

Some of the specific charges that Hobbes brought against the dogmatic Aristotelians
also echoed Bacon. First, Hobbes' view that the production of many books had added
to confusion rather than clarity can be found in Novum organum. within Bacon's
criticism of traditional philosophy. 177 Secondly, Hobbes claimed that civil philosophy
had consistently failed to advance beyond Aristotle. Again, this was similar to Bacon's
claim in the Novwn organum:
Philosophy and the intellectual sciences on the contrary, like statues, are
adored and celebrated, but are not made to advance: nay, they are frequently
most vigorous in the hands of their author, and thenceforward degenerate. For
since men have voluntarily suiTendered themselves, and gone over in crowds
to the opinion of their leader, like those silent senators of Rome, they add
nothing to the extent of learning themselves ... 178

Hobbes' view that the advance of science was the prerequisite for the advancement of
technology was not restricted to geometry. De cive argued that all sciences, if pursued
from certain foundations, could produce goods that benefit life. This point was made
explicitly in De cive in a passage that showed that building castles and developing
sciences were the result of the same mental process:
All these things, to build Castles, Houses, Temples; to move, carry, take away
mighty weights; to send securely over Seas; to contrive engines, serving all
manner of uses, to understand perfectly all natural and civil Rights; and all
manner of Sciences which ... are necessary partly to live, partly to live well; I
say, the understanding of these ... is to be learnt from reasoning, that is to say
175
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by making necessary consequences, having first taken the beginning from
179
expenence.
0
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The equation between knowledge and power was also present in Hobbes' works of the
1650s. Unlike the passages discussed in the previous section, Hobbes' later works
stated that philosophy (rather than geometry alone) was responsible for the
commodities of human life. Leviathan maintained that the end of philosophy was the
benefit of human life, and included this in the definition of philosophy. 'By
Philosophy', Hobbes wrote 'is understood the knowledge acquired by reasoning from

the manner of generation of anything to the properties, or front the properties to some
possible way of generating the same, to the end to be able to produce as far as matter
and human force pennit such effects as human life requireth." 80 Earlier parts of
Leviathan also contain the same principle, for example the discussion of reason and
science in Chapter 5 concludes with the words: 'reason is the pace; increase of

science, the way; and the benefit of mankind, the end." 81

De corpore concurred. The definition of philosophy was discussed under nine
headings in the first chapter of De corpore. Two of these headings dealt with the
utility of philosophy. Under heading six he stated that 'The end or scope of philosophy
is, that we may make use to our benefit of effects fmmerly seen; or that, by
application of bodies to one another we may produce the like effects of those we
conceive in our mind ... for the commodity of human life." 82 Glory, for Hobbes, was
not the cofl'ect motive to study philosophy. Rather, utility was to be sought. Section
seven, the 'Utility of Philosophy', illustrated this point, again with reference to the
productions of the geometry.
But what the utility of philosophy is, especially of natural philosophy and
geometry, will be best understood by reckoning up the chief commodities of
which mankind is capable, and by comparing the manner of life of such as
enjoy them, with that of others which want the same. Now, the greatest
Commodities of mankind are the arts; namely, of measuring matter and
motion; of moving Ponderous bodies; of architecture; of navigation; of making
instruments for all uses; of calculating the celestial motions, the aspects of the
179
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stars, and the parts of time; of geography, &c. By which sciences, how great
benefits men receive is more easily understood than expressed. 183

As in De cive, and The elements of law, De corpore went on to describe the plight of
the Americans, who lack science:
These benefits are enjoyed by almost all the people of Europe, by most of
those of Asia, and by some of Africa: but the Americans, and they that live
near the Poles, do totally want them. But why? Have they sharper wits than
these? Have not all men one kind of soul, and the same faculties of mind?
What, then, makes this difference, except philosophy? Philosophy, therefore,
is the cause of all these benefits. 184

c. Hobbes' 'science of natural justice' and the commodities of mankind.

Hobbes' civil philosophy was the one science that could bring greater utility to
humanity than geometry. The elem,ents of law justified Hobbes' science precisely in
terms of its utility:
But for the doctrine, it is not slightly proved; and the conclusions thereof, are
of such nature, as for want of them, government and peace have been nothing
else, to this day, but mutual fear. And it would be an incomparable benefit to
commonwealth, that every man held the opinions concerning law and policy,
here delivered. 185

The statement established the worth of Hobbes' doctrine, first, in terms of its certainty
and secondly because it would bring 'incomparable benefit' to mankind. The most
thorough explanation of the utility of Hobbes' civil science was advanced in De
corpore's section on the general 'Utility of Phi~osophy. " 86
... the utility of moral and civil philosophy is to be estimated, not so much by
the commodities we have by knowing these sciences, as by the calamities we
183
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receive from not knowing them .. Now, all such calamities as may be avoided .
by human industry, arise from war, but chiefly from civil war; . .. therefore,
from the not knowing of civil duties, that is, from the want of moral science,
proceed civil wars, and the greatest calamities of mankind, we may very well
attribute to such science the production of the contrary commodities. 187

De corpore's praise of civil philosophy was echoed in De hmnine, which described De .
cive as the greatest section of Hobbes' Elements ofphilosophy. 188

Hobbes' civil philosophy was more profitable than all other sciences because it was
the foundation of all other arts. Philosophy and human arts required peace and
secmity, which could only be guaranteed within a commonwealth that was established
on Hobbesian lines. In stressing the utility of his science Hobbes defended it in terms
of his own view of the end of philosophy and in terms familiar from Bacon's works .

iv. Curiosity and the origins of language.

The notion of curiosity was much discussed in early modern Europe. It was linked to
vmious notions such as wonder, marvel , strangeness, subtlety, rmity, interest, and the
monstrous. Neil Kenny argues that the seventeenth century saw a shift in the way in
which curiosity was understood. The term curiosity was rooted in Latin words such as

curiosa and curiositas. The Vulgate used the tetm curiosa to describe occult
sciences. 189 Similarly, the church Father Tertullian condemned curiositas as a sinful
desire for knowledge. 19° Curiositas was also considered a vice through the
Renaissance. 191 In 1611 Cesare Ripa's Iconologia embodied the notion of 'the
unbridled desire of those who seek to know more than they should' in the figure of

Curiositil. 192 1t was in the early modern period that curiosity was construed as a moral
187
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good. This re-alignment was not, however, universal and was still linked to forbidden
knowledge, pride, impious spying, gossip and hoarding. 193

Hobbes' account of curiosity was tied to his descliption of the migins of science.
Here, Hobbes differed from Bacon over the motives for philosophy. Hobbes'
description of Adam's role in the history of knowledge was also quite different to that
of Bacon. In both areas Hobbes' account was more naturalistic than that of Bacon.
Despite this difference in foundations, Hobbes, and Bacon's conclusions regarding the
importance of Adam's knowledge and the conect motives for philosophy were
similar. I will now turn in sections a, b, and c to address Hobbes' account of cmiosity,
the only appropriate motive for the philosopher. The plimary argument of these
sections is that Hobbes followed Bacon's suggestion that the best scientists would be
true Christians. Section d examines the role of Adam in Hobbes' history of
knowledge.

a. Hobbes' account of curiosity in the 1640s.

The elements of law contained Hobbes' first and most extended discussion of
curiosity. It characterised curiosity in five ways. First, Hobbes stated that curiosity
was the one passion that humans did not share with other animals. Secondly, he .
argued that curiosity was an impartial interest in nature. Third, that curiosity was an
interest in causes. Fourth, that curiosity led to the imposition of names and thus to
philosophy. Finally, that curiosity was opposed to sensual delight, including the desire
for 1iches.

No other animals experienced curiosity. Beasts, Hobbes claimed, had an interest in
novel objects and events. However, this interest was limited to the extent to which the
novel occurrence was 'likely to serve his turn, or hurt him'. 194 Humans, on the other
know what others were saying. (B arbara M. Benedict, Curiosity, a cultural histOJ )' of early modem
inqui1y (London, 2001) pp. 25-6.)
193
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hand, were capable of examining objects and events dispassionately, in terms of their
causes; Hobbes continued, ' ... man, who in most events remembereth in what manner
they were caused and begun, looketh for the cause and beginning of everything that
ariseth new unto him ..1 95 The desire to know causes led in turn to the imposition of
names, a capacity in which 'man leaveth all community with beasts'. 196 At the outset
of the discussion in The elements of law, Hobbes linked curiosity with science and
expeiience:
Forasmuch as all knowledge beginneth from experience, therefore also new
experience is the beginning of new knowledge, and the increase of experience
the beginning of the increase of knowledge; whatsoever therefore happeneth
new to a man, giveth him hope and matter of knowing somewhat that he knew
not before. And this hope and expectation of future knowledge ... considered
as appetite, is called CURIOSITY, which is appetite of knowledge. 197

Hobbes used these first two patts of his characterisation to explain why humans excel
to different extents in philosophy. Curiosity was a passion that competed in an
individual's nature with the passion for sensual pleasure, or the desire for riches. If a
man pursued pleasure or tiches, his interest in the world around him would be much
like a beast's, that is he would only be interested in things to the extent that they could
generate sensual pleasure or pain in him. Equally, a man whose first pti01ity was
generating money would, like a beast, only be interested in turning nature to his
advantage. In neither case was there any genuine curiosity, but rather the interest 'all
gamesters have while the cards are shuffling ..t 98 Consequently, 'from the degrees of
curiosity', Hobbes argued, 'proceed also the degrees of knowledge amongst men; for
to a man in the chase of tiches or auth01ity, (which in respect of knowledge are but
sensuality) it is a diversion of little pleasure to consider, whether it be the motion of
the sun or the earth that maketh the day .. . ' 199
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'The preface' to A minute concurred with many of the aspects of the account outlined
above. The manusctipt opened by declaring that curiosity was peculiar to man and
concerned with causes: 'THE passions of a man's mind, except onely one, may bee
observed all in other living creatures ... onely of curiositie, which is ye desire to know
ye causes of things, I never saw signe in any other creature but in man.' 200 Again
Hobbes noted the importance of impartiality, and went on to contrast his conception
of cmiosity with avarice:
And where it [curiosity] is in man, I find alwaies a defalcation or abatement
for it of another passion, which in beasts is commonly praedominant, namely,
a ravenous quality which is called avarice. The desire of knowledge and the
desire of needlesse riches are incompatible, and destructive of one another. 201
It is worth highlighting the presence of some parts of this account in De cive. 202 De

cive contains no explicit treatment of curiosity. 203 Nonetheless, De cive does contain
an element of the account already outlined, as it twice contrasts the acquisition for
knowledge with the desire for wealth. The first instance occurs in Chapter 17:
St. Paul distinguishes in many passages between things spiritual and things
camal, and applies spiritual to things which are of the spirit, namely, wisdom
200
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[ sapientiam], discourse of knowledge [sermonem. scientiae}, faith, the ability
to cure disease, working of miricles; Prophecy, discerning of spirits,
knowledge of tongues, interpretation of utterances (Rom. 8.5, 1 Cor. 12.8-9),
all things which are supernaturally inspired by the holy spirit and which
animal man cannot understand, but only he who knows the mind of CHRIST
(1 Cor. 2.14-16); and the good things of fortune he calls camal things (Rom.
15.27) and men who are merely men he calls camal (1 Cor. 3.1-3) yet he has
not defined or given rules by which we may know what proceeds from natural
.
. . 204
reason an d w hat f rom supernatura1 msp1rat10n.

This passage clearly distinguishs between the carnal man, who sought (what the
English translation of 1651 called) 'worldly wealth', 205 and a pious man, who has
access to wisdom, and knowledge. The former, again, was associated with other nonhuman animals.

The passage is problematic because it seems, on first reading, to refer to knowledge
that is supernaturally acquired. This was certain! y the interpretation of the 1651
English edition which rendered sapientiam 'word of wisdome', 206 locating it firmly in
the context of Paul's letters to the early church. 207 However, the Latin original simply
uses the word sapientia, a word that Hobbes used elsewhere in De cive to refer to
wisdom or philosophy that came from natural reason. 208 Moreover, the final phrase
indicated that some of the gifts listed (or all of them at some times) came from natural
reason rather than the Holy Spirit alone. This indicates that the holy man will have a
better chance of gaining sapientia. However, this may be because of the natural
consideration that a carnal man, preoccupied with animal desires, cannot devote
himself to a rational study of creation.

Again, the 1647 edition of De cive introduced a footnote on the existence of God,
which contains a similar approach to knowledge. Hobbes wrote, 'I say therefore that
although God's existence can be known by some men by the light of reason, it cannot
be known by men who are constantly in pursuit of pleasure, wealth or honour, nor by
those who do not have the habit, the ability or the concern to reason correctly, nor,
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finally, by fools- which is where the Atheist belongs.' 209 Clearly, while making no
explicit reference to curiosity, the passage does discuss knowledge gained through
reasoning with causes. It agrees with the account outlined above as it acknowledges
the same hindrances to curiosity that are mentioned in The elements of law and A

minute: avarice and the love of pleasure. The passage goes on to describe incorrect
reasoning as a hindrance to knowledge of God. This, however, has no bearing on
curiosity, for cmiosity, as I will show in the next section, is temporally and
methodologically prior to reasoning. These examples are also interesting because in
linking curiosity to a natural knowledge of God they are similar to the treatment of
curiosity, monotheism and polytheism which occurred later in chapter 12 of

Leviathan.

b. Curiosity as the foundation of good science.

The account of curiosity set out above indicates that curiosity was essential to science
in the following ways. First, curiosity inspired naming, and names were the
fundamental unit of Hobbes' science. Secondly, curiosity directed the interest of the
enquirer toward cause and effect, which were the subject of science. Finally, genuine
curiosity was disinterested. Therefore, cmiosity stimulated a motivation that was
approptiate to science.

Hobbes' science was a linguistic activity. First, science dealt with universal
statements, and given Hobbes' nominalism, universals could only exist in language.
Secondly, Hobbes' science began with experience and ended in universal
statements. 210 Whilst his philosophy began with sense or remembrance and moved to
general statements? 11 This movement started with the process of naming. This is
209
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evident from Hobbes' account of science in The elements of law. The activity that
Hobbes described as science proceeded from 'conceptions' to propositions, to joined
propositions, to conclusions. 212 Conceptions were motions of the mind that we
imagine refer to objects in the outside world. 213 Conceptions were generated, in the
first instance, from sensation. Hobbes wrote, '[o]riginally all conceptions proceed
from the actions of the thing itself ... when the action is present, the conception it
produceth is called SENSE.' 214 This was true of prudence, history and science. What
made science distinctive was the next move: the imposition of names. Once names
were imposed they had to be joined. Reasoning, for Hobbes, was nothing more than
joining or calculating with names. 215 Reasoning was the backbone of science. Hobbes
explicitly stated the centrality of names to the whole process of science: '[b ]y the
advantage of names it is that we are capable of science, which beasts for the want of
them, are not ... '216 However, as names were foundational to science, so curiosity was
foundational to naming. The following passage explicitly located curiosity at the
foundation of all science due to its ability to inspire naming:
As in the discerning faculties, man leaveth all community with beasts at the
faculty of imposing names; so also doth he summount their nature at this
passion of curiosity ... And from this passion of admiration and curiosity, have
arisen not only the invention of names, but also the supposition of such causes
of all things as they thought might produce them. And from this beginning is
derived all philosophy: as astronomy from the admiration of the course of
heaven; natural philosophy from the strange effects of the elements and other
bodies.' 217

Cmiosity was also foundational to science in a second sense as it awakened
humanity's interest in cause, the subject of science. 218
212
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The essence of Hobbes' definition of philosophy, then, was knowledge of causes
derived by natural reason from some beginning in sense. Thus, the two elements that
made human beings capable of science were reason and curiosity. Curiosity directed
human attention towards causes, and inspired the invention of names. Together reason
and curiosity encompassed everything that was distinctive about human science.
However, it was curiosity that initiate both the process of science (which consisted of
reasoning) and the process of naming, which was a prerequisite for science.

Hobbes' definition of curiosity enabled him to distinguish between true science and
other undesirable human endeavours which masqueraded under the name of
philosophy. For example, Hobbes suggested that self-interest, rather than disinterested
curiosity, was at the root of dogmatic and sectmian doctrines. The The elements of law
set out the difference between mathematical and dogmatical knowledge. The latter
was corrupt because it 'meddleth with their right and profit'. 219 The former was true
philosophy because it was a discipline in which 'truth and the interest of men, oppose
not each other.' 220 Hobbes similarly condemned the corrupt philosophy of the sects
who, by reasoning from incomprehensible places in sc1ipture, divided the church. The
motive of such philosophical endeavour was earthly power:
And they who strive concerning such questions, and divide themselves into
sects, are not therefore to be accounted zealous of the faith, their strife being
but carnal, which is confirmed by St. Paul, 1 Cor. 3, 4: When one saith, I am
of Paul, and another, I am of Apollos, are ye not carnal? For they are not
questions of faith, but of wit, wherein, carnally, men are inclined to seek the
mastery one of another ... 221

The dogmatist, the traditional civil philosopher, and the sectarian were closer to the
gambler than a true philosopher. Their desire for knowledge was rooted in their own
interest. Hence their 'cmiosity' was the debased observation of novelty that man
shared with beasts, rather than the true curiosity that stood at the base of science.
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c. Curiosity, religion, and science in Leviathan.

De cive distinguished between carnal men and pious men, and argued that the carnal
man (who was motivated by his own interest) could not find true knowledge of God.

Leviathan developed this notion. It argued that true religion, like true science, was
rooted in the passion of curiosity. For Hobbes, there were a number of similarities
between religion and science. First, both were distinctively human. Leviathan, like
previous works, argued that science was based on reason and curiosity, and man alone
had these. Beasts could not reason 'because they have assignecl no names to things.' 222
Beasts may recognise their own names but without the ability to assign names they
could not generalise or fmm syllogisms; for there are no syllogisms 'without a
proposition, nor a proposition without terms.' 223

Similarly, Hobbes argued that 'there are no signs, nor fruits of religion, but in man
only; [thus] there was no cause to doubt, but that the seed of religion, is also only in
man, and consisteth in some peculiar quality, or at least in some eminent degree
thereof, not found in other living creatures.' 224 Hobbes identified two major seeds of
religion: anxiety and curiosity. Animals had 'little or no foresight of the time to
come' 225 so they were not anxious about their future well-being. Additionally, they
lacked 'observation and memory of the order, consequence, and dependence of the
things they see.' 226 The absence of this understanding meant that animals did not
perceive systematic cause and effect relationships and could n~ver be interested in
philosophy. God could not be religious for he knew everything, and had nothing to
fear, thus he could 'experience' neither curiosity nor anxiety.
222
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Hence philosophy and religion were both grounded in the curiosity that was peculiar
to man's nature. Hobbes' definition of curiosity in Leviathan highlighted this
peculiarity just as his earlier definitions had done:

Desire to know why, and how, Cmiosity, such as in no living creature but
man, so that man is distinguished, not only by his reason, but also by this
singular passion from other animals, in whom appetite of food and other
pleasures of sense by predominance take away the care of knowing causes,
which a lust of the mind that by a perseverance of delight in the continual and
indefatigable generation of knowledge exceedeth the shmt vehemence of any
carnal pleasure. 227

Elsewhere in Leviathan, Hobbes defined curiosity as 'the love of the knowledge of
causes', 228 which, again, linked it with science. Leviathan presented two conflicting
accounts of how curiosity was linked to anxiety. Chapter 11 indicated that curiosity
was the result of anxiety: 'Anxiety for the future time disposeth men to enquire into
the causes of things ... '229 ; whereas Chapter 12 suggested that 'The two first [curiosity
and the association of cause with the beginnings of things) make Anxiety.' 230

On either account, Hobbes moved on to link the impartial search for natural causes
with monotheism, and the selfish concern with future well-being with polytheism. In
the first case, curiosity led men selflessly to seek knowledge of natural causes, and
this pursuit led to a belief in one God: we 'seek the cause and the cause again, the
cause ... till of necessity [we) must come to this thought at last, that there is some
cause, whereof there is no former cause ... which men call God.' 231 This inquiry into
the causes of natural bodies was a selfless search 'without thought of their fortune'. 232
Conversely, natural polytheism was the result of constant fear that led man to
postulate a different deity which controlled each of the goods on which life depended.
This fear was rooted in man's lack of understanding of causes, and his concern for his
own well-being. In the first place, Hobbes wrote,'[t]his perpetual fear, always
227
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accompanying mankind in the ignorance of causes'.

233

Secondly, 'they that make

little or no enquiry into naturall causes of things, yet from the fear that proceeds from
the ignorance itself, of which it is that hath the power to do them much good or harm
are enclined to suppose and feign unto themselves several kinds of Powers Invisible
,234

In both cases the status of the knowledge was the same: neither the polytheist, nor the
monotheist had proof that their understanding of God or the gods was accurate; the
polytheist 'feigned', the monotheist was 'inclined' to the belief. The important
difference between the monotheist and the polytheist was the motivation that led to
belief. The polytheist was motivated by fear for his future (fear which always
accompanied ignorance of causes); the monotheist was impartially searching for the
causes of natural bodies.

Hobbesian curiosity was similar to Baconian charity in that it provided a secure
motivational basis from which a genuinely fruitful and true science could be
constructed. Clearly, Bacon's conception of chatity was rooted in scripture, while
Hobbes grounded his conception of curiosity in human nature. Nonetheless, the two
conceptions were still similar in that they indicated that a pious Christian enquirer
would be better placed to uncover the secrets of nature than any other enquirer.
Finally, although the previous sections have focused on The elem,ents of law, A

minute, and Leviathan, elements of Hobbes' account can also be found in De homine
and the Historia ecclesiastica, which are discussed below.

d. Adam's place in Hobbes' history of knowledge.

Adam's knowledge of the creatures in the Garden of Eden marked the beginning and
the end of human knowledge in Bacon's history. Bacon argued that, prior to the fall,
Adam had a petfect, God-given understanding of nature. As noted above, this
233
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description of Adam's knowledge was consistent with the views of major Roman
Catholic and Protestant theologians, as well as many of Bacon's contemporaries.
Bacon's belief that Adam's knowledge of nature could be restored was not unusual in
early modern England. 235 The notion of appropriate names suggested that language
had once desctibed nature petfectly. This gave credence to the Platonic view that the
material world reflected a set of fmms; that these forms were accessible to the human
mind; and that they could be expressed perfectly in language.236 This led some writers
to advocate the reform of existing languages or the establishment of a 'philosophical
language' in order to recapture the exact correspondence between words and things.
Such languages would also have a 'grammar [that] would reflect natural relationships
unambiguously'. 237 Another common approach was to search existing languages for
relics from the language of Eden. This approach led some scholars to claim that
Adam's language had survived the upheavals of the fall and the confusion of Babe!
and was embodied in one of the extant languages. Such a language would therefore
contain secrets about nature. The usual candidates for the lingua humana were
Hebrew, Greek or Latin. 238 Aspects of both of these projects occurred in Bacon's
work.239

Hobbes' view of Genesis 2:19-20 was quite different. For Hobbes, Adam was no
philosopher before or after the fall. His language was far from perfect and included
only a handful of words. It was also a ptivate language, which Adam used to aid his
memory rather than to communicate or teach. Consequently, Adam's language was far
less sophisticated than Latin, Greek or Hebrew. Nonetheless, Hobbes' characterisation
of Adam's knowledge was not a straightforward rejection of Bacon's view.

Hobbes' first treatment of Adam's knowledge in Eden occutTed in Leviathan:
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The first author of speech was God himself, that instructed Adam how to name
such creatures as he presented to his sight; for the scripture goeth no further in
the matter. But this was sufficient to direct him to add more names, as the
expelience and use of the creatures should give him occasion, and to join them
in such manner by degrees, as to make himself understood; and so by
succession of time, so much language might be gotten as he found use for,
though not so copious as an orator or philosopher has need of. For I do not
find anything in Scripture out of which, directly or by consequence, can be
gathered that Adam was taught the names of all figures, numbers, measures,
colours, sounds, fancies, much less the names of words and speech, as general,
special, affirmative, negative, intenogative, operative, infinitive, all of which
are useful . .. 240

This passage underlines a central difference between Hobbes and Bacon: Bacon
believed that Adam's knowledge in the garden of Eden was petfect, whereas Hobbes
believed it was rudimentary and he explicitly stated that Adam was not a philosopher.
Moreover, there was no implication in the passage that the fall in any way impeded
Adam's language or power over nature. Hobbes' discussion of Adam's fall in De cive
similarly omits any discussion of Adam's loss of knowledge or power over nature at
the fall .241 De corpore further underlined Adam's lack of linguistic sophistication:
.. . marks [are] for the help of our memory, whereby we register to ourselves
our own inventions; but not as signs by which we declare the same to others;
so that a man may be a philosopher alone by himself, without any master;
Adam had this capacity. But to teach, that is, to demonstrate, supposes ...
. . speec h .242
sy 11 og1st1c
Traditionally Adam was viewed as Eve's teacher. 243 In this passage Hobbes rejected
this view and asserted that Adam could not instruct anyone, as he had not developed
syllogistic speech. On this account, Adam's natural knowledge, if he had any, was
240
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wholly private. De corpore, unlike Leviathan, mentioned the degradation of
knowledge at the fall. Hobbes quoted the opinion of an unnamed writer, that 'between
a strait and crooked line there is equality, but now, since the fall of Adam, without the
special assistance of Divine Grace it is not to be found.' 244 Hobbes did not comment
on this doctrine, but in the light of his general position on this matter it is fair to
assume that Hobbes rejected this view.

God's role in the second chapter of Genesis was expanded in De homine, but the
rejection of the traditional position was even more explicit:
.. . in the second chapter of Genesis, God is said to have prohibited the eating
of the fruit of the tree of knowledge of good and evil before Adam had given
names to anything, in what manner could Adam have understood that
command of God, when he did not as yet know what was meant by eating,
fruit, tree, knowledge, and last! y, good or evil? It must be, therefore, that
Adam understood that divine prohibition not from the meaning of the words,
but in some supematural manner, as is made manifest a little later from this:
God asked him who had told him he was naked. Similarly, how could Adam,
the first mortal, have understood the serpent speaking of death ... What others
say, however- that names have been imposed on single things according to the
nature of those things- is childish. 245

Clearly, Hobbes' naturalism and nominalism were incompatible with any view of
Adam as the premier natural philosopher.

While Hobbes did not agree that Adam was a great philosopher, his characterisation
of Adam's knowledge was similar to Bacon's view in two ways. First, he argued that
Adam was the artificer of humanity's most valuable technology: speech. Furthetmore,
Adam's achievement outstripped any subsequent invention.
The invention of printing, though ingenious, compared with the invention of
letters is no great matter. . . But the most noble and profitable invention of all
others was that of SPEECH, consisting of names or appellations, and their
connexion, whereby men register their thoughts, recall them when they are
past, and also declare them to one another for mutual utility and conversation,
without which there had been amongst men, neither commonwealth, nor
society, nor contract, nor peace, no more than amongst lions, bears and
244
245
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wolves. 246

The reference to printing recalls many passages in which Bacon describes the way in
which the modems exceed the ancients. For example in Novum organum. Bacon
argues that the utility of science is best seen in 'three things that were unknown to
antiquity ... the art of printing, gunpowder and the nautical compass.' 247

Hobbes praises Adam's invention of speech in an extended passage in De homine:
>From these things the enmmous advantages of human life have far surpassed
the condition of other animals. For there is no one that doth not know how
much these arts are used in measming bodies, calculating times, computing
celestial motions, describing the face of the earth, navigating, erecting
buildings, making engines, and in other necessary things. All of these proceed
from numbering, but numbering proceeds from speech. Secondly, one may
teach another, that is, communicate his knowledge to another, he can warn, he
can advise, all these he hath from speech also; so that a good, great in itself,
through communication becomes even greater. Thirdly, that we can command
and understand commands is a benefit of speech, and truly the greatest. For
without this there would be no society among men, no peace, and
consequently no disciplines; but first savagery, then solitude, and for
dwellings, caves ? 48

This passage is similar to statements of the value of geometry in The elements of law
and De cive, and statements of the value of philosophy in Leviathan and De corpore.
However, whereas Hobbes once attributed the commodities of human life to
geometry, or philosophy in general, De homine traced them back to Adam's invention.
Hobbes' account made Adam both more ingenious and less learned than Bacon
believed.

The second virtue of Adam's language was its freedom from insignificant terms.
Hobbes argued that there was no biblical evidence to suggest that Adam had a large
vocabulary and 'least of all' that Adam had any knowledge 'of entity, intentionally,

quiddity, and other insignificant words of the School.' 249 Hobbes' treatment of Adamic
language retained the notion that it was unconupted compared to the language of
246
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contemporary philosophy. Consequently, Hobbes argued that modem philosophers
should recapture the cla1ity of Adam's initial language .

. Hobbes' understanding of Adam's language may have been a reflection of his
knowledge of Mersenne's writings on the subject. Mersenne initially suggested that
although humans could no longer know the essence of things, Adam's language could
have encapsulated essential natures due to its divine origin. 250 However, at around the
time that he first met Hobbes, Mersenne's view changed. He dismissed the notion that
the sounds of words could have any conespondence to the nature of things. He also
wrote that the first men would have lived simply. They would have needed few things
and consequently they would have 'invented only a small number of words.' 251 Words,
Mersenne concluded, arose from custom, rather than from the nature of the things
they signified. 252

In sum, Hobbes' treatment of Adam was more naturalistic than that of Bacon. Hobbes
rejected the traditional view of the perfection of Adam's knowledge prior to the fall.
Nonetheless, Adam was foundational to Hobbes' history of knowledge, for without his
pioneering use of language there would be no science or community amongst humans.
Adam's language also had a purity to which, in Hobbes' view, science ought to retum.

e. Baconian values with a naturalistic foundation.

The character of a Baconian scientist and the character of the pious believer were one
and the same. For Hobbes this is less obvious, but The elements of law, De cive and

Leviathan all indicate that a good scientist would be pious. For example, The elements
of law praised the humility of geometricians. De cive contrasted the carnal man with
the pious man, suggesting that the fmmer had far less chance of gaining knowledge
than the latter. However, whereas Bacon appealed to the Chlistian faith, Hobbes
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located the character of the true philosopher in nature. For Hobbes, as for Bacon, the
Christian (who was genuinely humble, selfless and feared God rather than natural
forces) had numerous advantages over heathen or lustful philosophers. But The
elements of law, A 1ninute, and Leviathan all indicated that these advantages were due
to the fact that in avaricious and lustful individuals the passion of cmiosity was
crowded out by other brutish passions.

Hobbes' naturalism is also apparent in his treatment of Adam Hobbes differed from
Bacon over Adam because he found no evidence in Genesis to support the
conclusions of tradition . Hobbes retained the view that Adam was crucial to the
history of philosophy and that his language was pure. However, he reworked this
position to reflect his own naturalistic understanding of the development of language.

v. Rhetoric and logic.

It is often asserted that Bacon and Hobbes' view of the method approptiate to the

sciences were opposed. Generally, Bacon is taken to be the father of experimental and
inductive method, whereas Hobbes is seen as a rationalist. 253 This position is
significant because of the importance of Bacon's ctitique of traditional logic to his
history of knowledge. Crucially, Bacon argued that Aristotle's logic had conupted
natural philosophy because it failed to eradicate poorly abstracted premises; it gave
enor the semblance of authority due to the apparent certainty of the syllogism; it
diverted the mind away from nature; and it tended to the display of existing
knowledge rather than the generation of new knowledge. Nothing like this
comprehensive critique of logic can be found in Hobbes' writings on the history of
knowledge. Nonetheless, the discontinuity between Bacon's critique of logic and
Hobbes' supposed rationalism is not as stark as is often claimed. Hobbes did note
Aristotle's abuses of logic; he was keen to set down rules for the proper use of the
syllogism; he devoted passages in his works of natural and civil philosophy to
cataloguing the abuses of the syllogism; and he was even keen (from the mid-1640s)
253
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to place limits on the use of the syllogism.254 This section will explore Hobbes'
concern with logic and its sister discipline, rhet01ic. Essentially, I argue that Hobbes
was not uncritical of the history of the syllogism. Centrally, Hobbes' views about the
abuse of syllogism were linked to his more general concerns about the abuse of
language and consequently to rhetoric in the history of knowledge. In order to show
this I will begin by focusing on Hobbes' The elements of law and De cive which were
written at a time when Hobbes had rejected the use of the ars rhetorica in all
scientific works. 255

a. Oratio and ratio, Hobbes' early critique of rhet01ic.

Hobbes was clearly interested in the effects of rhetoric on the longevity of the
commonwealth. Generally, he considered the significance of rhetoric for the civil
order, but on occasion he also discussed the effect that rhet01ic had had on the
development of philosophy. The elements of law opened with a contrast between the
geometers and the 'dogmatici' and between teaching and persuasion. This distinction
was rooted in a contrast between logic and rhetoric. Despite the fact that The elements

of law and De cive rigorously opposed the two disciplines, Hobbes argued that
rhetorical discourse could be easily mistaken for rational demonstration. Scientific
demonstration and rhetorical discourse were similar in that they were both constructed
from trains of words. Therefore, rhetorical discourse could masquerade as
demonstration. However, whereas logical demonstration was based on clearly defined
te1ms and scrupulous reasoning, rhet01ical discourse was based on the misuse of
words and the manipulation of passions.

Elements of Hobbes' ctitique of rhetoric were first set out within his translation of
Aristotle's Rhetoric. 256 However, these criticisms were not set out comprehensively
until The elements of law and De cive. These two works developed a critique of
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rhetoric that paralleled Bacon's critique of traditional logic. Indeed, their clitique was
also similar to the analysis of scholastic logic that Hobbes developed in the 1650s.
Hobbes' distinction between rhetoric and logic was, in essence, a distinction between
teaching and persuasion. A true teacher, Hobbes argued, could demonstrate his view.
Indeed, teaching was nothing more than reproducing the conceptions in the teacher's
mind in the mind of the pupil, through words? 57 A rhetolician, however, could only
produce conviction. Indeed, his audience would be unable to reproduce his argument
rationally, because it had no rational basis. The student of a true teacher could not
only reiterate the conclusions of his master, he could demonstrate how the conclusions
were reached and in so doing teach others. Teaching was dependent on the
conespondence between the teacher's conceptions and his words. 258 The words of a
rhet01ician, however, had no basis in the mental discourse of the speaker or the
listener. Rather, the rhetorician was like a panot who spoke without understanding,
'[f]or if the words alone were sufficient, a parrot might be taught as well to know a
truth, as to speak it.' 259 This did not imply that the rhetorician persuaded the audience
of enoneous conclusions. Rhetolicians and panots could, by chance, speak the truth.
However, the truth or enor of the orator's conclusions was purely a matter of
chance. 260

This criticism of rhetoric parallels Bacon's clitique of logic. First, both ctitiques
privilege disciplines that were based on clear definitions. Orators, Hobbes argued,
based their arguments on commonplaces and received opinions. Commonplaces were
'delived from the custom and common use of speech'. 261 Aiistotle, for example, based
his own ethical and political writings on the common opinions of his own time.
Consequently, Hobbes argued that The ethics were rhetolical rather than scientific
treatises. Bacon also criticised Aristotle and those who

follow~d

him for beginning

their discourses with vulgar notions. More generally, Bacon cliticised the way in
which traditional logic started from 'popular notions of things; ... grossly and valiably
collected out of particulars'. 262 However, what Bacon took as a flaw in traditional
257
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logic, Hobbes saw as a reason for defining Alistotle's treatises as rhetorical works .
Secondly, both argued that truth could only emerge by chance in the discipline they
critiqued. An orator, like a panot, Hobbes argued, could accidentally utter a true
proposition. Bacon argued that inventions and truth had emerged over time. However,
he argued that they were the offspting of chance rather than Alistotle's logic.

A further criticism that Bacon levelled at logic, was that rather than establishing truth
it established enor. 'For the logic now in use' Bacon wrote,' . .. still falls a long way
short of the subtlety of nature; and in grasping at what it cannot hold, has succeeded in
establishing and fixing enors rather than in opening up the way to truth .'263 Hobbes
cliticised rhetoric for similar flaws. Hobbes argued that rhetmic, rather than logic,
gave enor a superficial gravity and led to the reproduction of enors. For Hobbes,
rhetorical redescription was one of 'the leading causes of the enors we habitually
make in attempting to describe and apprehend our world. '264 Rhetoricians used
redescriptive techniques to add authority to their orations and their texts. These
redescriptive techniques took advantage of linguistic ambiguity. Linguistic ambiguity
was di amettically opposed to demonstrative science. Thus, redesctiptive techniques
conupted language, making it unfit to uncover the secrets of natural or civil bodies. In
Hobbes' view, then, rhetoric produced enor by placing poorly-defined terms in a
seemingly authmitative structure which appealed to men's passions. Similarly, Bacon
argued that logic fixed enor by placing poorly-defined terms in a seemingly certain
structure. Again, Bacon, like Hobbes, argued that the seductive nature of the
syllogism was a product of the flaws in the human mind.

Other elements of Bacon's critique of the history of knowledge also formed part of
Hobbes' attack on the ars rhetorica. Bacon described the way in which the idols of the
cave (differences in the constitution of each observer) led to different views of natural
phenomena. Hobbes extended this notion to the arena of civil affairs. Rhetmical
discourses appealed to the passions. Consequently, as the passions depended on the
internal constitution of each subject, and as internal constitutions differed from
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subject to subject and within each subject over time, rhet01ical discourses could not
generate agreement over the issue of what was good and what was evil. 265

b. Rhetoric and scholastic logic in the 1650s and 1660s.

Around 1650 Hobbes reconsidered his attitude to rhetoric. 266 In Leviathan and the
later histories, Hobbes used rhetorical techniques to support his civil philosophy.
Nonetheless, Hobbes retained his critique of habitual discourse. A central theme in

The elements of law's critique of rhetoric was the habitual nature of rhetorical
discourse. De homine extended this concern beyond rhetoric to all pseudo-sciences.
Hobbes warned his reader that '[i]t ought to be understood, however, that not all men
have the science whereunto they profess'.Z67 Often those who claimed the name
'philosopher' grounded their discussions of 'the cause of things on the basis of others'
writings. Those who made discoveries by copying others' sentences are utterly
worthless.' 268 Hobbes concluded this discussion of pseudo-science with an observation
reminiscent of Bacon's critique of the mentality of philosophical schools: '[f]or to do
what hath been done, hath nothing good about it in itself; but on the contrary, this is
sometimes evil, since by confirming ancient errors they obstruct the path of truth.' 269

The philosophy of the Christian Schools and universities was Hobbes' prime example
of habitual discourse during the 1650s and 1660s. Hobbes argued that scholastic
treatises were empty and absurd. Rather than being based on clear definitions,
scholastic philosophy was grounded in the axioms of authorities such as Aristotle and
Aquinas. However, the axioms of these auth01ities, like the sentences of the
rhetoricians, did not correspond to the truth. Indeed, they often failed to conespond to
any mental conception at all. For example Aristotle's axiom man is a political animal
was taken as the basis of traditional civil science, yet '[t]his Axiom, though very
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widely accepted, is nevertheless false .. . '270 The mistake was rooted in 'a supeliicial
view of human nature.' 271 On other occasions, the cause of error was simply absurdity.
Hobbes' most common example of this was the term incorporeal substance. This was
. inherently meaningless as, for Hobbes, substance was necessarily corporeal. 272
Scholastic treatises were full of carelessly abstracted or empty words that were copied
from authorities. Scholastic philosophy was 'for the most part but insignificant trains
of strange and barbarous words'. 273 In a passage that recalled the description of the
parrot in The elements of law, Hobbes argued that scholastic philosophy should 'be
numbered amongst the sorts of madness, namely, the abuse of words ... And that is
when men speak such words as, put together, have in them no signification at all, but
are fallen upon by some through misunderstanding of the words they have received
and repeated by rote ... '274

In the 1650s and 1660s Hobbes also attacked the logic of the Greek philosophers.

Leviathan explicitly criticised the use of logic amongst the ancient Greek schools:
'[t]heir logic,' he wrote, 'which should be the method of reasoning, is nothing else but
captions of words , and inventions how to puzzle such as should go about to pose
them.' 275 De corpore also mentioned the captions of Greek philosophers: 'the captions
of the sophists and sceptics by which they were wont, of old, to deride and oppose
truth, were faulty for the most part, not in the form but in the matter of syllogism
.. . '

276

Neither of these passages contain Bacon's full clitique of Greek logic.

Nonetheless, the second passage shows a criticism of the syllogism which takes up
Bacon's essential point about the weakness of traditional logic. Finally, it should be
noted that Hobbes' central criticism of habitual discourses was expressed in
remarkably similar language to Bacon's criticism of traditional logic. Hobbes and
Bacon both pointed out that words were only tokens or counters for real things. The

advancement ofleaming argued that, 'words are but the current tokens or marks'. 277
Again, in the Novum organum. Bacon wrote 'there is a kind of underlying fraud here,
270
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in that a syllogism consists of propositions, and propositions consist of words, and
words are counters and signs of notions.' 278 Leviathan concuned: '[f]or words are wise
men's counters, they do but reckon by them; but they are the money of fools, that
value them by the authority of an Aristotle, a Cicero, or a Thomas, or any other doctor
whatsoever, if but a man.' 279 Both thinkers agreed that the practice of mathematicians
was to be followed: 'let us consider', Bacon wrote, 'the false appearances that are
imposed upon us by words ... it is certain that words, as a Tartar's bow, do shoot back
upon the understanding of the wisest ... ' 280 The remedy, Bacon argued, was to
'imitate the wisdom of the mathematicians, in setting down in the very beginning the
definitions of our words and terms that others may know how we accept and
281

understand them ... '

vi. Hobbes' embellishment of Bacon's history of knowledge.

Bacon was not Hobbes' only source for the history of philosophy. Hobbes' statements
of the history of knowledge in the 1650s and 1660s often explicitly acknowledge a
debt to Diodorus Siculus. Indeed, novelties in Hobbes' later account of the history of
knowledge can be traced to Diodorus. However, even in the 1640s, Hobbes' history of
geometry owed much to John Dee's 'Mathematicall praeface' to H. Billingsley's 1570
translation of Euclid's The elements of geometrie. Essentially, I argue in sections a
and b that Hobbes borrowed selectively from Diodorus and Dee, incorporating some
of their insights into the framework he had taken from Bacon. In section c I will show
that Hobbes' conception of the history and ends of science was far closer to Bacon's
than it was to that of a number of other writers.
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a. Diodorus Siculus.

Hobbes' works of the 1640s suggested that, prior to the later Greeks, there was a
period in which the sciences of nature and mathematics were greatly advanced.
Hobbes' later statements on the history of philosophy traced the earliest flourishing of
philosophy back to Persia, Egypt, and Ethiopia. Hobbes owed this history of Egyptian
and Ethiopian wisdom to Diodorus, as 'the greatest antiquary perhaps that ever
was'. 282 Hobbes placed the material that Diodorus provided into three frameworks that
were alien to his source. First, Hobbes assimilated Diodorus' account of Ethiopian and
Egyptian philosophy into his Baconian view of the history of knowledge. This
included a Baconian analysis of the forces which caused ancient knowledge to
decline. Secondly, Hobbes used the tenets of his own civil philosophy (including his
doctrine of curiosity) to inform his reading of Diodorus' description of the founding of
the first cities. Thirdly, Hobbes read his own Galilean cosmology into Diodorus'
report of ancient creation stories. This section is concerned with the first of these uses
of Diodorus' history and focuses primarily on the Historia ecclesiastica. The second,
and related, use of Diodorus is discussed below in Chapter 3. The third is discussed
below in the notes. 283
Hobbes, BehemotIt, p. 91.
De ha mine's discussion of man started with a section devoted to ' ... the first beginning of
humankind'. ('De generis humani origine prima.' Hobbes, 'De homine', p. 1.) Hobbes cited 'two famous
opinions of the most ancient philosophers concerning the beginning of humankind [from the work of]
the copyist of ancient history Diodorus Siculus.' ('De origine generis humani sententias philosophorum
antiquissimorum fuisse celeberimas duas; testatur veteris historiae transcriptor Diodurus Siculus.' Ibid.)
The passage that Hobbes took as his basis for the discussion of man's origin was Diodorus' account of
Egyptian myths concerning the origins of the universe. Hobbes briefly des.-;ribed the first view that the
earth, and everything in it, had existed eternally and would never perish. (Ibid. Diodorus of Sicily, The
librwy ofhistOJy, tr. C.H. Oldfather, (12 vols., London, 1933), I, 25.) The second view was more
complex. Hobbes summarised it thus: 'The other of those, who used to think that the world began at a
fixed time, and they, consistently with their opinion, said that in the beginning of things there was one
appearance of heaven and earth, nature being mixed of both; afterwards indeed with bodies departing
from themselves in turn, that this visible world and lower atmosphere received continual motion; and
some which had been raised above formed the sun and the stars, which arrested in the turning of the
whole world and the atmosphere, are carried round with the world and the atmosphere; others however
sinking down had formed a soft and muddy mass of filth moved perpetually on its own axis; from
which parts separating, from the moist was made the sea, and from the more sold the land, in the
beginning indeed soft enough, but afterwards made more firm by the lustre of the sun. By which
softness of the earth, in places more subject to the sun, they say that it happened so that in marshy
places swellings or certain blisters sprang up, having thin membranes from which after they had been
burned through and broken every species of the animals, even men, were hatched.' ('Alteram e01·um,
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The Historia ecclesiastica situated the threat posed by Protestant sects and the Roman
Catholic church to the stability of the English state within a history of philosophy that
linked sedition with vain philosophy. 284 The Historia ecclesiastica's history of
knowledge began with the origins of man. I will only sketch Hobbes' account here, as
I discuss it at length in the next chapter. The Ethiopians, Hobbes argued, were the first
humans to rise from the earth.

285

Here Hobbes followed Diodorus' account

uncritically, even accepting his report that men first rose from the ground in Ethiopia
because of the power of the sun in that region of the world. 286 Ethiopian wisdom
began after the establishment of a commonwealth, which guaranteed peace and
leisure. The Ethiopians studied the skies and developed a science of the stars. 287 Soon
the astronomers were regarded as prophets. 288 The Ethiopian astronomers gained so
much power, based on their fraudulent philosophy, that their sovereign obeyed them
unquestioningly, even when commanded to end his own life.2!1. 9 The philosophy of the
Ethiopians became the basis for Egyptian, Greek, and Roman wisdom. However, the
religion of the Ethiopians was transmitted to the Egyptians along with the surviving
valuable philosophy .

qui mundum definito tempore incepisse existimabant , et illi, sententiae suae convenienter, fuisse
dicebant ab initio rerum coeli et terrae, utriusque natura permista, faciem unam ; postea vero
discedentibus a se invicem c01·poribus, mundum hunc visibilem aeremque motum continuum accepisse;
et alia quidem sursem elevata constituisse solem et astra, quae, in totius mundi et aeris conversione
deprehensa, una cum mundo et aere circumferuntur; alia autem subsidentia colluviem constituisse
teneram et coenosam super axem propium perpetuo motam; ex qua secedentibus partibus, ex humidis
factum esse mare, ex solidioribus ten·am, initio quidem satis teneram, postea vero a splendore solis
factum compactiorem. Qua mollitie telluris, in locis soli subjectioribus, factum esse ajunt, ut in locis
paludosis tumores sive pustulae quaedam enascerentur, membranulas habentes ex quibus post perustis
prefractisque omne genus animalium, etiam homines, excludebantur.' Hobbes, 'De homine', pp. 1-2.)
Hobbes' explanation modified Diodorus' original in two ways. First, Diodorus' description of
the separation of the elements was clearly Aristotelian. It included a description of the way in which
fire, air, water and earth all found their natural places, which was wholly absent from Hobbes'
statement. Secondly, Hobbes' interpretation included a reference to the ea r ~ h spinning on its axis and
carrying its atmosphere ·around with it. Diodrus' description of the motion of the primeval earth is quite
different. First, there was no indication that the atmosphere revolved with the earth. Secondly, the
motion of the earth was analogous to the spinning of the 'potter's clay'. (Diodorus, The library of
hist01y , I, 27 .) Therefore, this motion was part of the development of the earth rather than the
continuous diurnal motion that Hobbes implied. Clearly, although Diodorus was Hobbes' source,
Hobbes assimilated Diodorus' account into his own Galilean cosmology.
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Many of the details in Hobbes' account came directly from Diodorus' history.

°

Diodorus claimed that Egypt was miginally an Ethiopian colony. 29 Consequently, he
argued that 'the larger part of the customs of the Egyptians are ... Ethiopian'? 91
Egyptian hieroglyphs, for example, were based on the script of the Ethiopians.
Diodorus also stated that the religious customs of the Egyptians were largely rooted in
the traditions of the Ethiopians: 'the orders of the priests, they maintain,' for example,
'have much the same position among both peoples; for all are clean who are engaged
in the service of the gods, keeping themselves shaven, like the Ethiopian p1iests, and
having the same dress and form of staff .. . '292

Other aspects of Hobbes' account were grounded less well in The library of history.
First, Diodorus never reported the development of astronomy amongst the Ethiopians.
He did describe their belief that the celestial bodies were gods. However, the first
systematic observation of the skies Diodorus reported occurred amongst the
Chaldeans. 293 Secondly, the decline of Ethiopian knowledge and the moral corruption
that caused it were not based on Diodorus' history. Diodorus gave no account of any
transition from astronomy to astrology amongst the Ethiopians or the Chaldeans. 294
Rather, the presence of this dynamic account of moral corruption and the resulting
degradation of philosophy is indicative of Hobbes' own view of the development of
knowledge. Hobbes placed Diodorus' Ethiopians into a history which postulated a
period of valuable pre-Socratic wisdom, and which presumed a correlation between
the piety of the enquirer and the value of the knowledge he produced. In both of these
senses Hobbes fitted Diodorus' history of the Ethiopians into his Baconian history of
knowledge. Hobbes' own view of cmiosity was also present in the Historia

ecclesiatica. Hobbes' characterisation of the initial observers corresponds to the
natural monotheists of Leviathan who were inspired to search after natural causes
through selfless curiosity. The later astrologers responded to the stars as the fallow
deer does to the traveller or (as Hobbes wrote in The elements of law) as a gamester
watches the turn of the card.
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b. John Dee.

Dee's 'Praeface' also seems to have provided Hobbes with information for his
discussion of the history of philosophy. The 1570 translation of Euclid was widely
read dming the early part of the seventeenth century, and given Hobbes' interest in
geometry, and his use of the word 'elements' in titles of his own works, it seems
reasonable to assume that Hobbes read the work. 295

Dee's 'Praeface' presents an account of the importance of geometry describing its
practical benefits. Geometry, he argued was essential to a large number of useful
sciences. These included 'Perspective, Astronornie, Musike, Cosmographie,
Astrology, Statike, Anthropographie, Trochilike, Heliosophie, Pneumatithrnie,
Menadrie, Hypogeiodie, Hydragogie, Horometrie, Zographie, Architecture,
Navigation, Thaumaturgike and Archemastlie.' 296 Hobbes' account of the benefits of
geometry in The elements of law and De cive list a number of the uses of geometry, all
of which are mentioned in Dee's 'Praeface'. Both books suggest that the advance of
geometry was at the root of the achievements of navigation, geography, measuring
time, astronomy, and architecture. De cive added defences and marvellous machines
to this list. Dee included defences as one of his first examples of the use of geometry:
'[n]ow will we farder, by the wise and valiant Capirnine, be certified, what helpe he
hath, by the Rules of Arithmetike: in one of the Artes to him appertaining: ... That is,
the Skill of Ordering Souldiers in Battell ... '297 Aelinus, Dee argued, had asserted the
295
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importance of mathematics to the art of war in his book to the Emperor Hadrian.
Hobbes' reference to marvellous machines can also be found in Dee's 'Praeface'.
Thaumaturgike, Dee argued, was a mathematical art that allowed the production of
'strange works.' The marvellous machine that Dee used as an example was '[t]he Dove
of wood, which the Mathematicien Aychyro did make to flye ... '298

A similar although more compressed list of the benefits of geometry can be found in

Leviathan. These passages may indicate that it was Dee, rather than Bacon, who stood
behind Hobbes' account of the benefits of geometry. This, however, is not the case.
First, Hobbes' account of the benefits of geometry changed over time. The elements of

law praised geometry alone. De cive, however, contained two similar lists. The first,
like The elements of law, praised geometry. The second explicitly equated the advance
of philosophy in general (rather than geometry) with advances in navigation and the
construction of engines. De corpore also linked achievements in architecture and
geography with philosophy rather than geometry.

Secondly, Hobbes' use of Dee's 'Praeface' was extremely selective. For example, Dee's
account of the virtues of geometry opened by placing the objects of mathematics
between supernatural and natural beings. Supernatural things were immaterial, simple,
indivisible, incorruptible, and only perceptible by the mind. Natural things were
material, compound, cotTuptible, and perceptible by the senses. 'Thynges

Mathematical', Dee wrote, 'beyng (in a maner) middle, between thinges supernatural
and naturall: are nott so absolute and excellent, as thinges supernatural: Nor yet so
base and grosse, as things naturall: But are thinges immaterial: and nevertheless, by
matetiall things hable somewhat to be signed.' 299 The notion that mathematical bodies
were in some sense incorporeal was wholly alien to Hobbes' account of geometry.

Related to Dee's conception of mathematical objects was his conception of
archemastrie, 'the chief science.' 300 Archemastrie was both a theoretical field of study
and a practical art. Moreover, it was the most useful of all of the sciences that Dee
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described. Nonetheless, Dee's conception of the utility of geometry was at odds with
Hobbes and Bacon's conception of useful knowledge. For Dee, archemastlie was
capable of producing marvellous works through the manipulation of hidden virtues.
Archemastrie was an optical science, which allowed the practitioner to see the hidden
forms that emanated from bodies and which had magic at the root of its operative
nature. 301 Conversely, Hobbes (who never referred to archemastrie) understood the
utility of geometry and philosophy in Baconian terms. 302

Finally, Dee and Hobbes' general conceptions of the history of knowledge were
dissimilar. First, Dee was still happy to venerate classical authorities. He described
Plato, for example, as divine. 303 Neither did he in any way criticise Aristotle. Indeed,
Dee often appealed to the excellence of classical arts and classical authmities in his
argument. For example, he illustrated the brilliance of anthropography ('the
description of the Number, Measure, Waight, Figure, Situation and colour of every
diverse thing, conteyned in the petfect body of MAN') 304 with reference to
Pythagoras, Hippocrates, Plato and Galen. Dee argued that all of these authors had
contributed to this flourishing science.

Essentially, Dee's defence of the importance of geometry was that it had contributed
to many sciences, all of which were excellent. Dee argued for the excellence of the
sciences by refening to the classical authors who had either founded or greatly
advanced them. With the exception of archemastrie, none of the sciences were young.
Hobbes, on the other hand, carefully qualified Dee's argument. For Hobbes, like
Bacon, the European sciences were only excellent in compalison to the barbarism of
America. Hobbes took from Dee a list of examples of geometry's use. In the works of
the 1640s these were clearly linked to geometry. Through the 1650s they became
examples of the power of philosophy in general. However, from the first use of this
set of examples, Hobbes took them out of Dee's magical context. Rather, Hobbes
stressed that advances in navigation and architecture were due to the advance of
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natural knowledge. In this sense, though the examples came from Dee, the point that
Hobbes used them to illustrate was Baconian.

c. The history and ends of knowledge.

Commentators have often noted a similarity between Bacon and Hobbes' view of
Aristotelian science and scholastic philosophy. 305 Several writers have even suggested
that Hobbes owed his view of traditional philosophy directly to Bacon. However, this
position is insecure because in general terms Bacon and Hobbes' criticisms of
Aristotle and the Schools were similar to those of other contemporary writers.
Nonetheless, there are other less general similarities between the accounts of Bacon
and Hobbes which indicate that Bacon was Hobbes' pre-eminent source for his
understanding of the history of knowledge. In order to show this, I will briefly
compare Hobbes' conception of the history and ends of knowledge to that of
Descartes, Galileo, Gilbert and Gassendi? 06

Gilbert addressed the history of magnetic philosophy in the preface and first chapter
of De magnete, magneticisque corporibus, et de magna magnete tellure; physiologia

nova, plurimis & argumentis, & experimentis demonstrata. Gilbert advocated 'a new
style of philosophizing', in which students would 'not only in books but in things
themselves look for knowledge.' 307 The history of magnetic philosophy, Gilbert
argued, was full of fables and inertia. The histories of Georgius Agricola, Pliny and
Ptolemy, were full of 'figments and falsehoods which in the early time no less than
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nowadays were ... dealt out to mankind to be swallowed.' 308 Even the subtle mind of
Aquinas, he argued, made no progress because he did not experiment with the
magnet. 309 Gilbert certainly suggested that use and the advance of philosophy were
connected. He argued that knowledge of the magnet had emerged not through
philosophical enquiry, but through the labour of men who attempted to solve practical
problems. Learned men such as 'Thomas Hariot, Robert Hues, Edward Wright, and
Abraham Kendall, all Englishmen' 310 had observed the phenomenon of magnetic
variation during sea voyages. Mariners had also invented magnetic instruments to aid
them on the sea.

Descartes' Discours de la methode, like the works of Hobbes and Bacon, attempted to
establish its novelty, in part by criticising ancient wisdom. Like Bacon, he argued that
great minds often made great en·ors. 311 Consequently, he stated that a method was
necessary to guarantee a sound enquiry. 312 He even advanced a criticism of the
syllogism familiar from Bacon's Novum organwn, arguing that 'I observed in respect
to Logic that the syllogisms and the greater part of other teaching served better in
explaining ... those things that one knows ... than in learning what is new.' 313

Gassendi attempted to situate the faults of the Peripatetics and the merits of the
Atomists within a history of philosophy. The Peripatetics, he argued, had changed
philosophy into a theatre of dispute and had suppressed rival philosophies. He also
criticised the way in which, even within the Schools, there were multiple conflicting
readings of A1istotle? 14 In a second, suppressed volume of the Exercitationes

paradoxicae adversus Aristoteleos, he applied sceptical tropes taken from the works
308
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of Sextus Empiricus against A1istotle's logic} 15 Central to his critique of the
syllogism was the claim that the senses only provided data on pmticulars. Syllogisms,
however, dealt with universals. Consequently, they were unable to provide indubitable
knowledge. From the late 1620s, Gassendi's critique of Aristotle became bound up
with his reassessment of the philosophy of Epicurus. 316 In De vita et moribus Epicuri
and Animadversiones in decim.um lib rum Diogenis Laertii, Gassendi attempted to
advance Atomist physics and metaphysics by appealing, in part, to history. He argued
that Epicurus had overcome the criticism of other Greeks and shown that the
philosophies of his rivals were inherently flawed. 317

Despite these general similarities, Hobbes' conception of the history and ends of
science was closer to Bacon's than to any of these other authors on a number of
specific issues. First, Hobbes' history, like Bacon's, included a number of different
stages. Their common belief in mythic wisdom and in the excellence of natural
science prior to Socrates cannot be found in Gilbert or Descartes. Descartes' Discours
mentioned few philosophers by name. 318 It contained an undifferentiated commentary
on the history of knowledge and claimed that all existing philosophy was uncertain. 319
Gilbert's history did not recognise any age of natural philosophical advance prior to
Socrates. He noted that the magnet 'was not unknown to the earliest writers, whether
amongst the Greeks ... [or] amongst the Jews and the Egyptians ... '320 However,
Gilbert characterised the earliest philosophy as 'rude and uncultured ... [and] involved
in the murkiness of enors and ignorances ... .3 21 He also discussed the possibility that
Solomon had been familiar with the properties of the magnet. However, a conect
reading of scripture, he argued, indicated that Solomon had no knowledge of the
magnet. 322 Gilbert also refened to ancient Chinese knowledge of the magnet and this
did not feature in Bacon or Hobbes' histories of philosophy. 323
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The relationship between Gassendi, Bacon, and Hobbes is less straightforward. All
three writers attempted to use humanist methods of historiogtaphy to undermine the
philosophy of Atistotle. However, Gassendi's view of the relative merits of the ancient
schools of philosophy was unlike that of Hobbes. Gassendi was interested in the
scepticism and Atomism of the ancients. Hobbes, however, seems to have had little
interest in either school. 324 Hobbes' relationship with scepticism is contested. 325 He
wrote little about the sceptics. Hobbes' Objectiones ad Cartesii Meditationes rebuked
Descartes for discussing the sceptical commonplaces, rather than engaging in a
discussion with the sceptical aspects of his work. 326 He also noted in De corpore that
the sceptics deceived themselves. Similarly, Hobbes' works do not contain any
extended endorsement of Atomist physics or metaphysics or any special reverence for
Epicurus. Hobbes did occasionally mention Epicurus as one of a number of Greek
philosophers, but the longest treatment of ancient Atomism was a refutation of
Lucretius' thesis of the vacuum's existence. 327

Secondly, Hobbes' contemporaries seemed to stress the absence of method as the sole
reason for learning's backwardness, rather than pointing at the moral corruption of
philosophers. Gilbert, for example, did not locate the deficiencies of previous
investigation in any moral shmicomings. Rather, he argued that the absence of
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experimental exploration was at the root of philosophy's failure. Many experiments
were needed in order to overturn deluded and vain opinions. 328 Similarly, Descartes
stressed that previous philosophers had lacked an indubitable method. 329

A third example of Hobbes' proximity to Bacon is the utility of science. This is
particularly apparent when considering the positions of Galileo and Descartes.
Descartes, like Hobbes, regarded the method of geometry as superior to that of other
sciences. Yet, unlike Hobbes, Descartes did not praise geometry for its utility. Indeed,
Descartes praised other related mathematical sciences in spite of the fact that they had
'no actual use'. 330 His commitment to a productive science was only partial. Indeed, he
argued that his own optical speculations were important '[e]ven if artisans are not at
once able to carry out the invention explained in the Dioptrics'. 331 This was not a
rejection of the utility of philosophy per se, but nonetheless it was not a theme that
appeared prominently in the Discours.

Galileo's treatise Of the profitt wch is drawenfrom the art mechaniq & it's

instruments also presented a view of human technology that was unlike that of
Hobbes and Bacon. 332 The piece qualified expectations of what engines and machines
were capable of. Robert Payne's translation opened thus: 'Before I descend to the
speculation of mechaniqui Instruments, I have thought it vixy fitt to consider in
generall, the comodityes yt are drawen from them'. 333 He argued that engines could do
nothing to reduce the force required to perform a task, or, as he put it, 'sofen
Nature'. 334 There was no advantage to be gained from using machines; indeed, in the
case of moving heavy loads it would be quicker if done unaided. 335 Galileo did praise
some machines: 'as with Pumps' which dried 'the bottoms of shippes'; or water mills
which harnessed 'ye strength of a river'.

336

This account is quite unlike that of

Hobbes. In essence the two agreed that mechanical instruments could only work
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through natural causes. Nonetheless, the extensive qualification of what instruments
could achieve was not a feature of Hobbes' writings. Moreover, Hobbes did not use
Galileo's examples of truly useful machines.

The case is quite different when comparing the writings of Hobbes and Bacon.
Hobbes often made points that resembled those made by Bacon, both in their content
and in their manner of expression. To show this I will quote just one example, already
discussed at length above. The elements of law discussed the utility of philosophy by
comparing the civilisations of the Old World with the barbarism of the New World.
The passage, which resembles a part of Bacon's Novum organum, opened with this
observation: '[a]nd this appeareth most manifestly to them that have considered the
divers subjects wherein men have exercised their pens, and the diverse ways in which
they have proceeded; together with the diversity of the success thereof.' 337
Essentially, then, Hobbes argued that if you studied the intellectual globe, you would
come to see that 'those excellences, wherein we differ from such savage people as are
now inhabitants of divers places in America' 338 were the result of philosophical
advance in the Old World. If we were to follow Bacon's method, Hobbes wrote, we
would see the truth of his conclusion.

Conclusion.

Hobbes' view of the history and ends of philosophy reflected his knowledge of
numerous contemporary and classical writers. It was also similar in very general
outlines to late medieval, Renaissance, and early modern works that criticised
classical and scholastic learning. However, the framework into which Hobbes
integrated examples from Dee, Diodorus and others came from Bacon. Bacon was not
Hobbes' only source, but he was Hobbes' pre-eminent source. Nonetheless, as with all
of his sources, Hobbes used Bacon's material critically. In The elements of law, he
modified Bacon's view of the ends of knowledge to reflect his own belief that
337
338
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geometry was humanity's only true science. He also reworked Bacon's view of preSocratic wisdom, demoting Adam and the early Atomists , and integrating information
about Ethiopian philosophy and religion from Diodorus. In spite of this, Hobbes' view
of the contours of the history of knowledge and his view of the vices that had
hindered the growth of philosophy consistently followed Bacon and were expressed in
language familiar from Bacon's works. Additionally, Hobbes followed Bacon in
treating Greek philosophy histmically, and in locating the vices of Greek philosophy
in their historical context. Gassendi did this too, but Hobbes' practice was much more
like that of Bacon. For Bacon and Hobbes, this technique was an important aspect of
their critique of ancient learning. However, it was not the central method, as it was in
the later works of Gassendi, nor did they attempt wholly to rehabilitate any one
ancient school or thinker as Gassendi did. This chapter has focused on Hobbes'
writings after 1640, the next will trace his view of the history of knowledge back to
the 1620s and examine the implications that this history had for the commonwealth.

Chapter 3.
Civil history and the history of knowledge.
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i. Hobbes' changing view of history.
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Hobbes' interest in the history of learning was not restricted to his mature writings. Similar
concerns can be found in his translation of Thucydides' Eight bookes of the Peloponnesian

warre, published in 1629. In order to show that Hobbes' view of civil history and civil
histories was rooted in Bacon's view of the history of knowledge I begin this chapter with a
sketch of Hobbes' changing attitude to civil histories. The opening section concludes by
examining Hobbes' conception of his own civil philosophy within the history of
knowledge. Section two focuses on Thucydides and argues that Hobbes' conception of civil
histories in the 1620s was similar to that of Bacon. The second section also outlines the
conception of the history of knowledge found in Thucydides. Finally, the last section
examines the relationship between vain philosophy and civil disorder in Hobbes' civil
histories of the 1660s. Nowhere was this more apparent than in the Historia ecclesiastica,

carmine elegiaco concinnata which clearly linked the forces which had retarded the
growth of philosophy with the forces that had threatened the stability of the state.
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i. Hobbes' changing view of history.

a. Hobbes' turn to history.

Bacon and Hobbes both returned to the subject of history at different points in their
careers. Neither were their precepts purely conjectural as both thinkers wrote histmies. In
Hobbes' case, the first publication to bear his name was his celebrated translation of
Thucydides' history. The translation contained three introductory pieces, which illuminate
I
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ecclesiastica', Journal ofthe histmy of ideas, 55 (1994), 557-8 .
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Hobbes' approach to history. Surprisingly, Leviathan, published two decades later,
expressed some of the same views on the nature of history. Nonetheless, Hobbes' interest
in history was not consistent.

At Oxford Hobbes excelled in Aristotelian logic and physics, at the expense, it seems, of
his linguistic skills. 2 Hobbes' autobiographical writings also indicate that he neglected
histmies dming the first years of employment by the Cavendishes. 3 Aubrey concurred
noting that he spent his time 'reading romances and plays, which he often repented'. 4
According to the autobiographies Hobbes began reading histories after his first Grand
Tour. The tour made him aware of the diminution of his linguistic skills. Consequently, he
turned to Caesar's Commentaries, amongst other histories, to reverse this decline. 5
Additionally, dming the same trip Hobbes learned that the traditional logic and philosophy,
in which he was so accomplished, were scorned, while histories were venerated:
Afterwards, travelling through Italy and France ... [s]eeing that intelligent men had
little time for either the philosophy or logic (in which he had been held to be
outstandingly proficient), he cast aside both of those empty disciplines, and
determined to devote such time as was his own to the study of Greek and Latin.
Then when he had returned to England, he applied himself with diligence to
the historians and poets . .. 6

Hobbes wrote little more about the attitude to learning he discovered in Italy. There had
been many Italian students of Thucydides. The most famous was Francesco Guicciardini. 7
Indeed, Italian scholars had made various uses of his history. Domenico Molino, for
example, attempted to use Thucydides against Lipsius. Lipsius, he argued, had deployed
Tacitus to support despotism. 8 Molin attempted to use Thucydides to defend liberty. 9
2

Thomas Hobbes, 'The prose life, a new translation', tr. Mary Lyons, in Thomas Hobbes, The elements of
law, human nature and de co1pore politico, ed. J.C.A. Gaskin, (Oxford, 1994) p. 245.
3
Ibid., p. 246.
4
John Aubrey, 'Brief lives', chiefly of contemporaries, set down by John Aubrey, between the years 1669 &
1696, ed. A. Clark, (2 vols. Oxford, 1898), I, 361.
5
Ibid.
6
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7
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8
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see: Edwin B . Benjamin, 'Bacon and Tacitus', Classical philology, 60 (1965), 102-110; and, J. Max Patrick,
Robert 0 . Evans, John M. Wallace, and, R. J. Schoeck, eds. Style, rhetoric, and rhythm. Essays by Morris W.
Croll (Princeton, 1966). pp. 107-202.
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Alternatively, Paulo Paruta, a follower of Guiccardini, argued that Thucydides described
the disunity and weakness of Greek polities. 10 Putting these various views of Thucydides
aside, Fulgenzio Micanzio's corr-espondence with Cavendish gives some indication of the
kind of views that Hobbes encountered. 11 Micanzio expressed exactly the sentiments that
Hobbes described in his autobiography. Notably, for Micanzio they were bound up with
praise of Bacon. Micanzio stated that Aristotle's physics was nothing but words, whereas
Bacon's Novum. organum. contained the seeds of a substantial new physics. 12

In early 1622, Micanzio often wrote of his desire to see Bacon's History of the reign of
Henry VII, in one such letter he coupled this sentiment with a more general comment on

Bacon's fame amongst his compatriots:
I will expect ye new essayes of My Lord Chancellour Bacon. As also his History
with a great deale of desire, & what so ever else he shall compose, but in particular
of his history I promise my self a thing perfect & singular; Especially in Henry the
seventh where He may exercise the Talent of his divine understanding. This Lord is
more & more knowen, & his bookes here more & more delighted in, & those men
that have more than ordinary knowledge in Humane affarres esteeme him one of
the most capable spirits of his age, & He is truely such. 13

Latter in the same year Micanzio testified to his delight at receiving and reading Bacon's
history, which he described as the premier history. 14 Micanzio's letters also detailed the
clamouring amongst learned Venetians for a Latin edition of the work.

After the continental tour, and seemingly responding to Italian views on the pre-eminence
of history, Hobbes started reading ancient and modern histmies. Between 1616 and 1640
Hobbes read many ancient and modern histories, exploring that part of the humanist
cuniculum known as scientia civilis. The translation of Thucydides' history refened to
many ancient historians. For example, it included a map of Greece which was based on
geographical information gleaned from 'Strabo, Pausanias, Herodotus, and some other

Counter Reformation (Berkeley, 1968) p. 237.
10
Ibid., pp. 58, 288.
11
The Micanzio-Cavendish correspondence is discussed above in Chapter 1.
12
The 76 Letters (Chatsworth, unclassified MS .) p. 108. [Letter 25 .]
13
Ibid., pp. 130-1. [Letter 30.]
14
Ibid., pp. 166. [Letter 41.]
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good authors ... riS Hobbes appended an index.to the map which allowed readers to
reconstruct his sources. The index, entitled 'The names of places of Greece occuning in
Thucydides, or in the Mappe of Greece, briefly noted out of divers Authors, for the better
manifesting of their situation, and enlightenment of the history', included works by
Herodotus, Strabo, Polybus, Livy, Pliny, Xenophon, Ptolornie, Paulas Aemilus and
Plutarch. 16 Prior to making the translation Hobbes had read other French, English and
Latin versions of the history. 17 Hobbes' writings on Thucydide~ also mentioned Plutarch's
Lives and De glora Atheniensium, 18 as well as Justus Lipsius's De doctrina civili. 19 Hobbes'
interest in the scientia civilis was also apparent in The elements of law, which indicates that
he had read Jean Bodin's Les six livres de la republique and Thomas More's Utopia.
Hobbes may well have read all of these sources prior to 1630. Indeed, evidence to support
this contention comes from Hobbes' 'Epistle Dedicatory' to Thucydides which noted the
richness of the Cavendishes' library and the leisure he was allowed to read during this
period. 20 It seems we can add Bacon's History of the reign of Henry VII to this list, again
based on evidence from The elements of law. 21 This is unsurp1ising given the respect which
Bacon's history commanded amongst Florentines and William Cavendish's regard for
Bacon's writings.

It is interesting to note that Hobbes' tum to history was part of a changing view of the
history of knowledge. Hobbes rejected A1istotelian logic and physics in favour of histmies
because wise men of.his acquaintance had done the same. This episode in his biography is
clearly linked to his first continental tour and the attitudes of men in Italy, but outside
Rome. Nonetheless, the reference to intelligent men could also include Bacon. Certainly,
Hobbes' pupil had been in contact with Bacon since 1616, and these were Bacon's views.

15

Thucydides, The Peloponnesian war, the complete Hobbes translation, ed. David Green, tr. Thomas
Hobbes, (Chicago, 1989) p. xxiv.
16
Thucydides, Eight bookes of the Peloponnesian warre written by Thucydides the soJme of Olorus.
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b. History after Euclid.

Hobbes' attitude to history shifted once more in the 1630s, again dming a continental tour.
In 1630, whilst Hobbes was in a library in France he found a copy Euclid's Elements of
geometry.Z 2 In Euclid Hobbes discovered a model of a method of reasoning that he applied

to civil philosophy. Hobbes' interests changed in line with this new method.
Conesponden ce of the 1630s, with William Warner, John Pell, Robert Payne and Sir
Charles Cavendish show a great interest in natural philosophical questions, particularly in
optics, which were easily reduced to geometrical problems. It was dming this period that
Hobbes concluded that motion was the only reality. 23 Crucially, the view expressed in
Thucydides, that history was the best fmm of instruction in morality and policy, was

wholly rejected in The elements of law and De cive, which both relied on the force of
demonstrative logic rather than historical examples.

The elements of law claimed that there were two types of knowledge: 'whereof the one is

nothing else but sense, or knowledge original ... the other is called science or knowledge
of the truth of propositions ... of the fmmer, the register we keep in books, is called
history, but the registers of the latter are called the sciences.' 24 The first type of knowledge,
Hobbes wrote, could produce prudence. Humans, and other animals, could speculate about
the future based on past experiences. With greater experience speculation would have
greater weight, but crucially no such conjecture could ever be certain. Clearly, Bacon's
History of the reign of Henry VII and Hobbes' Thucydides both fell into this first category.

The type of knowledge contained in books of science also began in sensation, and could
accurately be desctibed as experience. However, this type of knowledge was based on the
experience of the correct use of language. Science refened to the consequences of
reasoning with names, or, more properly, those consequences which had arisen through
correct reasoning with clearly defined names. The conclusions of science could truly be
22

Aubrey, 'Brief lives', ed. Clark, I, 332.
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24
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described as certain.

In one sense Hobbes' characterisation of history in The elements of law had changed little
from that of Thucydides. Thucydides never contended that history was an infallible guide to
the future, only that it might help the reader bear himself prudently. Again, The elements of

law, noted the importance of circumstances to a correct understanding of ancient writers.

25

The crucial change that occuned was Hobbes' view of history's use. In the 1620s Hobbes
claimed that histories were the best form of instruction, whereas in the works of the 1640s
he argued that logical demonstration alone truly taught. In the 1640s Hobbes argued that
philosophy could yield practical wisdom in civil affairs, whereas in Thucydides that was
clearly the role of history.

26

Nonetheless, Hobbes' writings of the 1650s show that he had

retained an awareness of the traditional role of history, and the novelty of his civil
philosophy in the history of civil knowledge.

c. The history of civil philosophy before and after De cive.

On a number of occasions Hobbes put De cive into its historical context. Hobbes arged that

De cive superceded histories as the pre-eminent sourse of civil and moral instruction. De
corpore, for example, compared Hobbes' achievement in civil philosophy with Galileo's
27
achievement in natural philosophy. Clearly, Hobbes was conscious of the history of civil

philosophy, and the poverty of civil philosophy prior to De cive. Hobbes discussed civil
and moral education prior to De cive in The answer, published as part of the preface to Sir
William Davenant's Gondibert. The work went into some detail about the divisions and
history of knowledge. In the context of the benefits of philosophy Hobbes stated that prior
to true moral philosophy, men had needed to read poetry in order to learn about the virtues:

25

Ibid., pp. 73-5.
The novelty of Hobbes' view, compared to his background in the scientia civilis, and the influence this had
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.. . and whatsoever distinguisheth the civility of Europe, from the barbarity of
Ametican savages; is the workmanship of fancy, but guided by the precepts of true
philosophy. But where these precepts fail, as they have hitherto failed in the
doctrine of moral virtue, there the architect Fancy must take the philosopher's pmt
upon himself. 28

The efficacy of heroic poems in this kind of instruction was based on their ability to
'exhibit a venerable and amiable image of heroic virtue'. 29 Here Hobbes stated that prior to

De cive the best moral instruction was obtained through poweliul examples. This view was
similar to the view Hobbes expressed in Thucydides. Indeed, The answer's definition of
history was similar to its definition of poetry, the former being manners described, the
latter manners feigned. This indicates that history too was a source of moral instruction. 30
Hobbes' remark was also reminiscent of Bacon's statement that 'to speak the real truth, the
poets and wtiters of history are the best doctors of this [moral and civil] knowledge'.3 1

Leviathan, published a year later, also suggested that Hobbes' contemporaries gained their
moral instruction from histories. Histories were clearly effective in communicating values;
but in general, classical histories taught the wrong values. They inspired the love of liberty,
wariness of imagined tyranny, and a willingness to rebel against the sovereign. In a
characteristic passage dealing with the causes of the commonwealth's dissolution Hobbes
wrote:
And as to rebellion in particular against monarchy, one of the most frequent causes
of it is the reading of the books of policy and histories of the ancient Greeks and
Romans; from which young men, and all others that are unprovided of the antidote
of solid reason, receiving a strong and delightful impression of the great exploits of
war achieved by the conductors of their armies, receive withal a pleasing idea of all
they have done besides; and imagine their great prosperity not to have proceeded
from the emulation of particulm· men, but from the virtue of their popular form of
government not considering the frequent seditions and civil wars produced by the
impeliection of their policy. 32

28

Thomas Hobbes, 'The answer to the preface to Gondibert', in The English works of Thomas Hobbes of
Malmesbury, ed. Sir William Molesworth, (11 vols., London, 1839-1845), IV, 450.
29
Ibid.
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Ibid., p. 445.
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31
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32
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From this passage, it seems that history influenced the imagination rather than the reason.
The danger of classical histories was their ability to inspire action through artful
descliptions which captured the reader's imagin-ation. Because these actions did not accord
with the dictates of reason (the laws of nature) they posed a threat to the commonwealth.
This passage presented a fuller view of the power of histories than Hobbes would allow in

De cive. De cive suggested that the reading of histories tended to weaken the
commonwealth for different reasons. Hobbes wrote:
[Men] ... are driven by leisure sometimes to discuss poiitics with each other, and
sometimes to supelficial reading of books of History, Oratory, Politics and other
things. And so they come to believe that they are well equipped by their
intelligence and leaming to handle affairs of the highest importance. But many of
them have to be passed over ... They take this a personal insult ... 33

De cive said nothing about the lessons that histories taught or how they taught them.
Rather, De cive desctibed a very different danger, the danger of people thinking they
deserved to participate in govemment simply because they are well read. This second
cliticism also appeared in Leviathan. 34 In spite of these criticisms Hobbes was also
prepared to set out the nature of a good history in Leviathan. '[I]n a good history,' he wrote
'the judgement must be eminent; because the goodness consisteth in the choice of the
method, in the truth, and in the choice of the actions that are most profitable to be known.
Fancy has no place, but only in adoming the style.' 35 This statement concuned with the
views expressed in Thucydides that the understanding would benefit from a knowledge of
past deeds. In the broader context of Leviathan these remarks indicated a retum to a more
obviously humanist view of the persuasive powers of rhetolic, examples, and histories. 36

A final example of Hobbes' attitude to history in the 1650s can be found in De homine.
Here Hobbes described hist01ies (civil and natural) as the basis of true natural and civil
philsophy. In his discussion of the goods of life Hobbes wrote: '[l]etters are also good,
especially languages and hist01ies; for they are pleasing. They are useful, too, especially
33
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histories; for these supply in abundance the evidence on which rests the science of causes;
in truth, natural history for physics and also civil histories for civil and moral science ... o37
While this was not a commitment to the use of histories on the scale that Bacon proposed,
itis, again, a clear reversal of Hobbes' earlier view.

ii. Thucydides.

a. 'Of readinge of histories'.

William Cavendish, second Earl of Devonshire, addressed the question of history's
importance in 'Of readinge of histories'. This piece is the last of ten compositions presented
to his father in a volume entitled Essayes. 38 The second Earl was clearly a devotee of
Bacon's Essays. His own Essayes were an early imitation of Bacon's work. 39 Bacon's
influence is clearly found in 'Of readinge of histories'. This influence is not restricted to an
attempt to imitate the Essays, as both versions of 'Of readinge of histmies' closely followed
Bacon's argument on civil history and civil philosophy as it was set out in the The
advancement of learning. A revised edition of the Essayes was published anonymously by

Edward Blount in the Horae subsecivae, observations and discourses.

The extent of Hobbes' involvement in the presentation copy of Cavendish's Essayes is
difficult to gauge. Malcolm suggests that Hobbes would have been involved with all of his
master's literary endeavours. 40 It is also difficult to know the extent to which Cavendish's
views corresponded to those of Hobbes. In the case of 'Of readinge of histories' it may be
easier to show a similarity of approach than in any of the other essays. First, the essay
37
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I
I

instructed the reader on the value of reading histmies and the best method by which
histories should be read. It seems reasonable to assume that Hobbes, in his role of tutor,
must have instructed Cavendish in just these matters. Secondly, there are similarities
. between the content of the essay and Hobbes' statements about history in the preface to

Thucydides.

Cavendish described the aim of his essay thus: '[n]ot to reiterate the so many, and so much
decantate utilityes and prayses of Historyes, nor to presctibe the best way to an
Historiographer ... but onely to shew the means how by reading them to reape the most
benifit for a man's private instruction.' 41 Histories should instruct a man's understanding
and his will, the former being informed with matters of fact, the latter being conformed to
the good. The 1620 version of the essay was also clear that histories were the best basis for
instructing the judgement of princes. 42 This view of the utility of history was not
uncommon. However, Cavendish went on to contrast the virtues of history with the vices
of moral philosophy in a way that minored Bacon's argument in The advancement of

learning. Cavendish argued that history had the 'same scope and ayme' 43 as moral
philosophy. However, moral philosophy was unsuited to the task of making men good
because it had become concerned with disputation and the definition of the virtues, rather
than showing the path to the good life. Cavendish summed up the second strand of his
argument by arguing that moral philosophers wrote as if 'it were Summum Bonum to define

Summum Bonum, or wisdome, valour, and vertue to show what those notions ment.' 44 The
heart of Bacon's criticism of moral philosophy was the same. First, Bacon argued that
moral philosophy, like so many traditional philosophies, was nothing but a forum for
disputation. Secondly, he argued that moral philosophy failed in its task because it was
concerned with defining the virtues rather than offering practical rules through which the
student could become virtuous. Bacon used the simile of a tutor teaching a pupil how to
write to express his view:

41
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In the handling of this science, those which have written seem to me to have as if a
man, that professeth to teach to write, did only exhibit fair copies of alphabets and
letters joined, without giving any precepts or directions for the caniage of the hand
... So have they made good and fair exemplars and copies, carrying the draughts
and portraitures of good, virtue, duty,felicity; propounding them well desctibed as
the true objects and scope of man's will and desires . But how to attain these
excellent marks ... they pass it over altogether, or slightly and unprofitably.45

Cavendish and Bacon also agreed on the reason why histories were better suited to moral
instruction that moral philosophy. History provided examples of good and bad lives, the
former were patterns to be emulated, the latter were models to be shunned. Cavendish
repeated this fmmular throughout his essay. For example, he presented histories as the
compliment to the flaws of moral philosophy. He wrote, ' .. . he that by reading of Historie
desires to learne the skill, how to governe himselfe in the passage of this life, shal find no
occasion to dispute, but eyther to imitate or eschew.'46 Bacon's reasoning was similar.
Histmies provided examples of how to achieve the good life and how to avoid vice.
Through reading histories the reader could learn how, 'to set affection against affection,
and to master one by another; even as we use to hunt beast with beast ... '47
Charactetistically, Bacon stressed the importance of examples. Examples of good, he
argued, instructed the will far more effectively than syllogisms. Moreover, examples or
particulars were of greater practical use than axioms as particulars 'knoweth the best way to
· 1ars agam
· .o48
partrcu

Bacon recommended the study of lives above other types of hi~tory. He argued that the
history of a person exceeded the broad nanative of all time (chronicles), or the history of
an event (narrations and relations) , 'in profit and use'. 49 Lives recounted the private motives
and actions of a person, as well as their public activities. Consequently they were uniquely
suited to moral instruction. Unsurprisingly, Cavendish agreed that histories of lives of
'some greate Captayne or statesman, or ... of eminent and wise men' should be sought out
by the reader. 50 Moreover, both agreed that the most valuable histories contained the
circumstances in which the actions of great men occuned. These were crucial to
45
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understanding and applying the example conectly. For example, Bacon argued that in a
discourse on a noble action, the writer should take care that the action 'is set down with all
circumstances, which may sometimes control the discourse thereupon made and sometimes
· supply it, as a very pattem for action.'

51

Cavendish argued that fullness was the cmcial

feature of the truly worth history. Fullness, he explained, was not length for its own sake,
but rather, the characteristic of those 'volumes [that] grow by a care not to omitte any
necessarie Circomstance'.

52

Cavendish followed Bacon's recommendation regarding 'lives' in the manuscript version of
his essay. Later in The advancement of learning, Bacon qualified this statement arguing
that while 'Lives is the most proper [foundation] for discourse of business, as more
53
conversant in private action', a study of the letters of great men was even better, '[f]or

54
letters have a great and more particular representation of business than ... Lives.'

Cavendish followed Bacon's injunction regarding letters in the published version of the
essay. The earlier manuscript urged the student to study 'the lives of eminent and wise
men', 55 whereas (at the same point in the essay) the published edition recommended 'the
6
Letters of eminent and wise men'. 5 At this point in the argument the published edition

added a paragraph, which recommended 'Cicero's Letters to Atticus' as a notably profitable
7
set of letters to study. Bacon had, predictably, used this very example.5 Cavendish also

recommended Philip Comines' life of Louis the Eleventh of France, again in accord with
Bacon's judgement. 5

8

The advancement of learning and 'Of the readinge of histmies' also agreed on many minor
points. For example, both agreed that good histmians should leave the nanative to speak
for itself, rather than forcing their judgement on to the reader, and in so doing breaking up
the account. Similarly, both agreed on the importance of cosmography for understanding
histmies. However, the crucial feature of the similarity was the critique of moral
51
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philosophy and the way in which this critique.supported the broader view of the use of
history. Clearly, given Cavendish's extensive interest in, and personal friendship with
Bacon it is unsurprising that he had read The advancement of learning and accepted many
of Bacon's views. Cavendish's respect for Bacon and his reliance on Bacon's view of
history tells us little, on its own, about Hobbes' debt to Bacon in this area. However, in the
next section I aim to show that a similar view of history can be found in Hobbes'
introductory writings to Thucydides.

b. Eight bookes of the Peloponnesian warre.

The translation of Thucydides contained a number of original pieces by Hobbes, which
included an indexed map of Greece and three essays: the 'Epistle dedicatory', 'To the
readers', and 'Of the life and history of Thucydides'. Each of these pieces helps to
illuminate Hobbes' attitude to history in this period. Moreover, the three essays also
indicated that Hobbes was already concerned with the Baconian question of the history of
knowledge. This concern emerged as prut of Hobbes' defence of Thucydides. Indeed,
Thucydides' virtues and the vices which characterised the history of knowledge seem to
coincide with the virtues and vices that Bacon had already identified.

From the very beginning of his 'Epistle dedicatory' it was obvious that Hobbes' interest in
history was not that of an antiquatian, nor did he view history as a source of entertainment.
Hobbes' 'Epistle dedicatory' began by explaining that the translation was dedicated to the
second Earl because his habits were a model for all wise people who read histories. Hobbes
wrote: '[f]or his own study, it was bestowed, for the most part, in that kind of learning
which best deserveth the pains and hours of great persons, history and civil knowledge:
and directed not to the ostentation of his reading, but to the government of his life and the
public good.' 59 Clearly, Hobbes agreed with his pupil, and Bacon, that history should teach
the reader his moral and civil duties. That Hobbes dedicated the work to a nobleman is also

59
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indicative of his view that it was the nobility.who were best placed to learn from histories ..
This view was stated explicitly later on in the 'Epistle dedicatory' when Hobbes
recommended his author to the new earl: 'I choose ... to recommend him for his writings,
as having in them profitable instruction for noblemen, and such as may come to have the
managing of great and weighty actions. '60 This instruction happened through the power of
examples, '[f]or in history actions of honour and dishonour do appear plainly and
distinctly'. 61 Hobbes' view of the primary purpose of history was clear, and he articulated
his praise of Thucydides in these terms. 'For the principle and proper work of history' he
wrote, 'being to instruct and enable men, by the knowledge of actions past, to bear
themselves prudently in the present and providently towards the future: there is not extant
any other (merely human) that doth more naturally and fully perform it, than this of my
author.' 62

Thucydides' history was exceptionally able to instruct the reader for several reasons. First,
history instructed through example. Hobbes contrasted the example with the precept and
the discourse. Of discourse, Hobbes wrote, '[i]t is true, that there be many excellent and
profitable histories written since: and in some of them there be inserted very wised
discourses both of manners and policy. '63 However, discourses inserted into the history
broke up the natTative, and undermined the power of the examples. Hobbes was equally
clear that precepts were an inferior means of instruction. Again in the context of mixed
histoties Hobbes wrote:
Digressions for instruction's cause, and other such open conveyances of precepts,
(which is the philosophers part), he [Thucydides] never useth; as having so clearly
set before men's eyes the ways and events of good and evil counsels, the narration
itself doth secretly instruct the reader, and more effectually than can possibly be
done by precept. 64
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Secondly, the peculiarly instructive power of Thucydides' history was based on his ability
to make his narration a genuine experience. Thucydides' prose was so powerful that 'he
maketh his auditor a spectator. For he setteth his reader in the assemblies of the people and
in the senate, at their debating; in the streets, at their seditions; and in the field at their
battles.' 65

Thirdly, the examples of Thucydides' history would teach the reader how to act 'prudently
in the present and providently towards the future'. 66 This expression seems to capture the
dual notions of human wisdom (prudence) and human fortune (providence). Bacon, like
Machiavelli before him, was concerned with human fortune and a histmical record of the
fmtune of great men. 67 Bacon also linked providence and fortune on two occasions in the
1625 edition of the Essays, both in the context of personal reputation. The first occuned in
'Of fortune', which remarked that '[a]ll wise men, to decline the envy of their own viltues,
use to ascribe them to Providence and Fmtune'. 68 A similar passage appeared in 'Of honour
and reputation', again discussing envy, '(e]nvy, which is the canker of honour, is best
extinguished by declaring a man's self in his ends, rather to seek merit than fame; and by
attributing a man's successes, rather to divine Providence and felicity, than to his own
virtue or policy.' 69 In this second instance clearly contrasted providence with human
abilities, virtues and policy.

Fourthly, Thucydides' history was particularly instructive because it did not have a
message apart from the narration. Indeed, Hobbes objected to mixed histories, in part,
because they thrust the commentator's view onto the reader. Conversely, 'Thucydides is
one, who, though he never digress to read a lecture, moral or political, upon his own text'.70
Rather, 'he filled his narTation's with lively images' of the events and allowed the reader to
'draw out lessons to himself.' 71 This less overt form of instruction was more effective.
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Fifthly, Thucydides' history was ideal for instructing statesmen in moral and civil matters
because it set out actions and events with their causes and motives. The history began, as
Hobbes wrote, with the causes of the war, both the real causes and those that were publicly
acknowledged. 72 By causes Hobbes was refening to the private motives of the central
characters, rather than any social or economic factors. Again, Thucydides outstlipped other
historians in discerning and desclibing motives. Whereas other histolians would put
forward 'subtle conjectures at the secret aims and inward cogitations that fall under their
pens', Thucydides 'enters into men's hearts [no] further than the acts themselves evidently
guide him.' 73 Hobbes' concern with causes was also evident in the translation's marginal
74
notes which stress Thucydides' description of causes on eleven occasions.

In general terms Hobbes' position on the viltues of history followed Bacon's statements in

The advancement of learning and the De augmentis. Both w1iters argued that history and
75
civil knowledge are the most noble of the different parts of knowledge. Both agreed that

history was the best medium through which to gain moral and civil instruction; that
history's instructive power came from the force of examples; and that examples were far
better at instruction than the syllogism. Turning to discourses on histolies Bacon highly
approved of the works of Machiavelli and others who used such discourse as a vehicle to
discuss policy, but he also wrote that discourses have no place in a perfect history:
Now this kind of Ruminated History I greatly approve, provided that the writer
keep to it and profess it. But for a man who is professedly wliting a Perfect History
to be everywhere introducing political reflexions, and thereby intenupting the
nanati ve, is unseasonable and wearisome. For though every wise history is
pregnant (as it were) with political precepts and warnings, yet the wliter himself
should not play the midwife. 76

Clearly, both also agreed that readers were better instructed by reaching their own
conclusions through following the nanative rather than through explicit instruction in a
discourse. The outline of the two accounts coincided on these general points but perhaps a
72
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more interesting similruity is a point of detail regarding the motives of historiographers and
what Bacon had called mixed histmies. Hobbes argued that inserted discourse 'commends
the knowledge of the writer,n rather than teaching the reader. A similar view occurred in
both editions of The advancement of learning: on the subject of eloquent moral discourses
Bacon stated, '[d]octrines should be such as should make men in love with the lesson, and
not with the teacher; being directed to the auditor's benefit, and not to the author's
commendation'. 78

Hobbes chose Thucydides because his text best displayed the virtues proper to history, but
Hobbes also supported his choice with arguments that went beyond the character of the
text. First, he chose Thucydides due to his moral character. The fact that Thucydides
scorned acclaim is only one part of the picture Hobbes paints of his vittues. The 'Life and
history' began with an account of Thucydides' life. Throughout, Hobbes presented
Thucydides as a virtuous character. For example, Hobbes noted that even after he was
banished by the Athenian regime he still fought bravely when he was called upon to defend
the Athenians. This moral character was, perhaps, based on his religious beliefs. Hobbes
described these in a way reminiscent of Bacon's Essays: 'in his writings our author
appeareth to be, on the one side not superstitious, nor on the other side not an atheist.' 79
This virtuous character was reflected in the virtues of his history. He wrote for posterity
and 'for all men of good judgement and education' rather than to entertain the public.
Consequently, he did not pander to patriotism, 80 or to the common desire for narrations full
of blood. 81

A second reason for choosing Thucydides was the reputation he enjoyed amongst the wise
French and Italian men whom Hobbes had met on his grand tour. 82 Next, Hobbes chose
Thucydides because his personal history was bound up with the war that he narrated. Thus,
77
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Thucydides had chosen a series of events that he had experienced and which had a definite
beginning and end. These qualities were central to the writing of history in Hobbes' view.
He wrote:
... the principle and most necessary office of him that will write a history, is to take
such an argument as is both within his power well to handle, and profitable to
posterity that shall read it, which Thucydides, in the opinion of all men, hath done
better than Herodotus: for Herodotus undertook to w1ite of those things, of which it
was impossible for him to know the truth; and which delight the ear with fabulous
nanations, than satisfy the mind with truth: but Thucydides writeth one war; which,
how it was carried from the beginning to the end, he was able certainly to inform
himself ... 83

Once again, Hobbes' praise of Thucydides cmTesponds with Bacon's prescription for a
perfect history. The De augmentis outlined the superiority of Nanations and Relations (of
which Thucydides' history was Bacon's first example) in exactly the way that Hobbes did
in the passage above:
But special Nanations and Relations of actions (as the Peloponnesian War, the
Expedition of Cyrus, the Conspiracy of Catiline, and the like) cannot but be more
purely and exactly true than the perfect Histories of Times; because they may
choose a manageable and definite argument, whereof a pe1iect knowledge and
certainty and full information may be had; whereas the story of a time ... is sure to
meet with many gaps in the records, and to contain empty spaces which must be
filled up and supplied at pleasure by wit and conjecture. 84
For the writer who has such a variety of things on all sides to attend to, will become
gradually less scrupulous on the point of information; his diligence, grasping at so
many subjects, will slacken in each; he will take up with rumours and popular
reports, and thus construct his history from relations which are not authentic ... 85

Relatedly, Hobbes seems to agree with Bacon that the history of knowledge had been
conupted by jealousy and the desire for reputation. This appeared in Bacon's account of
Aristotle's ascendancy over other philosophers. 86 Aristotle, according to Bacon, founded
his reputation on his popular appeal and his c1iticisms of pre-existing philosophers.
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Dionysius, in Hobbes' writing on Thucydides, was guilty of attempting exactly the same
tactic in the field of history. Hobbes discussed Dionysius's criticism of Thucydides at
length showing that Dionysius valued the pleasure of his readers over their instruction. At
.the end of the discussion, when the weakness of Dionysius's position was exposed, Hobbes
posed one question: why should Dionysius swim against the tide of discerning opinion and
attempt to discredit Thucydides with such palpable absurdities~ Clearly, Hobbes answered,
Dionysius valued his reputation and place in the history of knowledge more than truth:
Some men may peradventure desire to know, what motive Dionysius might have to
extenuate the worth of him, whom he himself acknowledgeth to have been
esteemed by all men for the best by far of all historians that ever wrote ... What
motive he had to it, I know not: but what glory he might expect by it, is easily
known. For having first prefen·ed Herodotus, his countryman, a Halicarnassian,
before Thucydides, who was accounted the best; and then conceiving that his own
history might perhaps be thought not infelior to that of Herodotus: by this
87
computation he saw the honour of the best historiographer falling on himself.

There is one final link between Bacon's concerns regarding the probity of histories and
Hobbes' Thucydides. The De augmentis and The advancement of leaming mix their praise
of na1rations and relations with a warning that human imperfections have corrupted
'relations of this kind, especially if published near the time of the actions themselves (being
88
commonly wlitten either in favour or in spite)'. Once again Hobbes' efforts to show that

Thucydides was impartial could have been motivated in an awareness of Bacon's specific
reservations about narrations and relations.

In this light Hobbes' charactelisation of Thucydides' motives might reflect an awareness of
Bacon's general history of knowledge. Indeed, as part of his defence of Thucydides,
Hobbes made the statement that Greek scholars, in general, wrote to win popular applause.
Thucydides, however, rejected the adulation of the people and, although Thucydides was a
89
gifted orator he refused the role of the demagogue. Again, Hobbes stated that when the

proud Athenians rushed (goaded by flatterers) headlong into ruin, Thucydides withdrew
from public life and devoted his labours to posterity. Hobbes showed that Thucydides was
not tainted by the vices that rendered A1istotle's legacy so dubious.
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There is much in Hobbes' account of the role of history and the historian that is familiar
from Bacon's De augmentis. Moreover, Hobbes' criticisms of Dionysius and his defence of
Thucydides appear to indicate an awareness of Bacon's history of knowledge, but on their
own these statements are not the sum of Hobbes' interest in the history of knowledge. In
the next section I will examine Hobbes' more general statements on the history of
knowledge included in his translation.

c. The history of knowledge.

Hobbes' concern with the history of learning in Thucydides was clear in the opening of 'To
the readers'. Here Hobbes made a Baconian statement about the history of knowledge and a
cursory division of types of knowledge. Essentially Hobbes argued that ancient writers
Aristotle, Demosthemes, Homer, Thucydides, and others 'do still maintain their primacy:
90
none of them exceeded, some not approached, by any in later ages .' What at first appears

to be praise of the ancients is more likely to be an observation of the stagnant nature of the
learning since classical times .91 Evidence for this comes from Hobbes' autobiographies that
note his rejection of Alistotle, who featured prominently in the list. This statement also
elevated Greek histoties above those of the Romans. Traditionally, humanist scholars had
92
wtitten the opposite, and praised Livy and Sallust as the pre-eminent writers of history. In

so doing Hobbes showed his respect for the 'Thucydidean model' (following Guiccadini)
93
rather than that of any Roman author.
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The four names Hobbes mentioned conesponded to a broad typology of knowledge which .
Hobbes set up that distinguished between history, philosophy, poesy, and eloquence, and is
reminiscent of Bacon's distinction between history, philosophy, and poesy. It would be
wrong to dismiss this rough typology too quickly, for a similar typologies occuned in
Hobbes' later writings. In each of these two latter cases the typology was supported by
referring to four uses of speech. 94

Further evidence that Hobbes was concerned with the history of knowledge whilst
translating Thucydides came from De corpore. 'PHILOSOPHY' De corpore claimed,
'seems to me to be amongst men now, in the same manner as corn and wine are said to
have been in the world in ancient times. For from the beginning there were vines and ears
of corn growing here and there in the fields; but no care was taken for the planting and
sowing of them ... '95 The ancient times Hobbes refened to seem to be those desclibed by
Thucydides in the following passage, '[f]or whilst traffic was not, nor mutual intercourse,
but with fear, neither by sea nor land, and every man so husbanded the ground as but
barely to live upon it without any stock of riches and planted nothing (because it was
uncertain when another should invade them and cany them away ... '96

A third small example which linked Hobbes' interest in the history of learning in
Thucydides with his later writings occures in marginal note to the second book. Here,
Hobbes noted that Greek oracles sung their prophecies, and that the form of song was used
in order to aid the memories of the people in a pre-literate society.97 Similar observations
occur in Hobbes' history of poetry in his Answer to Sir William Davenant's Gondibert and
in a more general history of knowledge in the Latin edition of Leviathan. In both cases
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song was described as one of the earliest forms of transmitting knowledge, historically
prior to poetry and writing.

Hobbes' division of knowledge, and the link to his pessimistic assessment of the histm'y of
learning are clearly reminiscent of Bacon's procedure and argument in both editions of The

advancement of learning. Indeed, while Hobbes' general view of the use of history was
common to many writers of the time the most obvious debt to Bacon in Thucydides was
Hobbes' conception of the history of learning. There was no interest in the history of
knowledge in other translations of classical histmies of this period. For example, Thomas
North's introduction to his translation of Plutarch's Lives says nothing about the history of
learning. North, like Hobbes, argued that histories contain profitable instruction for
princes, that this instruction came through examples; and that it is better to see learning in
the lives of noble men than to read it in philosopher's wlitings. However, at no point did
North (or Amyot the French translator, whose 'Preface' North included in the translation)
defend the reading of Plutarch in terms of his place in the history of knowledge.

Again, the introductions to Sir Henry Savile's The ende of Nero and beginning of Galba,

fower bookes of the histories of Cornelius Tacitus said nothing about the history of
knowledge. Savile's own dedication to Queen Elizabeth commended the history in terms of
its instructive power, 'the great actions of Princes are the subject of the stolies,' and such
98
stories were 'the best patterne and rule of great actions'. A longer introductory piece also

described the way histories instructed through examples rather than precepts and argued
for Tacitus's supremacy as a histmian in those terms:
In these fower bookes of the stmie thou shalt see all the miseries of a tome and
declining state: The Empire usurped; the Princes murthered; the people wavering;
the souldiers tumultuous; nothing unlawfull to him that hath power, and nothing so
unsafe as to bee securely innocent. In Galba thou maiest learn, that a good Prince
99
governed by evill ministers is as dangerous as if hee were evill himself ...
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Both pieces attributed Tacitus's supeliority over other historians to the period he related.
Neither went beyond this analysis, to examine the history of knowledge, or the way
Tacitus's moral character accounted for his position in that history.

A final example which provides a contrast to Hobbes' view of the history of learning is
John Hayward's The Life and Raigne of King Henrie !Ill. Hayward's history is not a
translation of a classical author, but it should be considered because of the debt it owed to
Tacitus. Again the introduction defended the work in terms of history's excellencies.
History, the introduction argued, instructed the reader by example. The introduction
proceeded, approptiately enough, to illustrate this point the historical examples of
Lucullus, Alexander Severus, and Zenobia. History was also significant because it
committed a person's fame, good or ill, to posterity; consequently great men would
consider their historical reputation and act morally in the hope of being gloriously
remembered. This view was based on the premise that the desire for glory was an
acceptable inducement to moral action. In defence of this premise, and against '[s]ome
philosophers [who] doe deny that glory is to be desired' the author wrote, 'I would thinke
that citties at first were builded, !awes made, and many thinges invented for the use of
men, for desire of glory ... .too

This view of human motivation was at odds with Hobbes' view of Thucydides' purpose.
Indeed, Hobbes' writings on Thucydides juxtaposed Thucydides' perfect history, rooted in a
selfless desire to serve postetity, with Dionysius's more trivial history which sprang from
the desire for glory. This rejection of glory seeking was also apparent in the way that
Hobbes characterised the actions of the Athenian orators and assembly. Here he contrasted
Thucydides' dignified withdrawal from public life with self-destructive glory seeking.
Consequently, whether Thucydides was viewed as a hist01ian or as a historical actor
Hobbes commended his endeavours precisely because he shunned glory.

Hobbes' statements on the probity of Thucydides and his history occurred within a broadly
Baconian understanding of the history of knowledge. It is also apparent that Hobbes shared
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Bacon's concern with the motives of philosophers and hist01ians, and his view that the
history of learning had been conupted by the desire for popular reputation. As well as
these general correspondences there is agreement on related details. The clearest example
. was Hobbes' statement that discourses on hist01ies tend to advance the fame of the writer
rather than the message of the history or the original historian, a point that Bacon stated
and restated in The advancement of leaming and the De augmen.tis.

iii. The history of Christianity, the dangers of vain philosophy for civil peace.

Hobbes' concern with ecclesiastical history in the 1660s, like his interest in classical
histories in the 1620s, was instrumental. Hobbes showed that the rise of Christianity had
created dangers unknown to ancient sovereigns. Understanding the dangers that organised
Christianity posed to civil peace was crucial to the future stabihty of England's restored
monarchy. Hobbes chose history as the vehicle to express his message, for as Hobbes
wrote in his 'Epistle dedicatory' to Behemoth or the Long Parliament, '[t]here can be
nothing more instructive towards loyalty and justice than will be the memory, while it
lasts, of that war. .IOI Through an analysis of the Historia ecclesiastica, An historical

narration conceming heresy and the punishment thereof, and Behemoth, I will argue first,
that Hobbes' history of the church was situated within the broader history of knowledge
discussed in the previous chapter; and that the vices which had adversely affected the
progress of philosophy also affected the church. Secondly, I will show that using this
analysis Hobbes linked the vices of the history of knowledge to the causes of civil war.
Finally, I will conclude by arguing that this understanding was not confined to his later
histories.

Prior to this examination it is wotth noting a number of other fz,ctors that led Hobbes to
write histories of the church. First, church histories could highlight the sh01t-comings of
impious divines. Hobbes' histories all attacked the power of the church. The most
successful attack on church power in recent times (according to Hobbes' history) was
101
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Henry VIII's overthrow of Papal power. According to Hobbes' history, Henry's immediate
success was due (in part) to the wide spread perception that Catholic priests were
cotrupt. 102 It seems plausible that one of Hobbes' reasons for writing ecclesiastical histories
could have been to undermine church power through highlighting the ungodliness of the
church's leaders. A final reason for tackling questions of church structure and power within
a history was Hobbes' view of the limits of theology. Hobbes argued that theological
questions should not be settled by reason, rather, we should seek the answers to questions
of faith in the holy scriptures. On many matters, not fundamental to salvation, the Bible
could be read in many ways. 103 Consequently, it was the sovereign's role (usually after
discussion with religious leaders) to settle theological disputes and legally establish and
defend the orthodox position. Strictly speaking, theological questions were questions of
law, and beyond philosophical discussion. However, it was not improper to discuss
theological questions historically, because historical facts were, on Hobbes' account,
distinct from reason. Hobbes seems to have used histories after the fashion of John Selden,
to present the facts of church history, and the historical origins of doctrines without
illegitimately using reason to solve theological disputes. 104

a. The history of knowledge and the history of the earliest religions.

The Historia ecclesiastica gave, perhaps, the fullest account of Hobbes' mature history of
knowledge from the dawn of civilisation until Aristotle. This a:,;pect of the Historia

ecclesiastica is particularly interesting because it drew together components that had
already been worked out in The elements of law, De cive, Leviathan, and other works into a
total picture, uniting civil history and the history of knowledge. Hobbes traced the origins
of civilisation back to the ancient Ethiopians, who were, the first men that the earth
brought forth. 105 Commonwealths were erected through contract, to preserve the people
102
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from their common enemies. Once peace was established human arts could flourish. The
most significant of the arts in the history of heathen religion was astronomy. '[T]he
Astronomers' clever skill was ... the daughter of a pure intellect', 106 inspired by wonder at
. the heavens. Thus, Hobbes' history tied together his account of the fmmation of states, and
the relationship between peace, cmiosity and science. Hobbes continued to describe a pure
flourishing pre-Socratic natural philosophy. However, interest in the laws of planetary
motion degenerated into an astrological search for omens in the stars. Men began to watch
the stars in the same way that 'a fallow-deer watches a passing traveller, seeing it does not
know whether he is a chance passer-by or an enemy.

riO?

As in The elements of law,

Hobbes contrasted pure-hearted philosophers who were motivated by the wonder of nature,
with those who watched nature as the gambler watches the turn of a card. Self-interest
corrupted the sciences. Hobbes' account continued to show the effects that general
ignorance and lust for power had had on the history of science. 108 The mass of ancient
people, motivated by the fear for the future, turned to astronomers to know their own
fortune, and soon the astronomers were considered prophets. This had disastrous
consequences for the progress of learning, for 'as tares grow in the fields of wheat, so lust
of fame exults to lodge itself in fine minds.r1°9 Intoxicated by fame the earliest
philosophers set aside their research, and exploited the ignorance of the masses. Their
reputation, which had been based on their true knowledge of the heavens, soon turned into
power rooted in two fraudulent claims. First, the astrologers claimed that the heavens
contained the secrets of the future. Secondly, they argued that they alone could unravel
those secrets. Hobbes wrote: '[t]hey want it to be believed that they know all future events;
for these are insclibed in the stars, they say, and no one else reads the stars.' 110 Their power
over the people eventually eclipsed that of the sovereign. Indeed, the stargazers would
even predict the king's fortune. Behemoth, included a report from Diodorus Siculus that
Ethiopian kings would even take their own lives on the priest's instruction. 111
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Priestly power, which was such a threat to civil peace emerged from the moral conuption
of philosophers. It also emerged at the expense of true philosophical progress. The Historia

ecclesiastica continued to desclibe how the Ethiopian practice became transmitted to other
nations . Ethiopian wisdom was handed down to the Egyptians, another nation of preSocratic philosophers who developed true sciences. The combined wisdom of the
Ethiopians and the Egyptians was passed to the earliest Greeks . However, the vittuous
parts of their legacy were transmitted along with their conupt religion.

The history of Greek philosophy given in the Historia ecclesiastica differed little from
ear·lier Hobbesian accounts. At first there were philosophers who studied nature rather than
the wlitings of another. Each followed his own method rather than the way of a master.
Hobbes wrote that this was the way of 'Epicurus, and Plato, Zeno and Democritus, Pyrroh,
Alistotle, and I know not how many others'. 112 Their philosophy was praiseworthy and of
great use to humanity. With the development of schools the traditions stagnated, each
master was followed by an inferior mind, and their arts slowly degenerated. 113 Claudius
Ptolemy revived the folly of the Ethiopians and taught that fortune was governed by the
stars. 114 However, the Greeks were cunning and as '[a] soothsayer does not trick a
soothsayeroi 15 Ptolemy was not believed. Nonetheless, the Greeks introduced new vices
into the history of knowledge. Greece's 'tribe of logicians' made an art of making evil seem
good. 116 Socrates encouraged men to judge the world by their own standards, for his
greatest concern was his own wisdom, not the public good. 117 Chief amongst this new
generation of inesponsible thinkers was Aristotle who founded the tradition that led to the
murder of Charles I. Amongst his descendants were 'Cicero, and Seneca, and Tacitus, and a
thousand after who taught us not to put up with our kings'. 118

In the midst of the discussion of Greek history Hobbes posed an ironic question that
highlighted the ignorance of classical historians and philosophers in a way that was
11 2

'Horum Epicurus erat, Plato, Zeno, Democritusque, I Pyrrho, Aristoteles, nescio quotque alii' Hobbes,
'Historia ecclesiastica', p. 360.
11 3
Ibid.
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Ibid, p. 357.
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116
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reminiscent of Bacon. After hearing about the poverty of Greek philosophy Secundus
remarks, '[i]t was not worth so much (I think) to know Latin and Greek. .I 19 He went on to
ask why the Greeks never learnt the Roman tongue? If the humanists were conect and
knowledge of the ancient world and its languages was so important why did the ancients
themselves not seek such knowledge? 120

The Historia ecclesiastica's natTative turned from religion and philosophy amongst the
Greeks and Romans to the early church. Essentially, Hobbes argued that the initially pious
church became ovenun with ambitious rhetoricians, whose expertise in oration and Greek
philosophy won them places of authority. The goal of these new leaders was their own
power and reputation, for 'their greatest pleasure was to dominate by the excellence of the
intellect'. 121 Intellectual dominance was established through theological disputation using
Aristotelian terms. The unlearned congregations followed the best speakers who used the
most obscure tenns. In time the miginal, genuinely pious, leaders were '[s]truck dumb by
the exotic words of the philosophers'. 122 Christian leadership became a game that could
only be played by proud experts, who were hungry for power much like the expert
priesthood of the Ethiopians.

A similar, slightly extended discussion of the history of the early Church appeared at the
beginning of An historical narration concerning heresy. Again Hobbes began by
characterising the Greeks as a nation given to disputation, where 'every man took the
opinion he pleased'. 123 Many sects of Greek philosophy were still engaged in disputation
during the time of the Apostle Paul's missions, the foremost being that of the Peripatetics.
The gospel advanced gaining many converts in Greece who had once been influenced by
the different schools. As well as true conversions the church attracted people who were in
material need and took advantage of the common ownership that the early church
practised. No doubt, some of the false converts were the philosophers that Hobbes had
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already described as 'needy knaves'. 124 Greek orators and philosophers were used by the
early church, to great effect, to 'defend and propagate the Gospel'. 125 However, many of
these new converts clung to their former beliefs and drew 'the Scripture every one to his
own heresy.r1 26 Consequently, theological disputation entered the church. 127

Once the philosophers had introduced their subtle philosophies into the church the church
split into different sects along doctrinal lines. These splits and public disputes 'drew scom
and greater persecution upon the church.' 128 The disputes were by no means purely
theoretical. By the time of Constantine's conversion a controversy over the divinity of
Christ caused civil unrest and bloodshed in the city of Alexandria.

Disputation was not the only vice brought into the church from heathen philosophies. The
priesthood used their expertise in philosophy and theology as a basis to usurp civil power.
Hobbes set out the history of the Pope's attempt to gain power over princes in the Historia

ecclesiastica, and similar attempts by Anglicans and Presbyterians in Behemoth. 129
Crucially, the vices of the Catholic, Anglican and Presbyterian churches were based on the
vices which had hist01ically tainted philosophy. Moreover, the vices of the church were
rooted in the same moral flaws as the vices identified in the history of knowledge.
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b. Epistemological vices and civil stlife.

At the very beginning of the Historia ecclesiastica's history of learning, the deterioration
of knowledge was described as part of the same process through which illegitimate priestly
power arose. Arrogance and self-interest were two of the crucial vices that Bacon
uncovered in the history of knowledge. Once natural philosophers started acting selfishly,
science ceased to progress. At the same time the reputation scientists had gained was used
to establish and entrench their own power. The change from a truth seeking science, to a
bogus expertise based on mysterious and subtle words had the following effects. First, it
stifled the growth of science and secondly, it created a mystique around the philosophers
that they could use to gain power. The end result was a dead science, and a dysfunctional
commonwealth, where legitimate sovereignty was abdicated to the priesthood. Moreover,
the Ethiopian example was the paradigm for all historical priestly challenges to sovereign
power. Indeed, the Pope's power was based on a banen philosophy of words and selfinterest, both of which were rooted in fear about personal future prosperity. Fear of eternal
damnation led to devotion to the Pope, and the desire for intellectual dominance was
behind the increasing subtlety of scholastic theology and metaphysics.

Pride also threatened the generation of knowledge and civil peace. The most obvious
example was Socrates. Hobbes described Socrates' arrogant concern with his own
philosophy as part of his broader disinterest in public affairs. Socrates' actions, according
to Hobbes, had two results. The first was the establishment of his own reputation amongst
the population as a wise man . The second was the weakening of the commonwealth's
authority. Socrates' influence led the next generation of philosophers to place more weight
on their own views of right and wrong than on the laws . His example was followed by the
next generation who, spurred on by the hope of glory, wrote empty tracts on politics which
'condemn[ed] laws under the false name of liberty and [led the people] to think of kings as
wolves ..1 30 This is a clear example of a case in which Hobbes took up a Baconian criticism
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of Greek philosophy and showed its political implications. For Bacon, an evident weakness
of classical philosophy was its tendency to elevate man as the measure of all things .

Behemoth contains a third example: disputation. Bacon consistently contrasted
philosophies which produced disputation with philosophies that produced works. For
Bacon and Hobbes, Greek philosophy was clearly an example of the fmmer. Both thinkers
traced the dispositional character of scholastic philosophy back to Aristotle. In An
historical narration concerning heresy Hobbes went further and traced the dispositional
character of Christianity back to Greek philosophy. Behemoth showed both the
philosophical barrenness of dispositional philosophies and the civil consequences of
disputation in religion. Hobbes argued that the philosophy of the universities signified
nothing; and that the subtle distinctions of philosophy were perfect for disputation.
Disputation was one of the Pope's central weapons in his war to claim sovereign power.

13 1

Another example was Archbishop Laud's introduction of the free will controversy into the
universities. Hobbes expressly stated that Laud's move was 'an excellent means to divide a
kingdom into factions'.

132

Equally explicit was Hobbes' statement that these controversies

were really about 'authority and power over the Church, or the profit, or the honour of
Churchmen.' 133

The same process was also at work in Hobbes' description of the English Civil War.
Behemoth's first dialogue opened with a description of the seven causes of the civil war,
each of which is familiar from the Historia ecclesiastica's history of ancient philosophy. B
opened the discussion of the causes of the War with two questions, 'how came the people
134
to be so corrupted? And what kind of people were they that could so seduce them?' The

first type of seducer, A responded, were ministers of the church. Correspondingly, the first
cause of the war was the pretence that priests had a God-given right to govern their
churches. The second cause was similar, but it focused on the Roman Catholic pretence
that the Pope had divine rights over the whole of Christendom. These first two causes are
clearly types of the pattern that Hobbes had identified in ancient Ethiopia. In both cases
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priests claimed power due to their expert knowledge of and power over men's fortunes .
Indeed, later in Behemoth, Hobbes made the comparison between contemporary ptiests and
their Ethiopian forerunners explicitly. 135

The third and fourth causes related to reading. In the third case, ministers of various
Protestant sects espoused numerous doctrines based on 'ptivate interpretation of the
Scripture'. 136 The fourth cause was the reading of 'books written by famous men of the
ancient Grecian and Roman commonwealths concerning their polity and great actions'. 137
By teaching that tyranicide was a moral imperative these works of history and policy
encouraged the view that personal interest was more important than the common good.
Similarly, preachers who spoke from their own conviction and conscience, raised their own
standards above the needs of the commonwealth. The last cause that Hobbes set out was
essentially the same. In this final case rebellion was caused by a general ignorance of duty
or, more specifically, by the belief that personal property rights had priority over public
security. Each of these causes followed the model pioneered by Socrates, who considered
his own judgement and affairs to be more important than civil peace. Clearly, judging all
things by our own standards had civil as well as epistemological consequences.

The fifth cause, like the first two, showed the danger of interested thinking. Hobbes argued
that, 'the city of London and other great towns of trade, having in admiration the great
prosperity of the Low Countries after they had revolted from their monarchy, the King of
Spain, were inclined to think that the like change of government here, would to them
produce the like prosperity.' 138 The merchants described in this section observed civil
affairs with an eye to their own gain. Their observations were like those of the gambler
(desctibed in The elements of law) or the fallow-dear (of the Historia ecclesiastica) who
watch events out of a desire to profit by them. An impartial observer of recent civil history
would have concluded, as Hobbes did, that justice was more important than profit.

Leviathan's discussion of the English desire to imitate the Low Countries described two
underlying motivations. The first, as in Behemoth, was greed. The second, was love of
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novelty: '[f]or the constitution of man's nature is of itself subject to desire novelty.d 39 It is
no surprise that human love of novelty was also one of the vices that Bacon had identified
in the history of philosophy.

The sixth cause that Behemoth gave was the 'great number [of men] that had either wasted
their fortunes, or thought them too mean for the good parts which they thought were in
themselves; and more there were, that had able bodies, but saw no means how honestly to
get their bread. These longed for a war and hoped to maintain themselves hereafter by the
lucky choosing of a party to side with ... d40 This description of people seeking fortune
dishonestly was similar to Hobbes' description of the 'needy knaves' in An historical

narration conceming heresy. Whereas in An historical narration concerning heresy people
with no honest means of earning money joined a philosophical sect, in Behemoth they
joined a warring party. The motivation in each case was the same. The consequences in
each case was only different in terms of degree. The philosopher joined a sect and engaged
in disputation, whereas dming the civil war the 'needy' joined a party and engaged in
armed conflict.

Hobbes and Bacon broadly agreed on the vices that had stunted the growth of true
philosophy throughout history. Hobbes used this perspective on the history of knowledge
to describe the roots of civil unrest. The most obvious

example.~

of this are the histories of

the 1660s, particularly the Historia ecclesiastica, which showed civil unrest growing out
of fabulous philosophies. Nonetheless, Hobbes' Baconian history of knowledge can be
traced back to Thucydides. The link between personal piety, true knowledge and civil duty
was also as old as Thucydides. Finally, the equation between philosophy and civil strife can
be found as early as The elements of law. In discussion of the laws of nature Hobbes wrote:
There is a great similitude between that we call injury, or injustice in the actions
and conversations of men in the world, and that which is called absurd in the
arguments and disputations of the Schools. For as he, that is driven to contradict an
asse1tion by himself before maintained, is said to be reduced to an absurdity; so he
that through passion doth or omitteth that which by cov~nant he promised not to do,
or not to omit is said to commit injustice. 141
139
140
141
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Indeed, Bacon's desire that philosophers should give up their desire to judge nature by their
own standards is paralleled by the move from mere nature to civil society in Hobbes'
thought. For in moving from nature to civil society each man gives up his right to judge all
things and submits his judgement to the laws of an artificial judge. 142

Conclusion.

Hobbes' early conception of history owed much to a broader humanist tradition. The view
that history taught moral precepts by example was in no way peculiar to Bacon or Hobbes.
Again, Hobbes' concern with motives and causes in history was also part of a general trend
within humanism. 143 Tuck argues that the interest in historical causes was patt of a new
Tacitian humanism that became a significant part of the intellectual landscape during the
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. Bacon may well have been 'the most spectacular
example of an Englishman thinking in terms of the new humanismr1 44 but Hobbes'
association with Micanzio, possible association with Paolo Sarpi, his knowledge of Lipsius
and Tacitus, indicates that Hobbes had many sources for his view of history.

However, there are four reasons for linking Hobbes' early view of history to the works of
Bacon. First, Hobbes knew many of Bacon's civil, moral and political works. Secondly,
Hobbes praised the learning of his friend and master, Cavendish, whose writings on history
drew on Bacon. Thirdly, Hobbes acknowledged that his understanding of history had been
informed by the learned Florentines of his acquaintance. Micanzio was Hobbes' most longstanding contact in Florence. Amongst Micanzio's general praise for Bacon he argued that
Bacon's History of the reign of Henry VII was the premier history of the age. Fourthly,
there were specific similarities between Hobbes' concerns in Thucydides and Bacon's
concerns. These included a desire to read history in the context of the history of
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knowledge, and Bacon's desire to shed light on English foreign policy through a reading of

Thucydides. From this I believe it is possible to argue that Bacon, more than any other,
stood behind Hobbes' Thucydides.

Hobbes' later histories did not reflect such an obvious debt to Bacon. None of them
referred to the Florentines, nor were they concemed with Bacon's desire to go to war with
Spain. Nonetheless, they did contain the history of leaming that Hobbes took from Bacon.
A final piece of evidence that may link the Historia ecclesiastica to Bacon comes from a
copy of The advancement of learning preserved at Chatsworth House. This annotated first
edition copy dates from the time of Hobbes' employment by the Cavendishes.

145

The

annotations have never been securely connected to Hobbes. What is certain, however, is
that if they were by Hobbes they were made after 1650. The greater part of the notes
concems the relationship between govemment and leaming. These include the allegation
146
that leaming made men unfit for govemment and unfit to bear arms. The notes

highlighted Bacon's discussion of Socrates. Bacon wrote:
So likewise we see that Anytus, the accuser of Socrates, laid it as an article of
charge and accusation against him, that he did, with the variety and power of his
discourses and disputations, withdraw young men from due reverence to the laws
and customs of their country, and that he did profess a dangerous and pemicious
science, which was, to make the worse matter seem the better, and to suppress truth
147
by force of eloquence and speech.

The marginal note paraphrased this passage thus, 'Anytus charges Socrates that by his
discourse and disputations he withdrew men from the lawes of the country and that he
48
suppressed truth by force of eloquence." On the page before, Bacon made no reference to
49
Socrates, and yet the note highlights 'Cato, Virgil and Anytus that accuse of Socrates"

Finally, the penultimate note read, '[f]ot Anytus accusation of Socrates that time was under
50
the 30 tyrannts but afterwards Socrates of a person criminall was made heroical." It was
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Anytus' criticism of Socrates that Hobbes reiterated in the Historia ecclesiastica. From this
it is possible to conjecture that these notes were made by Hobbes in the mid 1660s whilst
preparing to write the Historia ecclesiastica. These notes indicate that Hobbes returned to
Bacon's works whilst writing his most extended history of knowledge. They could,
perhaps, provide the clearest link between Bacon's history of knowledge and Hobbes' last
histories.
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Fig. 1. Annotations in the Chatsworth copy of Bacon's
The advancement of learning (1605).
Annotated first edition copy of Bacon's The advancement of leaming
(Chatsworth, 135. B) sig. B4 v.
(By permission of the Duke of Devonshire.)
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Chapter 4.
Hobbes' debt to Bacon's natural philosophy.

Introduction.

i. Natural history.
a. Natural history in Thucydides.
b. Hobbes' view of natural histories in the 1630s.
c. Natural histories in the 1640s.
d. Hobbes' early use of natural histories.

ii. Denwnstration, analysis and synthesis. Hobbes' nwthodology, 1640-1658.
a. Hobbes' changing view of reasoning and the method of discovery.
b. Definitions and generation in Hobbes' science and geometry.
c. Hobbes' changing view of natural philosophy in the 1630s and 1640s.

iii. Unchanging foundations.
a. Bacon's form of heat.
b. Hobbes, making and knowing in the Latin optical manuscript.
c. Making and knowing in Hobbes' mature philosophy.

iv. Spirits and Hobbes' natural philosophical speculations.
a. Spilits: Bacon's matter theory.
b. Hobbes' use of the term spirits in the 1630s and 1640s.
c. Hobbes' definition of spirits and their presence in inanimate bodies.
d. Spi1its and sensation in animal bodies.
e. Was Hobbes' matter theory indebted to Bacon?

Conclusion.

Figures.
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Fig. 2.
Fig. 3.

Fig. 4.

Fig. 5.
Fig. 6.
Fig. 7.
Fig. 8.

Hobbes' diagram of the eye from the Latin optical
manuscript, (c . 1637).
(a) Diagram of the eye, from La dioptrique (1637) discourse Ill.
(b) Detail from a diagram of the eye, from La dioptrique
discourse VI.
Picture of brain, optic nerve and eye, from the first chapter
of the first part, from A minute or first draft of the optiques
in two parts, (1646).
Pictures of the eye and rays of light, from chapter two of
Hobbes' De homine.
Picture of the base of the brain and the cranial nerves, from
Vesalius' Fabrica.
(a) Details from figures 4 and 6.
(b) Details from figures 4 and 6.
The cross-section of the eye and optic nerve from Vesalius'
Fabrica.

Chapter 4.
Hobbes' debt to Bacon's natural philosophy.

Introduction

This chapter explores the relationship between Hobbes and Bacon's natural
philosophical methodology and speculation. A study of this nature must address the
frequently noted contrast between Bacon's inductive and Hobbes' geometric method.

1

I suggest that the focus on this opposition ignores the inconstant nature of Hobbes'
methodology. In order to show this I will begin by charting the continuities and
discontinuities in Hobbes' natural philosophical writings from the earliest known
2
manuscripts through to his mature publications. The first section illustrates Hobbes'

I This contrast has been noted by many commentators. For examples of this view see: J.W.N. Watkins,
'Philosophy and politics in Hobbes' , in John Dunn and Ian Harris eds., Great political thinkers: 8
Hobbes (3 vols ., Cheltenham, 1997), I, 318. Sir Leslie Stephen, Hobbes (London, 1904) p. 12, 76.
Arnold A. Rogow, Thomas Hobbes: radical in the service of reaction (New York, 1986) pp. 106-9.
Richard Peters, Hobbes (London, 1956), p. 16. One of the most recent expressions of this view can be
found in Aloysius Martinich's biography of Hobbes: ' . .. Bacon's radical empiricism in science is at the
opposite pole from Hobbes' rationalism. For Hobbes, although scientific terms should denote material
objects, scientific propositions are not empirical, but universal and necessarily true.' (A.P. Martinich,
Hobbes: a biography (Cambridge, 1999) p. 66.)
2
There is some contention regarding the dating attribution of three manuscripts which may pertain to
Hobbes' early philosophical development. First, Ferdinand Tonnies attributed a manuscript known
variously as Short tract on first principles or the Little treatise to Hobbes. ([Robert Payne (?)],
'Appendix 1', in Thomas Hobbes , Elements of law, ed. Ferdinand Tonnies, (London, 1969) pp.193210. cf Frithiof Brandt, Thomas Hobbes' mechanical conception of nature (Copenhagen, 1928) p 10.)
In the time since Tonnies discovered the manuscript it has never been securely dated . Indeed, there is
still no compelling evidence for the attribution. Perez Zagorin has recently set out all of the arguments
that suggest that Hobbes was the author. (Perez Zagorin, 'Hobbes's early philosophical development'
Journal of the hist01y of ideas, 54 (1993) , 504-18.) However, the manuscript contains no obvious proof
of authorship. The handwriting is disputed. Jean Bernhardt claims that it is written in Hobbes' hand .
([Robert Payne (?)],Court traite des premiers principes, tr. Jean Bernhardt, (Paris, 1988) p. 8.)
Richard Tuck, however, claims that the writing belongs to Robert Payne. (Richard Tuck, 'Hobbes and
Descartes', in G.A.J Rogers and Alan Ryan eds., Perspectives on Thomas Hobbes (Oxford, 1988) pp.
11-41.). The scholarly consensus that Zagorin appeals to is also more fragile than it has ever been since
the manuscript was discovered. Quentin Skinner and Noel Malcolm both tend to Tuck's view. (See:
Quentin Skinner, Reason and rhetoric in the philosophy of Hobbes (Cambridge, 1996) p. 5 n. Thomas
Hobbes, The correspondence, ed. Noel Malcolm, (2 vols., Oxford, 1994), II, 951.) My paper will not
address the Little treatise as there is no compelling reason to believe that it was composed by Hobbes.
It ought to be noted that it has been suggested that the author of the Little treatise was influenced by
Bacon. (Peters, Hobbes, p. 24.)
A second piece is Hobbes' Latin opticalmanuscript,(Charles Cavendish's papers (B .L. Harl.
6796) ff. 193 -266). This was first published in part as an appendix to Tonnies' edition of The
elements of law. (Thomas Hobbes, 'Appendix 2', in Thomas Hobbes, The elements of law natural and
politic, ed. Ferdinand Tonnies, (London, 1969) pp. 211-226.) It has also been published, omitting the
diagrams , in: Thomas Hobbes, 'Tractatus opticus: prima edizione integrate [The Latin optical MS .)', ed.
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changing view of natural history. Section two turns to Hobbes' shifting view of
geometry and demonstration in two related ways. First, it argues that Hobbes' view of
the method that constituted demonstration changed in the mid-1640s from the
syllogistic arr-angement of names to analysis and synthesis. Secondly, it argues that
Hobbes reformulated the foundations of geometry to reflect his ontology and
epistemology. The third section turns to those aspects of Hobbes' methodology which
remained constant. Here I show that Hobbes remained committed to an
epistemological distinction between artefacts and natural bodies and to the view that
equated knowledge with power.

Section four discusses Hobbes' speculative philosophy, particularly his conception of
subtle bodies or spirits. Here I argue that Hobbes and Bacon's understanding of spirits
was essentially the same. I will also show that this Baconian conception was
fundamental to Hobbes' major discoveries of the 1630s and 1640s: the nature of
sensation and light. Additionally, I will argue that there was a similar connection
between the role of spitits, and the epistemology of the two natural philosophies. I
also hope to establish that Hobbes' conception of spirits did not come from Galen,
Andreas Vesalius,

Rem~

Descartes, Waiter Warner or William Harvey.

i. Natural history.

There are good reasons to postulate a discontinuity between Bacon and Hobbes'
natural philosophical methodology. For Bacon, the only conceivable vehicle for
F. Alessio, Rivista critica di storia della.filosofia, 18 (1963), 147-228. Two schools of thought exist
regarding the date. Brandt argues that the work (of which he had only seen a small part) was written
around 1646. Brandt based this view on Hobbes' changing conception of the role of the heart in the act
of sensation. (Brandt, Hobbes' mechanical conception of nature, p. 91 ff.) More recently Tuck and
Malcolm have shown that the work must have been written prior to 1641 and in all likelihood around
1637. (Hobbes, The correspondence, ed. Malcolm, I, liii-lv; and, Tuck, 'Hobbes and Descartes', pp. 1127.)
Finally, Malcolm claims that Considerations touching the facility or difficulty of the motions
of a horse on straight lines, & drcular is in the hand of Robert Payne, and consequently that the
manuscript is not Hobbes' work. (Hobbes, The correspondence, ed. Malcolm, 11, 875.) Consequently;, I
will omit any discussion of it in the body of this chapter. The manuscript is reproduced in S.A. Strong,
A catalogue of letters and other historical documents exhibited in the libra~y at Welbeck, (London,
1903).
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restoring the sciences was his own inductive method, coupled with extensive natural
histmies. Hobbes' mature works did contain natural historical details. However, there
was nothing in De corpore, De homine or the later natural philosophical dialogues
akin to Bacon's Sylva sylvarum, or even the Novum organwn's history of heat. It is
often argued that whereas Bacon devoted himself to the compilation of natural
histories, Hobbes consistently distinguished between natural history and natural
philosophy, arguing that philosophy should generate demonstrable knowledge in the
same way as geometry. Indeed, Hobbes did just this? Moreover, he was sceptical of
existing natural histories. 4

Nonetheless, Hobbes' mature attitude to natural histories and experiments did differ
from that of Bacon. However, it is impmtant to be clear about what truly divided the
philosophers. First, Hobbes' distinction between history and philosophy was entirely
consistent with Bacon's position. This distinction was not unusual. Indeed, it appeared
in 'the method of natural philosophy from the Greeks right through to Newton'. 5
Bacon was no exception to this tradition. He too wrote that history dealt with
particulars whereas philosophy dealt with universals .6 Strictly speaking, the natural
histmies that Bacon proposed as the third part of his great renewal were the
'foundations of philosophy' 7 rather than philosophy itself.

Secondly, Hobbes' failure to publish a natural history is often contrasted with Bacon's
accomplishment in publishing several. Here again, a dissimilarity of practice masks a
similarity of approach. Bacon and Hobbes agreed that the compilation of histories
was not the work of a philosopher. Both believed that their own role was the search
for causes. Hobbes, for example, distinguished between the role of a philosopher and

3

Thomas Hobbes, Leviathan, ed. Edwin Curley, (Cambridge, 1994) p. 47.
Thomas Hobbes, 'Dialogus physicus de natura aeris', tr. Simon Schaffer, in Steven Shapin and Simon
Schaffer, Leviathan and the air-pump: Hobbes, Boyle, and the experimental life (Princeton, 1985) p.
352. For a similar view see: Thomas Hobbes, 'Six lessons to the professors of mathematics, one of
geometry the other of astronomy, in the chairs set up by the noble and learned Sir Henry Sa vile in the
university of Oxford', in The English works of Thomas Hobbes of Malmesbwy, ed. Sir William
Molesworth, (11 vols., London, 1839-1845), VII, 339.
5
G.A.J. Rogers, 'Hobbes, history and wisdom', in G.A.J. Rogers and Tom Sorell eds., Hobbes and
history (London, 2000) p. 74. .
.
6
Francis Bacon, 'Descriptio globi intellectualis', in Philosophical studies, c. 1611- c. 1619, ed. Graham
Rees, (Oxford, 1996) p. 97.
7
Francis Bacon, The new organon, ed. Lisa Ja~·dine, tr. Michael Silverthorne, (Cambridge, 2000) p. 19.
4
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the role of an experimenter; the f01mer being a suitable role for a gentleman, the latter
being akin to that of a humble gardener. Bacon too thought that his talents were
wasted on the compilation of the Sylva sylvarum, as William Rawley noted: ' ... I have
heard his lordship speak complainingly, that his lordship (who thinketh he deserveth
to be an architect in this building) should be forced to be a workman and a labourer,
and dig the clay and burn the brick; and more than that ... to gather the straw and
stubble over all the fields to burn the bricks withall.' 8

Thirdly, Bacon was also critical of natural histories. The Instauratio magna, for
example, argues that just as natural philosophy required a new logic, so it required a
new form of natural history. Traditional natural histories were full of subtle
disputation. Their observations of nature were also 'shallow and superficial.' 9 Such
histories were written to entertain. Therefore, they were often full of rhet01ical
embellishment and fables. Bacon proposed that histories should exclude all stories of
doubtful credit and all rhetorical devices.

10

By comparison Hobbes' mature criticisms

of natural histories were less comprehensive.

Turning to the true difference between the mature attitude to natural histories of both
thinkers, it is important to understand the distinctive feature of Bacon's view of
natural history. Bacon argued that natural philosophy was to be generated inductively
from a reformed natural history. It is this position that is entirely absent from Hobbes'
mature natural philosophy. Hobbes wrote that natural hist01ies are 'most useful (nay
necessary) to philosophy', 11 but Hobbes and Bacon's uses of natural histories were
dissimilar. De corpore's 'Physics or the phenomena of nature', did not begin with any
kind of induction. Neither did it call for an extended and comprehensive natural
history. Rather, the 'Physics' started with '[s]ix suppositions for the salving of the
phenomena of nature' .12

8

Francis Bacon, 'Sylva sylvarum', in The works of Francis Bacon, ed. James Spedding, Robert Leslie
Ellis, and Douglas Denon Heath, (7 vols., London, 1857-1861), II, 336.
9
Bacon, The new organon, p. 20.
10
Ibid., p. 225.
..
11
Thomas Hobbes , 'Elements of philosophy the first section concerning body', in The English works of
Thomas Hobbes of Malmesbury, ed . Sir William Molesworth, (11 vols., London, 1839-1845), I, 10.
12
Ibid., p 426.
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Hobbes' 'Physics' did make use of natural historical data, but in a way that was
entirely different from that of Bacon. Hobbes desctibed his use of natural histories in
this way: '[n]or do they impose upon us any necessity of constituting theorems; their
use being only though not without such general propositions as have been already
demonstrated to show us the possibility of some production or generation.' 13 By this
Hobbes indicated that the fundamental principles of motion and the general
hypotheses, which had been established in the preceding parts of De corpore, could
explain any number of phenomena, some of which did not occur in nature. Through
the study of phenomena, the enquirer's attention would be drawn to only those
possibilities that actually existed. Factual knowledge of phenomena- histories played no other role in Hobbes' physics. However, while this was true of Hobbes'
later works, his earlier writings contain a different view.

a. Natural history in Thucydides.

Thucydides was registered for publication in 1628, two years before Hobbes
encountered Euclid. Thucydides is a civil history, so its importance in this context is
not immediately apparent until the Sylva sylvarwn is considered. The Sylva sylvarum
was made up from otiginal expetiments conducted and recorded under Bacon's
supervision and from materials taken from other sources. 14 These included some civil
histories. An obvious example is the first experiment which quotes Hirtius' De bello

Alexandrino. 15 Graham Rees has argued that Bacon produced the Sylva sylvarum at
some speed. 16 Although Bacon would have supervised the experiments, their sheer
number would have necessitated the use of secretaries and servants. In all likelihood,
Bacon would also have made use of servants in gleaning material from other
histories. This assumption fits with his stated view that assembling histoties was a

13

Hobbes, 'Concerning body', p. 388.
Bacon used material from Aristotle, Hippocrates, Galen, Plutarch, Ficino, Paracelsus, Telesio, Croll,
Galileo, della Prota, Sandys and Cardano . (Graham Rees 'An unpublished manuscript by Francis
Bacon: Sylva sylvarum drafts and other working notes', Annals of science, 28 (1981), 389.)
15
Bacon, 'Sylva sylvarum', p. 339 n. 1. Bacon also used information from Plutarch's Lives. (Ibid., p.
341 n. 3.)
16
Rees 'An unpublished manuscript by Francis Bacon: Sylva sylvarum', pp. 339-40.
14
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task that ought to be conducted by lesser people than himself. Whether or not Hobbes
was involved in such a process, he seems to have attempted to provide an edition of
Thucydides that would easily yield its natural historical data to an interested reader.
Hobbes achieved this by highlighting instances where his author mentioned or
commented on natural historical details with a marginal note.

Hobbes' marginal notes fall into the following categories: first, the vast majority
emphasised significant events in the narrative, and their causes. Secondly, some drew
attention to the rendering of Greek words. Thirdly, in a small number of critical notes
Hobbes drew on the views of other writers; gave monetary conversions; highlighted
the presence of fables in the nanative; and even on occasion took issue with
Thucydides' orations. A fourth, and relatively rare, type of note was an extended
comment on a theme raised in the text. A final set of notes that stand apart from all
these catagories are those on natural events. The most obvious set of notes in this
category relate to the plague. Hobbes made twenty-seven marginal notes on the
plague over little more than three whole pages. These noted the physical and mental
symptoms of the victims, the supposed cause, and the way in which the Athenians
attempted to deal with the corpses. These notes are extraordinary as they represent the
highest density of notes given at any point in the translation.
[1] The Plague at Athens. [2] It began in Aethiopia.[3] The Peloponnesians
supposed to have poysoned their Welles. [4] The Author sicke of this disease.
[5] The discription of the Disease. [6] Ache of the head. [7] Rednesse of the
eyes. [8] Sore throat. [9] Unsavourie breath. [10] Vornitings. [11] heere taken
for the stomach. [12] Hickyexe.[Dry vomiting.] [13] Extreme heate of their
bodies. [14] Livid pustules. [15] Insatiate thirst. [16] Want of sleepe. [17]
After 7. or 9. dayes, death. [18] Disease in the belly. [19] Loosenesse. [20]
Losse of the parts where the disease brakes out. [21] Oblivion of all things
done before ther sicknesse. [22] Birds and beasts perished that fed on
Carkassess. [23] Want of attendance. [24] Dejection of mind. [25] No man
sicke of it mortally the second time. [26] Men dyed in the streets. [27] A pile
of wood, which when they had laid the Corpses on it, they fired, and
afterwards buried the bones. 17

17

Thucydides, Eight bookes of the Peloponnesian warre written by Thucydides the SO!ll1e of Olorus. ,
lnte1preted with faith and diligence immediatly out of the Greeke, tr. Thomas Hobbes, (London, 1629)
pp. 106-109.
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Only three of these notes fit into any of the other categories.

18

In the remaining

twenty-four notes, Hobbes seems to have been abstracting natural historical
information from the text in such a way that future natural historians could easily gain
profitable examples.

Other notes also follow this pattern. Hobbes noted Thucydides' report of an 'Ecclipse
19
of the Sunne and Starres'. In another case, Hobbes pointed to 'A set wind which blew

every morning there from the East, caused, as it seemeth, by the approach ofthe
Sunne .'20 Later in the text, Hobbes highlighted Thucydides' speculation regarding 'The
1
naturall cause of [an] Inundation'.Z Hobbes' notes also extend to the design and

workings of interesting artefacts. For example, Hobbes highlighted Thucydides'
22
account of 'The forme of an Engine, wherewith they set the wall on fire'.

Perhaps the most significant indication that Hobbes was interrsted in Baconian
natural histories in Thucydides is his note on the pmification of water, which closely
3
resembles the Sylva sylvarum's first experiment.Z Hobbes' notes also highlight

phenomena which would have been of interest to readers of Bacon's other natural
histmies. His note concerning the winds would have been of interest to a reader of the

Historia ventorum and Thucydides' history of the plague would have interested a
reader of the Historia vita et mortis. In a sense, an inductive approach to natural
history during this period should be no surprise, as Hobbes' Thucydides was an
inductive history in other ways. Hobbes' prefaces to Thucydides showed that he
believed that civil knowledge was best gleaned from the examples contained in
credible histories. It seems plausible, then, that Hobbes would have a similar view of
natural knowledge.

Before turning to the 1630s, it is worth noting a final piece of speculation. Richard
Tuck has argued that Hobbes began his translation of Thucydides' history in the late
1610s. He also argues that Hobbes undertook the endeavour in order to aid Bacon's
18

Notes 1 and 4 are important in terms of the narrative, and note 11 explains a point of translation.
.
Ibid., p. 97.
20
Ibid., p. 129.
21
Ibid., p. 193.
22
Ibid., p. 267.
23
See: Chapter 1.
19
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arguments in favour of war with Spain. Bacon's fall, he contends, may well be one of ·
the reasons why the translation lay forgotten for a large part of the 1620s. 24 This
speculation suggests that some of the marginal notes may have been written for
Bacon. Additionally, Hobbes' translations of the Micanzio-Cavendish correspondence
contain many marginal notes which notes highlight important pieces of news and
every occasion on which Bacon was mentioned. From Rawley's life of Bacon it is
clear that the correspondence was shown to Bacon and those close to him. Therefore,
I suggest that Hobbes wrote the marginal notes in the Micanzio-Cavendish
correspondence to allow William Cavendish to turn quickly to items of news or
expressions of praise that would have been of interest to his distinguished friends . If
Tuck is tight, and Hobbes' Thucydides was originally intended for Bacon and
Cavendish, it is possible that the marginal notes were originally written to be read by
Bacon. Indeed, in a letter to Fulke Greville, Bacon argued that it was good practice to
employ secretaries as 'Collectours' or gatherers, to glean 'arguments, and Examples to
prove, to illustrate any Particular Position or Question.' 25 Hobbes was one of Bacon's
secretaries while the Sylva sylvarwn was being compiled, consequently, the notes on
the winds, on astronomical phenomena and on disease may well have been written for
Bacon's consumption.

b. Hobbes' view of natural histories in the 1630s.

With the discovery of Euclid, Hobbes' approach to knowledge changed, but there
seems to have been a residual commitment to a role for natural histories in Hobbes'
natural philosophical manuscripts of the 1630s. Hobbes' first surviving natural history
dates from the 1630s. Additionally, the earliest known draft of De corpore (written

circa 1637) began by stating the need for a detailed and ordered natural history as the
basis for natural philosophy. The 1630s are also important as the Decameron

24

Richard Tuck, 'Hobbes and Tacitus', in G.A.J. Rogers and Tom Sorell eds., Hobbes and hist01y .
(London, 2000) p. 100.
25
Vernon F. Snow, 'Francis Bacon's advice to Fulke Grevile on research techniques', The Huntington
library quarterly, 23 (1960), 374.
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physiologicum suggested that it was dming this decade that Hobbes formed his view
of natural histmies.
B: Julius Scaliger says, there is a river, and in it a lake, upon the top of
Mount Cenis in Savoy; and will therefore have the springs to be ingendered in
the caverns of earth by condensation of the air.
A: I wonder he should say that. I have passed over the hill twice since the
time I read that in Scaliger, ... I saw from two great hills, one on one side, the
other on the other, in a thousand small tillets of melting snow fall down into
it. Which has made me never use .any experiment the which I have not myself
seen. 26

This account is interesting in a number of ways. First, Hobbes' continental tours took
him to France on three occasions, two of which were in the 1630s. Thus, it has been
27
suggested that this passage refers to an event that took place in 1636. Certainly, the

passage claims a continuity of thought regarding natural histories, from the time of
his continental tours through to his last published work. Secondly, the passage
indicates that Hobbes was aware of Julius Caesar Scaliger's natural history prior to his
continental tours.Z 8 Thirdly, Hobbes' discussion of Scaliger is unusual because it
conflates natural historical facts and natural philosophical speculation. This is
uncharactetistic given Hobbes' division between history and philosophy. Strictly
speaking, it was Scaliger's explanation of causes rather than his record of facts that
was at fault. Indeed, Hobbes went on to take issue with Scaliger's dependence on the
Petipatetic doctrine of condensation and rarefaction that underlay his faulty
description of the lake's formation. Consequently, there is nothing in this story that
should have occasioned Hobbes to doubt the credit of those parts of Scaliger's text
that were purely historical. Finally, this statement of ptinciple was flatly contradicted
by Hobbes' own practice in two Hobbesian manusctipts of the mid-1640s that I will
turn to in the next section. This indicates that while Hobbes may well have visited

26

Thomas Hobbes, 'Decameron physiologicum', in The English works of Thomas Hobbes of
Malmesbw y, ed. Sir William Molesworth, (11 vols., London, 1839-1845), VII, 114-5.
27
Karl Schuhmann, 'Hobbes' concept of history', in G.A.J. Rogers and Tom Sorell eds., Hobbes and
·
history (London, 2000) p. 10.
28
Leviathan also mentions 'histories of metals, plants, animals, regions and the like' (Hobbes,
Leviathan, p. 47.) This passage has been taken as a reference to Georgius Agricola's De re metallica,
Cot·nrad Gesner's Historia plantarum and Historiae animalium, and Jose de Acosta's Historia natural
Y moral de las lndias. (Schuhmann, 'Hobbes' concept of history', pp. 11, 22 n. 32, 33, 34.)
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Mount Cenis, he did not maintain the same attitude to natural histories from the mid- .
1630s through to the publication of the Decameron physiologicum.

Hobbes' early approach to natural histories can be seen in the first surviving draft of
De corpore. The majority of the manuscript is familiar from Hobbes' later drafts and
final published version of De corpore. However, the first paragraphs of the
manuscript were never incorporated into Hobbes' later versions of De corpore:
The mind of man is a minor capable of receiving the representation
and image of all the world.
The Ancients fabled not absurdly in making Memory the mother of the
Muses, for memory is the world though not really yet so as in a looking-glass
in which judgement busies itself in examining all the parts of nature and
registering by letters.
1° their order.
2° their causes.
3° their parts.
4° their proprieties.
5° their uses.
6° their differences and resemblances.
Wherein the fancy when any work of art is to be done or performed
finds her materials prepared at hand for use and needs no more than a swift
motion over them ... and her celerity consists not so much in swift motion as
in 1° copious imagery, 2° discretely ordered and perfectly registered in the
1nemory. 29

Hobbes used the Muses as an allegory for man's imagination or fancy through which
new artefacts were conceived. The mother of these Muses was memory, and memory
'registered by letters' was a reference to history. 30 Before going further it is worth
noting Hobbes' use of allegory and metaphor. The manuscript opened with a simile
between the mind and a mirror. Bacon used this image many times. 31 Nonetheless, the
29

Thomas Hobbes, 'Notes sure une version ancienne duDe cmpore', in Thomas Hobbes, Critique du
De Mundo de Thomas White, ed. Jean Jacquot and Harold Whitemore Jones, (Paris, 1973) p. 449.
30
If there is any doubt that Hobbes' reference to memory indicates history it is worth considering the
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Leviathan. (Thomas Hobbes, The eletnents of law, human nature and de cmpore politico, ed. J.C.A.
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31
See for examples: Bacon, The advancement of learning, pp. 5, 28, 119; Francis Bacon, 'Valerius
terminus, of the interpretation of nature: with the annotations of Hermes Stella', in The works of ·
Franc is Bacon, ed. J ames Spedding, Robert Leslie Ell is , and Douglas Denon Heath, (7 vols., London,
1857-1861), Ill, 241; and, Bacon, The new organon, pp. 19, 41.
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metaphor was undoubtedly a commonplace.32 Significantly, Hobbes followed the
metaphor with a reference to an ancient fable of memory and the Muses. This
allegory described the relationship between a productive science and the material
provided in history. Not only did Hobbes use an ancient fable to express his meaning,
after the style of Bacon's De sapientia veterum, he also described history as a mother.
Bacon also desclibed the history that would form the basis of his natural philosophy
as a 'Mother History'. 33 The nature of the history that Hobbes prescribed as the
foundation of productive science was both ordered and copious. The specificities of
the order do not correspond to Bacon's prescriptions, nor do they reappear in Hobbes'
later works. Nonetheless, the conjunction of a number of Baconian metaphors and
devices and a Baconian message clearly indicates the source of Hobbes' line of
argument.

This passage seems to contradict Hobbes' statement in the Decameron physiologicum,
that he would only accept experiments he himself had conducted. Clearly, this draft of

De corpore required a copious history, and there is a limit to the amount of historical
data that can be collected by any one enquirer.

Perhaps a more compelling reason to doubt the continuity of Hobbes' approach is that
Hobbes' history seems to bear the mark of other authors as well as being an account
of his own expeliments. Chapter 4 of The Latin optical manuscript, 'Of simple and
direct vision through a medium', began with a natural history of '[t]he complete organ
of vision'. 34 The history fills the first three sections of the chapter and covers over five
folio pages. 35 Section one introduced the history, section two discussed a cross section
of the eye and optic nerve (reproduced in Figure 2) 36 and section three described the
motions of the eye. Hobbes argued that the whole organ of vision included all parts of
a seeing body that were affected by the process of sensation. However, he treated the
eye and optic nerve in detail whilst stating that 'the rest of the parts, as the descliption

32

Katharine Park, Lorraine J. Daston, and Peter L. Galison, 'Bacon, Galileo and Descartes on
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of the brain and the heart ... can be omitted without loss. m Hobbes' inclusion of this .
history of the eye is reminiscent of Descartes' procedure in the third discourse of La
dioptrique. Entitled 'De l'oeil', discourse three was entirely devoted to an anatomy of
the eye and optic nerve. Indeed, Hobbes' diagram of the eye in The Latin optical
manuscript was reminiscent of two of Descartes' figures from La dioptrique (see
figures 3a and 3b)? 8 However, Hobbes was critical of some of the natural historical
details that La dioptrique related. Concerning the optic nerve, Descartes wrote, 'ZH is
the nerve named optic, which is composed of a large number of small fibres ... '39
Hobbes wrote that his own dissection of the optic nerve of an ox gave him no reason
to believe the generally held view that the nerve was 'perforated and fibrous, but
rather [the nerve was] compacted and closely knit . .. '40

The second section of the manuscript recorded Hobbes' own anatomical experiments.
In his treatment of the optic nerve, Hobbes discussed the opinions of other authors
before concluding the matter with an account of his own experiments:
Concerning the Substance of the optic Nerve the writers of Anatomy think
differently. For some say that it keeps itself in a certain small canal filled with
a substance which is similar in colour and softness to the marrow of the brain,
others state that they have found the contrary by expeliment and that the
whole substance of the nerve is homogenous, harder and more compact than
the brain, for the rest similar, to whose opinion indeed I assent. For when the
nerve of an ox's eye through a microscope which showed a greater diameter of
the nerve than the naked eye, I was able to find no opening, nor also any
filaments but everything homogenous. And when I cut the nerve first
traversely, then according to length, its substance always appeared with the
same uninterrupted course, truly solid and homogenom ... 41
37

'Caeterarum partium, ut cerebri et cord is descriptiones sine iactura omitti possunt.' Hobbes, '[The
Latin optical MS.]', p. 199.
38
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homogenea. Et cum nervum secuissem primo transversim, deinde secundum Longitudinem, substantia
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This passage could simply be taken as confi1mation that Hobbes treated all histories
critically and trusted only his own experiments. However, Hobbes' description of the
two schools of thought is unequal. Hobbes wrote that the former school, whose
position he dismissed, simply asserted their view, whereas the position of the latter
school was based on experiment. Hobbes concluded the issue by siding with the
experimentalists and describing his own experimental procedure and findings. From
this it seems that Hobbes distinguished between those writers who recorded
experimental findings and others who wrote histories from a non-experimental
perspective. Indeed, the details that Hobbes gave of his own experiment were clearly
intended to inform and persuade the reader. This indicates that Hobbes wanted his
own history to be believed, whatever his view of other histories. 42

eius semper apparuit eodem tenore, nempe solida et homo gena ... 'Ibid.
42
A final example of Hobbes' use of natural historical details occurred in the first part of the Latin
optical manuscript. It is not a conclusive example, so I will deal with it in the notes. First, section eight
of the first chapter describes a motion in lucid bodies which Hobbes described as analogous with the
motion of the heart, ' ... it must be further laid down that all Light not only expands itself but also
contracts, doubtlessly by turns; which way the human Heart by that alternating contraction and
expansion which is called systole and diastole, drive continually and forces the blood through the
arteries.' ('Supponendum ergo ulterius est Lucidum omne non modo se dilatare sed etiam contrahere,
nimirum alternis vicibus; quem ad modum Cor humanum alterna ilia contractione et dilatatione quae
vacatur systole et diastole, pellit continua et protrudit sanguinem per arterias.', Hobbes, '[The Latin
optical MS.]', p. 150.) The explanation of the motion of the heart and the blood is clearly Harveian.
This passage suggests that Hobbes was prepared to incorporate Harvey's account of the motion of the
heart into his philosophical writing. However, there remains some doubt. First, the motion of the heart
could be construed as a cause rather than a fact. If this was the case Hobbes would not be presenting a
fact taken from Harvey's report, rather he would be referring to the conclusions of Harvey's
demonstrations. Secondly, even if the motion of the heart was construed as a fact (as it was in
Descartes' Description of the human body) it is possible that Hobbes had conducted an experiment on a
non-human animal similar to the one described by Descartes. Indeed, other passages in The Latin
optical manuscript do contain descriptions of Hobbes' experiments on non ·human animals . Descartes
included an account of an experiment which revealed the motion of the heart to the senses: 'And the
evidence showing that the blood passes in this way from the arteries into the veins is so strong that they
leave one no room for doubt. I For if, having opened the chest of a living animal, one ties the aorta
sufficiently close to the heart, so that no blood can descend from its branches, and if one cuts between
the heart and the tie, all the blood of the animal, or at least the greater part of it quickly escapes via this
opening.' (Rent! Descartes, The ~vorld and other writings, ed. and tr. Stephen Gaukroger, (Cambridge,
1998) p. 179.) Descartes' text was not published until 1663. Nonetheless, the piece was written in the .
early 1630s and Mersenne circulated Descartes' unpublished material to a number of philosophers in
Paris including Hobbes. (Ibid., p.ix.) Consequently, it is possible that Hobbes knew of this experiment
and therefore considered the motion of the heart a fact that could be known through the senses.
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c. Natural histories in the 1640s.

Hobbes wrote two detailed natural histmies in the 1640s. The first opens a discussion
of comets in his manuscript critique of Thomas Whites' De mundo dialogi tres and
includes a great deal of material taken from other authors. 43 The second was an
account of Hobbes' own observations and anatomical dissections, and forms the first
chapter of A minute. Nonetheless, this second history seems to have been guided by
Hobbes' study of Vesalius' De humani corporisfabrica libri St'Ptem.

Antiwhite's history of comets began with Hobbes' own observation of 'that huge
comet of 1618'. 44 Following a brief description, Hobbes openly professed his
ignorance of the nature of comets. However, he proceeded to draw on the histories of
other authors in order to show the absurdity of Thomas White's position. Hobbes
chose authors according to two criteria. First, they were 'the ablest philosophers'.

45

Secondly, they were 'of the present century'. 46 Hobbes took details from the works of
six named authors including Peter Apian, Comelius Gemma, Tycho Brahe and Libert
Fromond. Additionally, Hobbes' discussion of the parallaxes of comets and the
instruments for measuring them could have reflected his knowledge of Pierre
Gassendi 's work. 47
43

Hobbes began writing his critique of White's De mundo in late 1642 and finished it in early 1643 .
The manuscript contained many positions that would later be published in De c01pore. Hobbes'
critique may well have been circulated amongst the philosophers connected with Mersenne. Mersenne
certainly knew the piece. Indeed, he incorporated parts of it into his Cogitataphysico- mathematica,
published in 1644. Mersenne also annotated the volume. For a discussion of the manuscript see: Harold
Whitmore Jones, 'Introduction', in Thomas Hobbes, Thomas White's 'De mundo' examined, tr. Harold
Whitmore Jones, (London, 1976) pp. 1-20. The manuscript was first discussed in Jacquot, Jean, 'Notes
on an unpublished work of Thomas Hobbes', Notes and records of the Royal Society, 9 (1952), 188195.
44
Hobbes, Thomas White's 'De mundo' examined, p. 87. Hobbes described the comet thus: 'I thought
that its head was burning, for it seemed as though the illumination of the night air was projected from
that fire. I pondered the fact that neither the comet itself nor its mane could at that time have fallen
within the shadow of the earth unless the comet was indeed near to the earth (because the sun was
about 20o in Sagittarius but the comet was more to the north than Arcturus was) .' (Ibid.)
45
Ibid., p. 88.
46
Ibid.
47
Ibid., p. 89. Gassendi had also observed the comets of 1618. Gassendi's Exercitationes paradoxicae
adversus Aristoteleos, of 1624, used observations of the parallax of the 1618 comets to argue that ·
comets were not a sub lunar phenomena. However, Gassendi's view of this evidence changed.
Manuscripts from 1643, around the time that Hobbes wrote Thomas White's 'De mundo' examined,
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While Hobbes took issue with the speculation of his authors, he never disputed the
truth of their observations. He was even prepared to draw one general conclusion
(again concurring with Gassendi) from their writings: 'that they [comets] are beyond
the moon's orbit.' 48 At the same time Hobbes criticised White's experiments. White
argued that comets were the reflection of the sun on very high clouds. His
experiments attempted to model this phenomenon using a candle and a glass vessel
filled with water. Hobbes attacked White's poor understanding of optics, which
rendered his experiments meaningless, and refeiTed to his own experiments with
convex lenses to support his critique. 49 Generally, two conclusions emerge from
Hobbes' history in Antiwhite. First, it seems that Hobbes distir.guished between the
reports of able philosophers and others who made experiments without understanding.
Secondly, Hobbes was also prepared to place the accounts of other philosophers
beside his own in an attempt to further his description of comets. 50

A minute follows a similar pattern. 5 1 The first chapter of A 1ninute 'Of ye organ of

sight' contains a description of the eye, and the related nerves and muscles. The
history, which fills three folio pages, contains a drawing unlike any other found in
Hobbes' works (Figure 4). The drawing and account of the eye seem to be the fruit of
a period in Palis, described by John Aubrey, in which Hobbes and William Petty
studied Vesalius' writings and made their own anatomical dissections. 'During his
stay at Paris' Aubrey wrote, 'he went through a course of chemistry with Dr Davison;
and he there also studied Vesalius' Anatomy. This I am sure was before 1648; for that
Sir William Petty (then Dr Petty, physician) studied and dissected with him.' 52
show that Gassendi was no longer prepared to take a stance on either side of the debate. (Bany
Brundell, Pierre Gassendi, from Aristotelianism to a new natural philosophy (Lancaster, 1987) pp. 301.)
48

Ibid., p. 90.
Ibid., pp. 92-3.
50
Descartes stated the need for a history of celestial phenomena in a letter to Mersenne written in
1632. He specifically argued that the history should be structured along Baconian lines. (Rene
Descartes, The philosophical writings of Descartes, ed. and tr. John Cottingham, Robert Stoothoff,
Dugald Murdoch and Anthony Kenny, (3 vols., Cambridge, 1984-5), Ill, 38.)
51
A minute or first draft of the optiques in two parts (B .L. MS . Harl. 3360) was written between 1645
and 1646. The title page bears the date 1646. The manuscript was a gift for Hobbes' patron, William
Cavendish, Marquis of Newcastle. The second part of the manuscript was later re-worked and
.
appeared as chapters 2-9 of De homine. (Skinner, Reason and rhetoric in the philosophy of Hobbes, p.
329.) For a discussion of the manuscript also see: Martinich, Hobbes: a biography, p. 175.
52
John Aubrey, 'Brief lives', chiefly of contemporaries, set down by John Aubrey, between the years
49
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Aubrey's notes also identified Petty as the illustrator of Hobbes' A minute.53 Aubrey's
statement that the study with Petty took place prior to 1648 seems to be accurate. This
is evident from the title page of A minute, which contains the date 1646. Moreover,
conespondence between John Pell and Petty, place the acquaintance between Hobbes
and Petty in 1645. 54 Sir Charles Cavendish also recorded the collaboration between
Petty and Hobbes on A minute in 1645. His letter indicates that by November 1645,
the fair copy of the manuscript was nearly complete. 55

Hobbes' general attitude to pictorial descriptions is clear from the small number of
figures included in his collected works. 56 De homine, for example, tackled the
circulation of the blood, nutrition and reproduction without a single diagram.
Moreover, the description of the eye in the seventh section of the second chapter
contains no pictorial aid akin to Figure 4. De homine and other optical works rendered
the eye as a geometric figure (see Figure 5). Earlier works, such as The Latin optical
manuscript also contain far more rudimentary pictures of the eye (see Figure 2). 57
1669 & 1696, ed. A. Clark, (2 vols., Oxford, 1898), 336-7 .
53

'At Paris he [Sir William Petty] studyed anatomie, and read Vesalius with Mr Tho. Hobbes, who
loved his company. Mr H. then wrot his Optiques. Sr W.P. then had a fine hand in drawing and
limning, and drew Mr Hobbes's opticall Schemes for him, which he was pleased to like.' (John Aubrey,
Letters written by eminent persons in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries: to which are added,
Hearne's journeys to Reading ...And lives of eminent men by John Aubrey Esq. (2 vols., London,
1813), 11, 482.)
54
Marin Mersenne, Correspondance du P. Marin Merseime, ed. Cornelis De Waard and Rent~ Pintard,
(17 vols., Paris, 1932-1988), XIII, 511-2. From this letter it appears that Petty's introduction to Hobbes
was aided by a letter fromJohn Pell.
55
'M. Hobbes intends to publish, as soon as he can, a treatise on optics; he hath done halt of it, and M.
Petit hath written it fair ; it is in English, at my brother's request.' (Ibid., p. 523.) Further evidence of
Hobbes' acquaintance with Petty can be found amongst the papers of Samuel Hartlib. A letter from
Benjamin Worsley to an unknown correspondent dated 22 June 1648, 27 July 1648 states that Hobbes
gave Petty a valuable lens. ' ... Mr Petty did assure me severall times, he had such a one [a lens], which
he valewed as I take it at 3lb sterling Mr Hobbs of Paris giving it to him.' (Benjamin Worsley to an
unknown correspondent, (Sheffield University Library, Hartlib 42/1) f. lA.)
56
Sir William Molesworth, 'Index', in Thomas Hobbes, The English works of Thomas Hobbes of
Malmesbury, ed. Sir William Molesworth, (11 vols., London, 1839-1845), XI, 1-46. Thomas Hobbes,
Opera philosophica quae latine scripsit omnia, ed. Sir William Molesworth, (5 vols., London, 18391845), V, [6 unnumbered pages following p. cxliv].
57
Figure 2, taken from the Latin optical manuscript shows no obvious debt to Vesalius. Hobbes was
engaged in his own dissections and these may have been the source for figure 2. However, the Latin
optical manuscript was written in part as a response to Descartes' La dioptrique. Indeed their are
similarities between two of the diagrams in La dioptrique (figure 3a and figure 3b) and Hobbes'
diagram. Figure 2 and figure 3a are similar in that they represent a similar cross section of they eye that
cuts both they eyeball and the optic nerve in their centre. They are also similar in that the optic nerve
joins the back of the eyeball a little to the right of its centre. The path of the optic nerve in figure on.e is
also similar to the path of the optic nerve in figure 3b. The connection of l.he optic nerve to the eyeball
and the path of the optic nerve are very different in Hobbes' latter diagram included in A minute (figure
5). The difference between Hobbes' account and representation of the eye in Hobbes' Latin optical
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However, Petty's drawing of the brain and even his cross section of the eye and optic
nerve are highly detailed. The figure in chapter one of A minute is divided in two by a
line. The top part of the figure is a diagram of a cross section of the eye and the optic
nerve. The lower part of the figure is a representation of the brain's base and the roots
of the cranial nerves. The bottom section of the figure was far closer to images from
Descartes' Treatise on man or La dioptrique than it was to other pictures in Hobbes'
works. 58 Again, Hobbes' use of the picture was similar to Descartes' use of pictures in
the Treatise on man. In both cases, the discussion of human physiology revolved
around parts of the diagram. Nonetheless, Hobbes and Descartes' procedure was not
identical. For example, Hobbes spent a great deal of time giving the conect names to
the various parts of the picture. Moreover, Hobbes' chapter concerned one picture,
whereas Descartes often used several figures whilst discussing one subject.
Hobbes' source for the bottom half of Figure 4 was Vesalius' Fabrica. Figure 6
accompanied Vesalius' description of the connection between the nerves, including
the optic nerves, and the base of the brain. A minute's first chapter dealt with this very
subject. The similarity between the two pictures goes beyond the similarity between
the two subjects. First, both pictures represent the brain from the same vantage point;
specifically, both looked at the brain directly from above. Secondly, the light source
in both figures comes from the top tight. Third, the connection between the roots and
the brain in Petty's drawing follow Vesalius' exactly. In so doing, Petty followed the
'many enors' 59 in Vesalius's 01iginal figure. Details from the two pictures (compared
in Figures 7a and 7b) are very similar. Particularly, the small asymmetries in Petty's
drawing follow the asymmetrie~ in Vesalius' original closely. 60

The top half of Figure 4 also bears witness to Hobbes' study of Vesalius. The eyeball
reproduced in Figure 4 was not originally patt of the image. It seems that either

manuscript and A minute is further evidence that the Latin optical manuscript was written prior to the
study of Vesalius and consequently prior to the mid 1640s.
58
See figures 33, 34a and 40 in Descartes, The world, pp. 110, 111 , 125 . cf. Descartes, 'La dioptrique',
pp. 106, 136.
59
Charles Singer, Vesalius on the human brain (Oxford, 1952) p. 123.
6
First, (figure 7a) in both diagrams the right part of the cerebellum is wider than the left hand part.
Secondly, (figure 7b) the curves of the nerves leading to the auditory organs on the left and right hand
side of the brain are practically identical.

°
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Hobbes or Petty glued a piece of paper over the original depiction of the eyeball. 61
Through the paper it is possible to make out the outlines of the earlier drawing. It is
unlike any other in Hobbes' works because the crystalline humour is central to an
almost circular eyeball. All of Hobbes' other diagrams of eyeballs show the
crystalline humour above the centre of a distended eyeball. The original drawing
seems to be a copy of Vesalius' diagram of the eye contained in the seventh book of
the Fabrica (Figure 8). The optic nerve and muscles in Figure 4 are also similar to
Vesalius' picture. Finally, parts of Vesalius' diagram were incorporated into Hobbes'
revised figure. For example, the revised figure kept the same number of layers around
the centre of the eye it also kept the hook-like ends at the edge of the white of the eye.

Figure 4 is essential to chapter one of A minute, for the natural history of the eye and
the brain follow Petty's drawing. The chapter opens with a reference to the picture:

ABC representeth ye figure which would arise by cutting the eye through the
center, so as to slitt thereby also ye opticq nerve. In this figure are
distinguished by fower circles, enclosing 3 white spaces the 3 coates of the
Eye, where of the hindermost is called Se[> l]eroices, and is of ye substance
of the dura mater the second is called Choroeides and is of ye substance of the
pia mater, ye inmost Retina & retiformis, and is of the substance of the
braine & pith of ye opticque nerve ... 62

Hobbes proceeds to discuss the brain, referring to M, B and L in the diagram; he also
devotes a paragraph to I, 'ye Christalline humor'; 63 another to K, 'the center of the
eye'; 64 and 0, 'the muscles which turne ye Eye.' 65 Hobbes' discussion of the make-up
of the eye broadly followed Vesalius' description. Indeed, Hobbes' history is more
like Vesalius' description than Descartes' treatment of the eye in La dioptrique.
Descartes' treatise involved a description of the lens of the eye which was absent
from Hobbes' account. Additionally, Descartes did not discuss all of the humours

61

The original picture was not wholly covered, indeed it is clear from figure 4 that A and B both
appear twice on the diagram. It is also possible to make out the pointed edges of the original picture of
the white of the eye to the right of the lower A and to the left of the lower B. The original image can be
made out when the original manuscript is viewed. All that can be made out on the reproduction below
is a shadow around the K in the centre of the eyeball.
62
A minute orfirst draft of the optiques in two parts (B.L. MS . Harl. 3360) f. 6 r.
63
Ibid., f. 6 V.
64
Ibid.
65
Ibid .
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detailed in both A m.inute or in Vesalius' writings. 66 Hobbes' history also contained
elements that were not found in Vesalius. For example, Hobbes reversed his earlier
position on the substance of the optic nerve and argued that it was made up of the
same substance as the brain. This piece of information seems to have come from
Hobbes' own dissections that accompanied his reading of Vesalius. Hobbes also
included his own account of the connection of the heart and the brain. Section two
and three of Chapter one presented a natural history of the motions of the eye. Section
two dealt with the motions of the whole eye, and section three dealt with the motions
of the pupil and the effects of changing the shape of the eyeball with a finger. The
information is certainly historical because Hobbes never recounted the cause of any
of the motions he describes. Indeed, the only reference to cause in the last two
sections of Chapter one is Hobbes' statement that 'The Efficent cause of this motion
[the dilation and contraction of the pupil] ... I am not certain, but ye motion itself is
evident to be seene.'67 There is no indication that any of the information contained in
the last two sections of chapter one came from any source other than Hobbes' own
observations. The final observation of the chapter certainly seems to be an account of
one of Hobbes' own experiments:
Without much payne also, a man may putt ye very bottome of ye Eye, a little
out of its naturall place, with his fingure upwards, and downewards; and also
to ye one side, but this not so easily; This motion is not naturall, and strayneth
ye Optick Nerve, bringing it further out of ye head & though it be a little, yet
it hath a sensible Effect in vision.68

The conjunction of Vesalius' diagram with Hobbes' own observations shows that, as
in.Antiwhite, Hobbes was prepared to place historical material taken from another

author alongside his own expetiments.

A minute also used pieces of natural histmical information taken from other authors

outside its first chapter. Most significantly, Hobbes clearly acknowledged his debts to
Gassendi in a way that demonstrated his acceptance of the observational information

66

L.R Lind ed., The epitome of Andreas Vesalius, tr. L.R. Lind, (London, 1949) pp. 69-70.cf.
Descartes, The world, pp. 125 ff.
67
A minute or first draft of the optiques in two parts (B .L. MS . Harl. 3360) f. 7 r.
68
Ibid., f. 7 V.
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generated by another writer. On three occasions Hobbes used Gassendi 's observations
as the basis for his own pronouncements. Each time Hobbes acknowledged the
veracity of Gassendi's observations.69

Hobbes never set down any judgement on Vesalius, but judging by the importance of
the Fabrica to the first chapter of A minute, Hobbes was prepared to trust his works as
well. Petty, who studied Vesalius alongside Hobbes and acted as Hobbes' draftsman
throughout A m.inute, put his own thoughts on the author of the Fabrica in wliting.
Petty praised Vesalius using Bacon's vocabulary, and attributed all of the early
modem peliod's advances in medicine to him: ' ... Vesalious of Brussels, who lived
about Henry the 8th time, was the great instorator of those [anatomical] enquiryes.' 70
According to Petty, Vesalius was the first to establish anatomy. Consequently,
Vesalius stood at the head of a growing science that led to Harvey's discovery of the
circulation of the blood. It also seems safe to assume that Petty introduced Hobbes to
Vesalius' writings. Prior to aiTiving in Palis, Petty studied anatomy at universities in
the Netherlands.71

Hobbes' view of Vesalius may be better understood by considering Hobbes' reasons
for studying his wlitings. From A minute, Aubrey's life of Hobbes, and Charles

69

'Butt that hath beene found otherwise by[> ye] diligent and exact observation ofMonsr Gassendj, as
you may find at a large and perspicuously sett downe in ye beginning of his first Epistle De apparente
magnitudine solis humilis et sublimis ... The same experim 1 serves to make it cleere yt ye greatnes of
ye Sunne moo ne and stars in ye horison proceedeth not from refraction ... '(Ibid. , f. 100.) 'Mons:
Gassendj, hath another observation ye cause whereof deserveth also to bee rendered , and this is when
hee hath by an instrument observed ye distance from 2 Certain stars to a third to bee equall betweene
themselves that is ye angle which ye first and third ... ' (Ibid., f. 100 v.) ' ... And this Experiment hath
beene made in divers stars at diverse times and registered by the Observer himselfe Mons:r Gassendj,
who is so exact both in his skill and in his manners, as neither to bee deceived nor to deceyve.' (Ibid., f.
165 r.)
70
William Petty, The collected works of William Petty, ed. Marquis of Lansdowne, (2 vols., London,
1927), 11, 174-5. A number of Petty's manuscripts in the British library bear witness to the lasting
impact of his work on Hobbes' A minute on his thought about optics. First, in a manuscript entitled On
making cloth with sheeps wooll Petty gives an account of blackness that is very similar to that of
Honore Fabri. (The papers of William Petty (B.L. MS. Sloane 2903) f. 38 r.) Hobbes concured with
Fabri's description of blackness and whiteness in A mi11.ute. (A minute or first draft of the optiques in
two parts (B .L. MS. Harl . 3360) f. 31 r.) Additionally, Petty's notes on an unfinished optical treatise,
written in the mid-1680s, begin with 'The Anatomy of Eyes of sensuall' (The papers ofWilliam Petty
(B.L. MS . Add. 72892 ii . 180) f. 26 r.) Again, Hobbes' A minute started with an anatomy of the eye.
71
Vesalius' works had been introduced into the curriculum of northern European universities followiog
the educational reforms of Philipp Melanchthon. (Charles B. Schmidt, 'The rise of the philosophical
textbook', in Quentin Skinner and Eckhard Kessler eds., The Cambridge hist01y of Renaissance
philosophy (Cambridge, 1988) p. 797.)
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Cavendish's conespondence, it seems that Hobbes studied Vesalius and made his own
dissections from 1645 through to the late 1640s. Hobbes' conespondence of 1646 and
1647 indicate that Sorbiere hoped that Hobbes' De corpore a11d De homine would be
published very soon. Hobbes also had diagrams for De homine made up by printers
around 1648. 72 Hobbes' study of Vesalius seems to have coincided with his attempts
to perfect De homine. Indeed, much of the second part of A minute was eventually
reworked in Latin a~d included as Chapters two to nine of De homine. 73 From this it
seems that Hobbes originally intended to include an anatomical description of the
human body in De h01nine, and this would have been based on his own dissections
and natural historical details taken from Vesalius. The first chapter of A minute may
be a clue to the sort of material that Hobbes planned to include in De homine in the
1640s. Further evidence for this can be found in De cive and The elements of law,
both of which state that the human body would have been discussed in detail in an
earlier section of Hobbes' philosophy. For example, the first edition of De cive, states:
'In the previous section the whole of human nature has been described, comprising the
faculties of both body and mind ... '74 If this is the case, it seems that Hobbes was
prepared to inform his elements of philosophy with the anatomy of Vesalius.

The published edition of De homine did not contain a comprehensive anatomy of the
human body, and showed little debt to either Vesalius or Harvey. Rather than
anatomy, De homine contained a study of optics and of the passions of man. This was
signalled in De corpore, published three years earlier, which described the content of

De homine as 'the passions and perturbations of the mind', 75 and 'optics, and of the

72

Hobbes notes this in the 'Epistle dedicatory' to De c01pore. He wrote: 'There remains the second
section, which is concerning Man . That part thereof, where I handle the Optics, containing six
chapters, together with the tables of the figures belonging to them, I have already written and engraven
lying by me above these six years.' (Hobbes, 'Concerning body', p. xii .) Pell, a correspondent of
Hobbes , Mersenne, and Sir Charles Cavendish also recorded Hobbes' preparation of the plates for De
homine in a letter to Sir Charles Cavendish in early 1649. 'He told me' Pell wrote, 'that most of the
figures and diagrams, belonging to Mr. Hobbes hi s Philosophy, are already graven in Copper at Paris.'
(Helen Hervey, 'Hobbes and Descartes in the light of some unpublished letters of the correspondence
between Sir Charles Cavendish and Dr. John Pell', Osiris, 10 (1952), 87.) The engravings that Hobbes
refered to are preserved at Chats worth House along with fragments of two chapters of De homine . See:
Draft of De homine (Chatswoi·th, MS. Hobbes A. 5).
73
George Croom Robertson, Hobbes (London, 1887) p. 59 n.
.
74
Thomas Hobbes, On the citizen, ed. Richard Tuck, tr. Michael Silverthorne, (Cambridge, 1999) p. 21

. n.
75

Hobbes, 'Concerning body', p. 410.
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76
dispositions, affections and manners of men ... ' Nonetheless, De corpore's
78
description of 'the nerves which are within the headm and '[t]he organ of sight' are

reminiscent of A minute and consequently they are also reminiscent of his study of
Vesalius. Putting aside the final form of Hobbes' Elements of Philosophy, Hobbes'
natural philosophy of the 1640s was clearly indebted to the natural histmies of others.
Hobbes' natural histmies clearly contradicted his later assertion that he consistently
excluded from his work experiments that he had not conducted himself.

d. Hobbes' early use of natural histories.

From the information set out in the previous sections, it seems that Hobbes' view of
natural histories changed gradually from the publication of Thucydides to the
publication of De corpore. Consequently, any account of a single conversion
79
experience, or 'geometrical epiphany' whilst reading Euclid is, at best, simplistic.

Euclid was important to Hobbes. But Hobbes' understanding of Euclid's bearing on
philosophical method changed over time. P1ior to Hobbes' encounter with Euclid,

Thucydides presented a view of history that was similar to the view presented in the
De augmentis. History, rather than philosophy, was best suited to instruct an enquirer
in practical knowledge. Given this view of civil history, it is not surprising to find that
Hobbes' translation of Thucydides was informed by Bacon's natural histories. He also
highlighted pieces of information given by Thucydides that would have been of
interest to a reader, or indeed the writer, of the Historia ventorum and the Historia

vita et mortis. Thucydides is not, however, a natural history in any sense, least of all
in Bacon's sense. Nor do the marginal notes highlighted above constitute such a
history. Nonetheless, they do demonstrate that Hobbes allowed Bacon's natural
histories to infmm his work.

76

Ibid. , p. 532.
Ibid., p. 403 .
78
Ibid. , p. 402.
79
Martinich certainly sees Hobbes' response to Euclid in these terms. (Martinich, Hobb es: a
biography, p. 84.) Nonetheless, he does give a convincing explanation of how Hobbes may have
encountered the book. (Ibid., pp. 84-6)
77
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These notes are also significant once they are set against the first draft of De corpore,
written less than ten years later. 80 It is clear from the introduction of the draft that
Hobbes' interest in natural philosophy was infmmed by Bacon's project and by
Bacon's methodological precepts. The manuscript opened with an account of a
productive natural philosophy that grew from a copious and ordered natural history.
The manusc1ipt also employed images and stylistic devices taken from Bacon's
works. While the rest of the manuscript is recognisable from later editions of De
corpore, the first paragraphs are as obviously alien to Hobbes' mature position as they
are similar to Bacon's doctrine.

Evidence from the 1640s also shows that Hobbes was prepared to use natural
historical details in ways he would never use them again. In both Antiwhite and
A minute Hobbes used natural histories as the basis for general conclusions.
Additionally, Hobbes' use of natural historical details from Vesalius, Gassendi,
Fromond and others casts doubt on Hobbes' account of his own methodological
development. Hobbes' treatment of natural histories in the 1640s is similar to Bacon
in a number of ways. First, Hobbes, like Bacon, distinguished philosophy from
history. In so doing he seperated the search for general causes from the search for
particular facts. Secondly, Hobbes' use of natural historical details was critical.
Bacon was also discriminating in his use of such details. Although he sided with the
experimentalists in the Latin optical manuscript, he was highly critical of experiments
carried out by enquirers who did not understand the fundamental principles of the
sciences they addressed. Despite these similarities it would be wrong to characterise
Hobbes' natural histmies of the 1640s as truly Baconian as, for example, Hobbes
never ~mployed tables of presence, absence or degrees in his histories.

In view of the manuscript evidence from the 1630s and 1640s, I argue that although it
is legitimate to point to a discontinuity between Hobbes' mature methodological
position and Bacon's methodology, it is wrong to read this discontinuity back into
Hobbes' works of the 1630s and 1640s. Furthermore, it would also be wrong to read
Hobbes' rejection of natural history into Hobbes' discovery of geometry, for Hobbes'
80

Hobbes' first draft of De c01pore is discussed in: R.l. Aaron, 'A possible draft of De c01pore', Mind,
54 (1945), 342-356.
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assimilation of Euclid was a long process that involved as much remodelling of
Euclid as it did of Hobbes.

ii. Demonstration, analysis and synthesis.
Hobbes' methodology, 1640-1658.

A great deal has been written about the gulf between Bacon's experimental and
inductive natural philosophical method and Hobbes' mathematical natural philosophy.
A second aspect of this discontinuity relates to the conception of the syllogism. Bacon
consistently argued that the syllogism hindered the growth of the sciences. For Bacon,
the syllogism was, at best, a way of displaying existing knowl~dge. However, the
syllogism's seeming subtlety seduced the intellect, drawing the enquirer's attention
away from nature. Additionally, the apparent subtlety of the syllogism masked its
inability to compreh end the genuine subtlety of natural bodies. Consequently, Bacon
proposed a new logic which was to be a true method of discovery. Conversely, it is
argued that geometry was Hobbes' paradigm of science; and that his philosophy
proceeded demonstratively by applying the syllogistic structure of geometry to
natural and civil philosophy. 81

While there is a great deal of truth in this view, it does not fully describe the attitude
of either thinker to the syllogism. For example, Bacon did not exclude the syllogism
from all philosophy. In the human sciences of law, politics; in mathematics; and in
games such as chess, Bacon argued that the syllogism was a legitimate way to
proceed. 82 Equally, Hobbes changed his view on the role of the syllogism, the method
that constituted philosophy, and the nature of reasoning in the mid-1640s.
Consequently, whereas works written in the early 1640s equated reasoning and
method with the syllogism, later works reduced the role of the syllogism. From 1645
81

Martinich, Hobbes: a biography, p. 84. cf. Sir Leslie Stephen, Hobbes (London, 1904) p.
74; and,
Peters, Hobbes, p. 17.
.
82
Francis Bacon, 'The translation of the "De augmentis" ',in The works of Francis Bacon,
ed. James
Spedding, Robert Leslie Ellis, and Douglas Denon Heath, (7 vols., London, 1857-1861),
V, 115. cf.
Francis Bacon, The life and letters of Francis Bacon, ed. James Spedding, (7 vols., London,
18621874), VII, 377.
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Hobbes redefined philosophical method and reasoning in terms of the analytic and
synthetic method. This method explicitly placed the onus of philosophy on discovery.
Additionally, it proposed a method of discovery that could be legitimately described
as reasoning, but which did not proceed syllogistically or produce necessary truth.
The change in Hobbes' understanding of method and reasoning are the subject of
section a below.

A second complication (addressed in section b) is Hobbes' conception of geometry.
For while it is legitimate to state that Hobbes viewed geometry as the paradigm of
scientific method, his view of the subject was peculiar. Hobbes did not accept
Euclid's teaching uncritically. Indeed, Hobbes claimed that for the first time he, rather
than Euclid, had set geometry on a cettain footing. Finally section c sketches other
significant changes in Hobbes' early natural philosophy.

a. Hobbes' changing view of reasoning and the method of discovery.

Hobbes' view of the type of reasoning that philosophy required changed little in the
published and unpublished works of 1640 to 1644. The elements of law, De cive, and

Antiwhite all stated that philosophy was a form of deductive reasoning with names,
that had a basis in sensation.

83

Similarly, while the Tractatus opticus, which was

included in Mersenne's Universae geometriae 1nixtaeque mathematicae synopsis, et

bini refractionum demonstratanan tractatus, contains no general statement about
phiJosophical method, its f01m is clearly deductive.

The final text from the early 1640s that gives an account of Hobbes' natural
84
philosophy is the Praefatio to Mersenne's Balistica, published in 1644. The
83

Hobbes, The elements of law, p. 41. De cive argued that' ... Philosophy opens the way from
obsen,ations of individual things to universal precepts.' (Hobbes , On the citizen, p. 4.) Similarly,
Antiwhite contained this definition: 'Now, philosophy is the science of general theorems , or of all the
universals (the truth of which cim be demonstrated by natural reason) to do with material of any kind .'
(Hobbes, Thomas White 's 'De mundo ' examined, p. 23.)
84
Hobbes' Praefatio was written at Mersenne's request to elucidate Hobbes' view of sensation and
local motion, concepts that Mersenne would draw upon later in his own argument. (Thomas Hobbes,
'Praefatio in Mersenni Balisticam', in Opera philosophica quae latine scrips it omnia, ed. Sir William
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significant novelty in the Praefatio's account was Hobbes' treatment of the method of
composition and resolution. The Praefatio explicitly stated that this method was just
another form of memory and consequently a fmm of prudence rather than philosophy.
If we proceed from imagined causes to imagined effects towards a goal which
is always the final effect, this is called avv8£au; or composition; if [we work]
from effects to causes and thus in a regular order towards the previous causes
this is ava,A.va~s- or resolution. Each however is but memory. 85

Hobbes illustrated the working of the analytic-synthetic method with the example of a
man building a house. In this example the man works from the desired effect back to
the material and structure needed to create a house. Hobbes underlined the
unphilosophical nature of the method by comparing analysis and synthesis to the
approach of a bird (a non-rational animal): '[a]n example of this in a man is when he
imagines a building starting from the material in order to bring about the form of the
house; for then his imagination proceeds from the materials to their brining together,
and from there to the foundation, walls, roof, etc.: these resemble the building of a
bird's nest.' 86 Hobbes' account of analysis and synthesis in the Praefatio is similar to
Gassendi's account of one of the faculties of the sensitive or corporeal soul in his

Syntagma philosophicwn. 87

Molesworth, (5 vols., London, 1839-1845), V, 308.) The Praefatio opened with an account of
sensation and imagination or memory similar to that found in The elements of law. Hobbes argued that
sensation, memory, time, dreams, fiction and discussion were all types of imagination. (Ibid., pp. 31114.)
85
'Si processus fiat ab imaginatione causae ad imaginationem effectus verws finem, qui semper est
effectus ultimus, dicitur crvv8Eatt; seu compositio: si ab effectu et ita dei11ceps versus pri01·a,
ava...:tvmt; seu resolutio. Est autem utraque reminiscentia.' Ibid., p. 312.
86
'Illius exemplum in homine, dum aedificationem imaginatur incipiens a materia ad formam domus
introducendam: tunc enim imaginatio procedit a materia ad comportationem, inde ad fundamentum,
muros, tectum etc.: quibus similis est avidum nidificatio.' Ibid., pp. 312-3.
87
Gassendi argued that although the sensitive soul was not fully rational (only the intellectus, the
spiritual soul was truly rational) it could complete some complex functions through the manipulations
of images. The functions of the sensitive soul were simple apprehension, composition and division, and
ratiocination. Through these three processes the sensitive soul could form images, make judgements
and draw inferences. Additionally, the sensitive soul was a faculty that humans shared with other
animals. Although the work was published after Gassendi's death much of the material which would
later make up the Syntagma was circulating in manuscript from the mid 1630s. Hobbes wrote the
Praefatio around 1644, threeyears after the two writers were introduced by Mersenne. (Hobbes, .
'Praefatio in Mersenni Balisticam', p. 308 . Also see: Hobbes, 'Six lessons', p. 341.) Samuel Sorbiere a
mutual friend attests to the fact that they read each other's manuscripts. Gassendi's conception of the
corporeal or sensitive soul was part of his understanding of human psychology.
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The Praefatio , like other works of the early 1640s, shows that Hobbes' method was
basically Euclidean. It also explicitly rejected the analytic-synthetic method. With one
exception, throughout the 1650s Hobbes described philosophical method in terms of
analysis and synthesis. 88 The change from deduction to analysis and synthesis appears
to have taken place in the mid-1640s. Hobbes first equated philosophy with analysis
and synthesis whilst working on De corpore around 1645. A surviving manuscript
opens with this definition of philosophy: '[p]hilosophy is the knowledge, acquired by
light reasoning, of the qualities of bodies known by means of a conception of their
generation, and conversely of possible generations from correct reasoning from their
known properties.' 89 Similar definitions occurred in both English and Latin editions of

De corpore and Leviathan as well as De homine. This change in the mid-1640s was
also reflected in the revised editions of De cive published after 1647. 90
Before considering Hobbes' description of his dual method, I will address the impact
of this change in methodology on Hobbes' view of the syllogism. The elements of law
described method in terms of right reasoning, and light reasoning in terms of the
syllogism: 'that making of syllogisms is that we call RATIOC INATION or
reasoning .'91 The Praefatio also equates reasoning with the syllogism. 92 In
publications from De corpore onwards although Hobbes still discussed the syllogism
at length, he ceased describing the syllogism either as scientific method or as
reasoning. Hobbes' discussions of reasoning and method in his mature publications
distinguish between the formal cause of science and the efficient cause of science, as
well as distinguishing between methods of discovery or invention and methods of

88

Leviathan described philosophy in terms of analysis and synthesis, but in Chapter 5 it retained the
equation between sciences and syllogistic reasoning. (Hobbes, Leviathan, p. 25.) Malcolm suggests
that Hobbes became interested in the new method through the works of Bonaventu ra Cavalieri and
Evangelista Torricelli and through his acquaintance with Gilles Personne de Roberval. (Noel Malcolm,
'Thomas Hobbes and voluntarist theology' (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, Cambridge University,
1983) p. 126.)
89
'Philosophia est corporum proprietatum ex conceptis eorum generationiLus, et rursus generationu m,
quae esse possunt, ex cognitis proprietatibus, per rectam ratiocinationem acquisita cognitio.' Thomas
Hobbes, 'Notes pour le De co1pore', in Thomas Hobbes, Critique duDe M undo de Thomas White , ed.
Jean Jacquot and Harold Whitemore Jones , (Paris, 1973) p. 463 .
90
Although De cive was the only section of The elements of philosophy that did not define philosophy
in terms of the analytic and synthetic method, the 1647 edition of De cive described Hobbes' method
·
in terms of analysis or resolution. (Hobbes, On the citizen, p. 10.)
91
Hobbes, Th e elements of la w, p. 38.
92
Hobbes, 'Praefatio in Mersenni Balisticam', p. 316.
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demonstration or teaching. 93 De corpore described analysis and synthesis as the
efficient cause of science because it was through analysis and synthesis that new
knowledge was generated. De corpore also equated analysis and synthesis with
method and with reasoning. Of method Hobbes wrote, '[t]his much is common to
every method, that it proceeds from what is known to what is unknown; this is
obvious from the given definition of philosophy.' 94 Scientific method was the method
of discovery. Analysis and synthesis were the 'method, by which we find out the
causes of things' 95 and 'the method of discovery'. 96 Moreover, the method of
discovery could be separated from the syllogism. Syllogisms, Hobbes argued, were
based on propositions which themselves could not be proven syllogistically. In order
to generate the most universal of notions, Hobbes employed the method of analysis.
For example, the general notion man could be resolved into the notions body,
animated and rational. These notions were of a higher level of generality than the
original notion of man. Hobbes gave two other examples of analysis. First, the notion
square could be resolved into 'line, plane (in which a surface is contained), being
bounded, angle, rectitude, and equality.' 97 Secondly, Hobbes resolved the notion of
gold:
Again, if he proposes to himself the conception of gold, the ideas of being
solid, visible, and heavy (that is, of tending to the centre of the earth or of
motion down wards) and many others more universal than gold itself, which
can be resolved further until one aiTives at the most universal, will come from
this by resolution. 98

While analysis was a legitimate method of discovery, Hobbes argued that it was not
based on the syllogism and therefore was not strictly a method of demonstration.
Anal·ysis did not proceed syllogistically; it did not demonstrate the necessity of the
principles it generated; nor did it link the principles generated necessarily to the

93

Richard A. Talasks, 'Analytic and Synthetic Method According to Hobbes', Journal of the hist01y of
philosophy, 26 (1988), 209.
94
For my discussion of Hobbes' method I have chosen to refer to Aloysius Martinich's translation of
Hobbes' first part of De c01pore. Thomas Hobbes, Computatio sive logica, ed. Isabel C. Hungerland
and George R. Vick, tr. Aloysius Martinich, (New York, 1981) p. 289.
95
Ibid., p. 289.
96
Ibid., p. 311.
97
Ibid., p. 293.
98
Ibid.
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starting point. The principles generated by analysis were self-evident rather than
necessary.

Teaching, however, must demonstrate; that is to say it must proceed syllogistically:
... the method of proof will be the same as the method of discovery had been,
except that the first part of the method, namely, that which proceeded from the
sense-experience of things to universal principles, is to be omitted. For the
later things cannot be demonstrated since they are principles . .. they do
indeed need explication, but not proof. 99

Hobbes' distinction between analysis, the method of discovering first principles, and
the syllogism indicates some similarity with Bacon. This similarity is further
underlined by Hobbes' example of the resolution of gold, for Bacon had used the
same example to demonstrate how natural bodies are composites of more general
natures:
.. .for example, the following things are all found together in gold; it is tawny
coloured; it is heavy with a certain weight; it is malleable or ductile to a
certain degree; it is not volatile, and looses none of its quantity in fire; it melts
with a certain fluidity; it is separated and dissolved in certain ways ... For he
who knows the forms and methods of superinducing tawny colour, weight,
ductility, stability, melting, solution and so on, and their degrees and manners,
will take pains to try and unite them in some body, and from this follows the
transformation into gold. 100

The final part of the passage quoted above is also echoed in Hobbes' discussion of
analysis. Regarding the analysis of the notion square, Hobbes wrote, 'If anyone finds
the causes or origin of these, he will put them together as the cause of the square.' 101
Nonetheless, the two passages are dissimilar in many ways. Bacon's concern in the

Novum organum was the superinduction of natures, whereas Hobbes was concerned
with the method of analysis. But despite this dissimilarity, both passages occur within
the discussion of scientific method and the method of discovery; and both passages
concern the correct way to understand bodies.

99

Ibid., p. 313.
Bacon, Th e new organ on, p. 105.
101
Hobbes, Computatio sive Logica, p. 293.
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Hobbes also distinguished between analysis and synthesis in regard to specific
sciences. De homin.e explained the difference between the two ways of working. It
described Hobbes' Elem.ents of philosophy as a series of sections and sub sections.
The first three-quarters of De corpore, which dealt with Hobbes' mechanistic
geometry, proceeded synthetically, that is from causes to effects. The final part of De
corpore, The 'Physics', and the first half of De homine, which dealt with biology and

optics, worked analytically from effects to supposed causes. Finally, Chapters ten to
fifteen of De homin.e and the whole of De cive returned to the synthetic method.
Hobbes based his distinction between geometry and civil philosophy on the one hand
and physics on the other, on the relation of man to the bodies under investigation.
Man was the artificer of tliangles, lines and circles. He was also the maker of civil
laws and cities. Consequently, man could comprehend the causes of geometric and
civil bodies. Conversely, God was the creator of natural

bodie~.

Fmthermore, the

causes of natural phenomena are not accessible to human senses. Therefore, the
natural philosopher must work from known effects to hypothetical causes. Hobbes
summed up this distinction in De homin.e, describing the synthetic method as a priori
demonstration and the analytic method as a posteriori demonstration:
... because of this fact (that is, that we ourselves create the figures), it
happens that geometry hath been and is demonstrable. On the other hand,
since the causes of natural things are not in our power, but in the divine will,
and since the greatest patt of them, namely the ether, is invisible; we, that do
not see them, cannot deduce their qualities from their causes. Of course, we
can, by deducing as far as possible the consequences of those qualities that we
do see, demonstrate that such and such could have been their causes. This
kind of demonstration is called a posteriori, and its science, physics ... 102

Politics and ethics, like geometry, proceeded synthetically as they were sciences of
civil bodies and laws of which man was the artificer. 103

A great deal in Hobbes' mature position on the distinction between natural and civil
philosophy is reminiscent of Bacon. Bacon argued in his publications and his
conespondence that whereas traditional logic was not subtle enough to comprehend
Thomas Hobbes, 'On man;,in Man and citizen, ed. Bernard Gert, tr. Charles T. Wood, T.S.K. Sc~tt
Craig, and Bernard Gert, (New York, 1972) p. 42.
103
Ibid.
102
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natural bodies, it was legitimate to treat civil knowledge and other man-made
knowledge logically. Moreover, despite Hobbes' move away from a fully
demonstrative natural philosophy, he maintained the view that all sciences should
attempt to define their terms with the clarity of geometers. In this too he echoed
Bacon. 104

b. Definitions and generation in Hobbes' science and geometry.

The elements of law and Antiwhite both argued that all sciences should proceed
logically and that all sciences should be modelled on geometry. Geometry was the
model for science in both texts in the sense that all sciences should start from
definitions, as geometry does, and in the sense that these definitions should be as
perspicuous as they are in geometry.

De homine stated that geometry was a science that proceeded synthetically. Hobbes'
new method was significant for his understanding of geometry. The synthetic nature
of geometry entailed that the definitions or principles from which the geometer
worked needed to embody a description of the efficient cause of the geometrical
object it defined. De corpore explained: 'names of things that can be understood to
have some cause must have this cause or mode of generation in their definitions, as
when we define a circle to be a figure atising from the circulation of a line in a plane,
etc.' 105 This principle was also evident in Hobbes' definitions of a line, a surface, and
a solid. Hobbes defined a line as a point in motion, a surface as a line in motion and a
three-dimensional body as a smface in motion. 106

These definitions were consistent with Hobbes' stated understanding of science and
with his ontological materialism. However, Hobbes' definitions were not orthodox
Euclidean definitions. The Euclidean definition of a line, for example, was length

104

Bacon, The advancement of learning, p. 134.
Hobbes, Computatio sive logica, p. 315.
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Hobbes, 'Concerning body', p. 140.
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without breadth. Such a definition is an abstract fmmulation proper to pure
mathematics. Scholastic typologies asserted that pure mathematics dealt with objects
of a higher generality than mixed mathematics, such as optics or astronomy, that used
mathematics to describe the motions of celestial bodies or rays of light. This
scholastic distinction was rooted in an Alistotelian typology that placed the objects of
pure mathematics between physics, which dealt with material things, and
metaphysics, which dealt with incorporeal entities such as the soul. 107 While Hobbes
was clearly indebted to Euclid, his own peculiar matelialist geometry was not simply
an uncritical acceptance of the Euclidean tradition.

Hobbes' commitment to a refmmed mechanistic geometry pre-dated his adoption of
the analytic and synthetic method. This is unsurprising as Hobbes' commitment to
materialism also pre-dated his adoption of the new method. Hobbes' earliest surviving
draft of De corpore defined a line in terms recognisable from the published edition
' ... if a body which is moved (though there be always some magnitude yet none be
considered or brought into argument) the (via or) way by which this body passes is
called a line or one simple dimension .. . ' 108

Douglas M. Jesseph's analysis of Hobbes' geometry indicates just how radical a step
this redefinition of a line was, for it endorsed a valiation of definition explicitly
condemned by Christopher Clavius. 109 Hobbes' contemporalies also took issue with
his definitions. John Wallis, for example, argued that in using matter and motion in
his geometric definitions he had imported extraneous material into geometry. 110 It
seems that from the 1630s, Hobbes was prepared to revise Euclidean geometry in
fundamental ways. Hobbes' materialism and the stlictures of his synthetic method
both changed the definitions on which Hobbesian mathematics and geometry were
based.

Douglas Michael Jesseph, Squaring the cil~cle: the war between Hobbes and Wallis (Chicago, 1999)
~· 75 .
08
Hobbes, Co111putatio sive logica, p. 455.
109
Jesseph, Squaring the circle, p. 80.
110
Ibid. , p. 81.
107
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c. Hobbes' changing view of natural philosophy in the 1630s and 1640s.

Hobbes' view of natural histories, the shape of his Elements of philosophy, the nature
of philosophical method and the role of the syllogism in natural philosophy all
changed in the 1640s. This should be no suprise given other important changes in
Hobbes' natural philosophy noted by other commentators.

111

I will discuss three

examples. First, Brandt notes a change in Hobbes' view of the act of sense. Brandt
argues that in the early 1640s, Hobbes believed that the act of sense was caused by a
reac;;tion in the eye and the brain, whereas in the later 1640s Hobbes argued that the
act of sense extended to the heart. 112 Secondly, Alan Shapiro points to a major shift in
Hobbes' account of light. 'If we turn to Hobbes' De homine, written shortly after De

corpore and containing a section on optics,' he writes, 'we find only a treatment of
vision and no reference to this theory of refraction. Finally, if we turn to the late
physical works ... we search in vain for the theory of the Tractatus opticus. d 13
Hobbes' early view of light was based on the notion that lucid bodies dilated and
contracted. This, Hobbes acknowledged, presupposed a vacuum. From the publication
of De corpore to the end of his life, Hobbes claimed that there was no vacuum in
nature and that no artificial vacuum could be produced. Indeed, De corpore attacked
the very notion of vacuum that Hobbes had advanced in his optical writings in the
preced~ng two decades.

114

Once Hobbes had rejected the possibility of vacuum he

refmmulated his notion of the action of lucid bodies, describing it in terms of simple
circular motion.

111

Jamie C. Kassler has argued that these changes reflect Hobbes' interest in William Harvey's
philosophy. In each case Kassler links Hobbes' early position to Harvey's early work, Exercitatio
anatomica de motu cordis et sanguinis in animalibus, and his later positions with the revisions to
Harvey's position contained in Exercitationes de gene ratione animalium: quibus accedunt qucedam de
partu, de membranis ac humoribus uteri & de conceptione . (Jarnie C. Kassler, Inner music, Hobbes,
Hooke and North on internal character (London, 1995) pp. 62-69.) Kassler also notes a revision to
Hobbes' notion of the medium through which light travels which, for the sake of space, I have chosen
not to discuss. (Ibid., p. 64.)
112
Brandt, Hobbes' mechanical conception of nature, p. 88-91. Notably, Brandt did not have access to
the full text of Hobbes' Latin optical manuscript or A m.inute, consequently his position does need
some modification. Nonetheless, it is certainly true that Hobbes asserted two different accounts of the
act of sense in the 1630s and 1640s.
113
Alan. E . Shapiro, 'Kinematic optics: a study of the wave theory of light in the seventeenth century',
Archive for the his tO I)' of exact sciences, 11 ( 1973), 172.
114
Brandt, Hobbes's mechanical conception of nature, p. 366.
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These changes may appear minor, but they were fundamental to Hobbes' philosophy.
Hobbes twice claimed that his view of light established the only scientific basis for
optics in the 1640s, 115 yet in the 1650s he put forward an entirely different view of
light. Hobbes repeatedly argued that he had first given the correct account of
sensat~on,

but later changed his view on the nature of sensation. Finally, Hobbes'

early acceptance of vacuum is clearly at odds with one of his central philosophical
claims of the 1650s and 1660s.

Given these fundamental changes in Hobbes' natural philosophy, it is unsurprising
that Hobbes also changed his view on natural histories, the role of the syllogism in
philosophical method, philosophical method and the nature of reasoning. However, in
spite of all of these changes Hobbes did remain committed to a number of positions
throughout his natural philosophical writings. I turn to these in my next section.

iii. Unchanging foundations.

Hobbes' materialist revisions of Euclid were not his only attempt to recast geometry.
Nonetheless, they do point to an important question: how would Hobbes apply
Euclid's irisights to natural philosophy? More generally, it is far from obvious how
Euclid's method should be applied to bodies that were not simply geometrical.
Hobbes addressed the difference between geometry and natural science in the opening
of the Latin optical manuscript. The epistemological position that Hobbes set out was
rooted in a distinction between man-made bodies and natural bodies. This distinction
was followed by a justification of Hobbes' method in terms of its ability to extend the
power of human enquirers. The conjunction of these positions indicates that rather
11 5

Hobbes first stated that he had established the basis of optics in the Tractatus opticus: 'You have
now my opinion concerning light and refraction, in which is contained the first elements of the
Anaclastica: to the complete knowledge of which in physics the natures and figures of all diaphanous
things must be reflected upon, but especially the figures .' ('Habes jam sententiam meam de natura lucis
et refractionibus, in qua continentur elementa prima Anaclasticae: ad perfectam cujus cognitionem in
re physica contemplandae sunt diaphanorum omnium naturae et figurae, maxime autem figurae.'
Thomas Hobbes, 'Tractatus opticus', in Opera philosophica quae latine scrips it omnia, ed. Sir William
Molesworth, (5 vols., London, 1839-1845), V, 246-7.) The second occasion was in A minute. This has
been noted above in Chapter 2.
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than reading Euclid uncritically, Hobbes reworked the methodological insights he
found in Euclid in accordance with an essentially Baconian epistemology.

In order to show this I begin by setting out an account of Bacon's verwnfactum
epistemology, following the work of Antonio Perez-Ramos. Section b discusses
Hobbes' first statement of the principle in the Latin optical manuscript. Section c will
show that Hobbes consistently asserted the principle in his later writings.

a. Bacon's form of heat.

Bacon's celebrated equation between knowledge and power was rooted in an
epistemological position, which equated the capacity to know with the capacity to
make. Bacon was not alone in adopting such a position but Perez-Ramos argues that
the position was one of the most extreme examples of the maker's knowledge
tradition. 116 In essence, Bacon's conception of the relationship between knowing and
making established a criterion to distinguish between true and false philosophy. For
Bacon, a true philosophical description of heat, for example, would also be a set of
instructions or a recipe for making heat. The description would be judged according
to its ability to produce and reproduce 'the phenomenon it purports to describe.' 117 The
importance of production was central to Bacon's first harvest of the fmm of heat:
The thing is the same as far as operation is concemed. This is the sum of it: If
in any natural body you can arouse a motion to dilate or expand; and if you
can check that motion and turn it back on itself so that the dilation does not
proceed equally but partly succeeds and is partly checked, you will certainly
generate heat. 118

The fmm was a recipe, or a direction which indicated how a nature could be
produced, and consequently how it could be artificially reproduced. The form was
Antonio Perez-Ramos, Francis Bacon's idea ~!science and the maker's knowledge tradition
(Oxford, 1988) p. 48.
117
Antonio Perez-Ramos, 'Bacon's forms and the maker's knowledge tradition', in Markku Peltonen
ed., The Cambridge companion to Bacon (Cambridge, 1996) p. 111.
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also a description of a hypothetical motion in the invisible parts of bodies. Ideally the
knower would be a magus capable of controlling these invisible motions and through
this control the philosopher would be capable of creating the effects that human life
required. However, unlike the alchemist magus, the philosopher would use only
efficient cause to create natural effects, for Bacon argued that '[a]ll man can do to
achieve results is to bring natural bodies together and take them apart; Nature does
the rest internally. oil 9 Bacon's notion of a form, then, encapsulated his desire for an
operative scie,nce- his rejection of final cause and his view that occult properties of
bodies caused their visible effects.

b. Hobbes, making and knowing in the Latin optical manuscript.

Hobbes addressed the differences between geometry and natural philosophy in the
opening passage of his Latin optical manuscript. In so doing he set out a fundamental
distinction between man-made objects and natural objects that reoccurred throughout
his writings. The first section of the manuscript concluded with a statement that
linked Hobbes' epistemology with his desire for an operative science:
1. The natural sciences differ greatly from other sciences. In the latter, nothing
is needed nor admitted as a foundation or primary principle of demonstration
other than the definition of terms, by which ambiguity is excluded. They are
first truths; every definition is a true and primary proposition because we
make it true ourselves by defining it, that is by agreeing about the meaning of
the words . Thus if it pleases us to call this a Triangle, then it is true, that this
figure is a Triangle. But in the explanation of natural phenomena, another kind
of procedure must be followed, which is termed Hypothesis or supposition.
Suppose a question is raised about the efficient cause of any event which is
obvious to the senses, the sort of thing which we usually term Phenomenon.
Any answer will standardly consist in the designation or description of some
motion, to which the Phenomenon is necessarily consequent; and since it is
not impossible for dissimilar motions to produce the same phenomenon, it is
possible for the effect to be correctly demonstrated using hypothetical motion,
even though the hypothesis may be untrue. Nothing further is required in
Physics, therefore than that the motions we suppose or imagine are
conceivable, that the necessity of the Phenomenon can be demonstrated from
119
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them, and that nothing false can be derived from them. Nor is this truly
insufficient. For if indeed through such hypotheses a reason of events can be
given, although they have other causes, yet they can be caused through these;
so that they serve for human use not less than if they have been investigated
and demonstrated. 120

First, it is clear from this passage that Hobbes did not adopt a purely Euclidian
methodology throughout all of the sciences. In geometry it was legitimate to start
from clear definitions and proceed demonstratively. In physics, however, Euclid's
method had to be revised. The distinction that Hobbes drew between the two sciences
was based on the relation between man and the object of his enquiry. Geometric
bodies were made by man and therefore a human enquirer could fully comprehend
their causes. Natural bodies, on the other hand, were not man-made and consequently
humans must make suppositions regarding their causes.

Turning to natural philosophical method, the Latin optical manuscript was clear that
demonstration would still have a role to play. In other respects the goal that Hobbes
described was similar to Bacon's description of a form in the Novum organum.
Hobbes, like Bacon, believed that in physics a truly philosophical description of a
phenomenon was nothing else but a description of the efficient cause of the
phenomenon in terms of a hypothetical motion of the invisible parts of the body.
Again, the two philosophers agreed that the real test of this desctiption of the cause
was whether it would reproduce the phenomenon under investigation.

The similarity of approach is further underlined by a comparison of Bacon's fmm of
heat with Hobbes' description of light in the Latin optical manuscript .

. . . heat is an expansive motion which is checked and struggling through the
particles. And expansion is qualified: while expanding in all directions it has
some tendency to rise. And the struggle through the particles is thus qualified:
it is not completely sluggish, but excited and with some force. 121
120

'Neque vero hoc parum est. Siquidem enim per tales hypotheses ratio eventuum reddi posit, etsi
alias habeant causas, effici tamen poterunt etiam per has; ita ut non minus humano usui inserviant,
quam si essent cognitae et demonstratae.' Hobbes, '[The Latin optical MS .]', p. 147. The first part of
this translation is quoted from: Richard Tuck, Philosophy and government 1572-1651 (Cambridge,
1993) p. 299.
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Let us place some luminous object (think of the sun) the semi-diameter of
which A B is understood to swell in all parts so that the whole spherical
surface which is te1minated at B, shall be terminated through the swelling at C
122

Both conceive the phenomenon in terms of the motion of invisible parts. Moreover,
both describe the phenomenon as an expansive motion. Hobbes desclibed light in
similar te1ms in The elements of law and the Tractatus opticus .
. . . [the] motion, whereby the fire worketh, is dilation, and contraction of itself
alternately, commonly called scintillation or glowing ... 123

Every luminous body expands itself and swells into a greater volume, and then
. contmua
. lly contractmg
. an d expand lng.
' 124
contracts agazn,

Hobbes charactetised light during this period in terms of an expansive motion similar
to the motion that Bacon attributed to the particles in his fmm of heat.

Before examining Hobbes' departures from Bacon, it is worth noting two occasions in
Hobbes' wlitings that link his speculations to the Novwn organum. during this peliod.
The first occured in a letter to William Cavendish, written in 1636, in which Hobbes
argued that all phenomena were nothing but the motions of the invisible bodies which
made up sensible bodies. The example that Hobbes gave of this general statement was
heat: 'the variety of thinges is but variety of locall motion in ye spilits or invisible
partes of bodies ... such motion is heat.' 125 The second example comes from the

Tractatus opticus. The first hypothesis of the Tractatus opticus states that all action is
nothing but local motion in bodies. Again Hobbes illustrated this with the example of
heat:
... when a glowing coal warms a man, although neither the coal nor the man
are moved, or move, from their place, yet there is some subtle body in the coal
122

'Ponamus objectum aliquod lucidum (duta solem) cuius semidiameter AB ita tumescere simul in
omnes partes intelligatur ut tota superficies sphaerica quae terminabatur ad B, terrninetur per tumorem
ad C . .. ' Hobbes, '[The Latin optical MS .]', p. 148.
123
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which moves, and excites a motion in the medium up to the man, and there is
some motion generated from there in the internal parts in the unmoved man.
But, this motion in the internal parts of the man is heat, and thus is moved and
heated, i.e., is affected, and that motion which is in the parts of the glowing
coals is its action, or heat, and thus moves and heats. 126

From these two examples it seems that heat was Hobbes' prime example of his
general view of the working of nature.

Hobbes' account of the goal of natural philosophy, his account of the type of
explanations that natural philosophy should yield and his specific description of the
motion of light were all similar to those given by Bacon. However, the opening
section of the Latin optical manuscript contains two conceptions that were not found
in the Novum organwn. First, Hobbes argued that a legitimate description of a
phenomenon must fulfil three criteria: in the first place it must be a hypothetical
designation of a motion; in the second place the motion described must cause the
phenomenon under investigation so that humans can use the motion to recreate the
phenomenon; and finally the phenomenon alone must demonstrably follow from the
hypothetical cause. The first two of these stipulations are common to Bacon and
Hobbes' approach, but the third is unique to Hobbes' method. Hobbes' interest in
conect demonstration seems to owe more to Euclid than Bacon.

The second novelty in Hobbes' account is his acknowledgement of the possibility that
a hypothesis might fulfil all of these criteria and still not truly desctibe the motion
which actually causes the phenomena within natural bodies. This position is similar to
Descartes' famous discussion of the two clocks in the Principica. 127 Although
Descartes' final formulation of this view would not be published until 1645, La

dioptrique stated that Descartes' own description of light may well have been untrue:
Now since my only reason for speaking of light here is to explain how its rays
enter into the eye .. . I need not attempt to say what is its [light's] true nature.
It will, I think, suffice if I use two or three comparisons in order to facilitate
that conception of light which seems most suitable for explaining all those of
126

Hobbes, 'Tractatus opticus', quoted from : Shapiro, 'Kinematic optics: A study of the wave theory of
light in the seventeenth century', p. 146.
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its properties that we known through experience ... In this I am imitating the
astronomers, whose suppositions are almost all false or uncertain, but who
nevertheless draw many very true and cettain consequences from them ... 128

Hobbes' knowledge of Descartes' text was obvious from the Latin optical manuscript
and the Tractatus opticus, which were both wtitten (at least in part) as responses to La
dioptrique. Additionally, the second section of Hobbes' Latin optical manuscript
compared his own description of vision to the three hypotheses of the astronomers, as
Descartes had done. 129

The opening of the Latin optical manuscript clearly showed that Hobbes was
interested in the geometry of Euclid and the possibility of building a natural
philosophy that resembled Euclidian geometry in terms of its demonstrative certainty.
However, it also showed that Hobbes was not prepared to take Euclid's method and
apply it uncritically in his natural philosophical speculations. Hobbes, like Bacon,
argued that natural philosophy must employ hypothesis. While Hobbes was keen that
natural philosophy should proceed demonstratively, he was also aware of the
limitations to what natural philosophers could truly claim about the invisible internal
motions of bodies. Indeed, Hobbes was prepared to admit that human demonstrations
would not necessatily desctibe the motions that really produced heat or light.
Nonetheless, Hobbes' final defence for his method was not that it was demonstrable,
but rather that it advanced human power. Consequently, while Hobbes was prepared
to proceed demonstratively, his final appeal was not to the necessity of the
demonstration, but to the capacity for his description to reproduce the nature under
investigation. Hobbes' dependence of a verumfactum epistemology is not confined to
the field of natural science. Geomettic proofs were also examples of truths that
humans make for themselves. Hobbes did not give an example of a geometric
definition in the Latin optical manuscript. However, from the definition of a line
given in the first surviving draft of De corpore (discussed above) it seems that
Hobbes' geometric definitions contained a method of generation for the figure it
described. From this, Hobbes seems to have brought Euclidean geometry into line

Rene Descartes, 'Optics', i~ Rene Descartes, Selected philosophical writings, tr. John Cottingham,
Robert Stoothoff, and Dugald Murdoch, (Cambridge, 1988) pp. 57-8.
129
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with an epistemology that equated knowing with making. It also based its claim to
legitimacy on its capacity to reproduce the nature under discussion, rather than in the
description's demonstrative certainty. In this sense, from the first, Hobbes' method
owed as much to Bacon as it did to Euclid.

c. Making and knowing in Hobbes' mature philosophy.

The distinction between available types of knowledge of man .. made bodies and of
natural bodies reoccuned throughout Hobbes' mature work. De corpore and De

homine both asserted the distinction. Hobbes' mature definition of method was
tailored to this distinction. Leviathan sets out Hobbes' first published version of his
mature definition of philosophy:
By Philosophy is understood the knowledge acquired by reasoning from the
manner of generation of anything to the properties, or from the properties to
some possible way of generation of the same, to the end to be able to produce,
as far as matter and human force permit, such effects as human life
. h . 130
requ1ret

Here Hobbes' analytic and synthetic method was linked with the desire for an
operative science and the epistemological distinction between natural and artificial
bodies. The importance of the epistemological distinction only becomes apparent
when the inequality between the two methods is considered. Hobbes claimed that
philosophy could proceed in two ways. The philosopher could either work from
knowledge of generation to the knowledge of properties, or from the knowledge of
properties to some possible cause. The first method provided <,:ertain knowledge of
properties whereas the second yielded only a hypothetical descliption of generation.
This epistemological distinction between the knowledge produced by the two
methods was tied to a distinction between natural and artificial bodies. This only
becomes clear when we consider Hobbes' terminology. De corpore defined properties
as the sensible qualities of bodies. 131 This second type of knowledge (that had to be
130
131
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derived from sensible qualities) was natural philosophy. As in the Latin optical
manuscript the philosopher must proceed hypothetically when discussing causes in
natural philosophy. Leviathan's definition also tied this epistemology to the
production of works. Natural philosophy, Hobbes claimed, aimed to describe the
possible generation of natural bodies in order that human beings could reproduce the
effects they required. The only limitation to man's power over nature was the
limitation that Bacon also recognised: human mastery of matter and motion.

De corpore explicitly linked the synthetic method to the study of man-made bodies,
and the analytic method to natural bodies. At the opening of part the 'Physics', Hobbes
announced a change of approach. 132 The first three parts of De corpore dealt with
man's arts of syllogism and geometry. The fourth part dealt with natural bodies and
consequently required a different method:
There are, therefore, two methods of philosophy; one, from generation of
things to their possible effects; and the other, from their possible effects or
appearances to some possible generation of the same . .. I now enter upon the
other part; which is the finding out by the appearances or effects of nature,
which we know by sense, some way and means by which they may be, I do
not say they are, generated. The plinciples, therefore, upon which the
following discourse depends, are not such as we ourselves make and produced
in general terms as definitions; but such, as being placed in the things
.
themselves by the Author of Nature are by us observed in them ... their use
being only, though not without such general propositions as have already been
demonstrated, to show us the possibility of some production or generation. 133

The natural knowledge that Hobbes sought began through the study of appearances.
This study did not aim at uncovering the real nature of the phenomenon, but only
discovering one possible way of reproducing it. Again, Hobbes argued that any
explanation of production must be consistent with general propositions. These
included Hobbes' stipulations on what types of reasoning were legitimate.
Accordingly, whilst any natural philosophical explanation must be logically coherent,
the true aim was not coherence for its own sake, but reproduction.
132

Ibid., p. 387.
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De homine also linked Hobbes' analytic and synthetic method to his verwnfactum
epistemology. It went beyond the passages quoted above because it explained the
place of civil philosophy. Hobbes applied the same logic to discussion of the method
appropriate to civil philosophy. 'Finally,' Hobbes claimed, 'politics and ethics (that is,
the sciences of just and unjust, of equity and inequity) can be demonstrated a priori;
because we ourselves make the principles- that is, the causes of justice (namely laws
and covenants)oi 34

iv. Spirits and Hobbes' natural philosophical speculations.

a. Spirits: Bacon's matter theory.

Bacon's matter theory was part of a network of concepts. It complemented his
epistemology, his desire for an operative science, his philosophical method and his
cosmology. 135 Central to Bacon's matter theory is the notion of spirits. Bacon's theory
of spirits was already present in the manuscript De vijs mortis, et de senectute

retardanda atque instaurandis viribus.136 However, as late as the 1620s, Bacon's
theory had some 'residual instabilities'. 137 References to spirits appeared in published
form in the 1620s in the Novum organum, in the preface to the Historia sulphuris,

mercurii et salis, in the Historia vitae et mortis, and in the Sylva sylvarum, as well as
in the Historia densi et rari, which was published posthumously in 1658. 138

134
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Bacon argued that the universe was divided into two types of matter. The first was
tangible matter which was gross, passive, and found in large quantities in the
terrestlial globe. Spilits were also corporeal, but unlike tangible matter they were
insensible, or as Bacon desclibed them subtle, and active. Experiment 98 of the Sylva
sylvarum desclibed them thus: '[f]or spirits are nothing else but a natural body,
rarefied to a proportion and included in the tangible parts of bodies, as in an
integument.tl 39 Whereas the Earth was full of tangible matter, the heavens were the
true realm of the spirits. Spirits became increasingly active and pure in the remotest
reaches of the heavens until, in the realm of the fixed stars, they became dominant. In
the realm inhabited by animals and plants the ,two types of matter were intermixed.
Spilits were 'attached' to tangible matter and their action was responsible for all
discernible natural phenomena:
... [spilits] are in all tangible bodies whatsoever, more or less; and they are
never (almost) at rest; and from them and their motions principally proceed
rarefaction, colliquation, concoction, maturation, putrefaction, vivification,
and most of the effects of nature .. . for tangible pmts in bodies are stupid
things; and the spitits do (in effect) all . 140

Bacon distinguished between the spirits that inhabited inorganic bodies 'inanimate
spirits' and those which inhabited only living bodies 'animal spirits' or 'vital spirits'.
All spirits were made up of aerial and fiery elements. In inanimate spirits the airy
constituent was dominant. Inanimate spirits were so-called because they inhabited
inanimate bodies and the inanimate parts of living bodies. The spirits themselves were
mobile, and through their motion they created effects such as conosion and
desiccation in inanimate bodies. In the Historia vitae et mortis Bacon wrote, '[t]he
spilits are the agents and workmen that produce all the effects in the body. This
appears manifest both by general consent and by innumerable instances.' 141

139
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Animate or vital spilits exclusively inhabited living bodies. In these spirits the fiery
part of their nature prevailed. 142 Their structure was also more complex than that of
inanimate spirits. Animate spirits moved in such a way that produced branches within
animal bodies. For example, the system of veins and arteries was the product of vital
spirits in the blood. In animals vital spirits also congregated in cells. 143 Indeed, even
insects (which were considered to be created spontaneously from rotting material and
inferior to animals that were generated sexually) had a sufficient concentration of
spirits to make them capable of imagination and voluntary motion. Humans had the
biggest concentration of vital spirits in the ventricles of the brain. These spirits
accounted for all the actions of the vegetative and sensitive soul such as nutrition,
bodily motion, imagination and sensation.

The predominantly airy spirits wore away tangible matter and eventually escaped
from their grosser hosts. All change in inanimate bodies was caused by an 'actio
triplex': the threefold work of the spirit. 144 First, spirits preyed on the tangible body

converting it into spirit. Bacon called this first stage 'attenuation'. He described
second stage as 'escape'. This was effected once the spirit had grown and weakened
the structure of the tangible body it inhabited through attenuation. Finally, once the
spirit escaped, the tangible body closed up. This final stage was described as
'contraction'. This threefold action was also responsible for other effects that
weakened sensible bodies:
For every tangible body on earth contains an invisible and intangible spirit;
the body envelops and clothes it. This is the powelful source of three effects,
the marvellous process of spirit in a tangible body: when the spirit within a
tangible thing is released, it contracts and dries up the body; when it is kept in ,
it softens and melts them; and when it is neither completely released nor
wholly kept in, it shapes them, gives them limbs, absorbs, consumes organises
and so on. 145

Also present in nature were spirits that were unattached. These pure spirits became
purer as they got further away from Emth. In the heavens, air became pure ether
Ibid. , p. 323-4. cf. Bacon, 'Sylva sylvaru~', p. 215 .
Rees and Upton, Fran cis Bacon 's natural philosophy: a new source, p 36.
144
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which was that medium through which the stars and planets moved. Planets and stars
were concentrations of celestial fire. Airy and fiery spirits were in some respects
antithetical. Nearer the smface of the Emth, the airy spirits dominated. Consequently,
in the sublunar realm, fire lacked the permanence of the planets and stars. However,
celestial fire finally prevailed over the ether. Celestial fire, unlike Emthly fire, needed
no fuel, and in the realm of the fixed stars was burned permanently uninhibited by the
ether.

Bacon's theory of spirits was also linked to other aspects of his philosophy. The
pneumatic nature of matter had methodological repercussions . Natural processes
were, Bacon argued, caused by the insensible actions of spilits. Consequently, the
subtlety of nature had to be matched by an equally subtle method. Bacon's method
aimed at dissecting nature, that is at getting beneath appearances and uncovering the
structure of natural bodies. 146 Spirits were also crucial to the artificial production of
works. Nature produced its effects through the action of spirits. Therefore, the study
of spirits was central to the artificial reproduction of works at which Bacon's science
aimed.

Finally, Bacon's view of spirits undermined the traditional epistemological distinction
between manifest and occult qualities. 147 Aristotelian philosophy distinguished
between those qualities which were directly perceivable, such as colour and
temperature, and those, such as magnetic attraction, which were not. These occult
qualities were perceptible only by the effect they caused; the quality of the body
which produced the effect was unknown. The distinction between what was manifest
and what was occult also marked the bounds of what could and could not be
described as scientia. Scientia was, in essence, the study of causes. The causes of
occult properties or virtues were hidden. Consequently there could be no Peripatetic
science of the magnet. For Bacon, however, hidden causes were the stuff of science.
Furthermore, Bacon's matter theory suggested that all phenomena were occult
146
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phenomena. The causes of colour and heat, Bacon argued, were no less hidden than
the cause of magnetic virtue. Bacon's search for the form of heat and the cause of
whiteness were unthinkable in traditional philosophy.

b. Hobbes' use of the tetm spitits in the 1630s and 1640s.

Spitits were part of Hobbes' account of natural phenomena, and his use of the term
has been connected to Bacon. 148 This alone does not, of course, prove any continuity
between the two thinkers. Consequently, I will also address the possibility that
Hobbes' source was Galen, Vesalius, Harvey, or Descartes. However, I will first
attempt to show the significance of the te1m spirit in Hobbes' early works. Spirits
played an important role in the Latin optical manuscript, The Plements of law,
Hobbes' correspondence (particularly his conespondence with Descartes), and

A minute. They also appeared in Antiwhite, the Tractatus opticus, and the
Praefatio. 149 It is also possible to detect a reference to them, although unnamed, in
one passage in De cive. In every instance they made up part of an explanation of a
physiological process, usually sense, or part of Hobbes' conception of the working of
non-animal bodies, such as shining bodies. Once this is understood, the absence of
references to spirits in the early drafts of De corpore and the Objectiones ad Cartesii

Meditationes becomes intelligible. In each case these texts dealt with 'metaphysical'
issues, such as the nature of body, space, motion, and even (in the case of the
148
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Objectio) the nature of God. None of these texts dealt with physical processes in
specific bodies, thus there was no reason for them to refer to spirits.

c. Hobbes' definition of spirits and their presence in inanimate bodies.

Hobbes' first surviving description of spirits reads:
In thinges that are not demonstrable, of wch kind is ye greatest part of Naturall
Philosophy, as dependinge upon the motions of bodies so subtile as they are
invisible, such as are ayre and spirits, the most that can be atteyned unto is to
have such opinions, as no cettayne experience can confute, and from which
can be deduced by lawfull argumentation no absurdity, and such are your
Lops opinions in your letter of the 3d of July ... namely, That the variety of
thinges is but variety of locall motion in ye spirits or invisible partes of
bodies. And that such motion is heat. 150

This passage shows that spirits were corporeal; that they were so subtle as to be
invisible; that they resembled air; that the variety in their motion accounted for the
diversity in qualities of natural bodies; and that heat was an example of a
phenomenon that can be reduced to their motion. The references to air and heat are
both suggestive, and Hobbes would use both comparisons again in his published
writings.

The elements of law set out a formal definition of spirits which concurred with the
description in Hobbes' letter to Cavendish:
By the name of spirit we understand a body natural, but of such subtlety that it
worketh not on the senses; but that filleth up the place which the image of a
visible body might fill up. Our conception therefore of spirit consisteth of
figure without colour; and in figure is understood dimension: and
consequently, to conceive a spirit, is to conceive something that hath
dimension. But spirits supernatural commonly signify some substance without
dimension; which two words do flatly contradict one another. 151
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Again this definition shows that spirits were natural and corporeal, although they
were insensible.

Each of the six surviving letters between Hobbes and Descartes discussed the subject
of spirits. Indeed, the first of Hobbes' letters to Descartes (which is now lost) also
contained a section on them.

152

Generally, Hobbes and Descartes disagreed over three

questions regarding spirits. First, Descartes argued that fast

m~.)Ving

'subtle material'

ate away at and escaped from bodies, causing them to become soft. Hobbes, on the
other hand, argued that hard bodies were made up of fast moving 'subtle bodies' or
'internal spirits'. Secondly, Hobbes argued that his subtle bodies were the same as
Descartes' subtle matter; whereas Descartes argued they must be different as they
caused different effects. Finally, in the later letters, Descartes claimed that Hobbes
had stolen his conception of sense and with it his conception of subtle matter;
Hobbes, needless to say, defended his originality. Each point has its bearing on my
argument, but before tackling them it is important to show that subtle bodies were
spirits by another name.

The first surviving letter from Hobbes defined spi1it or subtle body thus: ' ... what I
mean by "spirit" is "a subtle and fluid body" : I really do not see, however, what the
difference is between a "subtle body" and "subtle matter". ' 153 Again, the use of the
word 'body' implied both their naturalness and corporeality, while 'subtle's implied
that they were insensible. Hobbes went on to explain that the motion of these bodies
caused a number of sensible effects. For example, the

hardnes~

of a body was caused

by 'a fluid and subtle spi1it [which had] so rapid, a motion that its parts yield less on
being touched.' 154 The reverse caused softness. Hobbes also attributed the motion of a
bow, as well as sound, light and phantasms to the motion of spirits:
. .. I hope you will be my witness, that seven years ago, when I first discussed
the rebound of the bow with you in your house, in the presence of M. de
Beaugrand, I put forward as the reason for it that internal motion which I then
supposed to be a motion of spirits ... that doctrine of the nature and
production of light, sound, and all phantasms or ideas, which M. Descartes
152
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now rejects, was explained by me in the presence of those most excellent
brothers William Earl of Newcastle and Sir Charles Cavendish . .. in the year
1630. 155

Turning to the areas of dispute between Hobbes and Descartes, Hobbes' explanation
of hardness was different to that of Descartes. This led Descartes to argue that
Hobbes' spirits were different to his own. However, Hobbes argued that they were
essentially the same, rejecting Descmtes' claim in the following terms: '[t]his fmm of
argument is like saying: there is someone who thinks M. Descartes is the best
philosopher, there is someone else who thinks the contrary, therefore they do not
mean the same M. Descartes. t1 56 Hobbes' argument has significant implications for
this enquiry because Descartes' view of softness is clearly nearer to Bacon's view, in
that both suggest the 'spi1its' eroded and broke out of tangible matter. Hobbes never
suggested anything of this kind; nonetheless, he affirmed the essential similarity
between the two explanations.

The final area of disagreement was over the originality of Hobbes' conception. If
Descartes' charge of plagiarism was true, then the influence of Bacon would have to
be discounted. Hobbes' defence against Desca1tes' charge, in his letter to Mersenne,
has already been quoted above. Elements of his defence appeared again at the
beginning of A minute. 157 In both cases Hobbes argued that he had stated his views on
senses and spirits in front of respected witnesses as early as 1630. Hobbes' claim is
certainly believed by Brandt and Zagorin. 158 Indeed, Brandt argues that Hobbes' letter
to William Cavendish of 1636 shows that his views on spirits pre-date his knowledge
of Descartes. Brandt goes on, however, to suggest that both Dcscartes and Hobbes
owe their conception of subtle bodies to Bacon. 159

As noted above, the Tractatus opticus of 1644 also used subtle bodies to explain
physical processes and, as did the 1636 letter, linked spirits to a Baconian account of
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heat. 160 De cive offered no general discussion of spirits, which is unsurprising given
its subject matter. There is, however, one reference to the working of natural bodies in
the opening of De cive's Chapter twelve. Hobbes compared the internal motions of
the commonwe alth with the internal motions of natural bodies: '[i]n the motion of
natural bodies we have three things to consider: the intemal disposition by which
bodies are capable of making motion; the external Agent, by which a certain, specific
motion is actually produced; and the action itself..t 61 This notion of an 'internal

disposition' seems to refer to the character of internal motions of spirits, which
accounts for perceptible qualities of bodies. The notion that there was an 'intemal

disposition' concurred with the notion of a 'vital constitution 1162 described in The
elements of law. Hobbes used a similar notion in his discussion of the cause of colour
in A m.inute:
There is in all bodies yt have any consistence so as not to be fluid and subtile
in ye highest degree, a ce1tayne internall motion or agitation of parts by which
the body differeth specifically from bodies of another kind and this also
altereth ye manner of diverting the beams of illumination, as much or more
then ye asperitie, and hence it is that some bodies are white, some red, some
greene &c. 163

Hobbes also argued that a body which has 'no internal motion of patts, must needs be
invisible'. 164 The manuscript described the characteristic motion which accounts for
· the qualities of bodies as the very form of a body:
Here is to be observed fmther, that ye diversity of other coulours, that are
neither white nor black made of ye mixture of them such ["as] are red, yelloe
blew and greene, ariseth from ye Very forme of ye body, yt is ye intrinsecal
motion of ye parts within, by which motion ye body seemeth to us to bee what
it is, and differ from other species or kinds of bodies ... 165
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This notion of a characteristic internal motion of invisible parts that caused a
perceptible phenomenon, or form, is clearly similar to Bacon's form of heat.
A notable change in Hobbes' language in A minute is the use of the word 'atom'. For
example, on one occasion A minute explained the cause of light in terms of the
'whirling of ye said atomesd 66 creating vacuities in lucid bodies; and the transmission
of light was explained in terms of the motion in the 'several parts or atomesd 67 of the
medium. The use of atoms and vacuum to explain optical phenomena, ideas that
disappeared in Hobbes' work from the 1650s, may well be explained in pmt by
Hobbes' friendship with Gassendi, which blossomed in the mid-1640s. Praise for
Gassendi reoccurs in the manuscript with references to his expeliments and writings.
This change in terminology did not end Hobbes' use of the term spirits. Indeed,
Hobbes refers to spirits far more often than atoms in the manuscript. Spilits still
formed part of the two of Hobbes' hypotheses which were central to his own
estimation of his achievement in the 1630s and 1640s: his explanation of light and his
explanation of sense. Hobbes' explanation of light has been discussed above, I now
turn to Hobbes' conception of the act of sense.

d. Spitits and sensation in animal bodies.

Spirits were central to the Latin optical manuscript's account of the cause of
sensation. They were also important to Hobbes' account of memory, imagination,
certain personality traits, sleep and meditation . The Latin optical manuscript
presented (what seems to be) Hobbes' first surviving account of the act of vision:
In this reaction therefore whether by resistance or by outward motion (or
against external things) of the heart and brain right to the fmthest surface of
the Retina, or as it is called elsewhere, the retiform membrane, consists the
nature or act of vision; for the vital spi1its advance light thither, and no
further; for the humours or liquors which are found in the eye, do not have
spirit derived from the heart or the brain. Therefore in order that we present a
166
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definition of Vision I say that it is a reaction from the Heart through the brain
and the optic nerve and the thickness of the Retina towards external things,
begotten by an action of a bright or illumined body, which have been spread
through a diaphanous medium to and through the eye, the Retina, the optic
nerve, and the brain right to the Heart. Vision therefore which is in truth
outward motion in one who feels is apparently the constant image of an
inadiating object from light or colour shaped outside the one who feels. 168

Hobbes' reference to vital spirits should be considered. Earlier in the manuscript,
whilst preparing the ground for his definition of vision, Hobbes also used the term
animal spilits. 169 The use of these two terms, taken together with Hobbes' statement
that he had read the works of vatious anatomists, may indicate that Hobbes'
discussion of spirits in human physiology followed in the tradition of Galen. Galen
wrote of three spilits that worked within human bodies. The natural spirit, which was
present in all living material, was mixed with venous blood in the liver. Blood
containing natural spirit ebbed and flowed all around the body. Blood that reached the
heart either ebbed back or was mixed with air from the lungs. In the later case the
pneuma in the air acted on the natural spirit in the blood, turning it into vital spirit.
Vital spirit in turn was disbursed to the organs of the body. Vital spirit reaching the
brain entered the rete mirabile, or wondetful network of blood vessels, where it was
transformed into animal spirit. Animal spirits flowed from the brain to the nerves and
accounted for sensation and motion in the animal body. 170

Despite using similar terminology, Hobbes' account was at odds with that of Galen.
First the Latin optical manuscript did not maintain a strict distinction between vital
and animal spirits. Hobbes uses each term once only. It is clear from the passage
quoted above that the vital spilits flow between the eye, the brain, and the heart,
168
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rather than being restricted to the nervous system as they were in Galen's account.
Animal spirits also move between the brain and the heart: 'the motion through the
optic nerve right to the brain does not cease [it continues] to the heart and all parts of
the body which with the brain and the heart, communicate with the mediating animal
spirit ... " 71 Moreover, Hobbes' use of these two terms was unusual. More often
Hobbes simply uses the term spirits. Indeed, Hobbes proclaimed his agnosticism
regarding the type of internal substance involved in the act of sense:
Now although the whole animal itself is said to see, yet because not every part
of it sees, that which is properly seeing, is that part which from the heart
through the brain and optic nerve is affected by and opposes that motion of
i1radiation, whether it be continuous spirit, or thicker parts such as the
substance of the cerebral nerve, and of blood, mixed and swollen with spirits.
Howsoever the matter stands, seeing is properly and adequately an internal
substance which has been set in motion from the bottom of the eye through the
brain right to the appended heart. 172

The reference to blood mixed with swollen spirits as one of the possible explanations
of internal bodily activity may indicate knowledge of Galen, but Hobbes was not
prepared to endorse Galen's position.

Spirits played a part in almost every description of sensation in the 1630s and 1640s.
A characteristic passage from Antiwhite reads:
... at the same instant where any pmt of the shining object is moved towards
the eye ... the motion will impinge on the eye, i.e. the shining body will act on
it. Similarly the action is also communicated to the inner regions of the skull,
where the brain and the animal spirits, the organs of sight are; so vision is
affected at the same instant as the shining object begins to dilate. 173
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The main account of sensation that occurs in Chapter two of The elements of law does
not mention spirits in the context of motion passing from a shining body to the brain.
In this sense it is atypical. Nonetheless, the phantasms of perception were reduced to
the 'motion, agitation, or alteration, which the object worketh in the brain, or spirits,
or some intemal substance of the head.' 174 Again this statement indicated Hobbes'
agnosticism about exactly what type of bodies were working within the human body.

The motion that produces sensation was clearly attributed to spirits in A 1ninute:
ye Sunne sweleth or presseth; ye aire [>also] which [presseth deletedj [>
toucheth] ye eye presseth upon it, and ye parts thereof inward presse on: upon
another to ye very bottome of ye Eye, namely that coate wch is called Retina,
which beeing of the same substance with ye optique nerve, and with ye braine,
ye motion or pressure is continued to ye braine ... and by communication of
arteries to ye heart .... this pressure is really & actually a local motion of the
parts, both of the lucid object wch comes a little forward every way, and also
of the organ, that is to say of the spiritts in the hart, & ye parts of the braine
and of the optique nerve (though the said motion bee imperceptible) ... 175

The spirits should not be conceived as a discrete organ forming part of a chain
between eye and brain. 176 Rather, it was the motion of spirits within the organs that
transmitted motion from the eye, via the optic nerve, into the brain, the heart, and
back out again.

The impmtance of spirits in the process of sensation implies their importance in
memory and imagination which were, for Hobbes, nothing but decaying sense.
Indeed, The elements of law argues that spilits retain the motion of sense, and are thus
the root of any animal's memory and imagination. Indeed, Hobbes' well-known
comparison between memory and the motion of water was a comparison between
water and the spirits in the brain. 177 A minute complemented this account by reducing
174
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meditation to the motion of spirits: ' ... serious meditation must hinder sleepe, because
such meditation is a motion of ye Spiritts outward ... .1 78

Spirits were also central to Hobbes' mechanistic account of delight and pain. A
sensation was pleasurable, on Hobbes' account, when the motion that it introduced
into the body fortified or strengthened the body's vital motion. A sensation was
painful when the action that produced it reduced the speed of the vital motion.
Hobbes explicitly linked this view of delight and pain with 'the second chapter
[which] shewed, how conceptions or apparitions are nothing really but motion in
some internal substance of the head'. 179 Hobbes continued attributing delight and pain
to vital motion, that is motion about the heart. This was clearly the motion of spirits.
First, Hobbes began his account with a reminder of the motion which explains
sensation. Secondly, it is clear from Hobbes' definition of dullness that spirits move
around the heart. 180

This interpretation seems to be borne out by Hobbes' account of sleep in A minute. He
argued that certain sensations, such as a bright light or a loud sound, stimulated the
spirits. Such sensations also caused the spirits to endeavour outwards. This motion
causes the eyelids to open easily. When this type of violent sensation was removed, or
after 'much watching or much labour or much meat' the motion of the spirits slows
and 'retire inwards, whereby first the Eyelids want strength to hold [them deleted]
[>themselves] up', sleep followed. 181

Finally, A minute contained the clearest account of how motion was communicated
around the body. Hobbes argues that 'ye animall Spiritts have a free course from all
ye body to ye Spinall marrow in ye head ... .1 82 Hobbes appears to have opted for the
spinal manow as the key to the transmission of spirits because it 'brancheth itself into
ye braine'. 183 Here it met and 'mixeth itself with the optical nerves; and because
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around 'ye same spinall manow .. . cometh on each side an arteiietl 84 it communicated
the motion of the animal spirits to the vital spirits. Thus, the motion of the animal
spirits was continued around the body in the blood. 185

e. Was Hobbes' matter theory indebted to Bacon?

What, if anything, in Hobbes' conception of spirit reflected his knowledge of Bacon?
In order to answer this question I will address two further queries. First, how similar
were Bacon and Hobbes' conception of spirits? Secondly, could Hobbes owe this
theory to another?

There are many points of similarity between the two conceptions of spirits. As I have
noted, Hobbes described the similarity between spirits and air on a number of
occasions he also used heat as the prime example of the phenomena caused by the
motion of spitits. Hobbes' conception was also similar to Bacon's in that spirits were
subtle but at the same time material.

More significantly, there is a similar relation between matter theory and epistemology
in the philosophy of both thinkers. In natural philosophy Bacon argued that a
philo ~opher

must proceed hypothetically and aim to reproduce phenomena, rather

than gain cettain knowledge. For Hobbes too, the fact that observable phenomena
were caused by imperceptible motions meant that natural philosophers must settle for
hypothetical answers through which the philosopher could reproduce the effects he
studies as human life required.

The types of question that Hobbes answered with the motion of spirits also point to a
similarity with Bacon. For Hobbes, like Bacon, there was nothing evident about
perceptible phenomena. The motion of imperceptible spirits caused heat, whiteness,
blackness and all other colours. Hobbes' description of whiteness in De corpore
184
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seems further evidence of a link to Bacon. De corpore explained the cause of
whiteness and described how whiteness could be produced in terms familiar from the

Novwn organwn:
Whiteness is light, but light perturbated by the reflections of many beams of
light coming to the eye together within a little space. For if a glass or any
other diaphanous body be reduced to very small parts by contusion or
concussion, every one of those parts, if the beams of a lucide body be from
any one point of the same reflected to the eye, will represent to the beholder
an idea or image of the whole lucide body, that is to say, a phantasm of white
. .. So that from hence may be deduced a possible cause, why glass beaten,
that is reduced to powder, looks white. Also why water and snow are white;
they being nothing but a heap of very small diaphanou ..; bodies, namely, of
little bubbles .. . 186

Powdered glass and foaming water are two of the Novwn organum's examples of the
form of whiteness which Bacon described thus:
... it was no small step towards the discovery of the form of whiteness that
two bodies which are in themselves transparent more or less (namely air and
water, or air and glass) exhibit whiteness as soon as they are made into minute
187
fragments, because of the unequal refraction of rays of light.

Nonetheless, despite these initial similmities there are two pronounced points of
difference. First, Hobbes' spirits had none of the appetites to undermine matter that
characterised Bacon's spirits. Secondly, Hobbes' spirits in animal bodies do not fit
into the hierarchy of discontinuous, branching, and concentrated types that Bacon
described.

Hobbes did not suggest that spi1its were destructive. However, there are two reasons
to suppose that this divergence does not imply a wholesale rejection of Bacon's view.
First, Hobbes did argue that there was an essential similarity between Descartes'
destructive spilits and his own internal spilit. Secondly, Bacon often used spirits as an
explanatory term without discussing the details of their conupting actions. Hobbes
discussed one such example in the Decameron physiologicum. Here he concluded that
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Bacon's description of the microscopic motion that caused the phenomena was
correct. 188

Turning to the second discontinuity, it is true to say that Hobbes never described a
hierarchy of spirits. 189 Again, this difference does not affect the deeper essential
similarity. Bacon claimed that the novelty of his approach to the nature of life and
death was his recognition that the processes that affected inanimate bodies also
affected animate bodies. Hobbes' approach was essentially the same. Memory,
Hobbes argued, was a motion in the spirits analogous to the continued ripples of
water disturbed by a stone.

Although it is fair to suggest that Hobbes did not owe his theory of spirits to
Descartes or Galen, it is conceivable that Vesalius was Hobbes' source for the
typology of spirits set out in works written after A minute. 190 A minute reintroduced
the terminology of vital and animal spirits into Hobbes' work; it also plainly bore the
influence of Vesalius in its description of the brain and the eye. However, A minute,
like the Latin optical manuscript, did not distinguish rigorously between the two sorts
of spirit, nor did it mention natural spirit. For example, Vesalius restricted animal
spirits to the nerves . Conversely, in the passage quoted above from A minute Hobbes
described them flowing through veins. Additionally, as in the Latin optical

manuscript, animal spirits also moved around the heart. A final similarity between the
two optical manuscripts is Hobbes' preference for the unadorned term spirit over
either animal or vital spirit. De corpore however, did differentiate between vital and
animal spirits. Hobbes wrote: 'animal spirits are nothing but vital spirits purified by
the heart'. 191 It further equates the animal spitits with the nerves. Taken together with
Hobbes' assertion that the cavities in the heart and the brain are the fountain of the
spirits, it seems that, in De corpore at least, Hobbes'
188
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in the brain and
Vesalius. 192 Indeed, Vesalius rejected the ptesen ce of a rete mirabile
However, other
argued that the animal spirits were produced in the brain's ventricles.
be bodily
parts of De corpore apply the two terms less carefully and usually descri
actions with the term spilit alone.
the circulation of
De corpore also linked the motions of spirits to Harvey's doctrine of
and the
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the spirits, the
come from Harve y was Harvey's attitude to the relationship between
d in the
blood, and the heart. Harve y scome d the notion that 'the spirits are forme
was the
hea1t.' 194 However, De corpore, as we have seen, asserted that the heart

motion of the spilits.
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Harvey wrote, ' ... there are so many and such conflicting opinions,
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the common subterfuge of ignorance."
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found none of all
and animal spirits postulated by Galen, Harvey argued that 'we have
other parts of
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signify one and the same thing, though different,- like generous wine and its
spirit; for as wine, when it has lost
its spirits, is no longer wine ... so blood
without spirit is not blood, but something else- clot ... 198

all

Harvey's doctine of equivalence between spirits and the blood was not that of Hobbes.

A final possible source to examine is Waiter Warner's corpuscular doctrine. 199
Warner, like Hobbes and Bacon, used the terms atoms and spi1its in his attempt to
outline a mechanical description of natural phenomena. Warner worked on the atomic
and pneumatic nature of fire in the 1610s and 1620s. Hobbes and Warner were both
conespondents of Sir Charles Cavendish and Robert Payne. 200 Hobbes also ananged
to have a paper by Warner 'ptinted under his own name, at

th~

end of Mersennus his

Cogitata Physico-Mathematica'.201 Given these points of contact it is perfectly
plausible that Hobbes' debt was to Warner rather than Bacon. Warner used the term
igneous spitit to describe a material, subtle and fluid body. Warner prefened to
describe natural phenomena in terms of atoms, but in the case of fire he also
employed the tetm igneous spirits. Warner's conception of the igneous spitits was
somewhat unstable. He alternately argued that the spirits were subtler than atoms, that
they were made up from round atoms, or particles, that were very nearly spherical and
smaller than those that made up all other bodies. In the latter case it was the loose
connection of the particles in the igneous spirits that accounted for their subtlety.
Spirits resolved igneous matter into spiritual matter in the centre of the sphere of fire.
Warner desctibed burning in terms of spirits penetrating the pores of matter. Indeed,
this ingressive quality was central to his desctiption of the igneous spirit. 202
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Ibid.
Hobbes' connection with Warner is discussed in: Malcolm, 'Thomas Hobbes and voluntarist
theology', pp. 100-117. It has usually been argued that Hobbes and Warner met at Welbeck Abbey.
(See: Jean Jacquot, 'Sir Charles Cavendish and his learned friends' , Notes and records of the Royal
Society, 8 (1952) , 13-27.) However, Malcolm argues that there is no evidence for Warner ever visiting
the Abbey. (Malcolm, 'Thomas Hobbes and voluntarist theology', p. 105.) For correspondence between
leading members of the Welbeck circle and Warner see: J.O. Halliwell ed., A collection of letters
illustrative of the progress of science in England from the reign of Queen Elizabeth to that of Charles
I/ (London, 1841) pp. 65-9.
.
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Hobbes mentions Warner's philosophical speculation to William Cavendish in a letter of August
1635. (Hobbes, Th e correspondence, ed. Malcolm, I, 28-30.)
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Hobbes, 'Six lessons', p. 342.
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Stephen Clucas, 'The atomism of the Cavendish circle: a reappraisal' , The seventeenth centtll)', 9
(1994), 247-252.
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Warner's descriptions of igneous spirits and his description of fire were unlike those
of Hobbes. Hobbes never attempted to describe the shape of spirits, nor did he ever
suggest that spirits were made up of particles. Warner's view of atoms and the
mechanical processes that caused fire were far closer to those of the ancient Atomists
than the thought of Hobbes.Z03 Hobbes described fire twice in the early 1640s. The
most extended version formed part of A minute:
Seeing ye figure of ye Sunne appearth round, as also doth ye figure of a
grayne of powder kindled, saving that it tendeth a little more upwards, then
any way else, it may bee enquired, why ye figure of a flame is alwayes
pointed upwards, and in forme of a pyramide or cone, according as ye base is
either circular or rectilineall. To answer to this wee are to consider that the
flame is nothing but small sparkles or atomes of ye body inflamed, that beeing
[lig deleted] much lighter, then so much aire, fly therefore swiftly upwards,
Now in their motion upwards, those Spakles yt proceed from ye middle of ye
fire are stronger, that is more kindled, then ye sparkes that proceed from ye
sides of ye fire where ye heat is Iesse, and therefore those are sooner extinct,
then those which rise from ye middest, and conseqently ye flame must grow
nanower still and natTower towards ye top, and so have a pyramidicall figure.
12. But wee are not to thinke yt ye [bodie deleted] Sparkes which
compound ye body of a flame have that great quantity they seem to have, ffor
it cannot bee imagined, that the Substance of ye fewell, should bee able to
contayne so much and certainly there is nothing in ye flame that (for example)
flowes out of a piece of wood, for an hower or more, but what was in the
peece of wood, before ye fire was putt to it. 204

Warner's Aristotelian description of fire's 'sphere of activity' is wholly absent from
Hobbes' description of fire. Hobbes, like Bacon, described fire as pyramidal in
shape. 205 Hobbes did not ascribe an atomic nature to fire; he did not describe burning
in terms of ingressive spirits penetrating the pores of grosser bodies; nor did he
account for fire in tetms of the actions of a particularly subtle fiery spirit. Rather,
Hobbes argued that fire was nothing more than pieces of the fuel that, when heated,
glowed and moved upwards. Moreover, Hobbes was happy to distinguish between the
appearance of fire and the nature of fire.

203

Ibid., p. 250.
A minute or first draft of the optiques in two parts (B .L. MS. Harl. 3360) f. 28.
205
Bacon, The new organon, p. 168.
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To conclude, Bacon was Hobbes' initial source for his conception of spitits, for four
main reasons. First, the differences between Hobbes and Bacon's account of spitits
regard detail rather than essence. Moreover, in both cases of difference Hobbes'
revision of Bacon's concept can be watTanted by the general character of Bacon's
thought. Bacon's concept of spitits was in part employed in order to overcome
explanations of natural phenomena that relied on final cause. In spite of this, Bacon
re-introduced a degree of final cause into his account by describing the behaviour of
spirits in tetms of appetites. Hobbes also used spirits as an explanation of natural
phenomena that avoided final cause. However, he went further than Bacon and
tigorously excluded appetite from the motions of spitits. Nonetheless, both thinkers
wanted to build a science that excluded final cause and both saw a corpuscular
science as the best way of achieving this aim.

Similarly, Bacon used spitits in order to explain processes that were common to
living and inanimate bodies. Nonetheless; despite his intention to explain processes in
living bodies in terms of processes in inanimate bodies, Bacon erected a hierarchy of
spirits and atnngements of spirits that again divided animate and inanimate bodies.
Conversely, Hobbes seems to have embraced the notion that processes in living and
inanimate bodies were caused by the same type of spitit. As he wrote in the Tractatus

opticus, subtle matter caused heat in a coal and the perception of heat in the human
body. In the case of both dissimilarities, Hobbes applied Bacon's insights more
rigorously than Bacon himself.

The second reason for arguing that Bacon was Hobbes' otiginal source is that Hobbes
read Bacon's Sylva sylvarwn ptior to reading Descartes or Vesalius. Consequently,
whatever Hobbes' final expression of the nature of animal and vital spitits owed to
Vesalius or Descattes, his first source was Bacon. Indeed, prior to reading either
Vesalius or Descartes, Hobbes had argued that spitits accounted for all natural
processes and had highlighted this claim by pointing to heat. Additionally, The

elements of law's analogy between the motion of spirits and the motion of liquid can
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be found in the Sylva sylvarum, and its definition of spirits is textually similar to the
definition given in Bacon's natural history_2°6

Thirdly, Hobbes also linked spirits to fundamental epistemological positions and the
aims of science in a way that closely resembles the same linkages in Bacon's thought.
Fourthly, Hobbes' debt to Bacon's matter theory was also apparent in his later works.
In his last publication, Hobbes' explanation of particular motion was explicitly based
on Bacon's Sylva sylvarum. The passage he cited involved a Baconian description of
perceptible motion in terms of the inner parts of a body. Hobbes accepted both the
specifics of Bacon's account of the phenomenon and the terms in which the
explanation was made. A final piece of evidence that shows that Hobbes' matter
theory was indebted to Bacon in his later wtitings is the description of whiteness in

De corpore. This description is patticularly interesting because it differs from the
description of whiteness given in A minute. Hobbes acknowledged that his earlier
description of whiteness was taken from the writings of Honore Fabri :
This conception concening the generation of white and black, I confesse, [it
deleted] is not mine, butt finding it in a little treatise which was lent mee, ye
Author being I think Pere Faber a Jesuite of Lyons, I thought it is
accommodate to ye rest of my cogitations in ye Opticques, that I could not
butt make use thereof, Yet not so, as not to ascribe ye honor to ye author of ye
invention. 207

Conversely, the description in De corpore was based on Bacon's consideration of the
fmm of whiteness in the Novwn organum, Clearly, between writing A minute and
completing De corpore, Hobbes returned to the Novwn organum.

206

For a discussion of the analogy between the motion of spirits and ripples in water, see: Chapter 5.
Brandt's note of the textual similarity between The elements of law's description of spirits and Bacon's
description in Sylva sylvarum is discussed above in the notes.
207
A minute or first draft of the optiques in two parts (B.L. MS. Harl. 3360) f. 31 r. It seems likely that
Hobbes was lent Fm·bi's book by Gassendi who corresponded with him. (Charles Coulston Gillispie
ed. , Dictionary of scientific biography, (18 vols ., New York, 1970-1990), IV, 505 .)
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Conclusion.

Discussions of the relationship between Hobbesian and Baconian natural philosophy
usually note both similarities and dissimilarities. These similarities include the desire
of both men to build a new science of efficient cause, and their common desire to
establish an operative science. Brandt even argues that Hobbes' definition of spirits
originated in Bacon's Sylva sylvarum. It is also usual to note that Bacon was a natural
historian, an experimentalist and the father of modem induction, whereas Hobbes was
a devotee of Euclidean method.

Both accounts are limited. First, the dissimilarity between Hobbes and Bacon does
not take into.account Hobbes' changing view of science. Hobbes' first draft of De
corpore began by stating the need for an ordered and copious history of nature as the

foundation for an operative natural philosophy. Throughout the 1630s and 1640s he
wrote histmies drawing on his own experiments and those of others. Hobbes'
relationship to Euclid is also more complex than is generally realised. Euclid's
method was clearly significant for Hobbes' development. However, Hobbes was
prepared to reform Euclid; to make him a materialist; to turn his definitions into
recipes; and to apply his insights differently in different disciplines. Hobbes'
geometry seems to bear the marks of Bacon's method, just as Hobbes' history of
geometry bore the marks of Bacon's history of knowledge.

Turning to the similarities between the two thinkers, it is true that both were
committed to a corpuscular world view, that both wanted to establish an operative
science, and that both thinkers rejected final cause. However, more significant than
any of these details are the connections between these positions. Both thinkers linked
the rejection of final cause to their corpuscularism. Both thinkers expressed their
corpuscularism in tetms of spirits, and the nature of these spirits had similar
epistemological significance for both thinkers. Moreover, in spite of Hobbes'
changing view of philosophical method, reason, and the role of natural histories, this
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Baconian network of concepts remained constant at the heatt of Hobbes' natural
philosophy from the 1630s until his final publication.
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Fig. 2. Hobbes' diagram of the eye from the Latin optical manuscript, (c. 1637).
Charles Cavendish's papers (B.L. MS. Harl. 6796) f. 240 r.
(By permission of the British Library

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3.
(a) Diagram of the eye, from La dioptrique (1637) discourse Ill.
(b) Detail from a diagram of the eye, from La dioptrique discourse VI.
Rene Descartes, 'La dioptrique', in Rene Descartes, Oeuvres, ed. Charles Adam
and Paul Tannert, (11 vols., Paris, 1897-1910), VI, 106, 136.
(By permission of the Master and Fellows of Trinity College Cambridge.)
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Fig. 4. Picture of brain, optic nerve and eye, from the first chapter of the first part, from A
minute orfirst draft of the optiques in two parts, (1646).
A minute orfirst draft of the optiques in two parts (B.L. MS. Harl. 3360) f. 6 r.
(By permission of the British Library.)
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Fig. 5. Pictures of the eye and rays of light, from chapter two of Hobbes' De homine.
Thomre Hobbes, Opera philosophica: quce Latine scripsit, omnia
(Amsterdam, 1668) [unnumbered page following sig. LL 3 v.]
(By permission of the Syndics of Cambridge University Library.)
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Fig. 6. Picture of the base of the brain and the cranial nerves, from Vesalius' Fabrica.
Andreas Vesalius, De humani corporisfabrica libri septem (Basileae, 1538) p. 325 .
(By permission of the Syndics of Cambridge University Library.)
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(a)

Fig. 7 a. Left, detail from figure 6.
Right, detail from figure 4.

(b)

Fig. 7 b. Above, detail from figure 6.
Below, detail from figure 4.
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Fig. 8. The cross-section of the eye and optic nerve from Vesalius' Fabrica.
Andreas Vesalius, De humani corporisfabrica libri septem (Basileae, 1538) p. 325.
(By permission of the Syndics of Cambridge University Library.)
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Chapter 5.
Civil Science.

Introduction

If Hobbes' natural philosophy was indebted to Bacon, as I have argued, it would seem

reasonable to expect to find a similar debt in Hobbes' civil philosophy. However,
there are good reasons for regarding Bacon's civil writings as being wholly different
to those of Hobbes. Markku Peltonen has argued decisively that Bacon's Essays and
his civil histories are part of a humanist tradition present in English political discourse
prior to the Civil War. 1 Hobbes' civil writings (setting aside his translation of
Thucydides' history) were quite different. Rather than being part of an established
tradition, Hobbes, conscious of his own novelty, rejected the civil doctrines of
ancients and modems alike. Indeed, as Quentin Skinner has shown, the first
formulations of Hobbes' civil philosophy were distinctive precisely because they
presented a critique of, and an alternative to, the humanist scientia civilis. 2
Consequently, while classical humanism continued to be an important mode of
expression after Bacon's death in the works of John Milton, James Hatrington, and
Algernon Sidney, Hobbes' relation to this tradition was one of contrast. Turning to the
positive part of Hobbes' doctrine, Annabel Brett has shown that some of Hobbes' most
important sources for his notions such as natural right come from the jmistic writings
of the late scholastics, Hugo Grotius and John Selden. 3 Again, this locates Hobbes'
civil philosophy in a tradition alien to that of Bacon. 4

1

Markku Peltonen, 'Politics and science: Francis Bacon and the true greatness of states', Historical
journal, 35 (.1992), 281. Markku Peltonen, Classical humanism and republicanism in English political
thought 1570-1640 (Cambridge, 1995) pp. 190-229. Markku Peltonen, 'Bacon's political philosophy', in
Markku Peltonen ed., The Cambridge companion to Bacon (Cambridge, 1996) pp. 295-308 .
2
Quentin Skinner, ' "Scientia civilis" in classical rhetoric and in the early Hobbes", in N. Phillipson and
Q. Skinner eds., Political discourse in early modem Britain (Cambridge, 1993) pp. 67-93.
3
Annabel S. Brett, Liberty, right and nature: individual rights in later scholastic thought (Cambridge,
1997) pp. 205-235.
4
Bacon wrote little on natural law and his scattered remarks on the subject do not constitute a coherent
account. Bernard McCabe notes that this omission was unusual in the age of 'Suarez, Grotius and
Vitoria, an age in which the concept of laws of nature was being enthusiastically reviewed and
restated .' (Bernard McCabe, 'Francis Bacon and the natural law tradition', Natural law forum, 9 (1964),
111 .) Bacon, he continues, was always reluctant to set out general conclusions in his juridical works.
For a discussion of Bacon's references to natural law see: ibid. , pp. 111-21.
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This chapter does not seek to dispute any of these positions, indeed, they point to the
simple truth that Hobbes' positive civil doctrine owes little to Bacon. Rather, it begins
by exploting an alternative approach to civil philosophy that remained nascent in
Bacon's work: a new inductive philosophy of politics. Essen6ally, section one argues
that there are general similarities between the new civil philosophy sketched in the

Novum organum and The elements of law. I will also argue that the first book of The
elements of law reflected a knowledge of the the Sylva sylvarum's descriptions of
natural phenomena, including the human passions and pleasure.

Section two compares the civil works of the two philosophers, examining their civil
philosophy proper. It contains an examination of Bacon's manuscript Aphorismi de

iure gentium maiore sive de fontibus justiciae et iuris, which anived at Hardwick Hall
around 1618 and was only rediscovered in the 1980s. The content of the manuscript
also links it to Hobbes; indeed, one commentator has suggested that manuscript's
doctrine was more Hobbesian than the works of the young Hobbes. 5 Finally, the
chapter considers Hobbes' treatment of two themes that recuned in Bacon's writings:
sedition and civil greatness.

5

Ugo Pagallo, 'Bacon, Hobbes and the aphorisms at Chatsworth House', Hobbes studies, 9 (1996), 28.
Daniel R. Coquillette makes a similar point. (Daniel R. Coquillette, Francis Bacon (Edinburgh, 1992)
pp. 237, 240-3.)
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i. A new civil philosophy.

a. The status of Bacon's civil writings.

The relation between Bacon's writings on 'the Art of Empire or Civil Govemment' 6
and the broader goal of rebuilding philosophy is contested. Some commentators have
claimed that essays such as 'Of empire', and 'Of the true greatness of kingdoms and
estates' were part of Bacon's instauratio. From this perspective, Bacon is seen as a
modem, and his desire to extend the frontiers of useful knowledge is linked directly to
his desire to extend state power. 7 Other writers have disputed this. Peltonen, for
example, has claimed that Bacon's writings on the greatness of states were not
scientific in Bacon's own sense. Rather, they were written to address the events of his
day, particularly the possibility of a union between England and Scotland and the
likelihood of involvement in the European war of the early 1620s. Bacon's civil
writings were the product of a statesman's prudence rather than the method of
induction. 8 Support for this view can be found in the introduction to the 'Example of a
summary treatise touching the extension of empire' in the De augm.entis. 9 Equally,
Bacon's discussion of justice and equity in the same work was prefaced with the
statement, '[s]urely the consideration of this properly belongs to statesmen, who best
understand the condition of civil society, welfare of the people, natural equity,
customs of nations and different forms of government; and who may therefore

6

Francis Bacon, 'The translation of the "De augmentis" ',in The works of Francis Bacon, ed. James
Spedding, Robert Leslie Ellis, and Douglas Denon Heath, (7 vols., London, 1857-1861), V, 78.
7
J ulian Martin, Franc is Bacon, the state, and the reform of natural philosophy (Cambridge, 1992) p. 5.
Also see: Ronald S. Crane, 'The relation of Bacon's Essays to his program for the advancement of
learning', in Brian Vickers ed., Essential m·ticlesfor the study of Francis Bacon (London, 1968) pp.
272-292; Stuart Clark, 'Bacon's Hemy VII: a case study in the science of man', Histmy and themy, 13
(1974), 97-118; Edward I. Berry, 'History and rhetoric in Bacon's Hemy VII', in Stanley E. Fished.,
Seventeenth-century prose: modern essays in criticism (New York, 1971) pp. 281-2; and, George H.
Nadel, 'History as psychology in Francis Bacon's theory of history', Histmy and themy, 5 (1966), 2837.
8
For the distinction between true science, on the one hand, and civics and ethics on the other, in Bacon,
and the roots of Bacon's conception see: Lisa Jardine, Francis Bacon: discovery and the art of
discourse (Cambridge, 1974) pp. 150-168.
9
Bacon, 'De augmentis', pp. 78-9.
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determine laws by the rules and principles both of natural and universal equity and
polity.r1°

Some commentators have taken the absence of any genuinely scientific writings about
politics as an indication that Bacon believed that a truly inductive science of politics
was impossible. B.H.G. Wmmald argues that Bacon's preference for traditional ways
of approaching civil science indicated either that Bacon never seriously pursued an
inductive science of politics, or that he pursued it and found that it was unfruitful. 11
Nonetheless, while Wormald is conect to argue that Bacon did not produce a science
of politics and that Bacon's extant work on civil topics were not the product of his
science, the Novum organum did hold out the possibility of civil science based on
observation and induction. This possibility is the subject of the next section.

b. The Novum organum and the new sciences of ethics and politics.

Bacon's Novum organum contained two aphmisms that concerned a future inductive
civil philosophy. The first (aphmism LXXX) addressed the causes of philosophical
stagnation. Bacon argued that, all too often, individual sciences had been studied in
isolation from philosophy in general. This was true of 'astronomy, optics, music, most
of the mechanical arts and medicine'. 12 1t was also true of 'moral and civil
philosophy'. 13 Separating these sciences from natural philosophy had denied
astronomy 'true observations of motion'. 14 All of the sciences, including civil
philosophy, had suffered from a lack of observation 'of the passions and intellectual
processes.tl 5 Bacon's general view that 'the sciences do not grow when cut off from
their rootstl 6 applied no less to the civil and moral sciences.

10

Ibid., p. 88.
B .H.G. Wormald, Francis Bacon. Histmy, politics and science 1561-1626 (Cambridge, 1993) pp.
266-271.
12
FI·ancis Bacon, The new organon, ed. Lisa Jardine, tr. Michael Silverthorne, (Cambridge, 2000) p.
66.
13
Ibid.
14
Ibid.
15
Ibid.
16
Ibid.
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Bacon's second aphmism (CXXVII) regarding civil science began by addressing
doubts about the scope of his method. 'It may be doubted' he wrote, 'whether we are
speaking of perfecting only Natural Philosophy by our method or also the other
sciences, Logic, Ethics and Politics ..t 7 Bacon was clear that 'just as common logic ...
is applicable not only to the natural sciences but to all the sciences, so also our
science, which proceeds by induction, covers all ..t 8 Consequently, the philosopher
would not only make histories of heat and cold, he would also collect data on the
human passions and on political events. Bacon wrote, '[f]or we are making a history
and tables of discovery about anger, fear, shame and so on; and also about instances
of political affairs; and equally about the mental motions of memory, composition and
division, of judgement and the rest, no less than of heat and cold, or light, or
vegetative growth, and so on ..t 9 Bacon did not indicate how these tables and histories
would fit into the reformed sciences however, it seems safe to assume that the tables
of mental motions would have informed the new logic; the ethics would have been
generated inductivly from histories of the passions; and the histmies of political
events would help form the new civil philosophy. Finally, this aphorism concluded by
noting that although there was one method, different 'instructtons in our teaching of
interpretation' 20 would adapt the method to deal with different subjects. In spite of

this, the Novum. organum contained no further instructions pertaining to the
generation of a new civil or moral philosophy.

What then would inductive sciences of ethics and politics look like? First, according
to aphorism LXXX, they would be rooted, in some way, in the general precepts of
natural philosophy. Secondly, they would begin with natural histories of man. The
'Catalogue of particular histories', published with the Novwn organum., contained over
eighty 'Histories of Man'. 21 These included a 'History of the Passions; as Anger, Love,
Shame etc.' 22 These proposed histmies seem to relate directly to aphorism CXXVII,
which mentioned histories of passions. These histories, like all proposed Baconian
17

Ibid., p. 98.
Ibid.
19
Ibid.
20
Ibid.
21
Ibid., p. 235.
22
Ibid., p. 236.
18
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natural histoties, were intended to be structured around tables of discovery. Aphorism
CXXVII compared the prospective tables of anger, fear, and shame, to tables of heat
and cold. The Novum organum. contained an exemplary history of heat. If the histories
of the passions were as similar to the histoties of heat and cold as aphotism CXXVII
implied, then a history of fear, for example, would have comprised a table
documenting the presence of fear, another enumerating examples of the absence of
fear, and a third describing the degrees of fear. Similarly, it is conceivable that Bacon
intended comparable tables of political occuiTences such as tahles of succession, or
civil war. While the notion of tables of the passions was not new, a Baconian table
would have been very different from traditional accounts of the passions. Bacon never
completed a true table of any of the passions, but he did set out two natural historical
accounts of the passions. The first occuiTed in the Historia vitae et mortis, the second
in the Sylva sylvarwn. The novelty of what Bacon planned can be seen, in part, by
comparing these fragmentary histories of the passions with contemporary literature on
the passions.

Nicholas Coeffeteau's A table of humane passions with their causes and effects,
purported to be a table of the passions. However, Coeffeteau's treatment of its subject
matter is wholly unlike Bacon's treatment of heat in the tables of the Novum organum.
First, Coeffeteau's method was the reverse of Bacon's, for he sta1ted by discussing
some very general topics. Only once these discussions had been concluded did he turn
to the nature of individual passions. Coeffeteau's first chapter dealt with the nature of
the passions; 23 chapter two examined the number and division of the passions; 24 and
chapter three explained how to assess the moral status of the passions ?5 Chapter two,
for example, examined Cicero's typology offour passions, 'Pleasure, Paine, Hope &
Feare'; 26 then Aristotle's reduction of passions to 'Pleasure and Paine', 27 before settling
on Aquinas' view that there were eleven basic passions. 28 Only after these discussions
23

Nicolas Coeffeteau, A table of hwnane passions with their causes and effects , tr. Edmund Grimeston,
(London, 1621) pp.1-29.
24
Ibid., pp. 29-50.
25
Ibid., pp. 51-77.
26
Ibid., p. 31. cf. Cicero, Tu sculan disputations, tr. J.E. King, (Harvard, 1927) iii. 24-5 .
27
Coeffeteau , A table of humane passions, p. 31. cf. Aristotle, Nicomachean ethics, ed. Hugh
Tredennick and Jonathan Barnes, tr. J.A.K Thomson, (London, 1955) 1105 b.
28
Coeffeteau, A table of humane passions, pp. 32-5 . cf. Thomas Aquinas, Summa theologiae, ed. and
tr. The Dominican Fathers, (30 vols., London, 1964-80), la 2ae 22-48.
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did Coeffeteau describe passions such as love, jealousy, hatred, and desire.

Other literature on the passions from the early part of the century also discussed
general questions in preference to an anatomy of individual passions. Book one of
Thomas Wright's The passion of the mind in general addressed the relationship
between the passions and the different parts of the soul. 29 Again, Jean Franc;ois
Senault left his discussion of individual passions to the second book of his De !'usage

des passions. His first book discussed the number of the passions, 30 which passions
were most violent, 31 the effects of sin on human nature, 32 the government of the
passions, 33 and the relationship between the will and the passions. 34 A Baconian
description of the passions would have been quite different. The history of heat in the

Novum organum began with a seties of observations in tables about the nature of heat
and then moved to a general desctiption of the nature under investigation. Similarly, a
Baconian treatment of the passions would have shunned general questions in favour
of a detailed history of the vatious passions.

Secondly, many early modern discussions of the passions devoted some time to a
discussion of their exact number. This allowed the author to compare the theories of
various classical and scholastic authors. Conversely, the Novum organum placed
strict restrictions on the use of authorities. Essentially, although Bacon made use of
historical details from authmities such as Pliny and Atistotle in his natural histories,
he advised against assimilating their explanatory frameworks. Conversely,
Coeffeteau, Wright, and Senault all took on the general frameworks of one of their
predecessors. Coeffeteau's description of the nature of passion was based on the
distinction between the vegetative, sensitive and rational parts of the soul which was
part of Thomist accounts of the human soul. 35 He also accepted the distinction
between irascible and concupiscible passions, again following Aquinas. 36 Similarly,
29

Thomas Wright, The passions of the mind in general, ed. William Webster Newbold, (London, 1986)
89-123.
0
J.F. Senault, The use of the passions, tr. Henry Earl of Monrnouth, (London, 1649) pp. 21-30
31
Ibid., pp. 30-39 .
32
Ibid., pp. 54-60.
33
Ibid., pp 87 ff.
34
Ibid., pp. 157 ff.
35
Coeffeteau, A table of humane passions, p. 2.
36
Ibid., p. 3. On concupiscible and irascible passions in Aquinas see: Susan James, Passion and action,
the emotions in seventeenth-century philosophy (Oxford, 1997) pp. 56-9.
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the argument of book one of Thomas Rogers' A philosophicall discourse, entitled, the

anatomie of the 1ninde discussed the nature of human perturbations 'in generall,
according to the straunge opinions of two sectes of Philosophers, namelye, the
Stoikes, and Peripatetians'. 37 His initial concern was to ascertain if the Stoics were
cotTect to suggest that all of the passions were evil, or whether he should side with
Aristotle who argued that it was legitimate to be moved moderately by the passions.
Chapter two began by citing Zeno's descliption that passions were motions 'of the
minde, contrarye to reason', and the Academic view that '[t]hey are affections of the
minde not obeying unto the rule of reason.' 38 Finally, Pierre Charron's De la sagesse
prefaced its discussion of particular passions with a broadly Thomist introduction
which defined passion as 'a violent motion of the Soule in the sensitive part thereof'. 39

A third difference becomes clear once Bacon's extant accounts of the passions in the

Sylva sylvarum and the Historia vitae et mortis are considered. The absence of
rhetorical tropes sets Bacon's philosophical discussion of the passions apart from
those of other early modern writers. Charron's account of the passions, which fills
over twenty chapters of the first book of De la sagesse, used many rhetorical

°

devices. 4 First, he quoted the opinions of classical authors . In his discussion of
ambition, for example, he quoted Seneca and Tacitus. He also used the historical
examples of 'Alexander, Scipio, Pompey ... Caesar . .. [and] Marcus Antonius' to
illustrate his discussion. He further embellished his argument with similes. For
example, he likened the boundless nature of ambition to the vacuum, w1iting,
'[a]mbition .. . is a gulfe that hath neither brinke nor bottome; it is the vacuitie which
the Philosophers could never find in Nature . .. '41 Wright's discussion of the effects of
the passions on the body was embellished with an account of Plutarch's description of
two women who were so overcome with joy due to finding their sons alive that they
died. 42 Similarly, Rogers' treatment of bashfulness consisted of a series of citations
from ancient authors. He quoted the opinions of the Stoics, Cicero, Diogenes the
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Cynic, and Cato's explanation of shame. 43 Senault also used rhetorical techniques to
adom his account of the passions. He began his description of love, the first passion
that he examined in depth, by appealing to a commonplace from the teachings of
divinity. 44 To establish the importance of this passion he went on to cite the views of
poets, the 'Platonicks .. . the Stoicks ... [and the] Peripateticks.' 45 These examples are
hardly surplising. Each of these texts was a work of moral instruction. Rhetolic was
essential to the task of moral instruction, for it was commonly held (following Cicero
and Quintilian) that reason alone did not have the power to persuade. Consequently,
reason had to be allied to rhetoric to make its moral lessons compelling. 46

Bacon's treatment of the passions in the Sylva sylvarum and the Historia vitae et

mortis was quite different. Experiments 713-722 of the Sylva sylvarwn dealt with the
passions of fear, grief, pain, joy, anger, displeasure, shame, pity, wonder, laughter,
and lust. 47 Yet at no point did Bacon invoke an authotity or cite a commonplace.
There were two passages which apparently came from Seneca's epistles, but neither of
them was cited. 48 Nor were they cited in the original printed volume. 49 The series of
experiments began with the heading '[e]xperiments in consourt touching the
impressions which the passions of the mind make upon the body.' 50 There was no
attempt to magnify the worth or dignity of the subject or the writer. Equally, Bacon
did not use any imagery in his descriptions. This lack of rhetmical embellishment
(which Skinner has described as a 'scientific style'i 1 was deliberate. Bacon's
suspicion of rhetoric in the natural sciences was clearly set out in the Parasceve, a
collection of aphorisms (published along with the Novum organum) which outlined
how a true natural history should be constructed. 52 The third aphmism ruled out the
use of rhetmical tropes in natural histories. Bacon wrote, '[r]eject everything that
makes for omament of speech, and similes, and the whole repertoire of eloquence,
43
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and such vanities. '53

A fourth difference concerns the causes of the passions. The Sylva sylvarum described
the passions in terms of the motion of natural bodies or spitits. Trembling, Bacon
argued, manifested fear. Trembling was caused by 'the flight of the spitits inward'. 54
Similarly, joy was apparent by 'a cheerfulness and vigour in the eyes, singing, leaping,
dancing, and sometimes tears. '55 These symptoms were caused by 'the dilation and
coming forth of the spirits into the outward parts'. 56 Tears in particular were caused by
'the compression of the moisture of the brain, upon dilation of the spirits.' 57 The

Historia vitae et mortis described the way in which the spirits were transformed by
the passions. 'Great joys', for example, 'attenuate and diffuse the spirits', whereas '[a]
light shame . .. slightly contracts the spirits and then diffuses them'. 58

Other early modern expositions argued that the passions were corporeal in nature, for
they were part of the sensitive soul. 59 But they were not mechanistic accounts.
Charron, as I have noted, described the nature of passions as motions in the sensitive
soul. However, turning to Charron's specific account of fear, for example, there was
no description of the specific motions within the body that caused the signs of fear.
Fear, he wrote, was 'the apprehension of an evill to come'. 60 The passion of fear was
distinct from a righteous fear of God. Fear was 'deceitfull and malicious ... [it] hath
no other power over us, but to mocke and seduce'. 61 Although it was caused by
danger, it led in turn to greater danger. 62 All of these features of the passion were
described, yet there was no description of the bodily processes that caused it. In like
manner, Rogers' desctiption of trembling linked this physical sign with the passion of
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astonishment. He described astonishment as 'a very sodaine motion of the minde'. 63
Yet, the bulk of his treatment was taken up with the sayings of classical authors
regarding grief. There was no attempt to describe any physical process that might
produce trembling. 64

Despite these differences, these accounts bear an important similarity to Bacon's
proposed new civil science. Coeffeteau, Charron, Wright, and the other authors
discussed all wanted to build a moral philosophy from a description of the passions.
Chanon's text, for example, was also structured so that its moral philosophy was built
on an account of the passions of love, ambition, lust, desire, hatred, envy, and fear,
amongst many others. Broadly, this is the kind of moral philosophy that Bacon points
to in the Novwn organwn. However, the natural philosophy it contained was spurious.
Relatedly, the descriptions of the passions were more rhetorical than scientific. They
contained commonplaces, similes and citations from authmities, rather than
descliptions of the workings of the invisible and active parts of the body.

c. Natural philosophy and civil philosophy in The elements of law.

Hobbes' later works refe1Ted to his civil philosophy as both 'the science of virtue and
vice', or 'the true moral philosophy' 65 and the 'science of natural justice'. 66 In so doing,
Hobbes claimed to have set out a true ethical and civil philosophy. In their first
expression, Hobbes' ethics and politics were clearly patt of the emerging new
sciences. Skinner argues that The elements of law and De cive were unlike traditional
expressions of scientia civilis because of their style. By rejecting the ars rhetorica in
favour of the ars logica, the style of Hobbes' first two texts of civil philosophy were
closer to the unadorned prose of contemporary writings on natural philosophy, such as
William Gilbert's De magnete and Bacon's Novum organum. 67 Additionally, Hobbes'
63
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method in both The elements of law and De cive was deductive, much like the
methods employed by Galileo Galilei , Malin Mersenne,
in their works of natural science.

68

Rem~

Descartes, and Gilbert

The application of deductive reason to questions of

virtue, vice, right, duty, and justice was an innovation. The scientia civilis of humanist
writers was formulated on the basis that certain demonstrations were unavailable in
civil matters. Consequently, the civil sciences could produce only probable
arguments. 69

The structure of Hobbes' The elements of law was also novel, and reflected his affinity
with the new sciences. The manuscript began with a selies of subjects that could
legitimately be described as natural philosophy. Indeed, much of the subject matter of
the first book of The elements of law would eventually make up the second half of De

homine, rather than being included in De cive. Hobbes' method of rooting civil
philosophy in natural philosophy was reminiscent of aphorism LXXX of Book one of
the Novwn organum.

The structure of The elements of law also included subjects that Bacon discussed in
aphorism CXXVII, such as 'memory, composition and division [imagination], of
judgement',70 as well as a descliption of the passions. The elements of law discussed
all of these topics . It began by describing the faculties of the mind and body; then, in
Chapters two and three, it described sense, imagination and memory. Chapters four
and five treated the mental processes of discourse, understanding and ratiocination, as
well as speech, and marks and names (which were related to both memory and
reasoning). Chapters six, seven and eight handled the goods of body and mind.
Chapters nine, ten and eleven discussed the passions and the differences between
humans. Finally, Chapter twelve dealt with the process of judgement or deliberation
and the nature of the will. It was only in Chapter fourteen of the first book that
Hobbes moved on to his moral and civil philosophy proper. Indeed, there was no
equivalent to much of this material in De cive which opened with an account of 'man
without civil society', the subject of chapter 14 of The elements of law. 11
68
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Before going further it is worth noting a palpable difference between The elements of
law's first twelve chapters and what Bacon proposed in aphorism CXXVII of the

Novwn organum. Whilst Hobbes' account of the passions and mental processes in The
elements of law was similar to Bacon's own history of the passions in the Sylva
sylvarum (as I will show below), they cettainly were not the full tables of discovery
that Bacon prescribed. Equally, Hobbes was generally opposed to using histmical
details within his argument and he made no attempt to collect histories of political
events as a basis of his civil philosophy. A further difference emerges once the
relationship between natural philosophy and civil philosophy is considered. Bacon did
suggest that civil philosophy should be informed by natural philosophy, but he did not
develop this point. The elements of law progresses steadily through a description of
man's mind, through to the passions, and then to the laws of nature. For Bacon,
however, the procedure would have been quite different. For example, Hobbes moves
quickly from the passions to civil philosophy. From aphorism CXXVII it seems that
Bacon imagined that ethics would have emerged inductively from a history of the
passions and that a new civil philosophy would be founded in tables of instances of
political events.

Nonetheless, Hobbes' desire to create a civil philosophy that was rooted in a reformed
natural philosophy is reminicent of Bacon's discussion of civil philosophy in the
Novwn organum. The inclusion of natural philosophical and natural historical
material in The elements of law sets it apart from other works in scientia civilis. Prior
to writing The elements of law Hobbes had read a number of texts in scientia civilis.
These included Jean Bodin's Six livres de la republique, Justus Lipsius' De Doctrina

Civili and Hugo Grotius' De iure belli ac pacis.72 The concems of the first book of
The elements of law are wholly unlike any of these texts .
The Six livres de la republique dealt with the subject matter of the scientia civilis to
the exclusion of the natural sciences. 73 There was no consideration of memory,
21.
See: Skinner, Reason and rhetoric in the philosophy of Hobbes, p. 236.
73
Chapter 1 of the first book of Bodin's Six livres de la republique opened with a definition of the state.
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imagination or reason. Bodin's work did not even consider the passions
systematically. Book four considered the passion of the sovereign as part of his
general discussion of the prince's need for virtue. Essentially, he asserted that
covetousness, cruelty and voluptuousness in a plince threaten his ability to retain
power. 74 Again, Bodin's discussion of these passions focused on histolical examples
and gave no account of the physical processes that caused these passions. 75 His
treatment of the nature of the tyrant in the same book was similar. 76 Indeed, his
analysis of the influence of the stars was far more extended than any treatment of the
passions. Bodin's examination of the varying nature of man occuned in the opening of
the fifth book. However, his account did not focus on the passions. Rather, he argued
that the biggest differences between people were caused by the climates of the
different regions of the world. The people of the north, he argued, were not subtle.
'Tacitus' he wrote, 'speaking of the German, saith, It is a nation that is neither subtill
nor craftie'. 77 Within this discussion of the relationship between characters and
regions, Bodin did note a link between the humours and the passions, writing that 'the
people of the South are cruell and revengefull, by reason of melancholie, which doth
inflame the passions of the soule.' 78 He went on to recount Polybius' tales of the
tenible cruelties of which the southern peoples were capable. Nonetheless, this link
between the passions, the humours and regional character was never developed. The
jealousy of southern men, for example, was not linked to the character of their
humours. 79 Significantly, Bodin's compressed discussion of the humours and passions
did not inform the greater part of his civil philosophy as it occuned in Book four, long
after the discussion of the nature of the state, authmity, sovereignty, and citizenship.

It also considers the SUIIIIIIUI/l bonum of the individual in terms of the contemplative and the active life.
(Ibid., p. 4-7 .) The next chapters considered types of domestic and private authority, such as the
authority of fathers over children (Ibid., pp. 20-1), and masters over servants and slaves. (Ibid., p. 3246). Chapter 5 considered Aristotle's definition of citizenship and Roman citizenship. The remaining
chapters of book 1 consider sovereignty, its relationship to laws, and its signs. Book two considers
monarchy, aristocracy, and democracy; and the virtues of good kings and tyrants. The remaining books
considered topics such as senates, councils, and magistrates (in book three); and the change of, growth
of, and threats to the states (in book four).
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Lipsius' De doctrina civili contained no general account of the faculties of the mind or
the passions. Chapter eight of book one stated that memory was important because it
was the basis of prudence, which was the best guide to civil life. 80 A similar message
appeared in chapter nine. As in the Six livres de la republique, there was a small
discussion of the passions, but it occured late in the book. Chapter five of book four
was introduced by the translator with these words: ' . .. he handleth the inclination of
the people, which he sheweth (as it were) in a table.' 81 This table contained a sentence
on envy, and another on suspicion. But this table of 'the humours of the people' was
different from that envisaged by Bacon in the Novum organum, or the treatment of the
passions that appeared in the Sylva sylvarum or The elements of law. First, Lipsius'
table was an account of the corporate actions of a mass of people. It noted that the
people, considered as a whole, were given to great swings of passion. For example,
they could change quickly from a position of cruelty to an attitude of pity. 82
Conversely, Bacon's tables of the passions would have documented how the passions
worked within various individual human bodies, rather than documenting the
humours of the multitude. Finally, as in the case of Bodin, Lipsius' discussion of the
humours of the people informed his civil philosophy at quite a late stage, whereas
aphorism CXXVII envisaged a moral and civil philosophy that emerges from a
consideration of the passions. A final example which underlines the novelty of The

elements of law's structure is Grotius' De jure belli ac pacis. Grotius' work contained
no general treatment of the passions. 83 It opened with a discussion of natural and civil
laws, rather than a consideration of the physical nature of man, the powers of the body
or the faculties of the mind.84

The first thirteen chapters of the first book of The elements of law addressed subjects
that were wholly absent from the works of Bodin, Lipsius, and Grotius. The structure
of The elements of law was more like that of the first half of Book one of Chanon's

De la sagesse. Both books began with a discussion of the general nature of man.
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ChatTon then discussed the vatious parts of the body, a subject the Hobbes did not
discuss in detail in The elements of law. Chapters seven, eight, nine, ten, and eleven of

De la sagesse considered the nature and variety of the senses, before turning to
memory, imagination, and reason in Chapters twelve, thirteen, fifteen, and sixteen.
Chapters seventeen through to thirty-three described the passions and the will. Much
of the rest of Chanon 's first book bore no sirnilari ties to Hobbes' The elements of law.
However, Chanon and Hobbes both followed their discussion of the passions and the
will with an account of the differences between men. 85

Hobbes' treatment of these subjects differs in a number of ways from that of Chanon.
First, Chanon's discussion of sensation and the passions were tied to a Thornist
description of a tripartite soul. Following this general view of the soul, Charron
described sensation in terms of the apprehension of sensible species by '[t]he corporall
instrument of Sense'. 86 Chanon endorsed the related doctrine of a free will. 87 Hobbes,
on the other hand, advanced a mechanistic description of sensation and the passions.
From this he also argued that the will of man was detennined. Secondly, Chanon
distinguished strictly between memory, imagination, and reason. Each, according to
Chanon, was the function of vital spirits in one of the brain's three ventricles. The
faculties were aided by different qualities of the brain. Memory, for example, required
a moist quality in the brain, whereas '[t]he temperature of the imagination is hot'. 88 On
the contrary, Hobbes believed that the various mental processes were in effect the
same physical process variously named. Thirdly, Chanon's treatment of the passions
was adorned with commonplaces, citations from ancient authors, and histmical
examples. Hobbes' discussion of the passions studiously avoided these rhetorical
embellishments. Finally, turning to the general argument of the two texts, Chanon's
moral philosophy was based on an account of how to bridle the passions.
Furthermore, Chanon's argument did not extend to a full civil philosophy. Hobbes'
moral philosophy was quite different, and he did, of course, advance a comprehensive
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Chan-on then discussed the various parts of the body, a subject the Hobbes did not
discuss in detail in The elements of law. Chapters seven, eight, nine, ten, and eleven of

De la sagesse considered the nature and variety of the senses, before turning to
memory, imagination, and reason in Chapters twelve, thirteen, fifteen, and sixteen.
Chapters seventeen through to thirty-three described the passions and the will . Much
of the rest of Chan-on's first book bore no similmities to Hobbes' The elements of law.
However, Chan-on and Hobbes both followed their discussion of the passions and the
will with an account of the differences between men. 85

Hobbes' treatment of these subjects differs in a number of ways from that of ChatTon.
First, Chan-on's discussion of sensation and the passions were tied to a Thomist
description of a tripartite soul. Following this general view of the soul, Chan-on
described sensation in te1ms of the apprehension of sensible species by '[t]he corporall
instrument of Sense'. 86 Chan-on endorsed the related doctdne of a free will. 87 Hobbes,
on the other hand, advanced a mechanistic description of sensation and the passions.
From this he also argued that the will of man was determined. Secondly, Chan-on
distinguished stlictly between memory, imagination, and reason. Each, according to
Charron, was the function of vital spirits in one of the brain's three ventdcles. The
faculties were aided by different qualities of the brain. Memory, for example, required
a moist quality in the brain, whereas '[t]he temperature of the imagination is hot'. 88 On
the contrary, Hobbes believed that the various mental processes were in effect the
same physical process variously named. Thirdly, Charron's treatment of the passions
was adorned with commonplaces, citations from ancient authors, and historical
examples. Hobbes' discussion of the passions studiously avoided these rhetmical
embellishments. Finally, turning to the general argument of the two texts, Chan-on's
moral philosophy was based on an account of how to bridle the passions.
Furthe1more, Chan-on's argument did not extend to a full civil philosophy. Hobbes'
moral philosophy was quite different, and he did, of course, advance a comprehensive
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civil philosophy. The elements of law rooted civil philosphy in a reformed natural
philosophy. In this sense it was similar to the the science of politics that Bacon
alluded to in his Novum organum. In spite of these general similatities The elements

of law used natural philosophical matetial in a way that did not wholy conform to
Bacon's discussion in the Novum organum. Importantly, Hobbes' civil philosophy did
not emerge inductively from a history of political events, nor was his account of the
passions the full historical tables that Bacon envisaged.

d. Mechanism and psychology.

Prior to writing The elements of law, Hobbes had read numerous works of
contemporary natural philosophy, as well as ancient and modem works of civil
philosophy. These included Bacon's Sylva sylvarum, Descartes' Discours de la

methode, and Galileo's Discoursi e dimostrazioni matematiche intorno

adue nuove

scienze. 89 It is the contention of this section that Bacon's Sylva sylvarum contained a
description of mechanical motion that underpinned The elements of law's description
of imagination, and consequently, of all of the actions of the body that occuned either
as a continuation of, or as a reaction to, sensation.

It is usually asserted that Hobbes' mechanistic conception of s0nsation was based on
his reading of Galileo's explanation of motion. Indeed, Frithiof Brandt's account of the
development of Hobbes' notion of sensation explicitly rules out any debt to Bacon's
account of sensation as it was set out in the Sylva sylvarum. 90 Nonetheless, the Sylva

sylvarwn was important for Hobbes' account of sensation in The elements of law, for
Hobbes' description of mental motion made use of Bacon's analogical description of
mechanical motion. Both analogies referred to the motion of liquid. Bacon wrote:
... whensoever a solid body (as wood, stone, metal , &c.) is pressed, there is an
inward tumult in the parts thereof, seeking to deliver themselves from the
89

For evidence that Hobbes read Bacon's Sylva sylvarum prior to 1629, see: Chapter 1. Hobbes referred
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compression. And this is the cause of all violent motion. Wherein it is strange
to the highest degree, that this motion hath never been observed nor inquired;
it being of all motions the most common, and the chief roof of all mechanical
operations ... In liquors this motion is visible; for all liquors strucken make
round circles, and withal dash; but in solids (which break not) it is subtle, as it
is invisible; but nevertheless bewrayeth itself by many effects ... 91

This text is interesting for a number of reasons. First, it should be noted that this is
part of expe1iment nine of the first century of the Sylva sylvarwn, the very experiment
that Hobbes quoted with such approval in Decameron physiologicum. Secondly,
Bacon held that this motion was the cause of all mechanical operations and one of the
most common types of natural motion. It occuned, Bacon wrote, in all solids, but its
effects were only visible in liquids. Hobbes used the same analogy twice to describe
the physical cause of imagination:
As standing water put into motion by the stroke of a stone, or blast of wind,
doth not presently give over moving as soon as the wind ceaseth, or the stone
settleth: so neither doth the effect cease which the object hath wrought upon
the brain, so soon as ever by turning aside of the organ the object ceaseth to
work; that is to say, though the sense be past, the image or conception
remaineth . .. 92
As when the water, or any liquid thing moved at once by divers movements,
receiveth one motion compounded of them all; so also the brain or spirits
therein, having been stilTed by divers objects, composeth an imagination of
divers conceptions ... 93

These two passages, however, use the analogy in ways that Bacon did not. The first
passage used the simile to describe the ine1tia that was essential to Hobbes'
conception of imagination and memory. The second passage connected the analogy to
the motion of spirits. The Sylva sylvarwn had done the same in its ninety-eighth
experiment. 94 As in the first passage, Hobbes reworked the image in order to describe
the composite motions of imagination. Bacon, then, was Hobbes' source for the
analogy and, more importantly, for this conception of mechanical motion in general.
Consequently, at the outset of Hobbes' mechanistic psychology, Hobbes appealed not
91
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only to Galileo's conception of inertia, but also to Bacon's conception of mechanical
motion.

e. The passions and pleasure.

Hobbes returned to the subject of the passions on a number of occasions prior to the
publication of Leviathan. All of these, excepting a number of references to the
passions in the introductory material to Thucydides, were in some way connected with
the concerns of his patron, Sir William Cavendish. The first was a letter to Cavendish
dated August 1635.

95

The second occuned in The elements of law, which was

dedicated to Cavendish. The third was a short manuscript bearing the title Of passions
which was written around 1650. 96 The original is now lost but a copy, made by Sir
Charles Cavendish, still survives. According to a note at the end of the transcription
(in Sir Charles Cavendish's hand), the copy was 'parte of Mr: Hobbes his answer to
my brothers qua'res'. 97

'On the life and history of Thucydides' contained a number of passages that reflected
Hobbes' interest in the passions. These indicate that Hobbes' interest preceded the
patronage of Cavendish. Hobbes used the quality, as he saw it, of Thucydides' account
of the human passions as part of his defence of the history. Thucydides' apparent
obscurity was due, Hobbes wrote, to 'the profoundness of the sentences; containing
contemplations of those human passions, which either dissembled or not commonly
discoursed of, do yet cany the greatest sway with men in their public conversation.' 98
Thucydides' excellence as a theorist of the passions was also linked to his excellent
use of rhetoric. Hobbes quoted Plutarch's De gloria Atheniensiwn, arguing that
'Thucydides aimeth always at this; to make his auditor a spectator, and to cast his
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reader into the same passions that they were in that were beholders.' 99

Despite this praise of Thucydides, Hobbes' letter to Cavendish, wtitten no more than
six years later, dismissed all antecedent descriptions of the passions. The letter
discussed the progress of Robert Payne and Waiter Warner, who were collaborating
or conesponding with William and Charles Cavendish. 'I would', Hobbes wrote, 'he
could give [a deleted] good reasons for ye faculties & passions of ye soule, such as
may be expressed in plane English ..lOO Hobbes went on to broaden his criticism of
theories of the passions writing: 'if he can, he is the first (that I ever heard [>of) could]
speak sense in that subject. if he can not I hope to be ye first. dOl

The elements of law's discussion of the passions was, however, indebted to earlier

accounts. Before examining these debts it is wotth consideiing Hobbes' general
description of the passions and his related theory of pleasure and pain. Hobbes began
his description of pleasure and pain, in Chapter seven of The elements of law, by
restating his descliption of sensation. Sensation was a motion communicated from an
object of sense, via a medium, to the spirits in the sense organs, and the spilits in the
brain; and a reciprocal motion of reaction from the brain back, via the organ and the
medium, to the object of sense. The motion was not, however, restlicted to the brain.
Indeed it continued to the heart. These motions of spilits around the heart were either
pleasures or pains. The distinction between pleasure and pain was simple. If the
continued sensory motion aided the vital motion, the result was 'DELIGHT, . . . or
pleasure, which is nothing really but motion about the heart'. 102 Conversely, when the
motion 'weakened or hindereth the vital motion, then it is call('d PAIN'. 103

The passions were a species of pleasure and pain. But they were related to the
opinions of men. Hobbes desciibed them as 'the pleasure men have, or displeasure
from the signs of honour or dishonour done unto them'. 104 To understand this it is
important to understand Hobbes' conception of honour. Honour was a sign of 'the
99
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acknowledgment of power'. 105 Power, according to Hobbes, was the ability to procure
some perceived good. Powers included bodily strength, wit, and knowledge. They
also included 'liches, place of authority, friendship or favour, and good fmtune; which
last is really nothing else but the favour of God Almighty." 06 Consequently, the
passions were pleasures and pains that arose from signs of honour and dishonour. So,
glory, for example, was an 'imagination or conception of our own power, above the
power of him that contendeth with us' grounded either in our own estimation of our
past actions, or on the opinions of others. 107 Nonetheless, Hobbes' formal definition of
the passions does not seem to be wholly applicable to all of the passions he discussed.
Lust, for example, was not characterised as a type of pleasure, or as a response to
either honour or dishonour. 108 Indeed, later descliptions did not link the passions to
honour. Of passions, for example, equated the passions with pleasure and pain with no
further qualification. Hobbes wrote, '[t]hey are in generall the beginnings or
endevours to animal motion, for all most [allmost deleted] all objects that are
presented to the senses or remayne in the imagination, do so affect a man, as either to
be pleas'ed, or displeased." 09 De homine, discussed below, simply described the
passions in terms of motions of spilits around the heart.

Turning to Hobbes' sources for his account of the passions, it has long been
recognised that Hobbes' descliption of the passions in The elenlents of law, Leviathan,
and De homine all reflected his knowledge of Alistotle's The art of rhetoric. Hobbes
produced a Latin digest of the Rhetoric in the 1630s whilst serving as tutor to the third
Earl of Devonshire. 110 Aubrey recorded that despite Hobbes' general view that
'Atistotle was the worst teacher that ever was ... his rhetolique and discourse of
animals was rare."

11

Leo Strauss argues that The elenwnts of law's descliptions of

honour, and of the passions, anger, revenge, pity, indignation, and emulation were all
indebted to the Rhetoric. 112
105
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Hobbes' regard for the Rhetoric's description of the passions is particularly important
in this context because Bacon expressed the same approval. B1con argued that the
proper place to handle the passions was in the study of ethics, for they are 'the
principle subject thereof'. 113 Nonetheless, it was in Aristotle's 'Rhetorics, ... [that he]
handleth them well'. 114

A second source for Hobbes' account of the passions in The elements of law was
Bacon's Essays. There are two obvious examples of this. The passion of vain glory 'is
exemplified', Hobbes wrote, 'in the fable by the fly sitting on the axletree, and saying
to himself, What a dust do I raise[?] .I 15 Bacon used this fable as the opening of his
1612 and 1625 essays on vain glory: 'It was prettily devised of Aesop, The Flie sate

upon the Axletree of the Chariot wheeZe, and said, What a dust doe I raise? So are
there some vaine persons, that whatsoever goeth alone, or moves upon greater means,
they thinke it is they that carry it..I 16 Similarly, Hobbes' discussion of a nameless
passion 'that men take pleasure to behold from the shore the danger of them that are at
sea in a tempest, or in flight, or from a safe castle to behold two armies charge one
another in the field' was an example that Bacon used in the Essays and in The

advancement of learning. Quoting Lucretius, Bacon wrote, '[i]t is a pleasure to stand
upon the shore, and to see ships tossed upon the sea; a pleasure to stand in the window
of a castle, and to see a battle and the adventures thereof below ... ' 117

In other respects, The elements of law's account of the passions was unlike that given
in the Essays. For example, Bacon argued (following Montaigne) that lying was the
most shameful of things . Hobbes' account of shame did not acknowledge the
peculiarly shameful nature of lying. 118 Similarly, Bacon argued that '[the] greatest
11 3
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trust between man and man is the trust of giving counsel.oi
trust did not recognise this supreme expression of trust.

120

19

Hobbes' treatment of

Perhaps the clearest

example of a contrast between Hobbes and Bacon was on the subject of anger.
Bacon's account of anger was informed by the philosophy of the Stoics as it was
presented in the work of Plutarch and Seneca.

121

Bacon began his essay 'Of anger' by

writing that anger could not be wholly extinguished as the Stoics had wanted.
Nonetheless, Bacon's opposition to anger was clear. Anger, he went on, quoting
122
Seneca, 'is like ruin'. Anger was 'a kind of baseness; as it appeared well in the

weakness of those subjects in whom it reigns; children, women, old folks, sick
folks'. 123 Hobbes, on the other hand, did not see anger as a sign of powerlessness.
Rather, he argued, it had a positive purpose. Hobbes argued that 'Anger (or sudden
courage) [was] nothing but the appetite or desire of overcoming present opposition.'

124

Hobbes' definition was closer to the Thomist position: that anger was a power to
125
'pursue whatever one perceives as the good and resist what one perceives as evil.'

Hobbes also attacked a common view of anger. Commonly, anger was believed to be
'grief proceeding from an opinion of contempt'.

126

Strauss has argued that Hobbes

referred to Aristotle's view of anger as it was set out in the Rhetoric.

127

However,

Aristotle's view of anger is broader than Hobbes' description of the common opinion.
Aristotle argued that anger was both a desire for revenge and an expression of grief.

128

Neglect, not contempt, was the centre of the grief that inspired anger. Moreover,
while Aristotle linked neglect to contempt, he also linked it to crossing 'the hindrance
of another man's will without design to profit himself';
disgracing of another for his own pastime.'
119

130

129

and contumely 'the

However, Bacon's conception of anger
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in the Essays highlighted the importance of contempt. Contempt, he wrote, 'putteth an
edge upon anger ... therefore, when men are ingenious in packing out circumstances
of contempt, they do kindle their anger much .' 131 From this it seems that Bacon, not
Aristotle, was Hobbes' target. Nonetheless, Hobbes did take something from Bacon's
description of anger. First, in his discussion of pusillanimity, Hobbes argued that
anger was a sign of pusillanimity because anger indicated a lack of power. 132 Bacon
had argued that the weak were given to anger. Secondly, Hobbes applied a similar
argument to the passion of weeping, arguing that women and children weep because
of their weakness.

133

The Sylva sylvanan was also important to Hobbes' account of the passions in The

elements of law. Both the Sylva sylvarum and The elements of law described passions
in terms of the motions of spirits within the body. Examples from the Sylva sylvarum
have already been quoted. The clearest examples in The elements of law were the
passions of dullness, wit, and levity. Dullness, Hobbes wrote, 'hath its beginning from
a grossness and difficulty of the motion of the spirits about the heart.r1 34 Similarly, wit
was caused by 'a tenuity and agility of spirits, contrary to that restiveness of the spirits
supposed in those that are dull.' 135 Finally, levity 'betrayeth also mobility of the spirits,
but in excess.r1 36

More generally, Hobbes' account of pleasure and pain was similar to that given in the

Sylva sylvarwn. Bacon argued that pleasure and pain were, in essence, the
modification of the motion of spirits by the organs of sense. He wrote, 'all the organs

131
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of the senses qualify the motions of the spilits; and make many several species of
motions, and pleasures or displeasures thereupon.o1 37 Additionally, Bacon specified
the nature of the motion that caused pain: '[a]ll objects of senses which are very
offensive, do cause the spirits to retire: and upon their flight the parts are (in some
degree) destitute'. 138 This retiring motion of the spirits was also common to a number
of passions. Expeliment 872's discussion of the passions ran into a more general
discussion of the motions that caused pleasure and pain in expeliment 873. 139
Although this is clearly not as comprehensive an account of pleasure and pain as that
given in The elements of law, it was nonetheless a mechanistic account that Hobbes
had read plior to fmmulating his own view.

The link to the Sylva sylvanan is less clear in The elements of law's account of
individual passions. First, Bacon's treatment of the passions in the Sylva sylvarum
excluded almost all psychological descliption in favour of a descliption of the visible

°

physical signs and the invisible physical causes. 14 For example, Bacon's discussion of
light displeasure began by describing the physical manifestations of the passion as
'shaking of the head, frowning, and knitting of the brows.' It went on to describe the
causes of these effects in terms of the action of spirits: '[t]hese effects alise from the
same causes that trembling ho1Tor do; namely, from the reti1ing of the spi1its, but in a
less degree. ol 41 Hobbes described both the outward effects and the inner causes of the
passions. More often however, Hobbes also discussed the opinions and imaginations
that cause the passions. For example, Hobbes described hope in te1ms of expectation;
repentance as an opinion; and pity in terms of an imagination or fiction. 142 Another
dissimilality is the use of examples. Bacon's treatment of the passions in the Sylva
sylvarwn, as has already been noted, cited no examples of the passions from classical
literature. Hobbes, however, refened to Tibelius Caesar when discussing revenge, and
to Socrates and Alcibiades whilst desclibing charity. Hobbes also included individual
instances that illustrated the passions. For example, Hobbes noted that 'every proper
137
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man finds pity amongst women, when he goeth to the gallows ..I 43 However, this point
should not be over stressed. Hobbes' account of the passions was unadorned and
austere in a way in which the accounts of Rogers, Wright, Coeffeteau and Senault
were not. Yet on a few occasions his discussion of the passions reads more like
Bacon's Essays than his Sylva sylvarum. Indeed, two passages do come directly from
the Essays. A third, which is pertinent to the passions, is Hobbes' discussion of honour
and wealth. 'Of those', Hobbes argued, 'that have attained to the highest degree of
honour and riches, some have affected mastery in some art; as Nero in music and
poetry, [and] Commodus in the art of a gladiator ..I 44 Bacon argued much the same in
his essay 'Of empire', asserting that whereas normal mortals had many desires, princes
often 'set their heart upon toys ... as Nero for playing on the harp ... [and] Commodus
for playing at fence'. 145

Hobbes' discussions of the passions in Leviathan and De homine were more
compressed than that in The elements of law. Leviathan's discussion of the passions
was very much like that of the manuscript Of passions. Both gave definitions rather
than discussion of the passions. De homine, however, attempted to give a physical
description of almost all of the passions it treated. Chapter 12 of De hmnine, 'De

affectibus, sive perturbationibus animi', described the mechanical causes of the
passions in terms of the motion of spirits. Hobbes wrote, 'emotions consist in various
motions of the blood and animal spirits as they variously expand and contract; the
cause of these motions are phantasms concerning good and evil excited in the mind by
objects.' 146 Essentially, Hobbes argued that phantasms (mental objects caused initially
by sensation) caused motions in the blood and spirits, and these were known as the
passions. There was, however, a significant change from The elements of law, in that

De homine characterised these internal motions in terms of expansion and contraction.
Expansion and contraction were the motions that characterised the activity of spirits in
almost all of the passions described in the Sylva sylvarum. The examples of fear and
joy have already been noted. The effects of grief and pain, to take another example,
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were caused by 'a contraction of the spirits'; 147 the paleness associated with anger was
caused by 'the burning of the spirits about the heart; which, to refresh themselves, call
in more spirits from the outward parts ..1 48 Other passions, like displeasure, laughing
and pity shared similar outward manifestations such as tears, or trembling.
Consequently, these too were related to the expansion or contraction of spirits.

De homine's description of shame and weeping are very similar to Bacon's accounts
of similar passions in Sylva sylvarum. Concerning these two passions De hmnine
commented:
The contrary emotion is shame, wherein the spilits, being suddenly transported
by a consciousness or suspicion of something unseemly having been let slip,
are disordered, and they force blood into the muscles of the face, which is to
blush. 149
Weeping is the contrary passion, and it ariseth whenever someone believes
that he hath suddenly been deplived of some vehement hope. And so the
animal spirits dilated by hope, contract when hope suddenly fails, and
making an attack on the tear-producing organs, they force the humour that is
in them to overflow in the eyes. Those that weep the greatest amount and
more frequently are those, such as women and children, who have the least
hope in themselves and the most in friends. 150

As in the Sylva sylvarwn these desc1iptions accounted for the passions in terms of the
motion of spirits. They also both give a mechanistic account of how the outward
effects of the passions were produced.

Before concluding this section it is worth considering the possibility that Hobbes'
account of the passions reflected a knowledge of Descartes' Les passions de l'ame. 151
This does not appear to have been possible in the case of The elements of law, for
Descartes did not start preparing Les passions de l'ame until1645. 152 Indeed, prior to
147
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were caused by 'a contraction of the spirits'; 147 the paleness associated with anger was
caused by 'the burning of the spirits about the heart; which, to refresh themselves, call
in more spirits from the outward parts. oi 48 Other passions, like displeasure, laughing
and pity shared similar outward manifestations such as tears, or trembling.
Consequently, these too were related to the expansion or contraction of spirits.

De homine's description of shame and weeping are very similar to Bacon's accounts
of similar passions in Sylva sylvarum. Concerning these two passions De homine
commented:
The contrary emotion is shame, wherein the spirits, being suddenly transported
by a consciousness or suspicion of something unseemly having been let slip,
are disordered, and they force blood into the muscles of the face, which is to
blush. 149
Weeping is the contrary passion, and it ariseth whenever someone believes
that he hath suddenly been deprived of some vehement hope. And so the
animal spirits dilated by hope, contract when hope suddenly fails, and
making an attack on the tear-producing organs, they force the humour that is
in them to overflow in the eyes. Those that weep the greatest amount and
more frequently are those, such as women and children, who have the least
hope in themselves and the most in friends. 150

As in the Sylva sylvarum these descriptions accounted for the passions in terms of the
motion of spirits. They also both give a mechanistic account of how the outward
effects of the passions were produced.

Before concluding this section it is worth considering the possibility that Hobbes'
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this, Descartes' manuscripts, that would later be published as part of L'homme de Rene

Descartes, et la formation dufoetus, avec les remarques de Louys de la Forge. A
quay l'on a ajoute Le monde, ou Traite de la lumiere, contained very little discussion
of the passions. 153

First, there does seem to be some similality between Hobbes' descliption of fear in De

homine and Descmies' descliption of desire in Les passions de l'ame. In both cases the
author described the way in which spilits were sent into the nerves to strengthen
them. 154 However, in other specific cases the relationship was one of contrast. Hobbes
attributed the cause of blushing, for example, to the influx of blood into the muscles.
Descartes, on the other hand, argued that it did not arise from the nerves and the
muscles, rather it was caused·directly by the heart. 155

More generally, spirits played a much smaller role in Descartes' descliption of the
passions. This was owing to his conception of the soul. Article seventeen of Les

passions de l'ame asserted that the passions were a species of thought that occurred in
the incorporeal soul, rather than states of the body. 156 Nonetheless, the distinctive
feature of passions was that, unlike other mental operations, they were not initiated in
the soul. Rather, they began because of the influence of sensations on the soul. 157 As
the passions were proper to the soul they could not have their seat in the heart (as
Hobbes maintained) as the soul had no special connection to the heart. 158

Part two of Les passions de l'am.e desc1ibed the six primitive passions: 'wonder, love,

153
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hatred, desire, joy and sadness. " 59 Descartes' initial enumeration of the passions, in
Part two, did not attempt to describe any kind of mechanical motion of spirits that
might produce the passions he handled. 160 The more detailed treatment of the six
primitive passions did discuss the motions of spirits. 'Love', for example, was 'an
emotion of the soul caused by the movements of spirits'; hatred too was 'an emotion
caused by the spirits'. 161 The.former motion 'impel[ed] the soul to join itself 162 with
the object of love; the latter motion had the opposite effect. However, Descartes gave
no further description of how the spirit's motion caused love or hatred. The spirits
were included in the definition 'to distinguish love and hatred (which are passions and
depend on the body) from judgement', 163 which was a purely spiritual capacity.
However, the spirits did not form part of a mechanistic account of these passions. The
same was true of his definition of desire, 164 while sadness and joy were defined
without any reference to the motion of spirits at all. 165

Once Descartes had defined the five primitive passions, he addressed the way in
which they were caused by the motion of the blood and the spirits. First, he argued
that wonder was distinct from the other passions as it was caused by the brain alone.
Other passions were caused by 'the heati, the spleen, the liver and all the other pa1is of
the body'. 166 Additionally, some passions were caused by the motion of the blood and
the heart. Descartes wrote, 'although all the veins conduct the blood to the heart, it
sometimes happens that the blood in some veins is d1iven there with greater force than
the blood in other veins'. 167 For example, love was caused by a regular pulse, whereas
hatred was caused by an irregular, weak and fast pulse. 168

Generally then, Hobbes' and Descartes' accounts of the passions were fundamentally
159
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different. Where De h01nine described the passions in terms of the motions of spirits,
Les passions de l'ame used spirits in a much more restricted way. For Descartes, the
motion of the spirits was one of a number of devices (along with organs of the body,
the pulse of the heart and the motion of the blood) that he used to describe the
efficient cause of particular passions. Hobbes' general description of the passions, that
they were the expansion and contraction of spirits, did not come from Les passions de
l'ame. Additionally, there was not a great deal of common ground between the
specific descriptions of the mechanism involved in the individual passions.

f. Hobbes' new civil science.

There are broad similarities between The elements of law and the new civil science to
which the Novum organum's alluded. Hobbes' civil philosophy was rooted in his
natural philosophy and made use of natural histmical material. It also began with an
account of memory, imagination, and reason, as well as a description of the passions
and judgement. Unlike Chanon's De la sagesse (which began in a similar way),
Hobbes' The elements of law was rooted in a reformed natural science. It rejected the
Thomist-Aristotelian account of the sensitive soul, and postulated a mechanistic
explanation of sensation, pleasure, pain, and the passions.

Leaving these broad similarities aside, The elements of law's account of these
processes also resembled (to a greater or lesser extent) Bacon's treatment of these
subjects in the Sylva sylvarwn. The elements of law's description of sensation,
imagination, pleasure, pain, and the passions used a notion of spirits familiar from the
Sylva sylvarwn . Moreover, Hobbes' specific account of aural pleasure and pain was
similar to the account presented in the Sylva sylvarum. Hobbes' account of the motion
that was at the heart of imagination was rooted in Bacon's conception of mechanical
motion as it was expressed in the Sylva sylvarum. The Sylva sylvarum also attempted
to explain pleasure, pain, and the passions in mechanistic terms . Clearly, Bacon's
account was never systematised, yet those aspects of his view that were developed
resemble Hobbes' account closely. Hobbes' debt to Bacon's account of pleasure and
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pain can be seen clearly in his account of aural sensations. One of Hobbes' examples
of the pleasures of sense, 'the delight of heruing', 169 was similar to the opening
experiments regarding sound in the Sylva sylvarum. Hobbes argued that simple
sounds pleased the ear because of their equality. This equality, he argued, continued
from the object to the ear. 170 '[T]he contrary', he continued, 'is called harshness: such
as is grating, and some other sounds, which do not always affect the body, but only
sometimes, and that with a kind of honor beginning at the teeth.' 171 Bacon, too,
argued that pleasurable sounds were equal, and displeasing sounds were unequal. 172
He also desclibed the way in which harsh sounds could 'make a shiveling or honor in
the body, and set the teeth on edge.' 173 The similarity between Bacon's and Hobbes'
account of aural pleasure is particularly striking because Hobbes' Baconian
explanation stood in stark contrast to the thrust of his general understanding of
pleasure and pain. Generally, Hobbes held that human pleasures were fickle, differing
from individual to individual and in the same individual over time. However, in the
case of sound, Hobbes followed Bacon and asserted that equal sounds were, by their
nature, pleasing and unequal sounds were naturally offensive . This similruity is also
unexpected because Hobbes knew the work of Mersenne, Galileo, and Descartes, all
of which tackled the nature of sound. Indeed, Hobbes, like Mersenne, believed that
sound was motion. 174 Bacon, however, still embraced the Alistotelian distinction
between the 'elision' of the air and the audible species. In spite of these considerations
Hobbes' desctiption of aural pleasure and displeasure was unlike those of Descartes,
and Galileo and, as I have argued, distinctively Baconian. 175 Finally, while it is true
169
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that The elements of law did not develop the tables of the passions or histories of
memory, imagination, and reason that Bacon had hoped for, it was clearly indebted to
Bacon's extant histories of these subjects.

The Sylva sylvarum was not the only one of Bacon's works that Hobbes refened to in
The elements of law. The manuscript also contained allusions to the Essays and the
History of the Reign of King Henry VII, 176 and a view of Aristotle's weaknesses and
strengths that was almost identical to that expressed in The advancement of learning.

of the parts of the body struck or bowed. Indeed, the same body could produce equal or unequal sounds
according to the volume at which it was struck. (Descartes, The world, pp. 122-3 .) Galileo discussed
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pain. This was because the vibration of the two notes complimented each other. In cases of irregularity
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Galilei, Dialogues concerning two new sciences, H. Crew and A. de Salvio tr., (New York, 1954) p.
104.)
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ii. 'Civil knowledge' and the 'true rules of politics.'

a. A difference of approach.

Bacon's fullest discussion of civil philosophy, contained in Book eight of the

De augmentis, was quite unlike any of Hobbes' expositions of his own doctrine. This
difference was true of their scope and of their structure. Book eight of the

De augmentis opened with a general division between different types of civil concerns
and with the observation that in civil philosophy, silence, rather than openness, was to
be prefened. Bacon's preference for silence reflected an appeal to a tradition that
viewed the prince's heart as inscrutable. Arcana imperii, the secrets of power, like

arcana naturae and arcana Dei (the secrets of nature and secrets of the divine nature)
were all considered types of the high knowledge that the apostle Paul cautioned
against in his epistle to the Romans. 177 While Bacon was ready to discuss the secrets
of nature, he was still unprepared to discuss the p1ince's heart. Bacon's unwillingness
to deal with civil matters may also have reflected his view that civil philosophy was
more complex than other disciplines. 'Civil knowledge', he wrote, 'is most immersed
in matter, and with most difficulty reduced to axioms.' 178 Due to these considerations,
Bacon's own treatment of the subject was fragmentary. For the most part, it consisted
of an essay, and a discussion of a series of proverbs and aphorisms. This general
approach was clearly different to that of Hobbes, who was prepared to treat civil
philosophy openly and axiomatically.

The scope of Bacon's discussion of civil philosophy was also broader than that of
Hobbes. Civil knowledge, according to Bacon, included 'the knowledge of

conversation, the knowledge of negotiation, and the knowledge of empire or
government.ol 79 These three areas conesponded to society's three functions, 'comfort
177
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against solitude, assistance in business, and protection against injuries'. 180 Although
Hobbes was keen to establish a commonwealth that would trnly fulfil all of these
roles, his philosophy did not include an extended treatment of all of these areas .
Turning from civil knowledge in general to the arts of empire and government in
pmticular, Bacon argued that the nature of this province of knowledge was three fold.
The first considered the preservation of the principality or republic; the second
regarded the state's prosperity and happiness; while the third concerned the
enlargement of the state. Bacon's focus was clearly on the third of these. The others,
he argued, were 'in great measure ... excellently handled'. 181 Hobbes clearly did not
agree with this assessment of civil philosophy, nor did he discuss the extension of
empire at any length. Despite the apparent breadth of Bacon's approach, he did not
discuss notions such as natural right or naturallibetty, notions which were, of course,
central to Hobbes' civil philosophy. Indeed, Hobbes' understanding of these notions
came from other sources. 182

Whilst recognising the impmtance of these differences, it is worth noting a number of
similmities. First, Bacon and Hobbes' distinction between politics and ethics was
similar. Both argued that ethics pertained to each man's government of his own
passions, while politics regarded the rule of men over other men. Secondly, both
thinkers agreed that civil laws bound only in foro externo. 183 It should also be
remembered that on two occasions Hobbes translated a number of Bacon's essays
concerning civil topics. Indeed, Aubrey stated that Hobbes translated Bacon's essay
'Of the true greatness of kingdoms and estates', which formed a significant portion of
Bacon's treatment of civil philosophy in the De augmentis. For this reason alone, a
comparison between Bacon's civil doctrines as expressed in the Essays and Hobbes'
civil philosophy as expressed in The elements of law, De cive and Leviathan would
seem worthwhile. The rest of this chapter considers the similarities and dissimilarities
between Hobbes' and Bacon's accounts of sedition and rebellion, and Hobbes' reaction
to Bacon's doctrine of civil greatness. Finally, I will turn to Richard Tuck's suggestion
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that Hobbes' proposed commonwealth was indebted to the fictional commonwealth
described in Bacon's New Atlantis.

b. Aphorismi de iure gentium maiore sive de fontibus justiciae et iuris.

Bacon's Aphorism,i is unlike any of his published works on policy, for they concern
the migins of law. This was reflected in the work's title, '[a]phorisms on the greater
Law of nations or the foundations of Justice and Law', 184 and the heading that
introduced the first aphorism, '[a]bout the origin and vicissitudes of laws'. 185 The
reference to the law of nations should be understood conectly. All legal systems,
Bacon claimed, had their own local character, but underlying them all were 'certain
foundations of natural equity'. 186 Bacon described this universal law as the 'greater
Law of nations'; the manucript had little to say about the laws that governed
relationships between princes.

The Aphorismi's subject matter, the positions it set out, and the fact that it was in
Hobbes' keeping for many years have led to speculation that it influenced Hobbes.
However, I argue that the doctrinal similarities are largely superficial. Nonetheless, it
seems that Hobbes knew the piece and that echoes of the manuscript can be found in

De cive and Leviathan.

The points of similarity between the Aphorismi and Hobbes' science begin in
Aphmism two. Here, Bacon asserted that human law originated for the sake of mutual
protection. Prior to civil society, Bacon wrote, some actions which resulted in
individual advantage also caused general danger. Consequently, 'they [the people]
readily unite in law, and protect themselves for the future.' 187 Aphorisms twelve and
thirteen also reflected a common position. They claimed that the legislative authority
184
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could not bind itself in the future and that all attempts to do so were contrary to
reason. Aphmism twelve also asserted that 'the authority of the laws does not depend
upon consent alone, but wholly upon ruling authmity. 1188

The only case in which a ruling authmity could bind itself in the future, was if it gave
away its power. 'If a king', Bacon wrote, 'should think to establish liberty or
democracy ... he can do this directly and properly by legislation ... 1189 Once this had
been done, the former sovereign could not legitimately take authmity back. Aphmism
fifteen applied this reasoning to the teaching of the 'lovers of liberty'. 190 If the people
transferred their power to a king, Bacon argued, they could not take it back.
Consequently, the view that the people retained the ultimate sovereignty in all forms
of state was fallacious. The same reasoning informed Bacon's consideration of
popular resistance. It was often asserted, Bacon claimed, that the most fundamental
law was the good of the people. If this law was ignored, it was also maintained that
the people could repeal their govemment. 191 In opposition to this view, Bacon
contended that the transfer of power from the people to a king should be understood
as a free gift. 192 1f the gift was not honoured, God alone could hold the king to
account. 193 Bacon praised the actions of some of those who brought down Caesar, for
the view that 'a most cruel and evil tyranny was worse than sedition and civil war' was
'solid, politic and true. 1194 Finally, Bacon and Hobbes agreed that citizens owed
passive obedience to the most unpalatable of laws. 195

These similarities, however, do not reflect the thrust of Bacon's argument. Bacon's
manuscript, for example, barely described the condition of man prior to civil society.
Indeed, what detail Bacon gave was unlike that of Hobbes' position. Bacon argued
that injury, prior to the law, inspired the first establishment of govemment. 196 Hobbes
188
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clearly held that justice and injustice were only proper to man's condition once law
and sovereignty had been established. In the natural condition of mankind, the right of
nature gave everybody the right to everything; thus, there could be no injury. 197 Bacon
also seems to have held that men continued to judge good and evil naturally in civil
society. Consequently, Bacon described some laws as 'unfair and dishonest' 198 or as
severe. 199 For Hobbes, the laws were the bounds of good and evil; consequently there
could be no evillaws. 200

Bacon's discussion of a right to resistance was also unlike Hobbes' doctrine. First,
Bacon argued that revolt was permissible in circumstances of exceptional cruelty. For
Hobbes, however, civil war could never be legitimate. Secondly, Hobbes stated that
citizens retained their 1ight to defend themselves against execution. Indeed, Hobbes
argued that a citizen could refuse to fight for his sovereign without injustice. 201
Conversely, Bacon suggested that the subject should be prepared to saclifice himself
for the commonwealth. Bacon made this point by discussing the case of a storm at
sea. Here Bacon reworked a case discussed by Aristotle. Aristotle's discussion of
voluntary and involuntary action in the Nicomachean ethics contained this passage:
'[a] similar difficulty occurs with regard to jettisoning cargo in bad weather. In
general no one willingly throws away his property; but if it is to save the lives of
himself and everybody else, any reasonable person will do it.' 202 Bacon considered a
variation of the situation, in which, 'if anyone while sailing is buffeted by a storm and
throws other's goods into the sea to alleviate the danger of ship-wreck ... such a
person will be charged with a wrong if he is sailing with arms or munitions intended
for the relief of a besieged town ... '203 In this case, Bacon continued, 'such a person
should be tried for an offence against the sovereign'. 204 For, it was legitimate for a
sovereign to argue that '[i]t was necessary that his country, not he [the sailor], should
197
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I
live.' 205 Hobbes and Bacon agreed that a citizen could be punished for such an action.
However, Hobbes argued that to risk the commonwealth in order to preserve one's life
caused no injury. 206

There are also more general differences between Bacon's and Hobbes' positions. First,
Bacon's Aphorismi reflects a pessimistic view about the nature of states. '[A]ll human
affairs', Bacon stated, 'tend to weaken in time'. 207 Thus, commonwealths were prone to
decay. Hobbes, however, claimed that a state established according to his doctrine
would be immortal, except for external attack. 208 Secondly, Bacon's manuscript also
addressed the vicissitudes of laws at some length. Hobbes' civil philosophy did not.
Thirdly, Bacon's manuscript, like all of his civil writing, was the work of a statesman
and did not pretend to be a true science. 209 Hobbes' approach was quite the contrary.

Finally, Bacon retained the classical notion that lawgivers crafted the best states. 210
Solon and Lycurgus, the mystical lawgivers of Athens and Sparta, established
enduring and flourishing states, for they possessed the skill of framing a constitution
that suited their people. Bacon's residual commitment to the role of a lawgiver is
unsurprising, for if politics was bound up in the vicissitudes of fortune, and the state
was inclined to decay, it would take almost superhuman prudence to create a
prosperous and long-lasting commonwealth. 211 For Hobbes the case was different. The
essence of his science was comprehensible to the 'meanest capacity.' 212 Hobbes even
played down the abilities required in a sovereign. Plato had believed that justice
would not be achieved 'till sovereigns be philosophers.' 213 Hobbes argued that 'the
205
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science of natural justice is the only science necessary for sovereigns and their
principle ministers . .. they need not be charged with the sciences mathematical (as by
Plato they are) .'2 14

While there are similarities between some of the general plinciples of Bacon's
Aphorismi and Hobbes' civil science, perhaps the clearest traces of Bacon's argument

can be

fo~nd

at the margins of Hobbes' works. Hobbes made use of a simile that

Bacon employed in the manuscript. Bacon argued that all too often matters of law and
policy were left to philosophers. These writers 'wander the pleasant by-ways of
contemplation' rather than producing any improvement in them. 215 De cive made a
similar point: civil philosophy, he wrote, 'is in the same situation as the public roads,
on which all men travel, and go to and fro, and some are enjoying a pleasant stroll ...
but they make no progress.' 2 16

Finally, one of Hobbes' arguments in favour of monarchy may have its roots in
Bacon's Aphorismi. Bacon argued that tyranny was to be prefened to anarchy because
'anarchy is more malicious than tyranny, since the lusts of a single person have
limited scope, but those of the multitude extend everywhere.' 217 Hobbes made a
similar point about the inconveniences of monarchy, compared with those associated
with a democracy. Hobbes conceded that a monarch might be subject to violent
passions. However, 'because an aristocracy consisteth of men, if the passions of many
men be more violent when they are assembled together, than the passions of one man
alone, it will follow, that the inconvenience atising from passion will be greater in an
alistocracy ... '2 18 Similarly, monarchs often emiched their children and their
favourites with money gained by taxation. However, the threat was greater in an
alistocracy, 'for there not one only, but many have children, kindred, and friends to
raise; and in that point they are as twenty monarchs for one ... '219 The problem
escalated further in a democracy.
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Bacon's manusctipt seems to have furnished Hobbes with a simile and a probable
argument that supported monarchy over other forms of government. However, the
overall position of the manuscript does not support Pagallo's claim that Bacon was
one of the first Hobbesian political philosophers. 220

c. Sedition and rebellion.

Bacon's essay 'Of sedition and troubles' first appeared in William Cavendish's 1618
Italian translation of the Essays. An extended version of the essay also appeared in
English in 1625. Given Hobbes' probable involvement in the production of both the
1618 and 1625 editions and his interest in the subject of the essay, it seems reasonable
to assume that Hobbes knew the essay. Indeed, Hobbes' treatments of the subject in

The elements of law, De cive, and Leviathan all bear similarities to the essay.

A similatity between the Bacon and Hobbes' accounts emerges if they are contrasted
with Bodin's and Niccolo Machiavelli's discussions of the fall of states. Essentially,
Hobbes and Bacon discussed sedition and rebellion in general terms without refening
to the type of state. Bodin and Machiavelli, on the other hand, developed specific
accounts of how different types of state collapsed. Bodin discussed the destruction of
states whilst examining the transition from one form of state to another. Bodin began
his treatment of the decline of states by arguing that no state could escape decline.
The whole world, he argued, was subject to change and decay, and the state was no
exception. 221 The state could transform voluntarily from one petfect fmm (monarchy,
alistocracy, or democracy) to another. Alternatively, a perfect form could decay into
an imperfect structure such as tyranny, oligarchy, anarchy or any number of other
impetfect types. 222 The causes of collapse differed from form to form. Tyrants, for
example, were often ruined by their voluptuousness; 223 democracies were vulnerable
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due to the fickleness of the people; 224 whereas, discards and disputes within the ruling .
groups were a source of danger to aristocracies. 225 Machiavelli also analysed the
maintenance and decline of states as part of his discussion of the varying forms of
states?26 For example, he noted that it was easier to maintain a newly acquired
tenitory if, prior to its acquisition, it was a pure monarchy, rather than a telTitory
where the nobility had power and honour independent of the monarch. 227 Finally,
Machiavelli's discussion of the fall of various Italian states focused on invasions,
rather than on sedition or rebellion. 228

Turning to the content of the two accounts, Hobbes noted four causes of sedition that
Bacon had highlighted in his essays. First, quoting Tacitus, Bacon argued that
subjects who disputed orders rather than following them were already 'shaking off the
yoke.' 229 Similarly, Hobbes argued that the general attitude of subjects in England
plior to civil war was such that Charles was 'already ousted of his govemment'. 230

Secondly, Bacon and Hobbes agreed that fear of suffering was a more potent cause of
rebellion than suffeling itself. 'Suffeling', Bacon argued, 'has its limits, but fears are
endless.' 231 Hobbes agreed, writing that '[t]he presence of bodily pain disposeth not to
sedition; the fear if it doth.' 232 Indeed, Hobbes illustrated his contention with two
examples from Bacon's history of Henry VII?33

Thirdly, both authors agreed that poverty was an important cause of sedition. Bacon
reduced sedition to two sources, one of which was 'much poverty'. 234 De cive agreed:
'[w]hat glieves and discontents ... more than anything else is poverty'. 235 Bacon
suggested that poverty could be held in check by trade, manuhcture, ending idleness,
224
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prohibiting waste, improving farming, regulating ptices, and moderating taxes. He
added that the numbers of nobility, clergy, and scholars should be kept down, as they
added nothing to the wealth of the state. 236 Hobbes endorsed many of these methods.

De cive argued that the sovereign ought to promote 'hard work and thlift', the
improvement of 'agliculture and fishing' and 'the mechanical arts'. 237 In addition to
this the sovereign ought to forbid idleness. 238 The elements of law contained an
alternative list of the ways in which poverty could be stamped out. This included
'three things: the well ordering of trade, procuring of labour and forbidding the
supetfluous consuming of food and apparel.' 239 All three works of civil philosophy
agreed that taxation should be equitable.240 A final similality of approach was Bacon
and Hobbes' attitude to factions and popular leaders or heads. Bacon argued that a
plince should take pains to break up factions. 241 Hobbes repeatedly recognised the
dangers posed by the 'head' around which a seditious faction could form. 242

It is also worth noting a stylistic similality. In both versions of the essay on sedition,
Bacon likened the body politic to the human body. Both compared the discontents 'in
the politic body .. . to humours in the natural'. 243 Hobbes developed this metaphor in
his treatment of the causes of rebellion in The elements of law and Leviathan. The

elements of law's account of rebellion opened by compating the invasion of a body
politic to the 'violent death' 244 of the natural body; and sedition to 'sickness and
distemper'. 245 Leviathan used this device even more extensively. For example, Hobbes
likened a civil government, where sovereignty was divided, to a body in which the
nutlitive, motive, and rational faculties worked independently. 246 Again, Hobbes
compared a state in which civil and ecclesiastical authority were divided to 'a man
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that had another growing out of his side'. 247 Nonetheless, the metaphor of the body
politic was ancient. 248 Additionally, Hobbes' use of the simile, especially in

Leviathan, reflected his interest in Harvean and Cartesian accounts of the body. 249

These similarities should not be over stated for two reasons. First, they did not appear
consistently in all of Hobbes' accounts of sedition and rebellion. For example,
Hobbes' reference to Henry VII, which appeared in The elements of law, was never
incorporated into De cive or Leviathan. Similarly, viewed as a whole, Hobbes'
treatment of the ways in which poverty could be prevented conesponded in large part
to Bacon's prescliptions. Yet, in themselves, each of Hobbes' discussions only
contained part of Bacon's analysis. Secondly, there were many ways in which the two
accounts were dissimilar.

Hobbes' concern with seditious doctrines was unlike anything found in Bacon's essay.

The elements of law discussed six opinions, all of which claimed that the sovereign
could be legitimately resisted.250 These doctrines were 'maintained in the books of the
dogmatics' and taught in the universities.251 Similarly, De cive's account of the causes
that tended to dissolve the commonwealth began by examining the doctline that
subjects could judge good and evil for themselves. 252 The doctrines of ancient authors,
particularly regarding tyrannicide, were amongst those that Hobbes attacked. De cive,
for example, attacked 'Plato, Aristotle, Cicero, Seneca, Plutarch and the rest of the
champions of Anarchy in Greece and Rome' 253 who argued that tyrannicide was
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legitimate and honourable. Bacon's essay, however, contained no treatment of
seditious doctrines. Moreover, his essay 'Of honour and reputation' asserted the
established (and, in Hobbes' opinion, seditious) view that delivering a country from a
tyrant was amongst the most honourable of acts. 254 Bacon's discussion of rebellion in

De sapientia veterum equated a p1ince's desire for absolute power with tyranny. 255 He
also argued that tyranny was a spur to rebellion. Nonetheless, while Bacon argued that
tyranny was vicious, he believed that civil war was a greater evil. Indeed, he argued
that the image of Typhon was a simile for 'the infinite calamities it [civil war] inflicts
both on kings and peoples'? 56

A second general difference was the centrality of orators to Hobbes' account and their
absence from Bacon's essay. Bacon did discuss 'witty and sharp speeches' 257 but his
focus was on the ill-advised words of princes rather than on the seditious use of
eloquence. The elements of law and De cive both related the example of the seditious
orator Catiline. Catiline, Hobbes argued, 'was the author of the greatest sedition that
ever was in Rome'. 258 Hobbes refe1Ted to Sallust, who described him as 'having
adequate eloquence but little wisdom.' 259 Hobbes explained that Catiline lacked
prudence and wisdom, yet he was able to inspire rebellion through the power of his
speech. 260

Turning from these general differences, it is w01th noting some specific instances in
which the two accounts failed to coincide. First, none of The elements of law, De cive,
and Leviathan noted the threat posed by 'disbanded soldiers'. 261 Secondly, Hobbes
believed that reading classical texts of history and policy promoted sedition. 262
Conversely, Bacon argued that Greece and Rome were 'exemplar states'. 263 De cive's
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criticism of Seneca had no parallel in Bacon's work. Indeed, Bacon often quoted
Seneca with veneration. 264

Finally, there was no trace of Bacon's essay in Behemoth's account of the seven
causes of the English troubles. Three of the causes that Hobbes described related to
the docttines of various church sects.265 Broadly, whilst noting that doctrinal
innovations were a cause of trouble, Bacon did not discuss ecclesiastical ambition as a
major cause of civil wars. Two of the remaining causes related to avarice. 266

d. Greatness, conquest, and the laws of nature.

Bacon retumed to the subject of the greatness of principalities and republics on a
number of occasions. Hobbes produced a translation of Bacon's final essay on the
subject during their acquaintance in the 1620s. The central theme of the essay,
variously entitled 'Example of a summary treatise touching the extension of Empire'
and 'Of the true greatness of kingdoms and estates', was the way in which
commonwealths could heighten their power and honour through conquest. 267 The

elements of law, De cive, and Leviathan all attacked warlike expansion as a method of
aggrandising and enriching the state. Indeed, all three expressions of Hobbes' civil
philosophy asse1ted that the laws of nations were at odds with warlike expansion. 268

Bacon argued that the true greatness of a state could not be gauged by the size of
territory, revenue, or population. All of these were nothing unless 'the breed and
disposition of the people be stout and warlike'. 269 Joined to this was the necessity for
the prince to understand his own might, and to need to foster a 'martial disposition' 270
264
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amongst his subjects. This could also be achieved by discouraging occupations which
'require rather the finger than the arm', leaving 'delicate manufactures' to foreigners,
for 'within door arts' were contrary to the military disposition? 71 Similarly, a prince
who aimed at greatness should not allow the nobility to grow too large, for this
degraded the common people. In France, he argued, the peasants were poor soldiers
for this very reason. 272 The 'middle people of England', however, made good soldiers
because Henry VII had allowed farmers to own the land on which they worked. 273 A
prince, Bacon argued, should make arms the 'principle honour, study and
occupation' 274 of his population. The prince should also encourage the warlike
character of his people by liberally rewarding his soldiers. 275 Additionally, too much
tax crushed the people's valour?76

Crucially, greatness could only be achieved if a prince missed no opportunity for war.
'[N]ations that pretend to greatness', he argued, were 'sensible of wrongs ... and sit not
too long upon provocation.' 277 Similarly, they should always be ready to enter battle
on behalf of their allies. 278 Nations that would be great should also gain 'mastery of
the sea'?79 In short, Bacon argued that '[n]o body can be healthful without exercise,
neither natural not politic; and certainly to a kingdom or estate, a just and honourable
war is the true exercise.'280

Hobbes seems to have addressed Bacon's position in each of his expressions of his
civil philosophy. In every instance he took a very different view. The elements of law
argued that the sovereign had a duty to avoid unnecessary wars and that ruin was the
most likely outcome of a policy which looked to 'revenge every little injury or
disgrace done by' neighboming countries. 281 Any sovereign who behaved in such a
way was acting 'out of ambition or vain glory', rather than according to the dictates of
271
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reason. 282 De cive also argued that the examples of Greece and Rome should not be
taken as a guarantee that conquest would lead to greatness. '[M]ilitary activity', he
wrote, 'was once regarded as a gainful occupation ... '.Z 83 However, he continued 'we
should not take enrichment by these means into our calculations.' 284 For as a means of
gain, military activity was like gambling: 'in most cases it reduces a person's property;
very few succeed.' 285 Rather than seeing it as a noble policy, Hobbes equated conquest
with piracy. 286 Leviathan concuned, arguing that 'the insatiable appetite, or Bulimia,
of enlarging dominion' would lead to the commonwealth sustaining 'incurable
wounds' during military conquest. 287

More generally, the warlike tone of Bacon's essay was wholly at odds with Hobbes'
laws of nature. Hobbes' laws of nature flowed from the the position that, where
possible, men should seek peace. De cive, for example, argued that '[t]he first law of
nature (the foundation) is: to seek peace when it can be had; when it cannot, to look
for aid in war.' 288 Crucially, the laws of nature also applied to the relationship
between sovereigns because they were also 'the law of nations.' 289 From Hobbes'
description of piracy in De cive and from his more general conception of the laws of
nations, it would seem that Bacon's prescriptions were both imprudent and contrary to
the dictates of reason.

In other smaller respects, Hobbes' civil philosophy was at odds with the presctiptions
of Bacon's essay. Bacon, like Machiavelli, played down the usefulness of money,
fortifications and military engines. 290 Hobbes, on the other hand, consistently argued
that the sovereign's duty to maintain peace and to defend his people entitled him to
raise money. Indeed, in direct opposition to Bacon's essay, De cive argued that 'money
is the sinews of war and peace.' 291 Hobbes also praised the '[a]rts of public use' such
282
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as 'fortification, making engines and other instruments of war, because they confer to
defence and victory ... '292

There was some common ground between the two writers on the subject of
naturalisation , particularly the naturalisation of the Scots. As early as 1607, Bacon
argued that a union between England and Scotland would produce 'one of the greatest
monarchies . . . that hath been in the world ... '293 Bacon envisaged a union in which
Scottish citizens would enjoy the rights of English citizens. Naturalisation was an
important theme in all of Bacon's writings on greatness. 294 Bacon argued that 'all
states that are liberal of naturalisation towards strangers are fit for empire.' 295
Naturalisation was a way of increasing the size of a people and ensuring that large
dominions could be securely maintained. The Romans were the pre-eminent example
of the importance of naturalisation.296 To those they conquered and to the citizens of
the colonies that they established, the Romans granted rights to inherit property, rights
to trade, and rights to marry, as well as 1ights of suffrage and the right to hold
office. 297

Hobbes also linked James' attempt to unite England and Scotland with the Roman
practice of naturalisation. He argued that the Romans were able to extend their rule
because of their practice of 'giving, sometimes to whole nations and sometimes to
principle men of every nation they conquered, not only the privileges but also the
name Romans, and took many of them into the senate and offices of charge, even in
the Roman city.'298 Hobbes went on to claim that James aimed to unite England and
Scotland in just this way. Moreover, Hobbes argued that if he had succeeded he would
have almost certainly 'prevented the civil wars which make both those kingdoms, at
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the present, miserable.' 299 Hobbes put forward a similar argument in Behemoth, again
linking the Roman practice of naturalisation with J ames' plan for a union between
England and Scotland:
B: ... The Romans were masters of many nations, and to oblige them
more to obey the edicts and laws sent unto them from the city of Rome, they
thought fit to make them all Romans; and out of diverse nation ... to advance
some, that they thought worthy, even to be senators of Rome, and to give
every one of the common people the privileges of the city of Rome ...
A: Why were not the people of Scotch and England united in like
manner into one people?
B: King James at his first coming to the crown did endeavour it, but
could not prevail. 300

Indeed, Hobbes went on to attack the incomplete and inequitable naturalisation that
had occurred after James' death. 301

While it seems fair to suggest that these passages recall Bacon's writings on greatness
and his general stance on the union between Scotland and England, Hobbes' position
was, again, less warlike. Bacon had argued that naturalisation was a useful way of
enhancing a prince's means for conquest, as well as stabilising his rule in newly
acquired tenitmies. 302 Hobbes' emphasis was on the second of these points.
Nonetheless, Hobbes did endorse Bacon's position on the naturalisation of the Scots,
describing it as one of 'the true rules of politics.' 303

e. New Atlantis and Leviathan.

While a Hobbesian commonwealth would never pursue greatness through the policies
that Bacon recommended, there was another sense in which such a state might
conceivably be described as Baconian. In eschewing war, a Hobbesian sovereign
299
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would be acting in much the same way as the sovereigns in Bacon's fictitious
commonwealth of Bensalem. The behaviour and culture of Bensalem was utterly
unlike the principalities or republics that Bacon envisaged in his essays on greatness.
First, the history of Bensalem, as it emerged from the New Atlantis, was one of almost
continual peace. Bensalem made no attempts to conquer either America or Europe.
The one war in Bensalem's history did not reflect the position of Bacon's essay.
Bensalem did not use its victory to further its wealth and honour. Rather, Bensalem's
king, Altabin, 'contented himself only with their oath that they should no more bear
arms against him'.304 Secondly, Bensalem was remote, whereas Bacon argued that a
state that would be great should be 'seated in no extreme angle'. 305 Like Babylon, a
great state should be situated 'in the heart of the world'.306 Finally, the institutions of
Bensalem were geared more towards the advancement of science than toward military
greatness.

Richard Tuck suggests that Hobbes' Leviathan might qualify as 'the greatest piece of
utopian wliting to come out of the English Revolution.' 307 In so doing he links it to the
writings of Thomas More, Jean-Jacques Rousseau, Henri Saint-Simon, Charles
Fourier, and Robert Owen. 308 Tuck also focuses on the similarities between Hobbes'
vision of a new commonwealth and Bacon's utopian vision of Bensalem in the New

Atlantis. Tuck points to three specific similarities. First, Tuck argues that Hobbes, like
many other Litopians, wanted to remake the Christian religion. This was, he argues, a
goal that Leviathan and the New Atlantis had in common. Leviathan attempted to
recast Christianity along materialistic lines. In so doing he attempted dramatically to
reduce the threat of hell, and thus the fear that Chlistianity could inspire. The desire to
remake Chlistianity was equally clear 'in the blend of Protestantism and Judaism to
which Bacon's fragmentary New Atlantis briefly alludes'. 309 Secondly, Tuck's thesis
focuses on the transformation of the subject's and the sovereign's passions in a
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Hobbesian commonwealth. Tuck argues thatto achieve 'the renunciation of private
judgement- will itself necessitate the elimination of most passion.' 310 In so doing
Tuck, once again, underlines his thesis that Hobbes' philosophy grew out of the milieu
of scepticism and stoicism that characterised what he describes as the 'new
humanism'.311 Thirdly, Tuck points to Hobbes' belief in the transforming power of
science. Quoting a passage from The elements of law he argues:
Hobbes is drawing a parallel between the extraordinary transfmmation of
human existence brought about by natural science and the kind of
transformation which he is envisaging as a result of his science of natural
right: it seems that we are to expect nothing less than a kind of Baconian
alteration of the fundamental character of human life in both its material and
moral aspects. Hobbes's old intimacy with Bacon may indeed have had more
far-reaching implications than has usually been supposed.312

Tuck is certainly conect to argue that Hobbes envisaged a commonwealth that was
'very different from the government of Louis XIV or Charles 11', 313 for Hobbes
juxtaposed the stability and felicity of his proposed commonwealth with all
commonwealths hitherto known .3 14 1t is also conect (as I have argued above in
Chapter 2) that Hobbes believed that his civil philosophy was of great benefit to
mankind and that he expressed this in Baconian tetms.

There do seem to be other parallels between Bensalem and a Hobbesian
commonwealth that Tuck does not discuss. First, Hobbes envisaged a commonwealth
that was at peace with itself and with its neighbours. In this the Hobbesian
commonwealth would be like Bensalem. Secondly, perhaps the clearest parallel
between the New Atlantis and Leviathan was the relationship between the church and
science. Bacon's nanative described the way in which God spoke to the people of
Bensalem. This revelation was accompanied by miraculous signs. These signs were
verified as genuinely miraculous by a natural scientist. After desclibing the
miraculous arrival of a Bible, Bacon wrote that a member of Bensalem's scientific
society verified the miracle with these words: 'Lord God of heaven and earth, thou
3 10
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hast vouchsafed of thy grace to those of our order, to know thy works of creation, and
the secrets of them; and to discern ... between divine miracles, works of nature, works
of art, and impostures and illusions of all sorts. I do acknowledge and testify before
this people, that the things which we now see before our eyes is thy Finger and a true
Miracle.' 315 Natural scientists alone, it seems, could distinguish between true and vain
miracles, because of their special knowledge of what could and could not occur
naturally. In Leviathan, too, Hobbes argued that true prophecy was accompanied by
true miracles, 316 and that natural philosophers alone could distinguish between true
miracles and the wonders of nature. Hobbes' definition of true and false miracles was
linked to natural philosophy. Hobbes began his discussion of miracles with a general
definition:
By m.iracles are signified the admirable works of God; and therefore, they are
also called wonders ... To understand, therefore, what is a miracle we must
first understand what works they are which men wonder at and call admirable.
And there be but two things which make men wonder at any event: the one is,
if it be strange, that is to say such as the like of it hath never, or very rarely,
been produced; the other is if, when it is produced, we cannot imagine it to
have been done by natural means, but only produced by the hand of God. 317

This definition included false miracles. Hobbes's general definition of miracles and
his discussion of the Egyptian sorcerers linked deception and false miracles to
ignorance of natural science:
For such is the ignorance and aptitude to elTor generally of all men (but
especially of them that have not much knowledge of natural causes, and of the
nature and interests of men) as by innumerable and easy tricks to be abused.
What opinion of miraculous power, before it was known there was a science
of the course of the stars, might a man have gained that should have told
people: "This hour or day the sun should be darkened?" 318

Ignorance of natural causes clearly led to credulity of false miracles. Moreover,
Hobbes argued that natural philosophy could help to distinguish between a true and a
false miracle. Hobbes defines a true miracle thus: 'A Miracle is a work of God
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(besides his operation by the way of nature, ordained in the creation), done for the
making manifest to his elect the mission of an extraordinary minister for their
salvation.' 319 Natural philosophy could not comprehend true miracles. This is because
natural philosophy explores nature, the framework God ordained in creation; whereas,
a true miracle was an expression of God's absolute power which did not conform to
his ordained framework.

Leaving these similarities aside, it would be wrong to overemphasise the link between
Hobbes' civil philosophy and Bacon's New Atlantis. First, while it seems reasonable to
argue that Bacon harboured a stoic desire to quash the passions, the same cannot be
said of Hobbes. Certain passions, including revenge and laughter, were antithetical to
civil peace and were forbidden by the laws of nature. 320 However, other passions were
essential to human felicity. The elimination of curiosity, for example, would
effectively mean the elimination of all human science and religion. Similarly, Hobbes
suggested that lust was no more morally reprehensible than hunger or thirst. Again,
anger, on Hobbes' account, served a positive purpose. Amongst the passions described
in The elements of law, repentance, hope and trust seem as essential to civil peace as
revenge, ptide and vain glory were antithetical to the same end. Indeed, just as there
was a law of nature prohibiting revenge, so another prescribed that trust should be
repaid with good. 321

Secondly, the constitution of Bensalem was barely described. Bensalem was certainly
a monarchy, and thus unlike the Spartan and monastic utopias of More and
Campanella; yet Bacon went into little detail. 322 Rawley stated that Bacon had
intended to describe an ideal commonwealth in the New Atlantis. However, Bacon
never completed the work and the existing fragment does not provide a description of
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the organisation of Bensalem's polity. 323 Perhaps, as J. Weinberger suggests, Bacon
broke off his narrative because he believed that in civil matters silence was a virtue. 324

Conclusion

In many ways Bacon and Hobbes' civil philosophies were dissimilar. Bacon retained
the view that the prudential sentences of statesmen were the best fmm of instruction
in civil matters. Hobbes, on the other hand, wrote that the dictates of reason were a
firmer foundation than the conjecture of expelienced men. Nonetheless, Hobbes' civil
philosophy did reflect his knowledge of Bacon. First, Hobbes used matelial from
Bacon's Essays, Sylva sylvarwn, and The history of the reign of Henry VII in his
earliest expression of his civil philosophy. Secondly, Hobbes engaged with the central
themes of Bacon's final essay on the greatness of states. Thirdly, there were parallels
between the roles of prophecy and science in Hobbes' Leviathan and Bacon's New

Atlantis. Finally, there were stylistic debts, discussed in Chapters 1 and 2 above, to
Bacon's Essays, De sapientia veterwn, and the De augmentis. Perhaps Hobbes'
greatest stylistic debt to Bacon was the title of his most famous work. In 1623 Bacon
wrote to Buckingham concerning a possible war with Spain. '[T]he King', he wrote,
'will put a hook in the nostrils of Spain, and lay a foundation of greatness here to his
children in these west parts'. 325 Here Bacon likened the state of Spain to the great
leviathan as it was described in the forty-first chapter of the book of Job.
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Conclusion.
Thomas Hobbes' relationship with Francis Bacon.

Hobbes' relationship with Bacon, like his philosophy as a whole, changed over time,
and these changes did not conform to a single trajectory.' In spite of this, there are six
general conclusions that can be drawn concerning Hobbes' relationship to Bacon.
First, Hobbes' study of natural and civil philosophy and history included Bacon's
writings in the broadest sense. Secondly, even after reading Euclid, Galileo, and
William Harvey, Hobbes' interest in Bacon's work persisted. Thirdly, Hobbes' early
drafts of his philosophy show his interest in Bacon more obviously than the final
published editions. Fourthly, Hobbes' use of Bacon was always creative. Fifthly, in
some ways Bacon's work was fundamental to Hobbes' philosophy. Finally, in an
important sense, Hobbes was Bacon's only heir. I will discuss each of these claims in
turn,

Hobbes knew a wide range of Bacon's works. Chapter 1 shows that Hobbes knew
various editions of the Essays, De sapientia veterwn, the Sylva sylvarum., The history

of the reign of Henry VII, the De augmentis, The maxims of the law, the Scripta in
Naturali et Universali Philosophia, and Hardwick MS. 51, which included many of
Bacon's civil and moral writings. The Novum organum can also be added to this list
for two reasons. First, Hobbes was clearly aware of the Novwn organum's form of
heat. Secondly, Hobbes repeated the Novwn organwn's juxtaposition between the Old
World and the New World many times in his discussions of the benefits of science. 2
There is also a strong case that the marginal notes in the Chatsworth edition of The

advancement of learning were made by Hobbes. First, Hobbes catalogued the book

1

It has been argued that Hobbes' thought developed in a linear fashion. Ferdinand Tonnies, and Perez
Zagorin, for example, both argue that Hobbes philosophy evolved from Aristotelianism to mechanism.
They base this on the character of the Little treatise, which they argue is a half-way stage between a
full rejection of Aristotle and a complete endorsement of mechanism. (Ferdinand Tonnies, 'The editor's
preface', in Thomas Hobbes, The elements of law natural and politic, ed. ferdinand Tonnies, (London,
1969) pp. v-xiii. Perez Zagorin, 'Hobbes' early philosophical development', Journal of the hist01y of
ideas, 54 (1993), 505-18.)
2
Thomas Hobbes, The elements oj law, human nature and de co1pore politico, ed. J.C.A. Gaskin,
(Oxford, 1994) p. 74; Thomas Hobbes, On the citizen, ed. Richard Tuck, tr. Michael Silverthorne,
(Cambridge, 1999) p. 25; and, Thomas Hobbes, 'Elements of philosophy the first section concerning
body', in The English works of Thomas Hobbes of Malmesbuty, ed. Sir Wi!liam Molesworth, (11 vols.,
London, 1839-1845), I, 8.
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whilst working for the Cavendishes. Secondly, I have argued that the notes were made
while Hobbes was composing the Historia ecclesiastica, as they highlight Socrates'
effect on the Athenian polity. This would mean that the notes were made around the
late 1660s. This suggestion ties in with Noel Malcolm's view that if the notes were
Hobbes', then they would have to date from late in his life. 3

Hobbes continued to employ matelial from Bacon's works. His use of Bacon valied,
but he drew on him nonetheless. Two examples of Hobbes' erratic use of Bacon are
Hobbes' account of heat and whiteness. In the 1640s, Hobbes' account of light was
similar to Bacon's description of heat. Both thinkers described the phenomenon that
they studied as a dilating motion of invisible parts. In the 1650s, however, Hobbes
changed his analysis of light, desclibing it in terms of simple circular motion. The
reverse was true of Hobbes' account of whiteness. In 1646 Hobbes explicitly cited
Honore Fabli's view of whiteness. However, De corpore described whiteness in terms
familiar from the Novum organum,.

Additionally, Hobbes continued to refer to Bacon even after encounteling the works
of Euclid, Galileo, and Mersenne. Perhaps the most surptising example of this was
Hobbes' account of aural pleasure in The elements of law. Here, Hobbes' explanation
of sound explicitly referred to Galileo's Discoursi e dimostrazioni matematiche

intorno

adue nuove scienze. 4 The piece was also written around the time when

Hobbes was in regular contact with Mersenne, whose Hannonie universelle contained
much on music and sound. Nonetheless, Hobbes' description of aural pleasure and
pain followed Bacon's account in Sylva sylvarum. Another example was Hobbes'
account of tidal motion. Here Hobbes referred to Bacon and Galileo, but Hobbes'
argument about the cause of the tides came from 'the writings of Lord Chancellor
Bacon.' 5

3
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to Galileo's Discoursi in The elements of law. (Hobbes, The elements of law, p. 47.)
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Thomas Hobbes, 'Problemata physica', in Opera philosophica quae latine scripsit omnia in unum
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In a limited sense, Hobbes' early manuscripts contained much more obvious
references to Bacon than the printed editions of the 1640s and 1650s. The first draft of

De corpore opened with a call for a copious and ordered natural history. This would
be, Hobbes argued, the bedrock of a new productive philosophy of nature.6 Hobbes
made his point with a simile much used by Bacon, and by referring to an ancient
myth, 7 again imitating Bacon's practice in the De augmentis and the De sapientia

veterwn. Similarly, Hobbes' Latin optical manuscript opened with an account of light
which was very close to Bacon's desctiption of heat. 8 The manuscript also desctibed
sensation in te1ms of the motion of spirits. The elements of law contained perhaps the
biggest concentration of references to Bacon. It opened with a mechanistic description
of sensation and memory. This account appealed to the very analogy with which the

Sylva sylvarum described the paradigm of mechanical motion. 9 It went on to describe
spirits in terms that were familiar from the Sylva sylvarum. 10 The elements of law
described the passions with reference to Bacon's Essays, History of the reign of Henry

VII, and the Sylva sylvarum. 11 Much of this material was absent from the later
published editions of De corpore, De homine, and De cive. However, this should not
be taken to suggest that Hobbes' interest in Bacon declined.

Hobbes' use of Bacon was critical and creative. Hobbes obviously regarded De

sapientia veterwn highly. Yet, rather than copy Bacon's analysis of any particular
fable or fables, Hobbes used Bacon's method to produce interpretations of his own. To
take another example, Hobbes' history of philosophy reflected a Baconian
understanding of many of the main figures and motives in the development of human
learning. Yet, Hobbes embellished the structure he took from Bacon with arguments
and details taken from the works of others; he redescribed the role of Adam; and drew
out the political implications of the idols of the mind.

6
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law, pp. 27, 28.
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In spite of Hobbes' creativity and his wide range of sources, Bacon's work often
remained the fundamental framework into which other elements were placed. For
example, the contours of Bacon's history of knowledge remained the basis of all of
Hobbes' treatments of the subject. Similarly, Hobbes reshaped Euclid's method to
reflect his prior commitment to a productive science.

Finally, in an important sense, Hobbes could legitimately claim to be Bacon's only
heir. For, if Bacon's De vijs mortis, et de senectute retardanda atque instaurandis

vi rib us or Aphorismi de iure gentium, maiore sive de fontibus justiciae et iuris, had
any effect on future philosophy, it was through Hobbes' works. These manuscripts lay
unpublished and undisturbed at Hardwick Hall for three centuries. In that time,
Hobbes was the only major philosopher who could have known them.

Hobbes interest in Bacon has important implications for the understanding of the early
development of his philosophy. I will illustrate this by discussing two conceptions of
that development. First, Ferdinand Tonnies argues that in the early 1630s, Hobbes'
natural philosophy was still partially Aristotelian, and that Hobbes did not fully
divorce himself from the Peripatetic theory of species until the mid 1630s. 12 However,
my analysis has shown that Hobbes rejected Peripatetic logic and physics in the
1610s. Indeed, this rejection was bound up with his first pupil's translation and
imitation of Bacon, and with Fulgenzio Micanzio's view of Bacon's place in the
history of knowledge. Indeed, by 1629, Hobbes had read Bacon's Sylva sylvarwn,
which presented an account of natural phenomena unlike that of Aristotle. Richard
Tuck sets out a second version of Hobbes' early philosophical development. 13 Tuck
asserts that Hobbes had no firm philosophical commitments prior to his encounter
with the philosophy of Descartes in the late 1630s and early 1640s. Again, my
analysis does not support this view. Essentially, I argue that Hobbes brought a
knowledge of Bacon's Novum organum and Sylva sylvarum to his debate with
Descartes. Cetiainly, Hobbes' commitment to a productive and mechanistic
philosophy was evident from his corr-espondence prior to his engagement with

12

Ttinnies, 'The editor's preface', pp. v-xiii,
Richard Tuck, 'Hobbes and Descartes', in G.AJ Rogers and Alan Ryan eds., Perspectives on Thomas
Hobb es (Oxford, 1988) pp. ll-4L
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Descartes. Here I agree with F1ithiof Brandtthat Hobbes' polemic with Descartes over
spirits reflected a prior knowledge and acceptance of Bacon's description of matter. 14

These concluding comments should not, however, be taken as a summary of Hobbes'
attitude to Bacon, for in important ways this study is incomplete. A full description of
Hobbes' debt to Bacon would require an examination of Hobbes' thought on rhetoric
and theology as well as an analysis of Hobbes' A dialogue between a philosopher and

student, of the common laws of England. Additionally, this paper has barely discussed
Sorbiere's assertion that Hobbes' style was similar to that of Bacon. Further work is
also needed to ascertain if Hobbes' hand can be found amongst the scribal hands that
contributed to Hardwick MS . 51. This thesis has also refrained from addressing the
authorship of the Three discourses.

In spite of these limitations, it is clear that Hobbes had good grounds to claim that he
understood Bacon's writings better than any other. It is also apparent that Sorbiere
was correct when he stated that Hobbes retained much from his old patron. Neither is
there any reason to doubt Franc;ois du Verdus's judgment that Hobbes esteemed
Bacon's works highly.

I

14

Frithiof Brandt, Thomas Hobb es' mechanical conception of nature (Copenhagen, 1928) p. 162.
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